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UDK 930:004
1.02 Wissenschaftlicher Aufsatz

Erwartungen forschender und 
darstellender Historiker 

an Quelleneditionen

Peter Štih
O. Univ.-Prof. Dr.

Universität Ljubljana, Philosophische Fakultät, Abteilung für Geschichte
Aškerčeva 2, SI – 1000 Ljubljana, Slowenien

E-mail: peter.stih@guest.arnes.si 

Kurzfassung:
Der Beitrag behandelt einige Probleme und Perspektiven der Edition histori-
scher Quellen, die einen wichtigen Platz in der historischen Wissenschaft ein-
nimmt. Die Informations- und mit ihr verbundene technologische Revolution 
der letzten beiden Jahrzehnte haben auch die Veröffentlichung von Quellen 
und den Zugang zu ihnen beeinflusst. Neue Möglichkeiten der Bearbeitung gro-
ßer Datenmengen, der leichte Informationsfluss, die elektronische Veröffentli-
chung von Text- und Bildmaterialien etc. stellen das Edieren historischer Quel-
len vor neue Herausforderungen und erfordern eine neue Reflexion editorischer 
Arbeit. Vor neuen Herausforderungen stehen auch die Herausgeber historischer 
Quellen des Alpen-Adria-Raumes, wo freilich in den letzten Jahren die Editionen 
mittelalterlicher Dokumente von der starken Vitalität wie auch dem Perspekti-
venreichtum der Editionsarbeit in diesem Teil Europas zeugen.

Schlüselwörter: 
Quelleneditionen, Mittelalter, Internet, Alpen-Adria-Raum.

Studia Historica Slovenica
Humanities and Social Studies Review

Maribor, 10 (2010), No. 1, S. 9–20, 35 Fußnoten
Sprache: Original in Deutsch (Kurzfassung in Deutsch und Slowenisch, 

Zusammenfassung in Slowenisch)
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Meinen Beitrag verstehe ich als Gelegenheit, einige Probleme, Zustände, Mögli-
chkeiten und Perspektiven von Quelleneditionen unter besonderer Berücksi-
chtigung unseres engeren Alpen-Adria-Raumes und mit Einschränkung auf das 
Mittelalter reflektiert aufzuzeigen. Allerdings ist der Titel keineswegs als ein von 
forschenden und darstellenden Historikern an die an Quelleneditionen arbe-
itenden Historiker gerichteter "Wunschkatalog" zu verstehen, mit der Hoffnung, 
ihre Wünsche und Erwartungen zu erfüllen. Ein solcher Ansatz wäre schon allein 
deswegen problematisch, weil die Anliegen der Historiker breit gefächert sind. 
Welcher Text in welcher Form und aus welcher Zeit editionswürdig ist, hängt 
von den Fragestellungen, Forschungsinteressen und Prioritäten der jeweiligen 
Forschungspolitik ab. In diesem Sinne sind Editionen auch Produkte und Wider-
spiegelungen ihrer Zeit. Außerdem könnte durch einen solchen Ansatz der Ein-
druck entstehen, dass zwischen forschenden und edierenden Historikern streng 
zu unterscheiden wäre. Eine solche Unterscheidung könnte sogar als wertend 
aufgefasst werden, wenn man meinte, die letztgenannten würden nur auf die 
Erwartungen und Anliegen der ersteren reagieren. 

Heinrich Fichtenau hat vor über fünfzehn Jahren die alte Unterscheidung 
zwischen Urkundenforschern und Diplomatikern aufgegriffen.1 Trotzdem 
steht fest, dass beide in erster Linie Forscher sind. Dasselbe gilt auch für Quel-
leneditoren überhaupt: auch sie sind vornehmlich Forscher und unterschei-
den sich von anderen Historikern nur durch ihr Forschungsobjekt und die bei 
ihrer Arbeit angewandten Methoden und Techniken. Edieren ist von Geschi-
chtsforschung nicht zu trennen, denn beide Arbeitsfelder beeinflussen einan-
der und stehen in einer ständigen Interaktion. Nach außen zeigt sich das darin, 
dass es heute praktisch keine Historiker gibt, die sich nur mit dem Edieren von 
Quellen beschäftigen würden. Carlrichard Brühl beschrieb dieses Verhältnis 
folgendermaßen: "Der moderne Diplomatiker ist Historiker, oder er ist ein 
schlechter Diplomatiker."2 Man kann wohl davon ausgehen, dass die enge Ver-
bindung zwischen historisch orientierter Forschungs- und Editionsarbeit der 
"Naturzustand" der Dinge ist – zumindest solange es eine von den Quellen und 
ihrem Studium ausgehende Geschichtswissenschaft gibt. Und solange es sie 
gibt, wird darin das Edieren von Quellen einen hohen Stellenwert haben. Auf 
jeden Fall könnte man für diese Feststellung an eine Paraphrase Theo Kölzers 

* Der Beitrag stellt das einleitende Referat vor, das im Rahmen der Tagung "Grundlageforschung als 
Forschungsgrundlage. Quellen-Editionsprojekte zur steirischen Geschichte von der Antike bis ins 20. 
Jahrhundert" in Graz am 20. April 2009 präsentiert wurde. Mit Ausnahme der beigegeben Fußnoten 
wurde die ursprüngliche Form beibehalten.

1 Heinrich Fichtenau, "Diplomatiker und Urkundenforscher", Mitteilungen des Instituts für 
Österreichische Geschichtsforschung 100 (1992): 9–49.

2 Carlrichard Brühl, "Die Herrscherurkunden", in: ders., Aus Mittelalter und Diplomatik. Gesammelte 
Aufsätze Bd. 2: Studien zur Diplomatik (München–Zürich, 1989), 531.
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erinnern: Quod non est in editionibus non est in mundo!, die freilich in einem 
etwas anderen Zusammenhang formuliert wurde.3 Allerdings fällt es für solche 
in der Regel sehr langwierige, arbeitsaufwendige und hinsichtlich der Zahl der 
Mitwirkenden sehr umfangreiche Vorhaben schwer, Geldgeber zu gewinnen 
und eine langfristige und nachhaltige Finanzierung sicherzustellen – aber das 
steht auf einem anderen Blatt.4 Ein ständiger Bedarf an Editionsarbeit steht also 
außer Frage. Auch weil Editionen – wie Walter Pohl betont – "ein Kernstück 
der Identität der historischen und philologischen Fächer" sind.5 Stittig kann 
nur das Was und Wie des Edierens sein.

Die Frage nach Inhalt und Weise des Edierens ist eigentlich sehr alt, man 
könnte fast sagen eine ewige Frage, mit der sich die mit Editionen befas-
sten Fächer abmühen. Diese Frage ist jedoch neuerdings besonders – allerdin-
gs längst nicht ausschließlich – wegen der im Computerzeitalter aufgekom-
menen Möglichkeiten und Herausforderungen sehr aktuell geworden. Neue 
Möglichkeiten der Bearbeitung großer Datenmengen, ein leichter Austausch 
von Informationen und die rasche Zugänglichkeit großer Datenbanken im 
Internet, die Möglichkeit elektronischer Veröffentlichungen von Text- und Bild-
materialien und noch vieles mehr hat in den letzten Jahren neue Überlegungen 
über den Stellenwert des Edierens erforderlich gemacht. Klar zum Ausdruck 
kommt diese Notwendigkeit der Reflexion auf verschiedenen Tagungen und 
Kongressen, auf denen solche Fragen intensiv diskutiert werden. So organisier-
ten etwa die Monumenta Germaniae Historica (MGH) in Zusammenarbeit mit 
der Historischen Kommission bei der Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaf-
ten schon vor gut einem Jahrzehnt in München eine vielbeachtete Tagung mit 
dem Titel "Quelleneditionen und kein Ende?".6 Zur 150-Jahr-Feier des Instituts 
für Österreichische Geschichtsforschung stellte sich 2004 in Wien ein großer 
internationaler und interdisziplinärer Kongress Fragen über den "Nutzen des 
Edierens".7 Im Jahre 2005 wurde in Paris und München über "Möglichkeiten 

3 Theo Kölzer, "Die Edition der merowingischen Königsurkunden", in: Brigitte Merta, Andrea 
Sommerlechner und Herwig Weigl (Hg.), Vom Nutzen des Edierens. Akten des internationalen 
Kongresses zum 150-jährigen Bestehen des Instituts für Österreichische Geschichtsforschung (Wien, 
3.–5. Juni 2004) (Mitteilungen des Instituts für Österreichische Geschichtsforschung, Ergänzungsband 
47) (Wien–München, 2005) (weiter: Merta, Sommerlechner und Weigl, Vom Nutzen des Edierens), 
290.

4  Siehe z. B. Herwig Wolfram, "Die Krise der Diplomatik – ein Missverständnis", in: Klaus Brandstätter 
und Julia Hörmann (Hg.), Tirol – Österreich – Italien. Festschrift für Josef Riedmann zum 65. 
Geburtstag (Schlern-Schriften 330) (Innsbruck, 2005), 661 ff.

5 Walter Pohl, "Von Nutzen und Methodik des Edierens", in: Merta, Sommerlechner und Weigl, Vom 
Nutzen des Edierens, 353.

6 Lothar Gall und Rudolf Schieffer (Hg.), Quelleneditionen und kein Ende? (Historische Zeitschrift, 
Beiheft 28) (München, 1999).

7 Merta, Sommerlechner und Weigl, Vom Nutzen des Edierens. 
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und Grenzen der Quelleneditionen" diskutiert,8 und im Folgejahr in St. Gal-
len über "Quelleneditionen als historische Grundlagenforschung".9 

Obwohl sie den Fokus nicht auf das Mittelalter richtete, möchte ich an die-
ser Stelle ganz besonders an die im Rahmen ihrer Historischen Kommission von 
der Österreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften im Jahre 1999 organisier-
te Tagung erinnern, die sich mit der Problematik neuzeitlicher Quelleneditio-
nen vom 16. Jahrhundert bis zur Gegenwart beschäftigt hat. Diese Tagung und 
der zugehörige Sammelband10 befassen sich nämlich mit einer Zeit, die not-
gedrungen zunehmend ins Zentrum der Diskussionen rückt und in Zukunft 
die Quelleneditoren noch mehr fordern wird. Nicht nur, weil die Neuzeit mit 
Quelleneditionen wesentlich schlechter abgedeckt ist als das Mittelalter. Nicht 
weniger erheblich ist, dass die Edition neuzeitlicher Geschichtsquellen schon 
allein wegen deren Massenproduktion und Mannigfaltigkeit andere Ansätze 
erfordert als die für mittelalterliche Quelleneditionen üblichen. Die Frage nach 
dem Was und Wie im Hinblick auf Editionen ist unter diesen Umständen noch 
viel entscheidender als bei mittelalterlichen Quellen, und die Diskussion über 
diese Fragen steht – meines Erachtens – erst am Anfang. 

 Ein gemeinsames Merkmal aller dieser Tagungen ist ein hohes Maß an 
Selbstreflexion in den Geschichtswissenschaften. Zahlreiche, sowohl aus der 
praktischen Editionsarbeit als auch aus theoretischen Überlegungen hevor-
gegangene kritische Wahrnehmungen sind auch im Zusammenhang unserer 
Tagung sehr wichtig und gut anwendbar. Es erscheint deshalb sinnvoll, in der 
Folge auf einige davon hinzuweisen. 

Das Edieren historischer Texte ging stets Hand in Hand mit der Entwic-
klung der historischen Disziplinen. Ihrer seit dem frühen 19. Jahrhundert 
erfolgten "Verwissenschaftlichung" im modernen Sinne entsprachen auch die 
Editionen, die gerade bei mittelalterlichen Quellen ihre noch heute gültigen 
Arbeitstechniken und -methoden ausgefeilt und große Editionsvorhaben auf 
den Weg gebracht haben. Deren Dimensionen wurden oft unterschätzt, so dass 
mitunter auch heute noch kein baldiger Abschluss in Sicht ist.11 Als Ergebnis der 
Editionsarbeit vieler Generationen ist heute die Herausgabe mittelalterlicher 
Quellen schon weit fortgeschritten. Insbesondere gilt das für das Frühmitte-

8 Siehe Tagungsbericht: "Der Historiker vor seinen Quellen: Möglichkeiten und Grenzen der 
Quelleneditionen". 26.02.2005, Paris, 09.04.2005, München. In: H-Soz-u-Kult, 25.05.2005, <http://
hsozkult.geschichte.hu-berlin.de/tagungsberichte/id=737>.

9 <http://www.mediaevistik.uzh.ch/downloads/Tagung_Quelleneditionen.pdf>.
10 Grete Klingenstein, Fritz Fellner und Hans Peter Hye (Hg.), Umgang mit Quellen heute. Zur Problematik 

neuzeitlicher Quelleneditionen vom 16. Jahrhundert bis zur Gegenwart (Fontes rerum Austriacarum 
II/92) (Wien, 2003).

11 Zum Beispiel ging man bei der Gründung der MGH davon aus, dass die Arbeit innerhalb einiger 
Jahrzehnte beendet werden könne.
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lalter und weitgehend auch für das Hochmittelalter, in viel geringerem Maße 
verständlicherweise für das Spätmittelalter, das schon im Zeichen der schriftli-
chen Massenproduktion steht. Quelleneditionen stehen gerade hier vor 
größten Herausforderungen. Selektion des Materials und zugleich Edieren in 
vereinfachter Form sind dabei unumgänglich. So können beispielsweise große 
Reihen spätmittelalterlicher und frühneuzeitlicher Notariatsbücher, die es zu 
Hunderten oder sogar Tausenden gibt und die mehr oder weniger stark verein-
heitlichte Eintragungen enthalten, eben nicht in der gleichen Weise herausge-
geben werden wie Traditionsnotizen des 9. oder 11. Jahrhunderts. 

Ähnliches gilt für Herrscherurkunden. Eine der prominentesten Reihen der 
MGH, die Diplomata, wird sinnvollerweise nicht in das Spätmittelalter fortgese-
tzt werden können. Gewissermaßen traten an ihre Stelle die Bände der Regesta 
imperii, die statt der Volledition einer Urkunde ein mehr oder weniger erschöp-
fendes Regest bieten. Zu dieser Einschränkung kommt für das 15. Jahrhundert 
noch der Grundsatz hinzu, dass nur die im Namen des Herrschers ausgestellten 
Urkunden ediert werden. Dieser Grundsatz wurde inzwischen schon für die 
zweite Hälfte des 14. Jahrhunderts auch von der nach siebzig Jahren neu aufge-
nommenen Reihe der Regesta Habsburgica übernommen.12 Ein anderer, bei 
der Edition spätmittelalterlicher Urkunden zu beherzigender und zum Beispi-
el bei der Edition der Regesten Kaiser Friedrichs III.13 angewandter Grundsatz 
ist das sogenannte Fonds-Prinzip. Die Bearbeitung und Edition nach einzelnen 
Archivfonds weist insbesondere hinsichtlich der Effizienz und Effektivität viele 
Vorteile vor dem chronologischen Prinzip auf. So wird auch die Edition von 
Quellen ermöglicht, bevor noch das gesamte Quellenmaterial eines Ausstellers 
evidentiert und bearbeitet ist. 

Allerdings zeigt das Beispiel der Regesten Kaiser Maximilians I., dass oft auch 
solche neuen Ansätze nicht ausreichen und dass radikalere Entscheidungen zu 
treffen sind, nämlich eine Auswahl der zu edierenden Materialien. Das Ergeb-
nis der jahrzehntelangen Arbeit Hermann Wiesfleckers und seiner Mitarbeiter 
ist äußerst eindrucksvoll. Dennoch wurden in Form von Regesten "nur" etwa 
22.000 Urkunden – von der geschätzten halben Million seiner Herrschaftszeit 
– veröffentlicht.14 Wie akut bei dieser Art des Edierens das Kriterium der Aus-

12 Regesta Habsburgica. Regesten der Grafen von Habsburg und der Herzoge von Österreich aus dem 
Hause Habsburg, V. Abt.: Die Regesten der Herzoge von Österreich (1365–1395), 1. Teilband (1365–
1370). Bearab. von Christian Lackner unter Mitarb. von Claudia Feller (Wien–München, 2007); 2. 
Teilband (1371–1375). Bearb. von Christian Lackner unter Mitarb. von Claudia Feller und Stefan 
Seitschek (Wien–München, 2010).

13 Regesten Kaiser Friedrichs III. (1440–1493) nach Archiven und Bibliotheken geordnet. Hgg. v. Heinrich 
Koller, Heft 1 ff. (Wien–Köln–Graz, 1982 ff.). Für den derzeitigen Stand der Regestenedition der 
Urkunden Friedrichs III. siehe: <http://www.regesta-imperii.de/urk_fr>.

14 Regesta imperii 14, Ausgewählte Regesten des Kaiserreiches unter Maximilian I. 1493–1519, Bearb. 
von Hermann Wiesflecker, Tl. 1-4/2 (1493–1504) (Wien–Köln–Graz, 1990–1998).
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wahl ist, braucht nicht besonders betont zu werden, ebenso wenig die Tatsa-
che, dass bei einem solchen Vorgehen möglicherweise Urkunden übergangen 
werden, die für verschiedene Fragestellungen sehr wertvoll sein könnten, etwa 
für wirtschaftliche, kulturelle oder regionale Aspekte. 

Weniger das Was als das Wie wird bei Editionsprojekten immer wichtiger. 
Angesichts der Überlegungen, ob durch die Herabsetzung der sehr hohen und 
mit großem Arbeits-, Zeit- und Geldaufwand verbundenen Standards nicht 
in kürzerer Zeit und billiger ebenfalls zufriedenstellende Editionen möglich 
wären, drängt sich in erster Linie die Frage auf, welche Möglichkeiten hier die 
neuen elektronischen Medien bieten. Dass sich dabei bisher unvorstellba-
re neue Horizonte im Bereich der Forschungsarbeit, der Zugänglichkeit von 
Informationen, der Anwendbarkeit und Kommunikation eröffnen, muss jedem 
durchschnittlichen Internet-User klar sein. Die durch die elektronische Daten-
verarbeitung ausgelöste Informatikrevolution hat selbstverständlich auch die 
Geschichtsschreibung und das Edieren nicht unberührt gelassen. Die Digitali-
sierung unserer Arbeit hat bereits stattgefunden, obwohl man manchmal den 
Eindruck hat, dass uns dies noch nicht voll bewusst ist oder dass wir die neuen 
Möglichkeiten noch nicht voll zu nutzen wissen. 

So ermöglichen zum Beispiel die neuen Medien erstmals einen direkten 
Zugang zu handschriftlichen Texten im Internet. Ein ganz vorzüglicher Fall ist 
Monasterium.Net,15 das sich erfolgreich zu einem grenzenlosen europäischen 
virtuellen Archiv von digitalen, kostenlos zugänglichen Urkundenfaksimi-
les entwickelt und Fachleuten verschiedener Profile ganz neue Arbeitsmö-
glichkeiten eröffnet. Das Bild ist leichter zugänglich als das kommentierende 
Regest, und das Bild als Bestandteil des edierten Textes in der elektronischen 
Edition könnte eher die Regel als die Ausnahme sein. Die Auffassung des Edie-
rens als einer nie abgeschlossenen Arbeit, als eines ständigen Prozesses der Ver-
besserung und Ergänzung gewinnt mit den elektronischen Medien eine ganz 
neue Dimension: ins Internet und damit schon in die Anwendung können noch 
nicht abgeschlossene Vorhaben gestellt werden, und die neue "on-line"-Edition 
des unvollendeten ersten Bandes des Urkundenbuches der Steiermark, das von 
Friedrich Hausmann erarbeitet wurde, ist ein schönes Beispiel für diese Praxis.16 
"Work in progress" und die breite Zugänglichkeit von Vorhaben schließen 
einander nicht aus, sondern wirken eher ergänzend. Auf diese Weise eröffnen 
sich neue Möglichkeiten von Synergien und Kooperationen, an denen sowo-
hl Institutionen als auch Einzelpersonen mit sehr spezifischen und speziellen 
Kenntnissen aus verschiedenen Fachgebieten der Geschichte teilhaben kön-

15 <http://www.monasterium.net> .
16 <http://gams.uni-graz.at/fedora/get/collection:stub/bdef:Collection/get>.
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nen, die sonst nicht die Möglichkeit der Arbeit in großen Forschungszentren 
mit reichen Bibliotheken haben. 

Ein wichtiges Anwendungsgebiet für die Nutzung der durch die neuen 
elektronischen Medien eröffneten Möglichkeiten ist zweifellos die Zugän-
glichkeit bereits edierter Texte. Als wohl bester Referenzpunkt sind in die-
sem Zusammenhang die digitalen MGH (MGH-Digital)17 zu nennen. Sie stellen 
gewissermaßen auf privaten Arbeitstischen Editionsreihen zur Verfügung, die 
sich bisher nur große Forschungsinstitute und Bibliotheken leisten konnten. 
Die Internet-Zugänglichkeit der gedruckten Editionen ist freilich weitgehend 
von Verlagspolitik abhängig, aber überall dort, wo Vorhaben mit öffentlichen 
Mitteln finanziert worden sind – was in den meisten Fällen zutrifft –, müsste 
man dafür eintreten, dass Editionen im Internet nach dem Prinzip des "Open 
Access"18 zur Verfügung gestellt werden. Dieser in den Naturwissenschaften 
schon allgemein geltende Grundsatz sieht einen kostenlosen und lizenzfreien 
Zugang zur wissenschaftlichen Literatur im Internet vor. Es ist auf jeden Fall ein 
zukunftsweisendes Modell, das auch von der Wissenschaftspolitik entschieden 
zu unterstützen wäre. 

Die digitale Welt ist eigentlich grenzenlos, und man könnte beliebig Bei-
spiele aufzählen, um die Bedeutung der neuen Medien für das Edieren von 
Geschichtsquellen aufzuzeigen. Im Zusammenhang mit der Digitalisierung von 
Archivmaterialien möchte ich auf eine Angelegenheit aufmerksam machen, 
die zwar das Edieren nur mittelbar betrifft, deren Aktualität und Dringlichke-
it uns aber durch Ereignisse in jüngster Zeit sehr schmerzhaft vor Augen geführt 
wurde. Ich denke hier an den Einsturz des Gebäudes des Historischen Archivs 
der Stadt Köln (am 3. März 2009), das als größtes Kommunalarchiv nördlich der 
Alpen galt, und an den Einsturz des Staatsarchivs in L'Aquila (Archivio di Stato 
dell'Aquila) anlässlich des Erdbebens am 6. April 2009 in Mittelitalien. In beiden 
Fällen wurden unersetzliche Archivmaterialien zerstört. Beide Ereignisse wei-
sen auf besonders dramatische Weise erneut auf die Problematik von Aufbewa-
hrung und Schutz von Archivgut als einem der wichtigsten Elemente unseres 
Kulturerbes und unserer Identität hin. Es gibt zwar keinen vollständigen Schutz 
vor solchen Verlusten, doch könnten sie durch die Anfertigung von entspre-
chenden Kopien wesentlich gemildert werden. Die moderne Technologie – ein 
gutes Beispiel dafür ist auch das Großprojekt der virtuellen digitalen Bibliothek 
von Google19 – ermöglicht eine schnelle Digitalisierung großer Materialmen-
gen, die damit nicht nur leicht zugänglich, sondern auch geschützt sind. Jeden-

17 <http://www.mgh.de/dmgh/>.
18 Siehe Klaus Graf, "Edition und Open Access", in: Merta, Sommerlechner und Weigl, Vom Nutzen des 

Edierens, 197–203.
19 <http://books.google.com/>.
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falls müsste dieser Angelegenheit, die auch mit hohen Kosten verbunden ist, 
in der Archivpolitik ein höherer Prioritätsgrad eingeräumt werden; es geht 
darum, Wege für eine systematische Lösung zu finden.

Es gibt also zahlreiche Herausforderungen und Aufgaben für Quellenedito-
ren. Diese allgemeine Einschätzung gilt auch für unseren engeren Alpen-Adria-
Raum, mit dem ich meine einleitenden Überlegungen abschließen möchte. 
Auch hier stehen wir vor der Herausforderung der neuen Medien, die wir besser 
nutzen müssten als bisher. Wir stehen auch vor der Herausforderung von Neu-
editionen jener Texte, die derzeit nur in veralteten und oft schwer zugängli-
chen Ausgaben vorliegen. Ein socher Text ist zum Beispiel die Kärntner Chro-
nik des Jakob Unrest, deren einzige Edition aus dem fernen Jahr 1724 stammt 
– ein Zustand, der für heutige wissenschaftliche Standards kaum akzeptabel 
ist.20 Wir stehen auch vor der Herausforderung der Editionen neuer Quellen, 
wenn innerhalb einer akzeptablen Zeitspanne möglicherweise sogar alle für 
unseren Raum relevanten urkundlichen Quellen bis 1250 in (geeigneten) Edi-
tionen vorliegen würden.21 Eine besondere Herausforderung bilden ferner die 
Editionen bisher benachteiligter Quellengattungen. Hier geht es zum Beispi-
el um die systematische Sammlung bzw. Systemisierung des mittelalterlichen 
Bildmaterials, wobei sich durch digitale Technologien ganz neue Veröffentlic-
hungsmöglichkeiten anbieten, oder um die Edition epigraphischer Denkmäler. 
In diesem Fall ist der heutige slowenische Raum – im Unterschied zum österre-
ichischen22 – sozusagen ein unbeschriebenes Blatt.

Das Verzeichnis der Herausforderungen für Quelleneditoren des Alpen-
Adria-Raumes könnte man beliebig verlängern, aber ich finde es wichtiger, 
abschließend darauf hinzuweisen, dass – zumindest was das Mittelalter betrifft 
– in den ersten Jahren des dritten Jahrtausends Ergebnisse erzielt wurden, die 
sowohl die Vitalität als auch den Perspektivenreichtum editorischer Arbeit in 
diesem Teil Europas belegen. In den letzten Jahren sind hier nämlich so viele 
Editionen erschienen wie bisher nie in einer so kurzen Zeitspanne. Erwähnt 
sei zunächst Reinhard Härtels Edition der älteren Urkunden des Klosters S. 
Maria zu Aquileia.23 Günther Bernhard hat die hochmittelalterlichen Urkun-
den der Patriarchen von Aquileia für das slowenische Gebiet und die Urkunden 

20 Simon Friedrich Hahn, Collectio monumentorum veterum et recentium ineditorum 1 (Braunschweig, 
1724), 479–536.

21 In diesem Sinne wurde am Institut für Geschichte an der Universität Klagenfurt mit einem Workshop 
am 8. und 9. April 2010 die Initiative "Virtuelles Urkundenbuch des Alpen-Adria-Raumes" gestartet. 

22 Siehe <http://www.inschriften.net/>. 
23 Reinhard Härtel (Hg.), Die älteren Urkunden des Klosters S. Maria zu Aquileia (1036–1250) 

(Publikationen des Historischen Instituts beim Österreichischen Kulturforum in Rom II/6 2. Bd.) 
(Rom, 2005).
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der Klöster von Sittich (Stična) und Oberburg (Gornji grad) herausgegeben.24 
Ebenfalls in Graz wurde der 2. Band der Regesten des Herzogtums Steiermark 
bearbeitet.25 In Ljubljana hat Matjaž Bizjak die spätmittelalterlichen Urbare des 
Hochstifts Brixen26 und gemeinsam mit Miha Preinfalk auch die beiden Bände 
des Auerspergischen Urkundenbuches27 herausgegeben, während Darja Mihe-
lič den 4. und 5. Band der Notarsbücher von Piran28 veröffentlich und Dušan 
Kos eine neue Ausgabe des Statuts der Stadt Isola29 vorbereitet hat. Das Bild 
wird abgerundet durch inzwischen in Udine in Friaul erschienene Editionen. 
So hat Elena Maffei die Urkunden des Frauenklosters S. Maria in Valle in Civi-
dale ediert,30 Andrea Tilatti und Flavia de Vitt haben jeweils die Protokolle bzw. 
Registern zweier friulanischer Notare aus der ersten Hälfte des 14. Jahrhunderts 
veröffentlicht31 und Cesare Scalon hat in zwei Bänden noch die Nekrologen 
von Cividale publiziert.32

Wenn man noch die schon sehr weit fortgeschrittenen Projekte dazuzählt, 
bei denen eine baldige Veröffentlichung zu erwarten steht – z. B. die Arbeit am 
Urkundenbuch der Grafen von Cilli, das in Klagenfurt unter der Leitung von 
Johannes Grabmayer und Christian Domenig im Entstehen ist,33 oder die Edi-

24 Günther Bernhard (Hg.), Documenta patriarchalia res gestas slovenicas illustrantia : Listine oglejskih 
patriarhov na slovensko ozemlje in listine samostanov v Stični in Gornjem gradu (1120–1251) / 
Patriarchenurkunden von Aquileia für Slowenien und die Urkunden der Klöster Sittich und Oberburg 
(1120–1251) (Wien/Dunaj–Ljubljana, 2006).

25 Reinhard Härtel (Hg.) und Annelise Redik (Bearb.), Regesten des Herzogtums Steiermark, 2. Bd.: 1320–
1330 (Quellen zur geschichtlichen Landeskunde der Steiermark 8) (Graz, 2008).

26 Matjaž Bizjak (Hg.), Urbarji briksenške škofije (Die Urbare des Hochstifts Brixen) 1253–1464 
(Thesaurus memoriae, Fontes 3) (Ljubljana, 2008).

27 Miha Preinfalk in Matjaž Bizjak (Hg.), Turjaška knjiga listin, 1. Listine zasebnih arhivov kranjske 
grofovske in knežje linije Turjaških (Auerspergov) (1218–1400) (Thesaurus memoriae, Fontes 6) 
(Ljubljana, 2008); Turjaška knjiga listin, 2. Dokumenti 15. stoletja (Thesaurus memoriae, Fontes 8) 
(Ljubljana, 2009).

28 Darja Mihelič (Hg.), Piranska notarska knjiga (1298–1317), 4. Bd. (Thesaurus memoriae, Fontes 4) 
(Ljubljana, 2006); Piranske notarske knjige – fragmenti (1289–1305), 5. Bd. (Thesaurus memoriae, 
Fontes 7) (Ljubljana, 2009).

29 Dušan Kos (Hg.), Statut izolskega komuna od 14. do 18. stoletja (Koper, 2006).
30 Elena Maffei (a cura di), Le carte del monastero femminile di S. Maria in Valle di Cividale (secoli XI–XIII) 

(Fonti per la storia della Chiesa in Friuli 9) (Udine, 2006).
31 Andrea Tilatti (a cura di), I protocolli di Gabriele di Cremona. Notaio della Curia patriarcale di Aquileia 

(1324–1336, 1344, 1350) (Fonti per la storia della Chiesa in Friuli, Serie medievale 1) (Roma, 2006); 
Flavia de Vitt (a cura di), Il registro del notaio Maffeo d'Aquileia (1321 e 1332) (Fonti per la storia della 
Chiesa in Friuli, Serie medievale 4) (Roma, 2007).

32 Cesare Scalon (a cura di), I libri degli anniversari di Cividale del Friuli 1–2 (Fonti per la storia della 
Chiesa in Friuli, Serie medievale 5–6) (Roma, 2008).

33 Siehe <http://www.uni-klu.ac.at/his/inhalt/280.htm#anker_Urkunden_Cilli>; Johannes Grabmayer, 
"Die Cillier und die Chronistik – Aspekte eines Forschungsprojektes zur Geschichte der Grafen von 
Cilli 1341–1456", in: Rolanda Fugger Germadnik (Hg.), Celjski grofje, stara tema – nova spoznan-
ja. Zbornik mednarodnega simpozija (Celje, 1999), 213–224; ders., "Das Opfer war der Täter. Das 
Attentat von Belgrad 1456 – über Sterben und Tod Ulrichs II. Von Cilli", in: Mitteilungen des Instituts 
für Österreichische Geschichtsforschung 111 (2003): 286 und Anm. 2.
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tion der Urkunden der Klöster von Beligna und Rosazzo in Friaul, an denen 
in Graz Reinhard Härtel arbeitet34 – dann kann der derzeitige Stand im Bere-
ich der Editionen mittelalterlicher Quellen als ziemlich optimistisch und ver-
heißungsvoll betrachtet werden. Zugleich kann man feststellen, dass alle diese 
Vorhaben – sowohl die bereits realisierten als auch die noch in Arbeit befindli-
chen – jeweils in nationalem finanziellen und akademischen Rahmen stattfin-
den. Die Orientierung der Europäischen Union betreffend Finanzierung inter-
regionaler und internationaler Wissenschaftsprojekte lässt erwarten, dass es 
auch in diesem Bereich früher oder später zu einer engeren Zusammenarbe-
it unterschiedlicher Institutionen des Alpen-Adria-Raumes kommen wird. 
Möglichkeiten für eine solche Kooperation gibt es mehr als genug. An dieser 
Stelle möchte ich ein Projekt hervorheben, das meines Erachtens zu den drin-
gendsten mediävistischen Desideraten gehört und das aufgrund der sehr kom-
plizierten Quellenüberlieferung wohl nur mit vereinten Kräften umzusetzen 
ist: das Istrische Urkundenbuch, das die heute in jeder Hinsicht sehr veraltete 
und keineswegs zufriedenstellende Edition der istrischen Urkunden von Pie-
tro Kandler aus der Mitte des 19. Jahrhunderts ersetzen soll.35 Und wenn ich 
doch die im Titel meines Beitrags formulierten Erwartungen von Historikern 
an Quelleneditionen ausdrücken soll, dann gerade in diesem Punkt.

34 Siehe: Reinhart Härtel, "Zur Überlieferung der älteren Urkunden für das Kloster Beligna", in: Darja 
Mihelič (Hg.), Ad fontes. Otorepčev Zbornik (Ljubljana, 2005), 61–71; ders., "Ein 'Pontifex' als 
Urkundenfälscher. Zu den älteren Urkunden des Klosters Beligna", in: Klaus Brandstätter, Julia 
Hörmann (Hg.), Tirol – Österreich – Italien. Festschrift für Josef Riedmann zum 65. Geburtstag 
(Schlern-Schriften 330) (Innsbruck, 2005), 335–346; ders., "Die Rosazzer Quellen und die Grafen von 
Görz", in: Mitteilungen des Instituts für Österreichische Geschichtsforschung 111 (2003): 44–103; 
ders., "Documenti rosacensi del Duecento a Lubiana", in: Laura Pani (a cura di), In uno volumine. Studi 
in onore di Cesare Scalon (Udine, 2009), 311–334.

35 Pietro Kandler, Codice Diplomatico Istriano 1–5 (Trieste, 21986).
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Peter Štih

OBJAVE VIROV IN Z NJIMI POVEZANA 
PRIČAKOVANJA ZGODOVINARJEV

POVZETEK 

Prispevek skuša nakazati nekatere probleme, možnosti in perspektive objavlja-
nja virov, s posebnim ozirom na alpsko-jadranski prostor. Izdajanje narekuje že 
sama zgodovinska znanost, ki izhaja iz njih in njihovega študija. Trajna potreba 
po edicijah torej ni vprašljiva, sporno je lahko samo, kaj objavljati in kako.

Vprašanje o vsebini in načinu objav je postalo v zadnjem času predvsem 
zaradi možnosti in izzivov, ki jih prinašajo računalniki, zelo aktualno. Obdelave 
velike količine podatkov, lahek pretok informacij in enostavna dostopnost do 
velikih baz podatkov preko interneta, možnost elektronskih objav tekstovnega 
in slikovnega gradiva in še mnogo več, vse to je v zadnjih letih dodatno pospe-
šilo potrebo po novem razmisleku o mestu in vlogi, ki naj jo ima objavljanje. 
Novi elektronski mediji odpirajo do še pred nekaj leti povsem nepredstavljive 
horizonte na področju raziskovalnega dela, dostopnosti do informacij, uporab-
nosti in komunikacij.

Tako omogočajo direktno dostopnost rokopisnega besedila preko inter-
neta. Slika je postala kot sestavni del objavljenega teksta v elektronski ediciji 
razumljivejša kot le njen opis in slika. Če razumemo izdajanje virov kot nikoli 
dokončano delo, kot neprestani proces izboljševanja in dopolnjevanja, je dobi-
lo z elektronskimi mediji povsem novo dimenzijo. Na internet in s tem v upo-
rabo je mogoče prenesti projekte, ki so še v delu. "Work in progress" in široka 
dostopnost do projektov se ne izključujeta, ampak dopolnjujeta. Na tak način 
se odpirajo možnosti sinergij in širokih kooperacij, v katere se lahko aktivno 
vključujejo tako institucije kot posamezniki z zelo specifičnimi in specialnimi 
znanji, ki sicer nimajo možnosti dela v velikih raziskovalnih centrih z bogatimi 
knjižnicami. Pomembno področje, kjer bi bilo mogoče bolje izkoristiti možno-
sti, ki jih nudijo elektronski mediji, je vsekakor tudi dostopnost že ediranih 
tekstov. Tako so na privatne delovne mize prišle serije edicij, ki so si jih vča-
sih lahko privoščili samo največji raziskovalni inštituti in knjižnice. Vprašanje 
internetne dostopnosti edicij, ki so izšle v tiskani obliki, je seveda v veliki meri 
odvisno od založniških politik, toda povsod tam, kjer so ti projekti financirani 
z javnimi sredstvi, je treba pledirati, da bi bile na internetu dostopne po načelu 
"Open Access". Ta princip predvideva brezplačno in brezlicenčno dostopnost 
znanstvene literature na internetu in je vsekakor model, ki ima prihodnost in ki 
ga velja odločno podpreti tudi v znanstveni politiki.
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Izzivi in naloge, pred katerimi stojijo izdajatelji virov, so torej številni in to 
velja tudi za alpsko-jadranski prostor.  Nove medije bi lahko veliko bolje izko-
riščali, objavili tiste tekste, ki so sedaj dostopni v zastarelih in velikokrat tudi 
težko dostopnih izdajah in nove vire, kjer so poseben izziv tiste zvrsti, ki so bile 
do sedaj zapostavljene (npr. epigrafski spomeniki).

Izzivi in naloge, pred katerimi stojijo izdajatelji virov, so torej številni in to 
velja tudi za alpsko-jadranski prostor.  Nove medije bi lahko veliko bolje izko-
riščali, objavili tiste tekste, ki so sedaj dostopni v zastarelih in velikokrat tudi 
težko dostopnih izdajah in nove vire, kjer so poseben izziv tiste zvrsti, ki so bile 
do sedaj zapostavljene (npr. epigrafski spomeniki).
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Frischlin's astronomical works were extremely important for Inner Austrian 
milieu, because he was the first Inner Austrian employee who wrote about Coper-
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Frischlin was not completely unfavourable to Copernicus, although he later 
changed his mind and did not became Copernican at Maestlin or Kepler's sense. 
Frischlin wrote his most important astronomical work De astronomicae artis 
at Tübingen and Ljubljana to support his competition with Maestlin for Apian's 
Tübingen astronomy chair. Frischlin published the first world-wide known astro-
nomical work produced at the area of modern Slovenia. At Nürnberg, Valvasor, 
FRS, published a comparatively long description of Frischlin Ljubljana work with 
the special concern put on Frischilin's Ljubljana affairs and his poetry devoted to 
the secrets of Cerknica Lake. Therefore Frishlin's work was never really forgotten 
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Introduction

Frischlin was one of Württenberg Duke's intellectuals determined to evangeli-
ze Inner Austria. Some thousand other people joined the effort during approxi-
mately half of century until it came to its abrupt end. Although Frischlin enjo-
yed higher rector position at Ljubljana, the Graz teacher Johannes Kepler, 
appointed on April 11, 1594, was far the most famous of the contingent. Frisc-
hlin made his name as the Latin poet, in times when scientific verses were much 
more praised than prose, compared with our modern era after 18th century. His 
way of astronomical research was mostly a sharp critical reading of ancient and 
contemporary works without much documented attempts to join observatio-
nal efforts of Kassel, Hven, or other minor astronomical observatories before 
Frischlin's Kassel visit (1589). From modern standpoint Frischlin's astronomy 
fails to join the Tycho, Maestlin, or Kepler's mainstream, but, at last and not 
least, he was certainly their highly sophisticated antipode.

Frischlin's Teachers

Frischlin-Friuschlin's family originated at Diessenhofen. Nikodemus' grand-
father established his household at Balingen after he moved to Württenberg 
court of the Duke Ulrich († 1550), Duke Christoph's father and Duke Ludvik's 
grandfather. Already in 1524, Württenberg became completely Protestant land, 
in spite of the Emperor's influence. Nicodemus' father, Jakob Frischlin (*1522 – 
† 1603), was a naturalist, theologian, and dean at Balingen. Nikodemus Frisch-Nikodemus Frisch-
lin (Fröschlin, *September 22, 1547 Erzingen at Balingen – † November 29, 
1590 Hohenurach at Württenberg) was his oldest son. Nikodemus' younger 
brother, poet and historian Jakob Frischlin (*1557 – † about 1621),1 edited the 
German translations and other works of his deceased brother. In 1599, Jakob 
continued Nicodemus' battle against Martin Crusius with the booklet Nicode-

1 Eckard Froeschlin, Ein Unbehäb Maul wider die Obrigkeit : Leben und Wirken des Dichters Nicodemus 
Frischlin (Tübingen, 1979), 1; Thomas Wilhelmi and Friedrich Seck, Nikodemus Frischlin (1547–
1590) : Bibliographie (Leinfelden-Echterdingen, 2004), 132; Richard E. Schade, "Nicodemus Frischlin 
und der Stuttgarter Hof. Zur Aufführung von 'Julius Redivivus' (1585)", in: August Buck, Georg 
Kauffmann, Blake Lee Spahr and Conrad Wiedemannm (Eds.),  Europäische Hofkultur im 16. und 
17. Jahrhundert (Hamburg, 1981), 342; Volker Schäfer, "Nikodemus Frischlin (*1580), der gleichna-
mige Sohn des Dichters und Bruder des Malers Hans Jacob (*1571)", Zeitschrift für Württembergische 
Landesgeschichte 64 (2005): 119 (hereinafter: Schäfer, "Nikodemus Frischlin (*1580)";  Volker Press, 
"Württenberg und Österreich in der zweiten Hälfte des 16. Jahrhunderts – Der Hintergrund der 
Wirkens von Primus Truber", in: Anton Janko (Ed.), Slovenci v evropski reformaciji 16. stoletja/ Die 
Slowenen in der europäischen Reformation des 16. Jahrhunderts, Symposium in Ljubljana, Oktober 
6–8, 1983 (Ljubljana, 1986), 148.
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mus Frischlin Redivivus.2

Nikodemus Frischlin was still a baby during Reichstag at Augsburg. He prob-
ably cried watching Spanish forces occupying the Württenberg land and forcing 
his father Jakob to temporary retirement.3 In 1560, Nikodemus Frischlin stu-In 1560, Nikodemus Frischlin stu-
died at monastery Königsbronn with Holland writer Jodokus Stiger and Lorenz 
Schmidlin. Maestlin later studied at the same cloister Königsbronn; Maestlin 
praised Frischlin's poetry, but considered Frischlin to turbulent for Tübingen 
University professor.4

At Königsbronn, Frischlin learned his Erasmus, Agricola, Melanchthon, and 
Hutten with a spirit of Aristotle's philosophy included. Stiger showed the young-
sters their way to Clenardo's Greek and Melanchthon's Latin Grammar. 

2 Josef A. Kohl, Nicodemus Frischlin die Ständesatire in seinen Werk (Mainz: Dissertation Guttenberg 
University, 1967), 40 (hereinafter: Kohl, Nicodemus Frischlin die Ständesatire in seinen Werk).

3 Casimir Bumiller, "Im Schatten des 'größeren' Bruders. Eine psychohistorische Studie zum 
Geschwisterverhältnis von Nikodemus und Jakob Frischlin" in: Sabine Holtz and Dieter Mertens 
(Eds.), Nicodemus Frischlin (1547–1590) : Poetische und prosaische Praxis unter den Bedingungen 
des konfessionellen Zeitalters) (Stuttgrart, 1999), 228–229.

4 Richard Adran Jarell, The life and Scientific work of the Tübingen Astronomer Michael Maestlin. 1550–
1631 (Toronto, 1972), 178, 179.
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In 1562 Frischlin's class went to Bebenhausen, but Frischlin eventually 
stayed there just for six months.5 On November 12, 1562 Nikodemus matric-
ulated at the Tübingen University as Nicodemus Fröschlin Balingensis. His later 
supporter Primož Trubar preached at nearby Urach,6 where Frischlin met his 
abrupt death three decades later. After a year, Frischlin got a stipend on Novem-
ber 16, 1563. On September 20, 1564 he got his bachelor's degree with the pro-
fessor of rhetoric, Georg Hitzler. In 1565, Frischlin matriculated at Tübingen 
Faculty of medicine.7

On August 7, 1567 Frischlin got his master's degree as the best of twelve stu-
dents of his later enemy, Crusius (Crushius, Krauss, *1526 Greben, 3 miles away 
from Bamberg – † 1607), a son of the Protestant preacher. Between 1556 and 
1586, Frischlin attended philological lectures of his friend Dietrich Schnepfuss 
(Theodor Schnepff, *1525 – † 1586), the third Tübingen ordinary theology pro-
fessor. Father of Schnepfuss' wife Barbara Brenz was Frischlin's wife Margaretha 
Brenz' († 1599) cousin.8

Eberhard VI of Württenberg founded Tübingen University in 1477,9 and it 
was already distinguished a century later. Frischlin learned his philosophy with 
the famous botanist and the first ordinary chair of Medicine Faculty (1535–
1566), Leonard Fuchs (Fux, Fushsius, *January, 17, 1501 Wemding at Bavaria – 
† May 10, 1566 Tübingen). Frischlin's teacher of Aristotle's physics was his later 
enemy, Georg Liebler (*1524 – † 1600), Tübingen Professor of physics, Greek, and 
Latin (1552–1594). Frischlin later criticized Liebler's Physics textbook (1552) in 
his Crusius, defensio necessaria under the title "Epitome Physicae Liebleri Nugae 
Sunt".10 Kepler used Liebler's textbook Epitome for his public defense of Coper-
nicus at Tübingen (1593).11 Kepler adopted Liebler for his opposition of Pico 
della Mirandola's critique of astrology in favor of heliocentric astrology. Liebler 

5 Karl Philipp Conz, "Nicodemus Frischlin, der unglücklische Wirtenbergische Gelehrte und Dichter. 
Seinem Andenken von Conz", Schwäbische Archiv 2 (1793): 5–6 (hereinafter: Conz, "Nicodemus 
Frischlin, der unglücklische Wirtenbergische Gelehrte und Dichter"); Theodor Elze, "Primus Trubers 
Briefe", Bibliothek des literarischen Vereins in Stuttgart (Tübingen) 215 (1897): 525.

6 Slovenski biografski leksikon, 4 (Ljubljana, 1991), 208.
7 Schäfer, "Nikodemus Frischlin (*1580)": 119.
8 Hedwig Röckelein and Casimir Bumiller, Nikodemus Frischlin: ein unruhig Poet Nikodemus Frischlin 

1547–1590 (Balingen, 1990), 58 (hereinafter: Röckelein and Bumiller, Nikodemus Frischlin); Volker 
Schäfer, "Die Universität Tübingen zur Zeit Frischlins", in: Sabine Holtz and Dieter Mertens (Eds.), 
Nicodemus Frischlin (1547–1590) : Poetische und prosaische Praxis unter den Bedingungen des kon-
fessionellen Zeitalters (Stuttgart, 1999), 105–142, 137; Hubert Cancik, "Primus Truber – Martin Crusius 
– Nikodemus Frischlin. Der slowenische Reformator und die Tübingen Humanisten", in: Anton Janko 
(Ed.), Slovenci v evropski reformaciji 16. stoletja/Die Slowenen in der europäischen Reformation des 
16. Jahrhunderts, Symposium in Ljubljana, Oktober 6–8, 1983 (Ljubljana, 1986), 30–31, 38, 43.

9 Jarell, The life and Scientific work of the Tübingen Astronomer Michael Maestlin, 14.
10 Kohl, Nicodemus Frischlin die Ständesatire in seinen Werk , 108; Schäfer, "Die Universität Tübingen zur 

Zeit Frischlins", 136.
11 Robert S. Westman, "Kepler's Early Physical-Astrological Problematic", JHA 32, No. 3 (2001): 228, 232.
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disputed on corruption of the youngsters with many Greek citations, a sharp 
critique of philosophers,12 and descriptions of theology and medicine.13 He dis-
cussed Melanchthon's philosophy14 and advised bachelors to study philosophy 
and medicine.15 

Samuel Eisenmenger (Isenmenger, alias Siderokrates, *1534/5 Bretten – † 
1585 Bruchsal) taught astronomy at Tübingen (1557–1568). Frischlin grew 
very interested in Eisenmenger's chronology and medicine lectures. Contrary 
to Frischlin, Eisenmenger used astrology as a useful physician's help at diagno-
sis and therapy, with special concern put on astrological meanings of eclipses. 
Eisenmenger studied at Wittenberg with Melanchthon, Milichius, and Peucer. 
In 1562 he published geography at Tübingen with many tables included, but 
latter adopted Paracelsus' ideas. Eisenmenger left Tübingen University because 
he supported Caspar Schwenckfeld von Ossig's (1568) theological ideas, and 
became personal physician of the Bishop Spira, Bishop of Strasbourg, Arch-
bishop of Cologne, and count Bada. Eisenmenger and Fuchs were the main 
sources of Frischlin's anti-astrological booklets, although Eisenmenger (1568) 
published the prognostics together with Leowitz, who later became a target of 
Frischlin's ridicule.16 

Eisenmenger dedicated his Christian encyclopedia of Paracelsius to the Bish-
op of Strasbourg and also to landgrave Johann. At the first book he described 
liberal arts, especially the "black" art of printing. He decorated his introduction 
with the citations of magic and described the celestial bodies.17

Johann Schenber was Frischlin's Tübingen professor of mathematics and 
astronomy (1544–1570). Later Schenber became the third ordinary profes-
sor at the Faculty of Medicine as the substitute for Frischlin's teacher18 Jacob 
Degen, alias Schegk (Scheckius, *1511 Schorndorff – † 1587). Schegk taught at 
Medicine Faculty (1553–1577) until he got blind, but he continued to publish. 

12 Georg Liebler, Oratio de causis corruptae juventastis (Tubingae, 1576), 5 (hereinafter: Liebler, Oratio 
de causis corruptae juventastis).

13 Liebler, Oratio de causis corruptae juventastis, 19.
14 Ibid., 22.
15 Ibid., 38.
16 Barbara Bauer, "Frischlin's astronomie", in: Sabine Holtz and Dieter Mertens (Eds.), Nicodemus 

Frischlin (1547–1590) : Poetische und prosaische Praxis unter den Bedingungen des konfessionellen 
Zeitalters (Stuttgart, 1999), 325, 363 (hereinafter: Bauer, "Frischlin's astronomie"); Günther Dohmen, 
"Der Begriff der 'Bildung… ", in: Anton Janko (Ed.), Slovenci v evropski reformaciji 16. stoletja/Die 
Slowenen in der europäischen Reformation des 16. Jahrhunderts, Symposium in Ljubljana, Oktober 
6–8, 1983 (Ljubljana, 1986), 61, 65.

17 Samuel Eisenmenger Brettanus (Siderokrates, Isenmanger), Cyclopaedia paracelsica cristiana. Drey 
Buecher von dem waren ursprung und herkommen der freyen Künsten / auch der Physiognomia, obern 
Wunderwercken /…/ darin auβ der H. Schrift mit beständigen grund nach notturfft dargethan wuert/daβ 
alle freye kuenst…. (Brüssel, 1585), 76.

18 Bauer, "Frischlin's astronomie", 325.
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He was born Catholic, but converted during his Tübingen studies (1527–1539). 
He even helped to translate Diofant's mathematical works, where his excel-
lent Latin proved to be even more important than his mathematical abilities. 
In 1554 he published the best commentary of Galen's works.19 Schegk dedi-
cated most of his books to the Württenberg dukes, but his Comentaria in libros 
topicorum (1584–1585) was dedicated to the famous Croatian bibliophile, 
Dudith. Frischlin learned from Schegk all about the eight Aristotle's books, with 
the Pythagoras mentioned at introduction as the sign of the new Renaissance 
winds.20 Schegk disliked Democritus' atoms and had a hard time explaining 
continuity.21 He devoted considerable part of the second section of the Aris-
totle's third book commentaries to vacuum, refusing to allow any functions at 
empty space. In between he disputed with Arabs Avenplace (Auempace, Ibn 
Bajjah Abu Bakr Muhammad Ibn Yahya Ibn al-Sayegh (*1095 Zaragoza – † 1138 
Fez) and Averroes.22 Schegk concluded his commentaries of Aristotle's fourth 
book with the discussion on time,23 celestial movements, and Plato's Time-
aus.24

In 1566, Schegk published a book at Tübingen and adopted the idea of the 
triple function of soul in Aristotle's sense. Two years after the publication, Cru-
sius gave the book as a present to Samuel Budina,25 Frishlin's predecessor at 
Ljubljana.

In 1580, Schegk discussed the embryology to develop Galen's hypotheses 
according to Jean Fernel and Scaliger on material formation life power facultas 
plastica. He made a radical step beyond the Aristotle's embryology.26

Schegk's student Frischlin began to repeat the Greek lectures with the Tübin-
gen students and became the lecturer of Virgil's poetry in October 1568. Between 
April 2, 1567 and June 16, 1582 he was extraordinary professor of poetry and his-

19 Jan Macelan, "Mediatation of Zabarella in Northern Germany 1586–1623" in: Gregorio Piaia (Ed.),. 
La presenza dell'Aristotelismo padovano nella filosofia della prima modernità (Roma–Padova, 2002), 
187.

20 Jacob Degen Schegk, Iacobi Schegkii Schorndorffensis in octo physicorum, sive De auditione physica 
libros Aristotelis: commentaria longè doctissima, nunc primum in luce edita. Eiusdem Iacobi Schegkii 
Commentarius in Aristotelis de Anima libros tres, nunquam antea editus (Basileae, 1585); Tractationum 
physicarum et medicinarum tomus unus, VII libros completens... (Francofurti, 1546), 1 (hereinafter: 
Schegk, Iacobi Schegkii Schorndorffensis in octo physicorum).

21 Schegk, Iacobi Schegkii Schorndorffensis in octo physicorum, 142, 161.
22 Ibid., 188, 192, 194.
23 Ibid., 200.
24 Ibid., 482, 484.
25 Primož Simoniti, "Med knjigami iz stare gornjegrajske knjižnice", in: Zbornik NUK (Ljubljana, 1974), 

32.
26 Hiro Hirai, "The Invisible Hand of God in Seeds : Jacob Schegk's Theory of Plastic Faculty", Early 

Science and Medicine 12, (2007): 377–380, 389–390.
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tory at the Tübingen Philosophical Faculty.27 On November 2 and 3, 1568, he cel-
ebrated the marriage with Margareta, a daughter of Hans Brenz († 1574/1578), 
Württenberg Duke's court master at cloister Reuthin near Wildberg, and his wife 
Anna († 1592). The brother of Hans' father Andreas was a reformer Johannes 
Brenz (*1499 – † 1570/76), the new Württenberg elite's representative as the 
Duke Christoph's theology adviser.28 

On November 11, 1571 the first newborn son cried at Frischlin's house, 
baptized Johann Jakob. His godfather was Martin Crusius,29 still Frischlin's best 
friend at that time. In June 30, 1579 Nikodemus Frischlin junior was born, but 
he eventually died soon and other son, Nikodemus Frischlin (*October 12, 
1580) later developed his poetical talents.30

Among Frischlin's classmates-astronomers were the later Altdorf professor 
Nicolaus Taurellus (Daurellus, *1547 – † 1606) and Helisaeus Roeslin (Röslin, 
Roslin, *1545 – † 1616). Roeslin became nearly as turbulent scientist as Frischlin 
himself. He matriculated in Tübingen on June 5, 1561 as Eliseus Rosler Pleningen-
sis, got his bachelor's degree on September 16, 1562 as Elis Röslin Blöningensis, 
Master's degree at August 1, 1565, and M.D. on December 10, 1569. After his doc-
torate Roeslin studied alchemy and astrology as a part of medicine with Eisen-
menger at Derlach (Carlsburg) and again collaborated with him in 1609, when 
Kepler answered to Roeslin chronological work.31 In 1572, Roeslin became a per-
sonal physician of the count Georg-Hans Pfalz-Veldenz at Alsatian Lützelstein. 

27 Röckelein and Bumiller, Nikodemus Frischlin, 44–45.
28 David Friedrich Strauss, Leben und Schriften des Dichters und Philologen Nicodemus Frischlin (Frankfurt 

am Main, 1856), 18, 29 (hereinafter: Strauss, Leben und Schriften des Dichters und Philologen Nicodemus 
Frischlin); Röckelein and Bumiller, Nikodemus Frischlin, 47, 58; Hedwig Röckelein, "Literatur und 
Lebenswelt : Ehre und Liebe, Ehre und Treue bei Nikodemus und Margarethe Frischlin", in: Thomas 
Kornbicher and Wolfgang Maaz (Eds.), Variationen der Liebe (Tübingen, 1995), 181 (hereinafter: 
Röckelein, "Literatur und Lebenswelt"); Press, "Württenberg und Österreich in der zweiten Hälfte des 
16. Jahrhunderts", 139; Hans Raeder et all, Instruments of the renewed astronomy = Astronomiae ins-
tauratae mechanica (Tycho Brahe) (Prague, 1995), 58; Kohl, Nicodemus Frischlin die Ständesatire in 
seinen Werk, 44.

29 Röckelein and Bumiller, Nikodemus Frischlin, 135.
30 Schäfer, "Nikodemus Frischlin (*1580)": 119, 120.
31 Dieter Launert, Nicolaus Reimers (Raimarus Ursus) (München, 1999), 290, 346 (hereinafter: ; Jarell, 

The life and Scientific work of the Tübingen Astronomer Michael Maestlin, 179; Helisaeus Roeslin 
and Miguel Granada (Eds.), De opere dei creationis seu mundo Hypotheses ortodoxae quantu-
muis Paradoxae: continentes summa summarum artium Principia, Physices, Chymiae, Medicinae, 
Astronomiae, Astrologiae, Metaphysices: nec non praecipua fundamenta Philosophiae et veteris et 
novae (Ristampa anastatica dell'edizione Francoforte 1597) (Lecce, 2000), VIII, 21–23, 43–56 (here-Lecce, 2000), VIII, 21–23, 43–56 (here-
inafter: Roeslin and Granada, De opere dei creationis seu mundo Hypotheses ortodoxae quantumuis 
Paradoxae); Miguel A. Granada, "Helisaus Röslin on the Eve of the Appearance of the Nova of 1604: 
his eschatological expectations and his intellectual career as recorded in the 'Ratio studiorum et ope-
rum meorum' (1603–1604)", Sudhoffs Archiv 90, No. 1 (2006), 79 (hereinafter: Granada, "Helisaus 
Röslin on the Eve of the Appearance of the Nova of 1604").
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After count's death he earned his bread as physician at Hagenau (1582–1608).32 
Roeslin corresponded with Frischlin's student Michael Maestlin (*1550 – † 1631) 
about the comet 1577 stating that theology interpretation of the phenomena is 
primary Roeslin's concern. Roeslin invented planetary system similar to Tycho 
and Ursus' with a special sphere filled with comets. In appendix to his book Roes-
lin described and painted all important planetary systems: Ptolemy, Copernicus, 
Ursus, his own, and Tycho's. Certainly the drawing of Roeslin's own system was 
considerably bigger. In 1597, Roeslin forecasted the end of the World connected 
with the great conjunction of 1604 and observed the 1604 supernova as the very 
first among the Westerners.33 Therefore Roeslin surpassed his classmate Frischlin 
at observational astronomy, but certainly not in it's poetical description.

Professor Frischlin

Peter Apian's (*April 16, 1495 Leising – † April 1552) son, Philipp Apian (*1531 
Ingolstadt – † 1589), studied with his father at Ingolstadt and escaped the 1545 
pest for the University of Neuburg several kilometers westward up the River 
Danube. Philipp had the troubles as Protestant in Ingolstadt, where he inheri-
ted his father's chair with the measurement instruments included in 1552. On 
October 4, 1569 he became an ordinary Professor of astronomy and geometry at 
Tübingen Faculty of Arts, holding the deanship in 1572 and 1578.34 He kept his 
Tübingen chair until 1584 when Ingolstadt circumstances were settled down. He 
didn't sign the formula of concordat, consequentialy got suspicious with his the-
ological heterodoxy, and had to give Maestlin his Tübingen chair.35 Philipp Apian 
made his name in Bavaria as cartographer and mathematician. In Tübingen he 
and Peter Gunthers printed mostly mathematical works of his father Peter Apian. 

32 Heinrich Hermelink (Ed.), Die Matrikeln der Universität Tübingen (Nendeln/Liechtenstein, 1976), 
410 (153, No. 7), 418 (155, No. 25) (hereinafter: Hermelink, Die Matrikeln der Universität Tübingen); 
Lynn Thorndike, History of Magic and Experimental Science 5–8, Part 6 (New York, 1941), 8874–76, 
79–80, 191, 331–332 (hereinafter: Thorndike, History of Magic and Experimental Science 6); Miguel 
A. Granada, El debate cosmológico en 1588 : Bruno, Brahe, Rothmann, Ursus. Röslin. Lezioni di scuola 
superiori in Napoli 18 (Napoli, 1996), 109–110; Roeslin and Granada, De opere dei creationis seu 
mundo Hypotheses ortodoxae quantumuis Paradoxae, VIII.

33 Granada, "Helisaus Röslin on the Eve of the Appearance of the Nova of 1604", 76.
34 Hermelink, Die Matrikeln der Universität Tübingen, 50 (172, No. 63); Strauss, Leben und Schriften des 

Dichters und Philologen Nicodemus Frischlin , 39; Miguel A. Granada, "Michael Maestlin and the New 
Star of 1572", Journal for the History of Astronomy 38, No. 1 (2007): 123; Gertrud Stetter, "Philipp Apian 
1531–1589. Zur Biographie", in: Hans Wolf (Ed.), Philipp Apian und die Kartographie der Renaissance 
(Weissenhorn/Bayern, 1989), 68, 70, 72.

35 Owen Gingerich, "Mästlin's, Kepler's, and Schickard's Copies of 'De revolutionibus'", in: Friedrich 
Seck, Zum 400. Geburtstag von Wilhelm Schickard (Sigmaringen, 1995), 169; Adam Mosley, Bearing 
the Heavens: Tycho Brahe and the Astronomical Comunity of the Late Sixteenth Century (Cambridge, 
2007), 292.
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During Philipp Apian's absences (1569–1570, 1571–1572) Frischlin continued 
his Sphere lectures (doctrina sphaerica),36 with Maestlin among his students. 
Maestlin was eventually not very pleased with Frischlin's treatment without pro-
per astrology or study of planet movements and used the textbook of his own 
to learn more. In 1570 Maestlin bought Copernicus book. Maestlin substituted 
Apian during his absence in 1575.

In 1571 they closed the University of Tübingen to prevent the plague, as 
Trubar reported to Ljubljana. At that time Frischlin substituted Apian at Sunday 
"knight" disputations of Masters, and got the University Senate salary of 3 Bazens 
for each of them. Every year Frischlin taught the bachelors from his own encyclo-
pedia Kyklpädie containing physiology, natural history, ethics, astronomy, logic, 
and rhetoric, as he proudly reported to the Senate.37 For seven long years Frisch-
lin managed the 3-hour disputations of the future bachelors. In autumn of 1574 
he publicly examined no less than 48 candidates, among them three bachelors. 
He began with praising Virgil, especially Eneid.38 He described the rhetoric and 

36 Charlotte Methuen, Kepler's Tübingen: Stimulus to a theological mathematics (Aldershot, 1998), 118; 
Gerhard Betsch, "Praxis geometrica und Kartographie an der Universität Tübingen im 16. und frühen 
17. Jahrhundert", in: Friedrich Seck, Zum 400. Geburtstag von Wilhelm Schickard (Sigmaringen, 1995), 
208; Bauer, "Frischlin's astronomie", 326.

37 Mirko Rupel, Slovenski protestantski pisci (Ljubljana, 1966), 302; Conz, "Nicodemus Frischlin, der 
unglücklische Wirtenbergische Gelehrte und Dichter": 11–12.

38 Nikodem Frischlin, Facetiae selectiores quibus argumenti similitudinem accesserunt (Strassburg, 
1605), 1, 49 (hereinafter; Frischlin, Facetiae selectiores quibus argumenti similitudinem accesserunt).

The top of Strasbourg 
town clock described at 
Frischlin's poem (Fris-
chlin, 1575. Reprint: 
Operum Poeticorum 
pars epica (Straßbourg, 
1598))
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poetry exercises at Wittenberg39 and 1578 linguistic and liberal arts studies at 
Tübingen.40 He posed questions on seven liberal arts,41 beginning with the arith-
metic and praise of Diogenes and the cynics.42 Next in the row were: music,43 
geometry,44 Sun with Moon,45 astronomy,46 problems of vision47 and light, and 
spirit with smells as the last among the human senses.48 Frischlin described 

39 Frischlin, Facetiae selectiores quibus argumenti similitudinem accesserunt, 112.
40 Ibid., 167, 192
41 Nikodem Frischlin, Orationes insigniores aliquot (Francoforti–Strassburg, 1598), 169–252 (here-

inafter: Frischlin, Orationes insigniores aliquot); Nikodem Frischlin, Oratio de studiis linguarum et 
liberalium artium…Addita sunt.. de septem artibus liberalibus, quaenam illarum praestantissima sit 
(Tübingen, 1574); Wilfried Barner, "Neuzeitlichkeits-Bewußtsein in Nicodemus Frischlins 'Julius redi-
vivus'", Festschrift Walter Haug und Burghart Wachinger 2 (1992), 890.

42 Arithmetica praeferendam omnibus (Frischlin, Orationes insigniores aliquot, 207; Frischlin, Facetiae 
selectiores quibus argumenti similitudinem accesserunt, 207).

43 Frischlin, Facetiae selectiores quibus argumenti similitudinem accesserunt, 200.
44 Geometriam praestare (Frischlin, Orationes insigniores aliquot, 210; Frischlin, Facetiae selectiores qui-

bus argumenti similitudinem accesserunt, 210).
45 Frischlin, Orationes insigniores aliquot, 211.
46 Ibid., 213–219.
47 Ibid., 219.
48 Ibid., 224.

The middle part of Stras-
bourg town clock with 
astrological symbols 
described at Frischlin's 
poem (Frischlin, 1575. 
Reprint: 1598)
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the arithmetic and geometry of the Sun and Moon,49 and stated the extreme 
necessity and superiority of astronomy in life50 connected with the opinion of 
Anaksagora.51 Somewhat later (December 28, 1574) Frischlin wrote a letter in 
Tübingen to the superintendent Georg Karg (*1512 – † 1576 Ansbach). Frischlin 
described Jakob Meiland, a Georg Friderick marquise of Brandenburg's musi-
cian, who just arrived at Tübingen. Tübingen chancellor, later Frischlin's enemy 
Andreae, also exchanged letters with Karg.52

In June 1572 Schegk refused to teach the medicine with Aristotle's Orga-
non included, and Frischlin accepted that post at Tübingen. Frischlin went to 
the Speyer Reichstag and during his travel visited Strasbourg for the first time 
in 1570. He was in Strasbourg again in 1574 and accomplished eighty-two 
pages of the hexameter poem praising the new astronomical cathedral town 
clock. The clock showed the weeks, months, Moon phases, movements of 
Sun and planets, ecliptics, movement of the sky, hundred years calendar, and 
all kinds of figures. Frischlin described the gnomon and astronomical meas-
urements of time. He published his 1600 Latin verses in Strasbourg (1575),53 
and reprinted them next year at Frankfurt. He described Copernicus, Stras-
bourg picture no less than three times with unmovable Sun and orbs.54 A dec-
ade later Frischlin was somewhat skeptic considering Copernicus' novelties, 
but in 1575 he certainly coined his verses as the most devoted Copernican. 
He included description of the Turkish wars55 and cited Pliny's De animal-
ium (1533) at Roman rhetoric teacher Claudius Aelianus' (*about 175 Prae-
neste – † about 235) edition. Frischlin mentioned French natural philoso-
pher, Antonius S. Petri Gyllius (Gilles, *1490 – † 1555). The King François I 
sent Gyllius to Levant as the founder of the Byzantine archeology. Besides 
Pliny, Frischlin coined his verses just with one other citation, namely a part of 
Aelian's book called de animalia.56 Frischlin wrote a special verse paragraph 

49 Frischlin, Facetiae selectiores quibus argumenti similitudinem accesserunt, 211.
50 Ibid., 213.
51 Ibid., 218.
52 Karl Schornbaum, "Aus dem Briefwechsel Georg Kargs und anderer", Blätter für württembergische 

Kirchengeschicte 14, (1910): 161–162.
53 Michael Weichenhan, "Ergo perit coelum…": Die Supernova des Jahres 1572 und die überwendung der 

aristotelischen Kosmologie (Stuttgart, 2004), 532; Günther Oestmann, Die Straßburger Münsteruhr: 
Funktion und Bedeutung eines Kosmos-Modells des 16. Jahrhunderts (Berlin, 1993; Stuttgart, Reprint 
2000), 11, 53–84, 127–159 ( hereinafter: Oestmann, Die Straßburger Münsteruhr); Röckelein and 
Bumiller, Nikodemus Frischlin, 7, 135–136.

54 Nikodem Frischlin, Carmen de Astronomico Horologio Argentoratensi, scriptum à M. Nicodemo 
Frischlino Balingensi, Academia Tubingensis Professore. Item de eodem Schediasma Guilielmi Xylabdri 
Augustiani (Argentorati, 1575), 44, 66, 78 (hereinafter: Frischlin, Carmen de Astronomico Horologio 
Argentoratensi).

55 Frischlin, Carmen de Astronomico Horologio Argentoratensi, 46, 68.
56 Ibid., 47.
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about astrolabe,57 and he grew very interested at the work of the Arab Almi-
cantara.58 Frischlin cited the accomplishments of the Babylonian astrologers 
according to Lucretius,59 and also remembered the Daedalian legend.60 Fris-
chlin published three laws of astronomy,61 certainly not related to the later 
Kepler's laws. 

Among Dasypodius' assistants Frischlin mentioned "the pride of fatherland", 
knight Michael Lichtensteygerius, juncker Friedrich von Gottesheim XIII, and 
otherwise unknown Ioam Theobald.62 Frischlin described the work of astron-
omer-musician, H. Faber's collaborator David Wolckenstein (Wolhenstein, 
Wolkenstein, *1534 Silesia – † 1592), Dasypodius' friend from Wroclaw (Breslau). 

57 Ibid., 50–54.
58 Ibid., 51, 73.
59 Ibid., 55.
60 Ibid., 58.
61 Ibid., 67.
62 Ibid., 75.

Frischlin about Aristarch, Conrad (Dasypodius), Purbach, Stöffler and Copernicus' orbs at his description 
of heliocentric system at poem about Strasbourg astronomical town clock
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Frischlin called Wolckenstein by his Christian name "DAVIDEM tibi" indicating 
that he was his personal friend. He also called Isaac Habrecht (ISACE: nostrorum 
deces amplum Harbrechte). He named Aristarch, Pappus, Purbach and Stöffler as 
predecessors of the Copernicus' orbs. Frischlin was quite enthusiastic with the 
mathematical pictures of Tobias Stimmer,63 and compared Stimmer's picture of 
Copernicus with Apelles art. Frischlin described lifting weights with the ropes 
and cog-wheels, whose silent movement perceived hour after hour.64

Frischlin coined his verses in collaboration with the Strasbourg Professor of 
mathematics, Conrad Dasypodius65 (Hasenfuss, Hasenfratz, Rauchfuss, Rauh-
fuss, *1532 Swiss Frauenfeld in Thurgau – † September 26, 1600 Strasbourg), 
the author of the Strasbourg astronomical clock. Frischlin friendly mentioned 
Dasypodius two times with his Christian name Conrade. Dasypodius and Fris-
chlin had mutual friend, the Strasbourg professor Johann Sturm.66 Tycho criti-
cized Dasypodus' description of comet (1577) as completely astrological.67

Frischlin's Astronomical-physical Antagonists and Supporters 
at Copernicus's Era 

Frischlin was certainly the very first competent astronomer who brought the 
knowledge about the new Copernicus teaching at today Slovenian Lands, at 
least to Styria and Carniola. He was born four years after Copernicus's death. 
Therefore many others read Copernicus' work in Styria and Carniola before 
Frischlin told them his own opinion. There were also many Styrian born astro-
nomers teaching at Vienna (Perger, Perlah), and the astronomer Jacob Stra-
uss practiced medicine in Celje. But nobody except Frischlin published about 
Copernicus. It's not so hard to imagine the reasons for their silence in the light 

63 Ibid., 78–80; Heinrich Faber, Compendiolium musicae pro incipientibus (Leipzig, 1552; Reprints: 
Nürnberg, 1579, Nürnberg; 2005), ed. Olivier Trachier (Baden-Baden–Bouxwiller, 2005), 25; Victor 
Beyer, "Le globe céleste de Dasypodius. I. Etude historique", Bulletin de la Société des amis de la 
Cathédrale de Strasbourg 2, No. 7 (1960): 104; Henri Bach, "Le globe céleste de Dasypodius. II. Etude 
astronomique et horologère", Bulletin de la Société des amis de la Cathédrale de Strasbourg 2, No. 7 
(1960): 120.

64 Frischlin, Carmen de Astronomico Horologio Argentoratensi, 66; Oestmann, Die Straßburger 
Münsteruhr, 148.

65 Frischlin, Carmen de Astronomico Horologio Argentoratensi, 77–79.
66 Johann Christian Poggendorff, Biographisch-Literarisches Handwörterbuch zur Geschichte der 

exakten Wissenschaften von J.C. Poggendorff, I–II (Leipzig, 1863), 806; Thorndike, History of Magic 
and Experimental Science 6, 88; August Stolberg, Tobias Stimmers Malereien an der astronomisch-
en Münsteruhr zu Strassburg (Reprint: Strassburg, 1979; Nendeln/Liechtenstein, 1979), 2; Launert, 
Nicolaus Reimers,18, 110, 267, 364.

67 Clarisse Doris Hellman, The Comet of 1577: It's Place in the History of Astronomy (New Your, 1944), 
240.
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of those times main concerns: the Copernicus' revolution seems to be and 
extraordinary important event from today's point of view, but his contempora-
ries were much more concerned in Turkish wars and the emerging Protestant 
faith to pay the attention which Copernicus deserved. It's certainly not the only 
event of this kind in history: Pontius Pilate's Romans weren't concerned enou-
gh with Christ's life to take any relevant notes about his deeds.

Table 1: Frischlin's contemporaries at 16th century: the bold family names belong to the Frischlin's 
astrological-astronomical supporters, the italics to the doubtful ones, and the normal letters show his 
enemies

Name Time

Giovanni Pico della Mirandola Rome, France, Florence, † 1494

Marsilio Ficino Florence; † 1499

Menardo (Manardo) Buda, Ferrara, † 1536

Ricchieri Milan, † 1525

Valleriola Turin, † 1580

Fuchs Tübingen, † 1566

Ernst

Langius Lembergius Leipzig, Heidelberg, † 1565

Jakob Degen Schegk Tübingen, † 1587

Eisenmenger (Siderokrates) Tübingen, Bruchsal, † 1585

Erast Tübingen, Basel, † 1583 

Angelo Poliziano Florence, † 1494 

Juan Luis Vives † 1540 

Peucer Wittenberg, Dessau, † 1602

Ursus Kassel, Strasbourg, Prague, † 1600

Dasypodius Strasbourg, † 1600

J. Sturm Strasbourg, † 1589 

Stathmion Coburg, Nürnberg, † after 1560

Heinrichmann Augsburg, † 1561

Leowitz Prague, Lauingen, † 1574

Liebler Tübingen, † 1600

Maestlin Heidelberg, Tübingen, † 1631
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Frischlin could be considered the first Copernican at today's Slovenian 
lands. But, he was a strange and furious person, so he did not let us judge so 
straightforward. In fact, just at the time he entered today's Slovenian territory 
searching for the rector position in Graz and finally getting the one at Ljubljana, 
Frischlin seems to have changed his mind. At some point during his Ljubljana 
rector position he transformed from Copernicus fan to his antagonist.

Frischlin's opinion about Copernicus was not the cardinal point of his astro-
nomical world view at all, as some of the 3rd millenium observers would expect. 
For him and his readers two other points had much more influence: Frischlin 
was the sharpest antagonist of all kinds of astrology, and he immediately accept-
ed the Gregorian calendar reform at Ljubljana (1582) as one of the first among 
Protestants. Frischlin's calendar enthusiasm was the effect of his conviction, that 
good working calendar is the main if not the only purpose of all astronomy. With 
that in mind, we dare to put at the limelight the list of the Frischlin's supporters 
and antagonists, where the main point of decision about who-is-who was not at 
all Copernicus, but their opinions about the scientific foundations of astrology.

Frischlin's Inner Austria: Looking for a Job at Graz

Frischlin influenced almost all parts of modern Slovenia. He tried several times 
to get a job in Styria (Graz), worked as a rector in Ljubljana, and his best student, 
Hieronymus Megiser, became a Klagenfurt rector. 

Georg Stadius (*1550 – † April 1593 Graz) settled at Graz in 1576 at the 
mathematician of the Estates General. Upon his arrival, Frischlin was chosen 
rector of the new Evangelized Graz School on November 25, 1576. Next day the 
Graz school inspector told Tübingen professors about the Graz election. The 
negotiations were not successful because the Duke of Württemberg declined 
their offer and named the other competent professor instead of Frischlin.68 In 
the Protokollbuch of Styrian Land Archive in Graz the undated Frischlin's letter 
is preserved. It was accepted at Graz on January 3, 1577. Frischlin wrote clear-
ly, that in spite of Duke's declination (December 12, 1576) he still had a great 
hope to get the Graz rector's job. On October 12, 1577 the high secretary of Sty-
rian Estates General, Matthes Amman von Amannsegg, wrote again to the Duke 
of Württemberg and finally the Strasbourger Philipp Marbach became the Graz 
rector (1577) instead of Frischlin. Three years after, the new Graz rector was 

68 Conz, "Nicodemus Frischlin, der unglücklische Wirtenbergische Gelehrte und Dichter": 11–12; Bernhard 
Seuffert, "Frischlin's Beziehung zu Graz und Laibach", Euphorion: Zeitschrift für Literaturgeschichte 5, 
(1898): 257–263 (hereinafter: Seuffert, "Frischlin's Beziehung zu Graz und Laibach"); David Price, The 
Political Dramaturgy of Nicodemus Frischlin (Chapel Hill/London, 1990), 77.
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Hieronym Peristerius, who previously served at Villach (Beljak).
At the end of the year 1577 Frischlin wrote again to Graz and signed him-

self as the ordinary (sic!) Tübingen professor, while earlier on January 3, 1577 he 
signed as price-winning poet and Tübingen professor. Frischlin wrote about Graz 
preacher (1576/77) Johann (Daniel) Plenninger († 1579), who left for Radgona 
next year. Frischlin widely discussed the recent Jesuit's arrival in Graz. The Jesu-
its were immediately recognized as the main Protestant enemies, especially con-
sidering their mutual competitive schools. The Jesuits entered Styria and Graz in 
October 1572, and organized College Disputations against the Evangelic School of 
Graz three years after. The antagonism between the Jesuit and Protestant Schools 
grew sharper each year and in 1580 the students of both schools scuffled violently. 
The first Graz Jesuit rector was Henricus Blyssemius (Blisemius, *1520 Cologne or 
Bonn; SJ Rome – † April 24, 4. 1586 Graz), who previously (1556) taught Hebrew 
and theology at the new Prague College. In 1560 Blyssemius taught mathemat-
ics and he eventually became the rector of Prague College. In 1578 he entered 
Vienna as provincial, and in 1585 he returned to Graz. On January 30, 1577, he 
publicly defended the booklet against Tübingen theologians69 most of all criticiz-
ing the writings of Maestlin's theology professor (1574), Jacob Heerbrand (*1521 
– † 1600), published in 1575. The seventh Ljubljana Bishop Balthasar Radlič 
(*1533 Višnja Gora – † May 15, 1578 Ljubljana) attracted the Jesuits to Ljubljana 
just before he died. On September 9, 1576 Spindler reported from Ljubljana to 
Crusius' Tübingen about the Vienna Jesuits circumstances.70 Urban Textor (Tka-
lec) arranged even the Ljubljana Jesuit's Boarding School, and made every effort 
to force the evangelization of Styrian Governor General Ivan Ungnad.71

On March 27, 1582 Frischlin wrote again from Tübingen to the Styrian 
Estates General secretary Kaspar Hirsch of Graz. In June 1582 the Württemberg 
Duke Ludvik permitted Frischlin to accept the Ljubljana rector’s position72 fol-
lowing Trubar and Andreae's advice. 

69 Carlos Sommervogel, Bibliothèque de le Compagnie de Jésus, Première partie: Bibliographie par 
les Pères Augustin et Aloys de Backer, Nouvelle Édition par Carlos Sommervogel, S.J. Strasbourgeois 
(Bruxelles–Paris, 1890), 1550–1551.

70 Primož Simoniti, "Martin Crusius in seinen Beziehungen zu slowenischen Protestanten", in: Anton 
Janko (Ed.), Slovenci v evropski reformaciji 16. stoletja/Die Slowenen in der europäischen Reformation 
des 16. Jahrhunderts, Symposium in Ljubljana, Oktober 6–8, 1983 (Ljubljana, 1986), 215, 228; Gernot 
Heiss, "Die Innerösterreicischen 'Landschaftsschulen': Ein Versuch ihrer Einordung in das Schul- und 
Bildungssystem des 16. Jahrhundersts", in: Rolf-Dieter Kluge, Eugenio Coseriu und Heinz Setzer, Ein 
Leben zwischen Laibach und Tübingen : Primus Trubar und seine Zeit : Intentionen, Verlauf und Folgen 
der Reformation in Württenberg und Innerösterreich (München, 1995), 203 (hereinafter: .

71 "Die Innerösterreicischen 'Landschaftsschulen'", 198; France Kidrič, "Ivan Ungnad v pregnanstvu", in: 
Izbrani spisi (Ljubljana, 1978), 239.

72 Röckelein and Bumiller, Nikodemus Frischlin, 136; Seuffert, "Frischlin's Beziehung zu Graz und 
Laibach": 257–258; Franz Krones, Geschichte der Karl-Franzes Universität 1585–1885 (Graz, 1886), 
227, 234, 235.
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All the time Frischlin had great problems because of his quarrels and 
even hard drinking. He had much more success at court where Maximillian II 
crowned his poetry after the comedy Rebecca recitation at Regensburg (1575); 
at the same time Maximilian supported Ungnad and P. Trubar's efforts at Urach. 
On October 12, 1576 the Emperor Rudolph II awarded Frischlin to a prizewin-
ning poet with the coat of arms included. Within a year Frischlin became comes 
palatinus (Pfalzgraf)73 and got the same prestigious title again in 1580.74

Frischlin left his family at Tübingen for a while and sailed alone on Danube 
and Drave Rivers through Vienna and Graz, finally entering Ljubljana on June 

73 Robert J.W. Evans, "Frischlin und der ostmitteleuropäische Stäthumanismus", in: Sabine Holtz and 
Dieter Mertens (Eds.), Nicodemus Frischlin (1547–1590) : Poetische und prosaische Praxis unter den 
Bedingungen des konfessionellen Zeitalters (Stuttgart, 1999), 312; Strauss, Leben und Schriften des 
Dichters und Philologen Nicodemus Frischlin, 94, 98; France Kidrič, "Frischlin Nicodem", in: Slovenski 
biografski leksikon, 1 (Ljubljana, 1925–1932), 190; Röckelein and Bumiller, Nikodemus Frischlin, 52, 
136.

74 Hermelink, Die Matrikeln der Universität Tübingen, 432 (158, No. 42).
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24, 1582. On August 1, 1582 he took over the Ljubljana Estates General school 
rector's position and faced the Jesuit threat in person immediately. Economically 
speaking, he was at his best with a salary of 450 fl and he additionally got a half of 
student's fees. The nobles gave him dear and he also daily accepted one thaler for 
the good strong Vipava wine,75 which he accepted gradually as an extraordinary 
thirsty kind of person. He improved his conditions, because in 1577 at Tübingen 
he received just 120 gld per year, the astronomy professor Apian got 220 gld per 
year with the oats and wine, and the Tübingen chancellor Andreae, who later 
spoke at Trubar's grave, got 280 gld per year with the oats and wine.76

Trubar asked the Frischlin's wife Margareta's relative, a professor of the-
ology Johann Brenz,77 who accompanied Margareta to Ljubljana at the late 
November and early December 1582, to deliver his letter to Carniolan Estates 
(November 30, 1582).78 Ljubljana was not bad at all, but Frischlin preferred 
Styria in any case. On May 11, 1584 the Styrian Estates General discussed Fris-
chlin's application again. Next day, they issued the decree, which presented to 
Frischlin on June 6, 1584. On that occasion Frischlin traveled through Styria 
and personally visited the Estates General Evangelic school of Graz. At the letter 
mailed on June 20, 1584 the Styrian Estates General didn't want to compensate 
the Frischlin's Ljubljana rectorate with the one in Graz. It was already widely 
known that Frischlin would not stay at Ljubljana much longer, but Frischlins 
enemy Crusius of Tübingen, who later wrote the epitaph at Trubar's tombstone, 
agitated against Frischlin very furiously.79

Frischlin's fame never faded at Inner Austria, although his astronomy was 
not discussed so widely as his poetry. Valvasor wrote a whole eight-pages para-
graph on Frischlin' case.80 

Conclusion

Frischlin several times tried very hard to get the Styrian job, but he never suc-
ceeded. He didn't get the Graz rectorship, which could make Styria the Euro-
pean astronomical center with Frischlin and his pupil Maestlin's student Kepler 
working shoulder by shoulder at Graz. 

75 Strauss, Leben und Schriften des Dichters und Philologen Nicodemus Frischlin , 254; Röckelein and 
Bumiller, Nikodemus Frischlin, 138.

76 Röckelein and Bumiller, Nikodemus Frischlin, 69.
77 Schäfer, "Die Universität Tübingen zur Zeit Frischlins", 137; Röckelein, "Literatur und Lebenswelt", 

190.
78 Jože Rajhman, Pisma Primoža Trubarja (Ljubljana, 1986), 280.
79 Seuffert, "Frischlin's Beziehung zu Graz und Laibach": 265.
80 Janez Vajkard Valvasor, Die Ehre dess Hertzogthums Crain (Laybach–Nürnberg, 1689), 445–452.
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Frischlin did not make it, but his works eventually did more than just that. 
The fans translated his writings from Latin into German already during his life-
time, and Frischlin's works were widely used as school exercises for the style 
improvement. At that way Frischlin, step by step, grew famous even at Styria. 
Württemberger Wilhelm Zimmermann, who became the Graz chief pastor at 
the end of 1585, praised Frischlin to the skies at his letter mailed to the Sty-
rian Estates general secretary Stephan Speidl (August 9, 1589). Zimmermann 
described Frischlin's comedy Hildergardi Magna performance at Graz Estates 
General College on Saturday June 18, 1589.81 Frischlin probably missed the cel-
ebration, but his would-be Styrian supervisors were certainly a little bit sorry 

81 Seuffert, "Frischlin's Beziehung zu Graz und Laibach": 266.
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because they did not hire him. Several weeks later, Frischlin was supposed to 
carry the Emperor Rudolph's uncle, Landgrave Wilhelm IV, and Wilhelm's Kas-
sel court astronomer Rothmann's letters to Tycho Brahe's Island Hven. Roth-
mann signed the last letters of the packet at Kassel Observatory on August 6, 
and August 22, 1589, therefore Frischlin hardly had enough time to visit the 
Graz performance before showing himself at Kassel. Frischlin eventually trav-
elled from Kassel to Kopenhagen, but somebody else replaced him as the final 
chain on this postman's duty, as Tycho reported to Rothmann in a letter dated 
at Uraniburg on November 24, 1589.82 

Frischlin was a good astronomer and probably the best poet of his times, 
but it took forty-five years after his death before his statue was put at the gal-
lery of Tübingen professors (1634).83 Nobody seems to be a prophet at his own 
homeland.
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82 Tycho Brahe and L.L.E. Dreyer (Eds.), Tychonis Brahe Dani opera omnia. VI del: Tychonis Brahe Dani 
Epistolae astronomicae Tomus I, 6 (Hauniae, 1919), 198 (line 9); Tycho Brahe, Tychonis Brahe Dani 
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Stanislav Južnič

ASTRONOM FRISCHLIN MED SLOVENCI

POVZETEK

Frischlinova dela o astronomiji so bila izredno pomembna za Notranjo Avstri-
jo, saj je bil prvi, ki je pisal o Koperniku. Preden se je začel potegovati za službe 
v Notranji Avstriji, je bil prepričan kopernikanec. Kot ljubljanski rektor pa je 
začel v ta nauk vedno bolj dvomiti, ne toliko zavoljo Kopernika samega, temveč 
zaradi svojih sovražnikov, ki so Kopernika podpirali. Čeprav ni postal povsem 
sovražen, je opustil možnost, da bi vstopil v pozneje zmagoviti tok koperni-
kanstva skupaj s svojim dijakom Maestlinom in njegovim študentom Kepler-
jem. Frischlin je leta 1575 opisal novo strasbourško astronomsko uro na osnovi 
Kopernikove slike, ki so jo razstavili v stolpu z uro. V naslednjih letih je Frisc-
hlin vedno bolj dvomil v možnost, da astronomija sploh zmore pravilen sistem 
sveta. Svoje pomisleke je med vsemi sodobniki daleč najbolj jasno izrazil in se 
tako približal poznejšim stališčem Blaisa Pascala. 

Frischlin je napisal svoje najpomembnejše delo o astronomiji De astro-
nomicae artis v Tübingenu in Ljubljani v upanju, da si bo z njim pridobil boljše 
izhodišče za tekmovanje z Maestlinom, ko sta se oba potegovala za prevzem 
Apianove tübingenske katedre za astronomijo. Frischlinov načrt je ostal račun 
brez krčmarja, vsekakor pa se mu je na slovenskih tleh posrečilo sestaviti prvo 
svetovno znano delo o astronomiji.

Frischlinove povezave z drugimi protestantskimi astronomi so bile izjemno 
napete zaradi njegovih dvomov v poštenost astrološkega sestavljanja horoskop-
ov. Vprašanje ni bilo samo znanstveno, temveč je imelo zelo pomembno denar-
no plat. Frischlinovo mnenje je bilo v ostrem nasprotju z Maestlinovim sve-
tovnim nazorom in Keplerjevimi prepričanji. Zavrgel je vse tri vrste astrologije, 
čeprav je dajala kruh Keplerju in številnim drugim poklicnim astronomom. Fris-
chlin je svoje komedije v boju proti astrologom napolnil s šalami in puščicami, 
kar ga postavlja na stran bule proti astrološkim napovedim papeža Siksta V. 
(1586). Res nenavadno stališče za protestanta njegove dobe! Še več, Frischlin 
je med prvimi protestanti sprejel gregorijansko katoliško reformo koledarja 
(1582), Maestlin pa jo je ostro zavrnil kot predstavnik vse evangeličanske srenje. 
Pozneje so Kepler in mlajši astronomi prav tako morali sprejeti uporabno gre-
gorijansko poenotenje koledarja, vendar je večina protestantskih dežel uradno 
odklanjala reformo še dobro stoletje po Maestlinovih kritikah. 

Poleg kritike astrologije, sprejetja papeževe koledarske reforme in (anti)
kopernikanskih stališč se je Frischlin ponovno uveljavil le nekaj mesecev pred 
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svojo tragično smrtjo. V tistem času je bil že slaven tudi v Notranji Avstriji, kljub 
temu pa je imel hude težave pri iskanju petičnežev, ki bi bili voljni gmotno pod-
preti njegovo delo. Med iskanjem po Evropi je obiskal tudi najstarejši sodob-
ni evropski astronomski observatorij v mestu Kassel v upanju, da bo deležen 
pozornosti deželnega grofa Wilhelma IV. Ta ni bil le eden vodilnih astronomov, 
temveč tudi izjemno vpliven protestantski politik in stric cesarja Rudolfa II. V 
svojem observatoriju je zaposlil izjemne strokovnjake, med njimi astronoma 
Ch. Rothmanna. Redno si je dopisoval s Tycho Brahejem, ki si je svoj lasten 
observatorij Unraniburg postavil na tedaj danskem otoku Hven. Frischlin naj bi 
nesel pisma o astronomiji Wilhelma IV. in Rothmanna k Tychi Braheju na otok 
Hven. Odšel je iz Kassla v Kopenhagen, saj je upal, da mu bo novi danski kralj 
priskrbel službo na dvoru, a je ta prav tedaj nehal podpirati prijatelja svojega 
očeta, Tycha Braheja. Znanstvenik je imel mešane občutke glede Frischlinovega 
dela, saj je ta objavil tudi izjemno ostre kritike plemstva, ki mu je Brahe pri-
padal. Frischlin je pisma odnesel le do Kopenhagna, na Hvenu pa jih je namesto 
njega predal nekdo drug.

Ljubljanski rektor Frischlin je opeval Cerkniško jezero v eni najlepših lat-
inskih pesnitev, sestavljenih na slovenskih tleh. Prvi izpostavljamo razmeroma 
obsežno Valvasorjevo predstavitev Frischlinovega ljubljanskega rektorata s 
poudarkom na njegovi pesnitvi v slavo Cerkniškega jezera. Valvasor se je vseka-
kor zavedal pomena Frischlinovih raziskav krasa in jih je vtkal v svojo lastno 
teorijo, ki mu je prinesla uspeh v Londonu. 
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Das Thema dieser Abhandlung ist die Darlegung des theoretischen Gedan-
kengutes und der politischen Konzeptionen des deutschen Liberalismus in 
der Weimarer Zeit mit Blick auf die Schlüsselfragen, die das Verständnis der 
Nation, des Wesens der Weimarer Staatsform und ihre Verfassung anbetreffen. 
Diese Fragen verdienen eine besondere Beachtung, weil die Staatsform und die 
Grundsätze, nach dennen ein bestimmter Staatskörper organisieren ist, zeigen, 
wie eine Nation ihre geschichtliche Lage betrachtet und wie sie ihr Staatsle-
ben geordnet hat – oder zum gegebenen Zeitpunkt – geordnet haben will. Wir 
nahmen die deutschen liberalen Parteien in der Weimarer Republik als Thema 
unserer Abhandlung, weil der Liberalismus nach dem ersten Weltkrieg in der 
Mehrheit der europäischen Staaten nicht mehr die entscheidende politische 
Kraft darstellte. Eine gewisse Ausnahme machte nur die Weimarer Republik, da 
in ihr der Liberalismus der politische Faktor war, welcher in der Umgestaltung 
des deutschen Staats nach dem ersten Weltkrieg die verfassungsrechtlichen 
Grundlagen des Weimarer Staates errichtete. Wir werden in unserer Abhan-
dlung auch auf die Antworten aufmerksam machen, die die slowenische libe-
rale Politik auf die obenerwähnten Fragen im Königreich der Serben, Kroaten 
und Slowenen (weiter: Königreich SKS) gegeben hat. Wir möchten nähmlich 
bisherige Forschungsarbeiten über die nationalpolitischen Gedanken und die 
Praxis des slowenischen liberalen Lagers in dem ersten Jahrzent nach dem 
ersten Weltkrieg im europäischen Rahmen stellen und noch auf diese Weise 
den Charakter des damaligen slowenischen Liberalismus abschätzen.1 

Wir möchten zunächst kurz die Grandzüge der nationalen Frage im dama-
ligen jugoslawischen Staat und zugleich die Einstellung der slowenischen libe-
ralen Politik zum nationalen Problem nachzeichnen. Dazu muß es zunächst 
festgestellt werden, daß das Königreich SKS in seinem Staatsgrundgesetz, Veit-
stagverfassung (1921), als national homogener Staat bestimmt wurde, also als 
ein Staat, in dem Slowenen, Kroaten und Serben eine einheitliche, sogennante 
"jugoslawische Nation" bilden sollten.2

Paralell mit der Ablehnung nationalen Individualitäten im Königreich SKS 

* Der Aufsatz entstand im Rahmen des Forshungsprogrammes Nr. P6-0281 das von der 
Öffentlicheagentur für die Forschungstätigkeit der Republik Sloweniens finanziert wird.

1 Über die nationalpolitischen Gedanken und die Praxis des slowenischen Liberalismus im Königreich 
SKS siehe Jurij Perovšek, Liberalizem in vprašanje slovenstva : nacionalna politika liberalnega tabora 
v letih 1918–1929 (Ljubljana, 1996) (weiter: Perovšek, Liberalizem in vprašanje slovenstva); derselbe, 
"Slovenska politika in vprašanje državne ureditve med zasedanjem Ustavodajne skupščine Kraljevine 
SHS (1920–1921)", Studia Historica Slovenica 2, Nr. 2 (2002): 431–445; derselbe, Na poti v moderno 
: poglavja iz zgodovine evropskega in slovenskega liberalizma 19. in 20. stoletja  (Ljubljana, 2005) 
(weiter: Perovšek, Na poti v moderno), 159–170. 

2 Uradni list deželne vlade za Slovenijo (weiter: UL DVS), 27. 7. 1921, Nr. 87, Ustava kraljevine 
Srbov, Hrvatov in Slovencev (§ 3, 16, 19, 21, 58, 72, 128, 138), 423–425, 428–429; Jurij Perovšek, 
"Unitaristični in centralistični značaj vidovdanske ustave", Prispevki za novejšo zgodovino 33, Nr. 1–2 
(1993): 19–20 (weiter: Perovšek, "Unitaristični in centralistični značaj vidovdanske ustave"). 
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stellte die Veitstagverfassung eine zentralistische Staatsform auf. Diese zentra-
listische Ordnung wurde verfassungsmäsig in den Prinzipien festgelegt, nach 
denen die Ausübung der Verwaltungsgewalt vollzogen wurde. Der Vollzug die-
ser Gewalt nähmlich befestigte die Einheit des Staatsgebietes in einer Form, die 
eine vollkommene Unterbrechung der Tradition bisheriger staatlich-histori-
scher Individualitäten bedeutete. Die Veitstagverfassung stellte eine Negation 
der ehemaligen Staatlichkeit Serbiens, Montenegros und Kroatiens dar, und 
ebenso derjenigen, die die Slowenen im November 1918 innerhalb des selb-
stständigen Staates der Slowenen, Kroaten und Serben erreicht hatten.3 Die 
Verfassung ging von dem Prinzip des Einheitsstaates aus und teilte das gesam-
te Land einfach arithmetisch auf in Verwaltungseinheiten, zu je höchstens 
800.000 Einwohnern, ohne dabei Rücksicht zu nehmen auf die historischen 
und kulturellle Umstände. Diese Verwaltungseinheiten bildeten einfach nur die 
Teile des einheitlichen und untrennbaren staatlichen Teritoriums, das in einer 
zentralistischen Regierung in Belgrad repräsentiert war.4 In einem solchen 
Staat stellte das nationale Problem schon bald eine Hauptbewegungskraft des 
gesselschaftlichen und politischen Lebens dar. Formal bestanden die Nationen 
verfassungsrechtlich nicht mehr und es wurde ihnen ein Grundrecht entzogen, 
das unabdingbare Voraussetzung jeder Nation ist – das Recht auf ein territo-
rial und verwaltungsmäßig einheitliches und geschlossenes Gebiet. Gedanke 
und Praxis der liberalen Politik in Slowenien war in diesem Punkt vollkommen 
klar. Mit periodischen Abweichungen stimmten alle politische Subjekte, die 
das liberale Lager bildeten, einem jugoslawisch-nationalen Integralismus bzw. 
einheitsstaatlichen und nationalen Bewußtsein zu. Eindeutig unterstützten sie 
auch den staatlichen Zentralismus. Damit stritten sie das Bestehen der Nationa-
le Frage im Staate ab und lehnten jegliche Form nationalstaatlicher Atonomie 
ab. Sie waren bereit nur eine örtliche Selbstverwaltung zu akzeptieren, die die 
zentrale Staatsgewalt entlassen könne. Das war die grundsätzliche program-
matische und praktisch-politische Haltung des slowenischen liberalen Lagers 
zum nationalen Problem im Königreich SKS. Die führende slowenische liberale 
unitaristische und zentralistische Kraft in dieser Zeit war Jugoslawische demo-
kratische Partei (seit 1924 Selbständige demokratische Partei).5

3 Über die slowenische Staatlichkeit im Staate der Slowenen, Kroaten und Serben siehe Jurij Perovšek, 
Slovenska osamosvojitev v letu 1918 : študija o slovenski državnosti v Državi Slovencev, Hrvatov in 
Srbov (Ljubljana, 1998), 77–174.

4 UL DVS, 27. 7. 1921, Nr. 87, Ustava kraljevine Srbov, Hrvatov in Slovencev (§ 4, 95, 129, 138), 423, 426, 
428–429; Perovšek, "Unitaristični in centralistični značaj vidovdanske ustave": 20–25.

5 Mehr siehe in Perovšek, Liberalizem in vprašanje slovenstva, 112–201, 238–281; delselbe, Na poti v 
moderno, 159–164, 166–170. Über die Autonomiebestrebungen, die in zwanziger Jahren teilweise 
auch im slowenischen liberalen Lager erscheinten siehe Perovšek, Liberalizem in vprašanje sloven-
stva, 204–237; derselbe, Na poti v moderno, 164–166.
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* * *

Seine Betrachtungen über die Nation, ihre Staatliche Verfaßtheit und ihre 
Ordnung, ausserte der deutsche Liberalismus in der Weimarer Zeit durch zwei 
politische Subjekte: durch die Deutsche Demokratische Partei (DDP) und die 
Deutsche Volkspartei (DVP). Beide Parteien entwickelten sich im Jahre 1918 
– die erste aus dem linken und die zweite aus dem rechten Flügel der früheren 
Nationalliberale Partei. Ihre Geschichte ist in der modernen deutschen Histo-
riografie gut erforscht. Es wurde viel geschrieben über die Entstehung, über 
die Parteientwicklung und über die Rolle der DDP und DVP in der damaligen 
deutschen Politik, wie auch über die Haltung, die diese beiden Parteien zu den 
verschiedenen innen- und außenpolitischen Fragen bezogen. Doch trotzdem 
können wir feststellen, daß die Fragen, die uns hier beschäftigen, noch nicht 
zum Gegenstand besondere historischer Abhandlungen geworden sind. Bis 
jetzt existirt keine spezielle Studie über den Zusammenhang zwischen libera-
len Zielen und Nationalstaatsrechts Programmatik in der Weimarer Republik. 
Dieser Zusammenhang blieb bis jetzt im Grunde genommen unbeleuchtet 
oder war nur in einzelnen Teilen umrissen.

Wenn wir heute versuchen, das liberale theoretische Gedankengut und 
die programmatisch-politische Einstellung zur Nation in der Weimar Zeit 
zusammenzufügen, müssen wir vor allem betonen, daß der Liberalismus die 
Nation als historischer Tatsache und den Grundlagen, die sie bestimmte keine 
ausgesprochene theoretische Aufmerksamkeit geschenkt hat. Aus den Veröf-
fentlichungen der liberalen politischen Publizisten, können wir aber trotzdem 
herauslesen, was für den Liberalismus das Wesen einer nationalen Gemeinsa-
mheit bedeutete. Nach dr. Gertrud Bäumer, einer demokratischen Politikerin, 
Mitglied der DDP und Ministerialrätin im Reichsministerium des Innern, war 
eine Nation in der Tat Gemeinsamkeit des inneren Lebens, weil "Nationalität 
des Seins" nicht wie eine Schablone, ein Schema von Worten und Begriffen, 
Pflichten von oben her über ein Volk gestülpt werden kann. In diesem Sinn 
sollte Nationalität die "Selbstverwirklichung" eines Volkes sein, sie konnte 
daher nur aus dem breiten Mutterboden als etwas Spontanes und Ursprüngli-
ches herauswachen.6 Auf die spezifische Verbundenheit einer Nation verwies 
auch der politische Schriftsteller und Abgeordneter der DVP, Rochus Freiherr 
von Rheinbaben, der betonte, daß "national" für den deutschen Liberalismus 
das ist, was seine Volksgenossen und sein Volk zur Höhe führt, materiell, kul-
turell und sittlich.7 Solche Betrachtungen und Definitionen der nationalen 

6 Gertrud Bäumer, Grundlagen demokratischer Politik (Karlsruhe, 1928), 29 (weiter: Bäumer, 
Grundlagen demokratischer Politik). 

7 Rochus Freiherr v. Rheinbaben, Liberale Politik im neuen Reiche (Karlsruhe, 1928), 63.
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Die Präambel und der Schluß der Verfassung des Königreiches der Serben, Kroaten und Slowenen (sog. 
Veitstagverfassung ) (Uradni list deželne vlade za Slovenijo, 27. 7. 1921, Nr. 87, 423, 429)
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Gemeinschaft haben  jedoch nicht entscheidend die liberalen Betrachtungen 
über die nationale Problematik bestimmt. Im Vordergrund stand die Frage des 
Staates, weil der Staat "für eine Nation die einzige Form der Verwirklichung 
ihrer geschichtlichen Bestimmung" ist.8 Das bedeutete konkret, daß der Libe-
ralismus seine Hauptaufmerksamkeit den Fragen der Staatsform, den verfas-
sungsgrundlagen und der Praxis des deutschen nationalstaatlichen Lebens der 
Weimarer Zeit schenkte.

Die Frage der Staatsform war weder für die Deutsche Demokratische Par-
tei noch für die Deutsche Volkspartei tatsächlich nicht streitig. Bekanntlich 
nahmen die beiden Parteien die republikanische Regierungsform und die repu-
blikanische Staatsform auf, obwohl dies die DVP zunächst abgelehnt hatte und 
noch im Jahr 1919 die Frage der Staatsform noch offen hielt. Aber schon im 
Jahr 1920, als sie in die Regierung eintrat, bekannte sie sich zur Republik und 
entwickelte sich als republikanische und staatsbejahende Partei. Diese Einstel-
lung der Partei betonte sehr klar Mitte der zwanziger Jahren der historische 
Führer der DVP, Gustav Stresemann, als er behauptete, daß die Deutsche Volk-
spartei jede Beteilung an verfassungswidrigen Bestrebungen zur Änderung der 
Staatsform ablehne und daß die republikanische Staatsform nicht nur gegen 
verfassungswidrige Experimente, sondern auch gegen alle diejenigen verteidi-
gen würde, die die Frage der Staatsform überhaupt zur Debatte stellen wollten.9

Frage der Staatsform war also für das liberale Lager geklärt. Aktuell war aber 
die Frage der Staatsverfassungspraxis, die eine der wesentlichsten Fragen des 
Weimarer Staatslebens war und mit welcher sich die Parteien und die Staat-
srechtler durch die gesamte Weimarer Zeit beschäftigten.10 Um aber die Ansi-
chten des deutschen Liberalismus zur Weimarer Verfassungspraxis beurteilen 
zu können, müssen wir doch kurz etwas über den staatsrechtlichen Sinn der 
Weimarer Gemeinschaft sagen. 

Die Weimarer Republik können wir am besten als einen unitaristischen 
Bundesstaat bezeichnen, denn er gründete im verfassungspolitischen Sinn auf 
der Verbindlichkeit sowohl unitaristicher als auch föderativer Elementen der 
Staatsordnung. Dabei wurde das unitaristische Staatsprinzip an die erste Stelle 
gerückt.11 Die Weimarer Verfassung betonte sehr stark das Prinzip der Reichse-
inheit, da das Reich nicht einfach die Summe der Länder war, sondern den 

8 Bäumer, Grundlagen demokratischer Politik, 61.
9 Gustav Stresemann, "Deutsche Volkspartei und Reichpräsidentenwahl", Die Zeit, 19. April 1925, Nr. 

169, 1.
10 Hagen Schulze, Weimar : Deutschland 1917–1933 (Berlin, 1982), 94–95 (weiter: Schulze, Weimar).
11 Ernst Rudolf Huber, Deutsche Verfassungsgeschichte seit 1789, Band 6 (Stuttgart–Berlin–Köln–

Mainz, 1981), 55–81 (weiter: Huber, Deutsche Verfassungsgeschichte 6); Friedrich Giese, Staatsrecht 
: Grundlagen : Deutsche Verfassungen : Ausländische Verfassungssysteme (Wiesbaden, 1956), 89–97 
(weiter: Giese, Staatsrecht).
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einheitlichen räumlichen Wirkungsbereich der Reichsgewalt bildete. Ebenso 
war das "Staatsvolk" nicht die Summe der Ländervölker, sondern als natio-
nale Einheit ein unitaristischer Träger der Reichsgewalt. Das bedeutete, daß 
die Reichsgewalt den Ländern gegenüber selbständig war, sowohl in ihrem 
Träger, als auch in ihren Organen und Funktionen einheitliche Staatsgewalt. 
Deswegen bestand in der Weimarer Republik keine geteilte Souveränität zwi-
schen Reich und Ländern, sondern nur eine Souveränität, die Souveränität 
des Reichs. Es gab also keine Souveränität der Länder. Die Länder waren sta-
atsrechtlich dem Reich und der Reichsgewalt untergeordnet, aber trotz die-
ses Fundamentalprinzips der nationalstaatlichen Einheit, hatte die Weimarer 
Republik eine bundesstaatsartige innere Organisation. Die Länder genossen 

Weimarer Verfassung: Erste und letzte Seite der Verfassungsurkunde vom 11. August 1919 (Hagen 
Schulze, Weimar : Deutschland 1917–1933 (Berlin, 1982), 94–95) 
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eine Verfassungsautonomie, d. h. die Rechtmacht zu selbstständiger und fre-
ier Gestaltung der Staatsgrundgesetze, obwohl dieses Merkmal ihren Staatsge-
walt durch einige reichsverfassungsrechtliche Vorschriften und Richtlinien 
beschränkt war. Zugleich war durch den Reichsrat auch eine organische Ver-
bindung zwischen den Ländern und dem Reich bewirkt, weil dieses Organ kei-
nen unitaristischen Charakter trug, sondern einen föderativen. An der Bildung 
und Äußerung des Reichswillens nähmlich nahmen die Länder hauptsächli-
ch durch den Reichsrat teil und dieses Organ ermöglichte ihnen die Ausü-
bung des Mitbestimmungsrechtes bei der Gesetzgebung und Verwaltung des 
Reiches.12 Dieses Organisationsprinzip des Weimarer Staatssystems gebar die 
Gegensätze zwischen dem Reich und den Ländern, den Gegensatz zwischen 
den Reichsunitarismus und den partikularistischen Interessen der Länder, die 
auf der Grundlage des Bewustseins ihrer historischstaatlichen Individuali-
tät eine föderative Umgestaltung der Republik verlangten. Diese Gegensätze 
offenbarten sich am deutlichsten im Verhältnis zwischen dem Reich und dem 
Land Preußen, das allein zwei Drittel des Reichsgebietes umfaßte und das mit 
den damit verbundenen staatsrechtlichen Kompetenzen die damalige Reichs-
struktur gefährdete.

Die grundsätzliche Frage nach dem Verhältnis zwischen dem Reich und 
den Ländern stelte die Deutsche Demokratische Partei, auf deren Arbeit die 
staatstheoretische und staatsrechtliche Fundierung der Weimarer Republik 
wesentlich zurückgeht. In dieser Partei versammelte sich der Kern der damali-
ger deutschen Rechtsgelerten – Max Weber, Friedrick Naumann, Theodor Heuss 
und Hugo Preuß. Dieser Personenkreis verwirklichte mit der Formulierung der 
Weimarer Verfassung die Ziele des Linksliberalismus: staatsrechtliche Schwäc-
hung Preußens und die Neugliederung des Reiches als dezentralisierten Ein-
heitsstaat, in dem alle staatlichen Hoheitsrechte von der Reichsspitze ausgeübt 
werden, währen die Länder unter der überwiegenden Reichsgewalt zurückge-
drängt sind.13 Über diesen Charakter des neuen Reiches hatte schon vor dem 
Beschluß der Verfassung (am 11. August 1919) ihr Hauptarchitekt Hugo Preuß 
schon viel geschrieben und gesprochen. Er mahnte, daß bei der Neugründung 
Deutschlands die entscheidente Frage sei, ob die deutsche Republik wieder ein 
Bund einzelner in sich konstituirter Staaten sein solle – wie das alte Reich, das auf 
der preußischen Hegemonie beruht hatte – oder ob man Deutschland zu einem 
Nationalstaat machen solle, zu einem Staat, der sich in einzelne Landschaften 

12 Giese, Staatsrecht, 90–92, 119, 129; Huber, Deutsche Verfassungsgeschichte 6, 60, 76.
13 Schulze, Weimar, 78. Siehe auch Karl Dietrich Bracher, Die Entstehung der Weimarer Verfassung 

(Hannover, 1963), 16–25.
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gliederte mit der Selbstverwaltung gewisser Angelegenheiten.14 Er betonte, daß 
sich der Grundgedanke der Stärkung des Reiches behaupten müsse, das frei von 
preußicher Hegemonie, mit seiner selbständigen Zentralgewalt über allen Län-
der organisiert sein müsse.15 Im diesen Sinn konnte für ihn die Einheit des Reichs 
in einer republikanischen Staatsform nur auf der Grundlage der gleichzeitigen 
Einheit der deutschen Nation begründet werden. Diesen Grundsatz außerte er 
auf der zweiten Länderkonferenz am 25. und 26. Januar 1919, als er meinte, daß 
es nur eine deutsche Nation gebe. Er sagte: "Es gibt keine preußische, keine baye-
rische Nation, und die Republik als Staatsform kann sich nur auf die nationale 
Einheit des Volkes stützen."16 Das war die Konstante seiner Betrachtungen über 
die Innere Organisation des deutschen Staatslebens. So betonte er in den Jahren 
nach dem Beschluß der Verfassung in Bezug auf die Frage der Reichsreform, daß 
die Einheit des Volkes und Reiches das Primäre und die Gliederung in Länder das 
Sekundäre sei.17 Länderstaatlichkeit stellte für ihn die nationale Ohnmacht dar,18 
denn seiner Meinung nach, waren die Länder nur "Gliederungen des einheitli-
chen deutschen Staatsvolkes, die der Umgestaltung nach den Lebensinteressen 
des Nationalstaates unterliegen".19 

Solche Anschauungen eines der wichtigsten geistigen Führers der DDP 
behauptete auch die Partei selbst, die sich in ihren ersten Programmaussa-
gen für ein einheitliches deutsches Reich einsetzte und die Einheitlichke-
it der Reichsverwaltung damit begründete, daß die Ordnung der Länder und 
Gemeinden in freier Selbstverwaltung sich nach gleichen Grundsätzen regeln 
sollte.20 Das war die Richtung, die in der Partei Gültigkeit behielt und die in den 
Sitzungen des Parteiausschusses von dem Vorsitzender der DDP in den Jahren 

14 Quellen zur Geschichte des Parlamentarismus und der politischen Parteien : dritte Reihe : Die Weimarer 
Republik, Band 5 : Linksliberalismus in der Weimarer Republik : die Führungsgremien der Deutschen 
Demokratischen Partei und der Deutschen Staatspartei 1918–1933, herausgegeben von Karl Dietrich 
Bracher, Erich Mastthias und Rudolf Morsey, eingeleitet von Lothar Albertin, bearbeitet von Konstanze 
Wegner in Verbindung mit Lothar Albertin (Düsseldorf, 1980) (weiter: Quellen zur Geschichte des 
Parlamentarismus und der politischen Parteien, 5), Nr. 15., 4. 2. 1919: Sitzung des Hauptvorstandes, S. 
35.

15 Ibid.; Hugo Preuß, Staat, Recht und Freiheit (Tübingen, 1926), 400.
16 Dokumente zur deutschen Verfassungsgeschichte, Band 3 : Dokumente der Novemberrevolution und 

der Weimarer Republik 1918–1933, herausgegeben von Prof. Dr. Ernst Rudolf Huber (Stuttgart–
Berlin–Köln–Mainz, 1966), Nr. 40., Erklärung des Staatssekretärs des Reichsamts des Innern Dr. Preuß 
auf der zweiten Länderkonferenz vom 25./26. Januar 1919, 30.

17 Federico Federici, Der deutsche Liberalismus : die Entwicklung einer politischen Idee von Immanuel 
Kant bis Thomas Mann (Zürich, 1946), 386.

18 Hugo Preuß, Um die Reichsverfassung von Weimar (Berlin, 1924), 29.
19 Hugo Preuß, Der Deutsche Nationalstaat (Frankfurt, 1924), 137.
20 Wilhelm Mommsen, Deutsche Parteiprogramme (München, 1960) (weiter: Mommsen, Deutsche 

Parteiprogramme), III./1., Deutsche Demokratische Partei. Programm. Dezember 1919, 509; Felix 
Salomon, Die deutschen Parteiprogramme, Heft 3 : von der Revolution bis zum neuen Reichtag 
1918–1920 (Leipzig–Berlin, 1920) (weiter: Salomon, Die deutschen Parteiprogramme, 3), Nr. 21., 
Wahlaufruf der Deutschen Demokratischen Partei. April 1920, 84.
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1924–1930, Erich Koch, immer wieder betont wurde. Er hielt Unitarismus für 
die richtige Idee,21 obwohl er eine Dezentralisation des Reiches nicht ablehnte. 
Aber nach seiner Meinung mußten die Demokraten dafür sorgen, daß der Parti-
kularismus auch in der Form des Föderalismus zurückgedrängt würde.22 Auf der 
Graundlage solcher Anschauungen über die Frage des Verhältnisses zwischen 
Reich und Ländern bereitete er 1927 einen Plan für die Reform des Reiches vor, 
der auf dem Parteitag im April 1927 in Hannover als die offiziele Linie der DDP 
angenommen wurde. Koch's Plan bekräftigte das Modell des dezentralisierten 
Einheitstaates. Er gründete darin, daß das souveräne Reich, das die Lebensfra-

21 Quellen zur Geschichte des Parlamentarismus und der politischen Parteien, 5, Nr. 129., 24. 1. 1926: 
Sitzung des Parteiausschusses, 374.

22 Ibid., Nr. 112., 27. 1. 1924: Sitzung des Parteiausschusses, 307.
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gen der Nation in seiner Hand noch immer festhalte, eine dezentrale Anwen-
dung der Reichsgesetzen durch eine Kontrolle der Landesbehörden ermögli-
chen sollte.23

Die DDP bestätigte mit diesem Plan der Reichreform allerdings ihre Rolle 
als einer Partei der Reichseinheit, die sie während der ganzen Zeit ihres Beste-
hens einnahm. Ähnlich war auch die Deutsche Volkspartei ausgerichtet. In 
ihren Grundsätzen, die im Oktober 1919 gestaltet worden sind, forderte die 
DVP "den deutschen Einheitsstaat, mit weitgehender Selbstverwaltung und 
Sicherung der Eigenart der einzelnen geschichtlich, kulturell und wirtschaf-
tlich der zusammenhängenden Landschaften".24 Auch später trat die DVP für 
den Reichsgedanken und für die ungeschmälerte Einheit des Reiches gegen 
alle partikularistischen Absonderungsbestrebungen ein.25 Wie Gustav Stre-
semann in seinem Rede am 25. April 1928 in München betonte, war für DVP 
unannehmbar, "daß irgendwo in Deutschland ein Zweifel am Reichsgedanken 
bestünde".26 Was die preußische Frage betrifft, setzte sie sich für eine engere 
Verbindung zwischen dem Reich und Preußen ein.27

* * *

Wenn wir zum Abschluß vergleichen die Ansichten, die der deutsche Libera-
lismus und das Liberale Lager in Slowenien zur Nation, Staatsform und Staat-
sordnung vertreten haben, können wir feststellen, daß beide liberale Lager, das 
deutsche und das slowenische, das Prinzip des nationalstaatlichen Unitarismus 
befürwortet haben. Aber dennoch bestand in ihren programmatischen Ein-
stellungen ein wesentlicher Unterschied. Während das deutsche liberale Lager 
die Nation als ursprüngliche, organische Gemeinschaft auf das Bestimmteste 
vertrat und dabei die geschichtlich fortschrittliche republikanische Staatsform 
unterstützte, hatte des slowenischen Liberalismus das nationale Phänomen 
vernachlässigt und sich statt dessen zum jugoslawischen nationalen Integra-

23 Werner Schneider, Die Deutsche Demokratische Partei in der Weimarer Republik 1924–1930 
(München, 1978), 152; Werner Stephan, Aufstieg und Verfall des Linksliberalismus 1918–1933 : 
Geschichte der Deutschen Demokratischen Partei (Göttingen, 1973), 354–358; Jürgen C. Heß, "Das 
ganze Deutschland soll es sein" : demokratischer Nationalismus in der Weimarer Republik am Beispiel 
der Deutschen Demokratischen Partei (Stuttgart, 1978), 335.

24 Mommsen, Deutsche Parteiprogramme, III./3., Deutsche Volkspartei. Grundsätze. Oktober 1919, 
520–521. 

25 Salomon, Die deutschen Parteiprogramme, 3, Nr. 28., Wahlaufruf der Deutschen Volkspartei. April 
1920, 116.

26 Gustav Stresemann, Vermächtnis : der Nachlass in drei Bänden, Dritter Band, herausgegeben von 
Henry Bernhard unter mitarbeit von Wolfgang Goetz und Paul Wiegler (Berlin, 1933), 294.

27 Ibid.
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lismus bekannt. Nebenbei erklärte man sich auch zum Monarchismus28 und 
zum jugoslawischen unitaristischen Staatsprinzip. So war die Rolle des Natio-
nal- und Staatsunitarismus bei dem deutschen und bei dem slowenischen Libe-
ralismus verschiedene. Für das deutsche liberale Lager war der Unitarismus ein 
Instrument zur Neugestaltung des staatlichen Lebens, in dem es aber für einen 

28 Über die monarchistischen Anschauungen des slowenischen Liberalismus siehe Perovšek, Liberalizem 
in vprašanje slovenstva, 81–103, 124, 137, 143, 147–149, 178, 181, 187; delselbe, Na poti v moderno, 
134, 136–138.

Gustav Stresemann 
(1878–1929), Grün-
der und Vorsitzender 
der Deutschen Volks-
partei (nl.wikipedia.
o r g / w i k i / D u i t s e _
Volkspartij) 
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Hegemonismus des preußischen Staatsteils über die anderen Teile keinen Platz 
gab. Der slowenische Liberalismus, der höchstausgeprägt durch die allstaatliche 
Jugoslawische demokratische Partei/Selbständige demokratische Partei wirk-
te, unterstützte aber mit seinem Beharren auf einem Unitarismus faktisch den 
großserbischen Hegemonismus. Der großserbische Hegemonismus offenbarte 
sich durch die unitaristische Staatsordnung, die nach dem Willen des Großser-
bentums und der serbischen Königsdynastie Karađorđević eingeführt wurde.29 
Dies galt ebenso für die eindeutige Übermacht des Großserbentums auf allen 
Gebieten des geselschaftlichen, politischen und wirtschaftlichen Lebens. Der 
slowenische Liberalismus war politisch unkreativ, er stützte die hegemonisti-
sche Verhältnisse im Staat, was auch verhinderte, daß er einer der Trägern des 
nationalpolitischen Willens nach der demokratischen Umgestaltung des jugo-
slawischen Staates wurde. Mit der unrealistischen Befürwortung des nationa-
len Integralismus offenbarte es sich aber auch als eine politische Kraft, die sich 
bewust entschiden, dem nationalen Problem aus dem wege zu gehen.


Jurij Perovšek

NEMŠKI LIBERALIZEM IN VPRAŠANJE NARODA 
TER DRŽAVNE UREDITVE 
Primerjava s slovensko liberalno politiko 
v dvajsetih letih 20. stoletja

POVZETEK

Primerjava nacionalnopolitične misli, državnopravnih konceptov in politične 
prakse, ki sta jo nemški in slovenski liberalizem oblikovala v Weimarski republi-
ki in Kraljevini Srbov, Hrvatov in Slovencev (Kraljevina SHS) v vprašanju naro-
da in državne ureditve, najprej pokaže, da sta oba politična tabora delovala v 

29 Perovšek, "Unitaristični in centralistični značaj vidovdanske ustave": 17–18; derselbe, "Ustavna 
razprava in vprašanje državne ureditve", in: Slovenska novejša zgodovina : od programa Zedinjena 
Slovenija do mednarodnega priznanja Republike Sklovenije 1848–1992, herausgegeben von Jasna 
Fischer … [et al.] (Ljubljana, 2005), 240; derselbe, "Sprejetje vidovdanske ustave", ibid., 246–249.
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okviru ustavno enako utemeljenih smernic državnega in nacionalnega razvoja. 
V obeh državah – Weimarski republiki in Kraljevini SHS – je bilo uveljavlje-
no unitaristično državno načelo, ki je utemeljevalo enotno centralno državno 
oblast, obenem z njim pa je bilo uveljavljeno tudi načelo nacionalne enotnosti 
prebivalstva obeh državnih skupnosti. Slednje je v Kraljevini SHS pomenilo, da 
je bila kljub svojemu mnogonacionalnemu značaju opredeljena le kot drža-
va enega, t. i. jugoslovanskega naroda. Slovenski liberalni tabor je z manjšimi 
odstopanji podpiral načelo narodnega in državnega unitarizma skozi vsa dvaj-
seta leta, ob tem pa je zagovarjal še monarhistično obliko vladavine. V tem se 
je bistveno ločeval od nemškega liberalizma, čeprav je le-ta prav tako zagovar-
jal načelo narodnega in državnega unitarizma. Toda nemški liberalizem, ki je 
narod sprejemal kot izvirno in organsko družbeno skupnost, je pri tem izhajal 
iz povsem drugačnega političnega gledanja na vprašanje oblike državne uredi-
tve. Obe politični stranki prek katerih so v Weimarski republiki delovali nemški 
liberalci – Nemška demokratična stranka (Deutsche Demokratische Partei) 
in Nemška ljudska stranka (Deutsche Volkspartei) – sta podpirali republikan-
sko obliko vladavine. Poleg tega sta zagovarjali decentralizirano enotno nem-
ško državo, v kateri se izvajajo vse državne naloge z vrha države, medtem ko 
so dežele potisnjene pod prevladujočo centralno državno oblast. S tem naj bi 
skozi avtoriteto centralne oblasti vzpostavili državno enotnost weimarske sku-
pnosti in tako nasproti prejšnji državnopravni razdrobljenosti na male drža-
vice na eni in pruski hegemoniji v cesarski Nemčiji na drugi strani nemškemu 
narodu v novo nastali Weimarski republiki zagotovili uravnovešeno in skladno 
državno življenje. Slovenski liberalizem, ki je zanikal obstoj posameznih, že 
konstituiranih narodov v jugoslovanski državi, in podpiral zgodovinsko nemo-
derno monarhistično državno obliko, pa je s pristajanjem na unitaristično 
narodnodržavno načelo podpiral velikosrbski hegemonizem. Le-ta se je skozi 
unitaristično državno ureditev, usklajeno z interesi srbske kraljevske dinastije 
Karađorđevićev, kazal v očitni prevladi velikosrbstva na vseh področjih druž-
benega, političnega in gospodarskega življenja kraljevine. Slovenski liberalizem 
je bil v primerjavi z nemškim konservativen in politično neustvarjalen, saj ni 
odklanjal hegemonističnih odnosov v Kraljevini SHS, s sprejemanjem jugoslo-
vanskega nacionalnega unitarizma pa se je dokazal tudi kot politični dejavnik, 
ki je vprašanje naroda zavestno obšel. 
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Die deutsch-slowenischen Beziehungen sind, wenn man die Geschichte als 
ewigen Prozess betrachtet, eine geschichtliche Konstante. Der Kontakt zwi-
schen Slawen/Slowenen und Germanen/Deutschen ist nämlich diesem geo-
grafischen Raum immanent, obwohl sich dieses Paradigma im Lauf der Zeit 
langsam verändert hat. In allen Siedlungen lebten wir in Nachbarschaft, die 
Slowenen bzw. ihre slawischen Vorfahren allerdings meist in untergeordneter 
Position. Die Beziehungen zwischen den beiden Ethnien waren fruchtbar für 
beide Seiten, obwohl, wenn wir sie vom slowenischen Standpunkt aus betrach-
ten, eine sinusförmige Kurve aufweisen. Die Amplituden steigerten sich umso 
mehr, je mehr wir uns der Gegenwart nähern, bis sie sich in jüngster Zeit beru-
higten und in eine Phase der konstruktiven, konfliktfreien und freundschaftli-
chen Beziehungen übergingen. 

Wenn man zuerst an das Phänomen des mittelalterlichen Karantaniens 
denkt, entstanden in deutschem/germanischem Gebiet, ein Land, das viele 
für den ersten selbständigen slowenischen Staat halten, und an die Freisinger 
Denkmäler mit den ersten slowenischen Texten, scheint es, dass die sloweni-
sch-deutschen Beziehungen im Positiven einen der Gipfel in der Mitte des 16. 
Jahrhunderts, in der Reformationszeit erreichten, der für die Slowenen sehr 
weitreichende Folgen hatte. Damals schrieb in Süddeutschland, im heutigen 
Baden-Württemberg, Primož Trubar (Primus Truber) das erste slowenische 
Buch und etablierte damit die slowenische Schriftsprache. Das bedeutete eines 
der grundlegenden Elemente der slowenischen nationalen Identität bis zum 
19. Jahrhundert, als die Slowenen sich als politische Nation "entwarfen". 

In der Zeit der nationalen Erhebung in der zweiten Hälfte des 19. und dem 
Beginn des 20. Jahrhunderts, als sich die nationalen Bewegungen in ganz Euro-
pa ausbreiteten, gab es für das Zusammenleben der Deutschen und Slowenen 
nur wenige positive Vorzeichen. Die Slowenen hatten keinen eigenen Staat, sie 
lebten in einem Staat, wo das Deutschtum dominierte und wo die Slowenen, 
wenn wir Ernest Renan parafrasieren, jeden Tag um die Bewahrung ihrer eige-
nen nationalen Identität zu kämpfen hatten. Als am Ende des Ersten Weltkrie-
ges die Slowenen den deutschen Staat gegen den jugoslawischen Staat eintau-
schten, gerieten eben jene Deutschen, die nicht weggegangen oder vertrieben 
worden waren, in eine ähnliche Situation wie vorher die Slowenen. Sie blieben 
eine nationale Minderheit, so wie die Kärntner Slowenen in Österreich, und für 
keinen von ihnen war es in der Zwischenkriegszeit leicht.1

Einen Tiefpunkt erreichten die deutsch-slowenischen Beziehungen jedoch 
mit Beginn des Nazismus. Und hier beginnt auch mein Studium der slowenisch/

* Dieser Artikel ist ein überarbeiteter Vortrag an der Philosophischen Fakultät der Universtität Ljubljana, 
anlässlich der Ringvorlesung der DAAD, am 28. Februar 2007.

1 Mehr siehe: Dušan Nećak und Božo Repe, Slowenien (Klagenfurt, 2006), 1–108. 
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jugoslawisch-deutschen Beziehungen in der Zeitgeschichte. Mein Interesse für 
diese Geschichte war nämlich bedingt durch das Wissen, dass es eigentlich der 
Nazismus war, der die zeitgenössischen deutsch-slowenischen Beziehungen 
bestimmte, und das bis zu den neunziger Jahren des 20. Jahrhunderts. 

Schon in der Mitte der siebziger Jahre nahm ich die Forschung dieser The-
matik in Angriff, und zwar waren das die Beziehungen nach 1918. Die Thema-
tik habe ich versucht in verschiedenen Abschnitten zu bearbeiten. Die Synthe-
se wartet noch auf einen Autor. In der slowenischen, dann jedoch auch in der 
deutschen und österreichischen Geschichtsschreibung, blieb das Thema der 
österreichischen/deutschen nationalsozialistischen Flüchtlinge in Slowenien 
und Kroatien nach dem erfolglosen nationalsozialistischen Putsch und dem 
Tod des österreichischen Kanzlers Engelbert Dollfuss am 25. Juli 1934, uner-
forscht. Es öffnete sich mir für meine Forschungen das Archiv des Belgrader 
Außenministeriums.2

Von Anfang Juli 1934 an verließen rund 3000 nationalsozialistische Flüch-
tlinge das Land über die österreichisch-slowenisch/jugoslawische Grenze; sie 
wurden als die zweite österreichische Legion bezeichnet. In Slowenien, aber 
auch Kroatien, wurden sie einerseits wohlwollend empfangen, auf der ande-
ren Seite hätten sie in den kroatischen Flüchtlingslagern nicht verhältnismäßig 
gut überleben können, wenn sie die bereits nazifizierte deutsche Minderheit in 
Slowenien und Jugoslawien nicht unterstützt hätte. Der österreichische Konsul 
in Ljubljana Graf Dr. Heinrich Orsini - Rosenberg schrieb damals, Mitte 1934, 
nach Wien: 

In jüngster Zeit hat sich die Intensität der Nazi-Propaganda fühlbar verstärkt, 
wobei, wie bekannt, die Herde dieser Bewegung einzelne örtliche Organisatio-
nen des schwäbisch-deutschen Kulturbundes in Maribor, Celje, Ptuj, Ljubljana 
und Kocevje sind.3 

Im Weiteren beschrieb er die Lage in den einzelnen Orten und die Akti-
vitäten der am meisten nazistisch orientierten und agilsten Anhänger der 
deutschen nationalen Minderheit. Andere Quellen führen an, dass nazistische 

2  Einer der ersten, der diese Problematik angeschniten hat, war der österreichische Kollege Gerhard 
Jagschitz im Buch: Der Putsch. Die Nationalsozia listen 1934 in Oesterreich (Graz–Wien–Köln, 1976). 
Autor selbst hat später unter anderem einen Artikel in Zgodovinski časopis über das Thema: "Prispevek 
k problematiki nacističnih beguncev v Jugoslaviji (1934)", Zgodovinski časopis 40, Nr. 1–2 (1986): 
103–112, und zwei Bücher veröffentlicht: Avstrijska legija II. (Maribor, 1995) und Österreichische 
Legion II. (Wien–Köln–Weimar, 1996).

3 Archiv der Republik (weiter: AdR), Bundeskanzleramt (weiter: BKA), Neues politisches Archiv (weiter: 
NPA)/715, Südslawien 2 – Nationalsozialistische Bewegung, Juni 1934–38 (weiter: 715), Foll. 14; 
AdR, NPA/715, Foll. 71 und Foll. 77–83.
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Zellen in Bled, Litija, Slovenske Konjice und anderswo tätig waren. Deshalb 
war nach Ansicht der österreichischen Forschung (z.B. Steinböck)4 nach dem 
Scheitern des Juli-Putsches auch alles bereit für eine schnelle Übernahme der 
nazistischen Flüchtlinge. Österreichische Nazis sind in Slowenien und Kroatien 
v.a. in den Lagern Varaždin, Lipik, Bjelovar, Slavonska Požega und Lipiške von 
Anfang August bis Ende November 1934 geblieben. Am 28. November 1934 
wurden sie mit zwei Dampfern von Lloyd, "Der Deutsche" und "Sierra Cordo-
va", ins Deutsche Reich abtransportiert, wo sie sich mit der in Bayern tätigen I. 
Österreichische Legion vereinigten. Die österreichischen Nazis verließen Slo-
wenien, jedoch kehrten sie mit der nazistischen Besatzungsarmee im Zweiten 
Weltkrieg zurück. Zurückblieben slowenische Deutsche, von denen sich einige 
den Nazis anschlossen und sich an die Seite der nazistischen Besatzer stellten 
und die "slowenische" Staatsangehörigkeit aufgaben; jene, die dies nicht taten, 
ereilte nach dem Krieg größtenteils das schlimme Schicksal von Flüchtlingen 
und Vertriebenen, einige aber auch der Tod.5

Und das ist das zweite Thema aus der breiten Palette der deutsch-sloweni-
schen Beziehungen. Zu Beginn der 90er Jahre habe ich mit der Forschung des 
Schicksals der Deutschen in Slowenien nach dem Zweiten Weltkrieg begon-
nen, das damals immer größere internationale politische Bedeutung erhielt.6 
Ich selbst habe es zu Beginn als ein historisches Thema angesehen, das seit jeher 
bis zum Zerfall Jugoslawiens ein Tabuthema war und deshalb wissenschaftli-
ch nicht behandelt wurde. Niemals habe ich nach der deutschen Minderheit 
in Slowenien gesucht, weil sie immer bestand. Die Forschung ihres Schicksals 
habe ich nie mit Vorurteilen über eine vollständige Nazifizierung dieser Min-
derheit in Slowenien angefangen. Vielleicht wird jemand anmerken, dass es 
sich in diesem Fall nicht um Deutsche bzw. deutsch-slowenische Beziehungen 
handelt, sondern um Österreicher und österreichisch-slowenische Beziehun-
gen. Ich bin aber anderer Ansicht, denn es handelt sich um Menschen, die sich 
während der gesamten Zeit zwischen den beiden Weltkriegen als Deutsche 
bezeichneten und sie wurden auch von anderen als deutsche Minderheit beze-
ichnet. Erst nach Ende des Zweiten Weltkrieges und der Niederlage des Nazi-

4 Erwin Steinböck, "Die Verhandlungen zwischen den Nationalsozia listen und jugoslawischen Stellen 
vor dem Juliputsch 1934", Oesterreich in Geschichte und Literatur 12 (1968), Folge 10, 536.

5 Mehr siehe: Nećak, Österreichische Legion II. (Wien–Köln–Weimar, 1996).
6 Meine erste Abhandlug wurde veröffentlich in Zgodovinski časopis: Dušan Nečak, "Nekaj osnovnih 

podatkov o usodi nemške narodnostne skupnosti v Sloveniji po letu 1945", Zgodovins ki časopis 47, 
Nr. 3 (1993): 439–451, und im Süddeutschen Archiv: Dušan Nećak, "Einige grundlegende Angaben 
über das Schicksal der deutschen Volksgemeinschaft in Slowenien nach 1945", Südostdtsch. Arch. 
(1993/1994), Bd. 36/37: 163–171. Mehr über die Problematik der Deutschen in Slowenien und 
über die Resultate der Forschung siehe im Sammelband: Dušan Nećak (Hrs.), "Nemci" na Slovenskem 
1941–1955, 2. Auflage (Ljubljana, 2002), und Dušan Nećak (Hrs.), Die "Deutschen" in Slowenien 
(1918–1955) : kurzer Abriß = "Nemci" na Slovenskem (1918–1955) : kratek oris (Ljubljana, 1998).
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smus wurden andere Bezeichnungen laut, die die Zugehörigkeit zum österre-
ichischen Volk beweisen sollten, zu denen sich auch heute der größte Teil der 
Österreicher bekennt, die auf diese Weise versucht haben, das Stigma des Naz-
ismus abzuschütteln.

Wie auch immer, im Zentrum meiner Arbeit auf der Grundlage deutscher 
und österreichischer Archive stand das Schicksal jener Menschen, die während 
des Zweiten Weltkrieges Angehörige der deutschen Minderheit waren, nach 
der Zahl zweitgrößten nationalen Minderheit in Jugoslawien und der größten 
in Slowenien. Wegen der fehlenden Untersuchungen habe ich mich vor allem 
dem Schicksal jener Deutschen gewidmet, die in der Untersteiermark, Prek-
murje und Ljubljana lebten, jedoch habe ich mich nicht mit den Gottscheer 
beschäftigt. Geforscht habe ich die Zeit von Beginn des Krieges bis in die 50er 
Jahre, als sich die Lage wieder beruhigte und die Reste der nationalen Minder-
heit relativ frei leben konnten. Die Resultate meiner Forschung waren nicht 
besonders ermutigend. Kollege Repe hat diesbezüglich geschrieben, womit 
ich insgesamt einverstanden bin: "Aus dem Zivilisationsblickwinkel ist das 
Schicksal der Menschen nach dem Krieg sicher eine Niederlage für beide Völ-
ker, weil kein gemeinsames Leben im gleichen Raum mehr möglich war; derar-
tige Beispiele gibt es in Europa leider noch viele."7

Und was ist aus den Deutschen geworden? Auf der Grundlage des bekan-
nten Beschlusses von AVNOJ vom 21. November 1944, mit welchem der jugo-
slawische Staat das Vermögen aller Personen mit deutscher Volkszugehörigkeit 
konfiszierte, mit Ausnahme jener Deutschen, die in den Reihen der Nationalen 
Befreiungsfront und den Partisaneneinheiten Jugoslawiens gekämpft hatten 
und die Bürger neutraler Staaten waren und sich während der Besatzung nicht 
feindlich verhielten. Die Mehrheit von der 25.000 bis 30.000-köpfigen Minder-
heit ist zwar während des Rückzuges der deutschen Wehrmacht aus Südoste-
uropa geflüchtet, einige tausend sind jedoch dennoch in Slowenien geblieben. 
Die Abrechnung mit ihnen hat eine Besonderheit, die sich unterscheidet vom 
übrigen Jugoslawien, wo man sie meistens in Sammellager brachte, und sie dort 
überlebten, verstarben oder von dort emigrierten. Als erste Besonderheit der 
slowenischen Abrechnung mit den Deutschen bezeichnen deutsche Quellen 
schnelle Liquidationsaktionen. Ihre Gräber sind deshalb in ganz Slowenien 
verstreut. Die zweite Besonderheit ist die Vertreibung der deutschsprechenden 
Bevölkerung, vor allem Frauen und Kinder, über die jugoslawisch-österreichi-
sche Grenze. In kleineren Gruppen sollen sie über die grüne Grenze gegangen 
sein, in größeren Gruppen wurden sie mit der Bahn verschickt. Der erste doku-

7 Božo Repe, '"Nemci' na Slovenskem po drugi svetovni vojni", in: Dušan Nećak (Hrs.), "Nemci" na 
Slovenskem 1941–1955 (Ljubljana, 2002), 192–196.
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mentierte Transport mit 1000 Personen trägt das Datum vom September 1945; 
das soll bis etwa Herbst 1946 angedauert haben. Drittens soll ihre Vertreibung 
in andere Lager Jugoslawiens stattgefunden haben, nach einigen Vermutungen 
sogar zur Zwangsarbeit in die Sowjetunion. 

Im Sommer 1948 sollen in ganz Jugoslawien die Lager für die Deutschen 
aufgelöst worden sein, jedoch war zu dieser Zeit ihr Schicksal schon besiegelt. 
Zwangsbehandlungen gab es nicht mehr und die Beziehungen zu den Deut-
schen beruhigten sich. Jene, die in Jugoslawien verblieben und arbeitsfähig 
waren, waren größtenteils als Arbeiter in der Industrie und Landwirtschaft 
beschäftigt. Ihnen wurden Wohnorte in der Nähe ihrer Arbeitsplätze zugewi-
esen, die sie nicht verlassen durften. Später wurde ihnen eine freie Bewegung 
im Umkreis von 30 km ermöglicht. Nach 1951, als Jugoslawien am 17. Januar 
den Bescheid der Beendigung des Kriegszustandes mit Österreich und am 1. 
August mit Deutschland veröffentlichte, verloren alle Vorschriften ihre Gülti-
gkeit, die auf dem Kriegszustand mit beiden Staaten beruhten, auch der Artikel 
1 des AVNOJ-Beschlusses aus dem Jahre 1944. Die Lage der Deutschen begann 
sich zu normalisieren; es wurde ihnen der Ankauf des konfiszierten Vermögens 
ermöglicht und ab Mitte 1952 durften sie auch Jugoslawien verlassen, was der 
größte Teil auch tat. 

Das Ergebnis dieses tragischen Geschehens in den Jahren nach 1945 hat 
Gründe und Wurzeln im Zweiten Weltkrieg. Die schlimme nazistische Besat-
zungs- und Volkspolitik in der Kriegszeit hatte tiefe Wunden hinterlassen, so 
dass die Abrechnung gegen eine große Mehrheit der Angehörigen der deut-
schen Volksgruppe in Slowenien gerichtet war. Deshalb ist es nicht verwun-
derlich, dass es heute nur noch einige hundert Einwohner Sloweniens gibt, 
die sich zum Deutsch- bzw. Österreichertum bekennen und deren Lage grun-
dsätzlich in der slowenischen Verfassung und im bilateralen Kulturabkommen 
mit Österreich geregelt ist.8

Es ist schon mehr als 15 Jahre her, dass ich mich entschied, die Thematik 
zu erforschen, die ich unter dem Arbeitstitel "Jugoslawien und der Kalte Krieg" 
zusammenfasste. Ich wollte die ersten zehn Jahre nach dem Zweiten Weltkri-
eg bearbeiten und die Bedeutung Jugoslawiens in diesen aufregenden Jahren 
zeigen, die ich als Zeit des klassischen Kalten Krieges bezeichne. Jedoch wurde 
darüber daheim und im Ausland schon viel geschrieben. Deshalb habe ich mich 
entschlossen, aufzuzeigen, wie sich der Kalte Krieg in den Beziehungen zwi-
schen Slowenien und der deutschen Minderheit widerspiegelte. Interessiert 
haben mich auch die Pläne von der Gründung einer Balkanföderation oder der 

8 Mehr über die Problematik der Deutschen in Slowenien siehe im Sammelband: Nećak, "Nemci" na 
Slovenskem 1941–1955.
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Zusammenschluss der Donauanliegerstaaten. Jedoch erhob sich vor mir ein ver-
mutlich unüberwindliches Problem, nämlich der Zutritt zu den jugoslawischen 
Archivdokumenten. Die Archive waren damals geschlossen, sie öffnen sich erst 
in jüngster Zeit. Deshalb war ich gezwungen, mich auf die Forschung der Bezie-
hungen zwischen Jugoslawien und der BRD zu konzentrieren. Die Bundesrepu-
blik war nicht nur einer der wichtigsten Außenhandels- und westlicher politi-
scher Partner Jugoslawiens, sondern ihre Archive waren auch für derartige For-
schungen offen. Erstmals habe ich mich entschieden, die westdeutschen Archi-
ve im Jahre 1989 zu besuchen, um Dokumente zu den deutsch-jugoslawischen 
Beziehungen in den zehn Jahren nach dem Zweiten Weltkrieg zu sammeln. 
In den 20 Jahren, die nach meinem ersten Besuch in den deutschen Archiven 
vergangen sind, habe ich das Archiv des west- und ostdeutschen Außenmini-
steriums in Berlin, das Politische Archiv des Auswärtigen Amtes, Bonn, Bestand 
MfAA, Berlin, das Bundesarchiv Koblenz/Berlin und seine Zweigstelle in Pots-
dam und der SED in Berlin und der Stiftung Archiv der Parteien und Massenor-
ganisationen der DDR/SAPMO besucht. Zusätzliche Informationen und Litera-
tur erhielt ich auch im Institut für moderne Geschichte in München, dem Insti-
tut für Geschichte und der UB Köln sowie dem Ostinstitut in Köln und dem Fri-
edrich-Meinicke-Institut und dem Ostinstitut der FU Berlin. Als ich im Archiv in 
Koblenz auf den Nachlass des westdeutschen AM Heinrich von Brentano stieß, 
traf ich erstmals auf die Problematik der so genannten Hallstein-Doktrin. Bei der 
Erforschung der Dokumente des Archivs, die die jugoslawisch-deutschen Bezi-
ehungen betrafen, öffnete sich nämlich eine breite Palette unbearbeiteter bzw. 
schlecht bearbeiteter geschichtlicher Probleme aus der Zeit nach dem Zweiten 
Weltkrieg, die so oder anders auch Slowenien und die Slowenen betrafen. Klar 
hat sich gezeigt, dass die Überprüfung der sogenannten Jugoslawischen moder-
nen Geschichte auch im selbständigen slowenischen Staat dringlich und nützli-
ch für die Verbesserung der Kenntnisse der slowenischen Geschichte ist. Zuerst 
möchte ich die Problematik nennen, über die ich schon sprach, das Schicksal 
der sogenannten slowenisch-jugoslawischen Deutschen, jedoch ist diese Frage 
verbunden mit der jugoslawisch-slowenischen politischen Emigration in die 
BRD. Die Frage der Rückkehr der deutschen Kriegsgefangenen, die noch lange 
nach dem Krieg als Arbeitskraft in Jugoslawien/Slowenien blieben, die Frage der 
wirtschaftlichen Zusammenarbeit, die Frage der Reparationszahlungen, und als 
völlig weißes Blatt in der jugoslawisch-slowenischen Geschichtsschreibung: die 
Hallstein-Doktrin.9

9 Siehe: Dušan Nećak, Hallsteinova doktrina in Jugoslavija : Tito med Zvezno republiko Nemčijo in 
Nemško demokratično republiko (Ljubljana, 2002) (weiter: Hallsteinova doktrina in Jugoslavija) 
und Dušan Nećak, Hallsteinova doktrina i Jugoslavija : Tito između Savezne Republike Njemačke i 
Demokratske Republike Njemačke (Zagreb, 2004). 
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Diese Themen haben als erstes meine Aufmerksamkeit erregt, obwohl ich 
später aus anderen Gründen zuerst die Problematik des Schicksals der slowe-
nischen Deutschen behandeln musste. In Bezug auf die Mehrheit der Akteure 
aus Jugoslawien, die in dieser Episode der europäischen Geschichte des Kal-
ten Krieges mitarbeiteten, könnte man sagen, dass es sich um eine Krise in den 
deutsch-slowenischen Beziehungen handelte. Neben dem Präsidenten des 
jugoslawischen Staates Tito waren nämlich gerade slowenische Politiker und 
Diplomaten jene, die am meisten sowohl in der jugoslawischen Politik gegenü-
ber der BRD als auch in den Verhandlungen über die Nutzung der Hallstein-
Doktrin verwickelt waren. Der erste jugoslawische Botschafter in der BRD im 
Jahre 1951 war nämlich der slowenische Diplomat Stane Pavlič; es folgte ihm 
der Kroate Mladen Iveković, danach folgte auf dem Höhepunkt der Krise und 
bis zur Unterbrechung der diplomatischen Beziehungen zu Bonn als Botschaf-
ter Dušan Kveder. Als die diplomatischen Beziehungen im Jahre 1968 erne-
uert wurden, nahm den Platz des Botschafters schon der vierte Slowene ein, 
Rudi Čačinovič. Obwohl in der zweiten Hälfte der 50er Jahre der jugoslawi-
sche Außenminister der brillante serbische Diplomat Koča Popović war, haben 
sich im Belgrader "Gelben Haus" (jugoslawisches Außenministerium) mit der 
deutschen Problematik und insbesondere mit den Problemen anlässlich der 
Unterbrechung der diplomatischen Beziehungen besonders die slowenischen 
Diplomaten beschäftigt, darunter v.a. der stellvertretende Außenminister Aleš 
Bebler. Mehr noch, auch der erste jugoslawische Botschafter in der DDR war 
ein Slowene, Mitja Vošnjak. Wenn man weiß, dass bei der Aufnahme von diplo-
matischen Beziehungen mit der DDR die jugoslawische Botschaft in Prag eine 
besondere Rolle spielte, in der die diplomatische Fühlungnahme ablief und 
wo für die ersten Kontakte der Botschaftsrat Vladimir Kadunec zuständig war, 
und wenn man weiß, dass viele slowenische Diplomaten auch in den jugo-
slawischen Militärmissionen präsent waren, die ihren Sitz in Westberlin hatten 
und die sich nach Bedarf auch mit der betreffenden politischen Problematik 
beschäftigten, so sieht es aus, als ob zu dieser Zeit, die wir behandeln, weni-
gstens die Verwirklichung, wenn nicht sogar die Planung der jugoslawischen 
Politik zu deutschen Fragen in slowenischen Händen lag. 

Das Interesse für die Hallstein-Doktrin wurde nicht nur wegen der slowe-
nischen Rolle bei den jugoslawisch-deutschen Beziehungen geboren, sondern 
auch wegen des Echos und der Wichtigkeit dieser Geschehnisse sowohl für 
Deutsche als auch für das Europäische politische Geschehen im auslaufen-
den klassischen Kalten Krieg. Die Anwendung der Hallstein-Doktrin bedeu-
tete nämlich einen Anachronismus, einen der letzen Versuche von trotzigem 
Festhalten an den Barrikaden der durch den eisernen Vorhang geteilten Welt, 
in der schon beide ideologischen Seiten die Notwendigkeit der Zusammenar-
beit sahen. Deshalb ist die BRD mit ihren diesbezüglichen Aktivitäten sozusa-
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gen ohne aktive (und nur mit grundsätzlicher) Unterstützung der westlichen 
Verbündeten geblieben. Deshalb hatte die Anwendung der Hallstein-Doktrin 
die weltweite reale Politik gegenüber der deutschen Frage und dem Bestehen 
zweier deutscher Staaten nicht verändert. Auch die tagtäglichen bilateralen 
Beziehungen zwischen der BRD und Jugoslawien haben sich in gut zehn Jahren 
ohne die diplomatischen Beziehungen nicht erwähnenswert verschlechtert, 
im Gegenteil: die 60er Jahre waren die Jahre des massenhaften jugoslawischen 
Wanderungen zur Gastarbeit in die BRD, westdeutsche Touristen überschwem-
mten die Adriaküste, die wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit und Abkommen 
wurden fortgesetzt, auch der Kontakt zwischen der jugoslawischen kommuni-
stischen Partei (ZKJ) und den deutschen Sozialdemokraten (SPD) wurde nicht 
unterbrochen. Nur Visen und Garantieerklärungen für Reisen in die BRD haben 
gezeigt, dass die offiziellen Beziehungen abgekühlt waren. Alles was eigentlich 
das Festhalten von Adenauer und von Brentano an der Alleinvertretungsthe-
orie und der Anwendung der Hallstein-Doktrin erreichte, war die Zurückhal-
tung der Anerkennungswelle für die DDR für einige Jahre. 

Andererseits hat mich die Hallstein-Doktrin auch deshalb in ihren Bann 
gezogen, weil sie ein Unikum in der modernen diplomatischen Geschichte 
bedeutet, wenn man die Mao Ze Dongs Formosa-Politik beiseite lässt. Meistens 
versuchen Staaten bilaterale Streitigkeiten mit Gesprächen zu lösen, danach 
mit Protestnoten, mit der Einbestellung von Botschaftern zur Beratung in die 
Heimat und endgültig mit der Unterbrechung der diplomatischen Beziehun-
gen. Die nächsten Schritte sind militärische Abrechnung, Ausbruch von Krie-
gen oder wie man manchmal zynisch erklärt, Fortsetzung der Politik mit ande-
ren Mitteln. Die BRD hat alle Schritte getan, außer den letzten. Zu erwarten, 
dass sie den letzten Schritt tut, war natürlich vollkommen sinnlos, es ging nur 
um politische Drohung. 

Natürlich hat mich bei der Forschung der jugoslawischen Nachkriegsge-
schichte zum Studium der Anwendung der Hallstein-Doktrin auch die Frage 
bewogen, warum sich Tito entschieden hat, die DDR anzuerkennen und somit 
bewusst die Beziehungen zur BRD zu verschlechtern, zu dem Staat also, der 
zu den wichtigsten Partnern gehörte, v.a. auf wirtschaftlichem Gebiet. Mit dem 
Staat, von dem man wirtschaftlichen Nutzen erwartete – Rückgabe der Kriegs-
schäden, finanzielle Unterstützung, technische Hilfe –, politisch wurde er jedo-
ch als gleichberechtigter Partner angenommen. 

Demgegenüber gehörte die DDR und ihre Führung zu jenen Staaten des 
Ostblocks, die wenigstens seit 1948 sich nicht gerade freundschaftlich gegenü-
ber Jugoslawien verhielten. Während der Zeit des Kominform-Streites hat man 
gerade in diesem Staat Jugoslawien und Tito grob und beleidigend angegrif-
fen und verurteilt. Politischen Nutzen konnte man auch in Zukunft von der 
DDR nicht erwarten, denn Walter Ulbricht als einzigem stalinistisch orientier-
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tem osteuropäischem Politiker ist es gelungen, sich weiterhin an der Macht zu 
halten, nachdem in der Sowjetunion die Destalinisierung gewonnen hatte. So 
hatte z.B. deswegen die jugoslawische kommunistische Partei schon im Jahre 
1956 auf die III. Parteikonferenz der SPD eine Delegation entsendet. Dem jugo-
slawischen Botschafter in Prag Ivo Vejvoda gegenüber, durch den größtenteils 
die Kontakte zwischen den beiden Staaten vor der Aufnahme diplomatischer 
Beziehungen abliefen, hat der zweite Mann der ostdeutschen Botschaft Jäger 
schon im Jahre 1956 behauptet, "dass bei uns die Frage der Stalinisierung keine 
zentrale Frage ist, deshalb wird es keine grundsätzliche Diskussion über Stalin 
geben."10 Wirtschaftlicher Nutzen von der DDR war für Jugoslawien im Vergle-
ich zur BRD vernachlässigbar.

Die Antwort ist so in der Feststellung versteckt, dass es sich bei der Aner-
kennung der DDR um eine voraussehbare jugoslawische Politik einer erneuten 
Annäherung an die Sowjetunion und ihr Lager handelt. Weil die jugoslawische 
politische Macht, damit sie glaubhaft blieb, ihrer unabhängigen Außenpolitik 
und der Entwicklung einer neuen Innenpolitik des Selbstverwaltungs-Soziali-
smus nicht entsagen wollte und konnte, entschied sie sich für den am weni-
gsten schmerzhaften Beweis einer ernsthaften Absicht der Annäherung an 
den Ostblock: durch die Anerkennung eines Staats, der de facto schon bestan-
den hatte und mit dessen Bestehen man sich auf der konkreten Ebene schon 
angefreundet hatte, auch bei den ehemaligen westlichen Verbündeten. Dabei 
war man sich bewusst, dass dies Schwierigkeiten in den Beziehungen zur BRD 
bedeuten würde, niemals hat man jedoch die Anwendung der Hallstein-Dok-
trin und den Abbruch der diplomatischen Beziehungen erwartet.

Kurz gesagt, ich habe versucht, eine politische Doktrin zu rekonstruieren 
und vorzustellen, die Adenauer als politische Option so wichtig war, dass er ihr 
Gefangener wurde. Jugoslawien hat die BRD mit der Anerkennung der DDR 
überrascht und sozusagen gezwungen, dass sie sie erstmals anwendete. Jugo-
slawien hat dies nicht erwartet, die BRD wollte die Anwendung nicht verhindern, 
denn sie hätte ihre gesamte derzeitige Politik zur Frage der deutschen Wiederve-
reinigung in Frage gestellt. Bezüglich dessen, dass es auch im deutschsprachigen 
Wissenschaftsraum keine große Monografie mit der Titelthematik gibt, hoffe ich, 
dass meine Forschung ein breites Echo unter den Lesern finden wird. 

Bei dieser Gelegenheit möchte ich nur noch einige kleine Elemente daraus 
anführen. 

Heute morgen um 11 Uhr besuchte mich auf meinen Wunsch der jug. Gesandte. 
Übergeben habe ich ihm die Note der Bundesregierung, die ich kurz erläuterte. Ich 

10  SAPMO Barch, NY 4182/ 1235, Nachlaß Walter Ulbricht, foll. 7–8.
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unterstrich, dass die Entscheidung der BRD kein Ausdruck von feindlicher Gesin-
nung gegenüber dem jug. Volk sei, nur der Ausdruck tiefer Enttäuschung über die 
Entscheidung der jug. Regierung, da sie im unvereinbaren Gegensatz mit den Leb-
ensinteressen des deutschen Volkes liege. Weiter habe ich darauf hingewiesen, dass 
die Bundesregierung auf keine Art und Weise der gleichen Meinung ist, wie die jugo-
slawische Regierung, die behauptet, dass ihre Entscheidung zur Verringerung der 
Spannung und zur Lösung der deutschen Frage beitragen könnte. Umgekehrt, sie ist 
besorgt, dass ein derartiger einseitiger Standpunkt die Spannung verstärken und den 
Weg zur demokratischen Vereinigung Deutschlands erschwert. Der jug. Entsandte 
gab eine kurze persönliche Erklärung. Er führte aus, wenn ich zusammenfasse, dass 
die jug. Regierung und das jug. Volk die deutsche Entscheidung nicht verstehen 
werden. Jug. muss als souveräner Staat mit politischen Realitäten rechnen. Das ist 
grundlegendes Interesse des jugoslawischen Volkes. Die jugoslawische Regierung 
ist auch weiterhin von der Richtigkeit ihrer Entscheidung überzeugt. Der Entsandte 
hat sehr offen erklärt, dass man in Belgrad nicht mit einer solchen Reaktion der 
Bundesreg. gerechnet habe. Ich erläuterte dem Entsandten, dass wir ihm und den 
Mitgliedern seiner Botschaft alle Unterstützung anbieten, auch beim Abschluss der 
Geschäfte und dem Abzug der Mission. Die Bundesregierung hat nicht die Absicht, 
in diesem Falle einen Termin festzulegen. Man rechnet mit dem gleichen Standpunkt 
der jug. Regierung. Den Entsandten interessierte noch das Schicksal der Wirtschafts-
verträge und – Beziehungen. Um die Härte unseres Beschlusses zu mildern, führte 
ich aus, dass der Abbruch der diplomatischen Beziehungen nach geltendem interna-
tionalen Recht nicht die Unterbrechung der geschlossenen internationalen Verträge 
nach sich ziehe. Ich wies ihn darauf hin, dass den Schutz der Interessen Deutschlands 
Frankreich übernehmen werde und dass sich notwendige über diesen Staat geführt 
werden. Danach interessierte sich der Gesandte für das Schicksal der bestehenden 
Konsulate. Auch darauf habe ich ihm geantwortet, dass man über diese Frage bei 
künftigen Verhandlungen sprechen werde. Es war offensichtlich, dass der Entsandte, 
der die deutsche Entscheidung schon kannte, tief betroffen war. Seine Zurückha-
ltung war untadelig und korrekt und ich hatte das Gefühl, dass er sich bemühte, 
persönliche Reaktionen zurückzuhalten. Am Schluss drückte er spontan den Wun-
sch aus, dass eine spätere allgemeine politische Entwicklung eine erneute Herstel-
lung der Beziehungen ermöglichen könnte. 

Bonn, 19. Oktober 1957                                                 

von Brentano11

11 Politisches Archiv des Aussenwärtigen Amtes (PAAA) Bonn, Abteilung 7, Abbruch deutsch-ju-
goslawischer Beziehungen anlässlich jugoslawischer Anerkennung der DDR, Fasc. 301, Band 1, MB 1 
C07/ 57.
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Dieses Protokoll mit dem jugoslawischen Entsandten in Bonn Dušan Kve-
der wurde am Tag des Abbruchs der diplomatischen Beziehungen vom deut-
schen Außenministerium seinem Kanzler Dr. Konrad Adenauer, den höhe-
ren Beamten im deutschen Außenministerium, der Presseabteilung und dem 
Staatssekretär im Außenministerium Prof. Dr. Walter Hallstein übersandt. Auf 
höfliche und relativ weiche Art und Weise sowie auf den ersten Blick bedau-
ernd und mit großer Sympathie wurde sozusagen erstmals die sogenannte 
Hallstein-Doktrin gerade in den Beziehungen mit Jugoslawien angewendet.12

Als offizielles Geburtsdatum der Doktrin, die die Politik und die Publizistik 
ungenau "Hallstein-Doktrin" nennen, nennt die deutsche Gesellschaftswis-
senschaft den 8. und 9. Dezember 1955, als sich in Bonn auf einer Konferenz 
Entsandte der BRD in Europa und aus den USA, CDA, Brasilien, Ägypten und 
Indien versammelten. Anwesend war auch der deutsche Beobachter bei der 
UNO. Zugeschrieben wird sie dem damaligen Staatssekretär im Außenmini-
sterium bei der Bundesregierung Prof. Walter Hallstein (1901–1982). Hallste-
in war Jurist, seit 1929 an der Universität. Von 1930 bis 1941 war er Professor 
für Privat- und Gesellschaftsrecht, nach dem Krieg jedoch ab 1946 Ordinarius 
für Privatrecht, Völkerrecht, Rechtvergleichung und Gesellschaftsrecht an der 
Frankfurter Universität. Im Jahr 1950 wurde er Leiter der deutschen Verhan-
dlungskommission für die Schumann-Pläne, im Jahr 1958–1967 Vorsitzender 
der EWG-Kommission in Brüssel und Vorsitzender des Rates der Europäischen 
Bewegung.13

Laut Definition war die "Hallstein-Doktrin" ein Grundsatz der westdeut-
schen Außenpolitik, die nach der Aufnahme diplomatischer Beziehungen zwi-
schen der BRD und der Sowjetunion am 13. September 1955 entstanden ist. 
Nach der Hallstein-Doktrin durfte die BRD keinerlei diplomatische Beziehun-
gen zu den Staaten haben, die die DDR anerkennen würden, außer mit der SU. 
Als einzige offizielle Definition der Doktrin gilt jedoch die Erklärung des Wil-
helm G. Grewe, Professor für öffentliches und internationales Recht, Leiter der 
Politischen Abteilung im deutschen Außenministerium, die er in einem Intervi-
ew im Dezember 1955 gab: 

Es gibt noch viele Maßnahmen, die man vor der Unterbrechung der diploma-
tischen Beziehungen anwenden kann und es ist klar, dass ein solch schwerer 
Schritt getan wird immer nur in einer sehr ernsten Situation. Es ist natürlich klar, 
dass sogar diese Frage für uns in Wirklichkeit eine außerordentlich ernste Frage 
ist und dass wir sicher nicht in dem Augenblick, in dem in einem dritten Staat der 

12 Nećak, Hallsteinova doktrina in Jugoslavija.
13 Mehr siehe: Nećak, Hallsteinova doktrina in Jugoslavija, 39–55.
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doppelten Vertretung Deutschlands auftritt, nichts anderes tun können, als diese 
ernste Konsequenz anzuwenden.14

Laut Grundsätzen dieser Doktrin hat die BRD die diplomatischen Bezie-
hungen nur mit Jugoslawien und Kuba unterbrochen. 1965 wurden die Bezi-
ehungen zur BRD von den arabischen Ländern wegen der deutschen proisra-
elischen Politik unterbrochen. Westdeutsche Autoren schreiben diese Unter-
brechung auch der Realisierung der Hallstein-Doktrin zu, ostdeutsche Autoren 
jedoch den arabischen Staaten. Die Hallstein-Doktrin wurde als politischer 
Grundsatz der westdeutschen Außenpolitik im Jahre 1967 abgeschafft, als die 
diplomatischen Beziehungen mit Rumänien aufgenommen wurden, obwo-
hl dieses schon diplomatische Beziehungen mit der DDR hatte. Endgültig ist 
sie aus der politischen Praxis der BRD 1968 verschwunden, als erneut diplo-
matische Beziehungen mit Jugoslawien aufgenommen wurden. Während der 
Zeit ohne offizielle Beziehungen bemühten sich beide Staaten, dass die Folgen 
dieses Vorgehens so klein wie möglich waren und dass man eine annehmbare 
Argumentation für eine erneute Aufnahme normaler diplomatischer Beziehun-
gen fand. Dass man sie nach gut 10 Jahren fand, kann man v.a. der Veränderung 
der politischen Richtung in der BRD und auch in Jugoslawien zuschreiben.15 

Und gerade der Zeitraum der sogenannten Brandtschen Ostpolitik von 
1966 bis 1974 ist der Schwerpunkt meines derzeitigen Forschungsinteresses 
und des letzten Studienaufenthaltes in den Berliner Archiven. Die Forschung 
steckt in den Kinderschuhen,16 aber schon jetzt kann man sagen, dass es sich 
um eine inhaltliche und methodologische Fortsetzung der deutsch-sloweni-
schen/jugoslawischen Beziehungen nach der Anwendung der Hallstein-Dok-
trin handelt. Auch für diese Zeit kann man sagen, dass die Beziehungen in vie-
lem gerade von der slowenischen Politik gekennzeichnet waren – natürlich im 
Rahmen der jugoslawischen Außenpolitik. Den slowenischen Politikern wurde 
in erster Linie die Rolle zugeteilt, sich um die Beziehungen mit Deutschland zu 
kümmern; es handelt sich in erster Linie um Ministerpräsidenten Mitja Ribi-
čič, aber auch andere Parteifunktionäre und Diplomaten: Anton Vratuša, Rudi 
Čačinovič, Stane Kavčič, Stane Dolanc, Boris Šnuderl, Vladimir Krivic, Željko 
Jeglič, Bogdan Osolnik, Vojko Venišnik u.a. Dies war gleichzeitig auch die Zeit, 
als sich in Jugoslawien die Außenpolitik der einzelnen Republiken intensiver 

14 Interview Wilhelm Grewe Bulletin, 13. 12. 1955: 1993. Siehe auch: Marija Anič de Osona, Die er ste 
Anerkennung der DDR (Baden Baden, 1990), 15ff, und Grewe G. Wilhelm, Rückblenden 1976–1951 
(Propyläen, 1979), 254.

15 Mehr siehe: Nećak, Hallsteinova doktrina in Jugoslavija, 189–211.
16 Der erste Teil der Forschung wurde als Feuilleton in der Mariborer Tageszeitung Večer veröffentlicht: 

"'Ostpolitik' Willyja Brandta in Jugoslavija 1964–1974", März-April 2009.
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entwickelte. Und in der sogenannten Kavčič-Ära Ende der 60er und Beginn der 
70er Jahre richtete sich die slowenische Außenpolitik in großem Maße gerade 
auf den westdeutschen Raum. Mehr noch, gerade diese Politik war einer der 
Gründe des Falls der Kavčič-Regierung und für die Rückkehr in alte Machtpar-
tei-Positionen. Das Ganze fand ein Echo in den deutsch/slowenischen-jugo-
slawischen Beziehungen. Andererseits war so die Zusammenarbeit wegen der 
neuen westdeutschen Politik möglich, die schon zu Zeiten des Kanzlers Kie-
singer begann, in die Geschichte ging sie jedoch als Brandtsche Ostpolitik ein.

Die Hauptprobleme im umrissenen Zeitraum Folgeerscheinungen des 
Zweiten Weltkrieges sind: das Problem der Reparationszahlungen, die Tätigke-
it der jugoslawischen politischen Emigration, die Frage der Beziehungen zur 
DDR – "Deutschlandfrage". Gute, wenn nicht sogar ausgezeichnete wirtschaf-
tliche Zusammenarbeit, die Frage der sogenannten Gastarbeiter, Fremdenver-
kehr, intensive Zusammenarbeit auf dem Gebiet der Kultur, Wissenschaft und 
des Sports lagen im Schatten des obengenannten. Jedoch konnten die Pro-
bleme gelöst werden und die Beziehungen wurden immer besser. Gerade der 
Brandtschen Ostpolitik schreibt man das Verdienst zu, dass die 10 Jahre dau-
ernde Reparationsforderung Jugoslawiens im Jahre 1973/74 mit dem Abkom-
men über die Zuteilung von rund 1 Mrd. DM Finanzhilfe aus dem Fond "Wie-
dergutmachung" und "Kapitalhilfe" gelöst werden konnte. Andererseits konnte 
man während dieser Zeit wegen des konstruktiven politischen Gleichgewichts 
beider Seiten auch schlimme diplomatische Spannungen lösen, wie die anläs-
slich der Freilassung palästinensischer Terroristen aus deutschen Gefängnis-
sen im Oktober 1972, nachdem sie ein Lufthansa-Flugzeug entführt hatten, 
das in Zagreb gelandet war, oder jene, die anlässlich des mehrmals verschobe-
nen Besuchs Titos in der BRD im Juni 1974 entstanden, als ihm der deutsche 
Sicherheitsdienst keine Sicherheit beim Eröffnungsspiel der Weltmeisterschaft 
in Frankfurt zwischen Jugoslawien und Brasilien zusichern konnte. 

Das Ganze war möglich, weil die BRD Jugoslawien und damit Slowenien 
im positiven Sinne als Sonderfall oder "Fall sui generis" betrachtete, Jugoslawi-
en und damit Slowenien hat jedoch v.a. aus wirtschaftlichen Gründen gegenü-
ber Deutschland eine verbal und ideologisch viel weniger aggressive Politik 
geführt als in der Vergangenheit.

Meine erste Erkenntnis aus den neusten Untersuchungen in Berlin zeige 
ich nur in einem kurzen Abschnitt aus der Vorgeschichte der erneuten diplo-
matischen Beziehungen, die, wie ich annehme, auch Eigenschaften späterer 
Beziehungen haben. 

Seit der Unterbrechung der diplomatischen Beziehungen zwischen den 
Staaten als Folge der Implementierung der sogenannten Hallstein-Doktrin am 
19. Oktober 1957 hat in Bonn die schwedische Botschaft, in Belgrad Frankre-
ich die Interessen beider Staaten vertreten. Innerhalb der letzteren, genannt 
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"Schutzmachtvertretung", gab es auch eine Gruppe deutscher Diplomaten, die 
regelmäßig in Berlin berichteten. Die Beziehungen waren so auf diplomatisch-
politischer Ebene zwar kalt und offizielle Kontakte gab es nicht, deshalb verli-
ef jedoch die Zusammenarbeit auf wirtschaftlichem Gebiet und im täglichen 
Leben weiter. Die westdeutsche Politik zu Beginn der 60er Jahre ist auf keinen 
Fall von ihrer Politik gegen die Ausweitung der Anerkennung und des Einflus-
ses der DDR abgewichen. Den anderen deutschen Staat hat man strikt als SBZ 
(Sowjetische Besatzungszone) bezeichnet, wodurch man auch auf terminolo-
gischer Ebene unterstreichen wollte, dass man ihr Bestehen nicht anerkennt, 
v.a. nicht die Rechte, dass auch sie die Interessen des deutschen Volkes vertritt. 
Schon zu Beginn des Jahres 1966 war eine der Grundlagen der westdeutschen 
Politik Isolierung der sowjetischen Besatzungszone. Als der westdeutsche StS 
Carstens Anfang Januar 1966 in 60 Thesen die Resultate der Beratungen der 
westdeutschen Botschafter über die sogenannte Deutschlandpolitik zusam-
menfasste, die Ende Dezember in Bonn stattgefunden hatte, beschrieb er die 
Isolation der DDR so: 

Die Isolierung der SBZ bedeutet, dass wir die Zone überall dort, wo sie versucht, 
vorzudringen, sie Schritt für Schritt zurückdrängen werden und wir werden ver-
suchen, alle Verbündeten zu mobilisieren, dass sie uns dabei unterstützen. Das 
bedeutet z.B.: dort, wo die Zone eine Handelsvertretung hat, sollte man ver-
hindern, dass der betreffende Staat in der Zone ein Konsulat eröffnet. Natürlich 
ist es von vorneherein selbstverständlich, dass wir alles tun werden, um die Auf-
nahme dipl. Bez., zwischen anderen Staaten und der Zone oder dass man dort, 
wo es eine Vertretung gibt, verhindern werden, dass diese eine Botschaft wird 
(Jugoslawien). Wir werden versuchen, zu verhindern, dass andere Regierungen 
Ulbricht oder Regierungsdelegationen der Zone empfangen.17

Trotzdem kann man Mitte der 60er Jahre feststellen, dass auf beiden Seiten 
vorsichtige politische Bemühungen, eine Verbesserung der Beziehungen und 
erneute Aufnahme der diplomatischen Beziehungen begannen. Die jugoslawi-
schen Beziehungen mit der Bundesrepublik waren, trotz offizieller diplomati-
scher Beziehungen und sonstiger Kontakte, formell. Die Verbesserung hat auch 
die deutsch-französische Vertretung der Schutzmacht in Belgrad festgestellt. 
Schon im Frühling 1966 stellten nämlich die Diplomaten in Belgrad in ihren 

17 Akten zur Auswärtigen Politik der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, 1966, Herasugegeben im Auftrag 
des Auswärtigen Amts vom Institut für Zeitgeschichte, R. Oldenbourg Verlag München 1997, 
Hauptherausgeber Hans-Peter Schwarz, Mitherausgeber Helga Haftedorn, Klaus Hildebrand, Werner 
Link und Rudolf Morsey, Bd. I, Dokument 21, Aufzeichnung des Staatssekretärs Carstens, 27. Januar 
1966, S. 86.
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Berichten im März und April des Jahres fest, dass sich die Beziehungen Jugo-
slawiens zur BRD nach dem Besuch Titos in der DDR im Juni 1965 trotz der 
grundsätzlichen jugoslawischen Unterstützung der sowjetischen These über 
das Bestehen zweier deutscher Staaten verbesserte. Vor allem haben sie fest-
gestellt, dass die jugoslawische Politik gegenüber der BRD weniger aggressiv, 
gemäßigter und zurückhaltender wurde. Besonders hat ihnen jedoch gefallen, 
dass Jugoslawien die Forderungen der DDR nach Änderung des diplomati-
schen Status der Vertretungen in beiden Staaten zurückgewiesen hat. 

Zu gleichen Erkenntnissen sind auch die politischen Beobachter der 
zuständigen Abteilung im Bonner Außenministerium gekommen, die feststell-
ten, dass sich die jugoslawische Polemik gegen die BRD im Verhältnis zu den 
Jahren 1963/64 stark abschwächte. Gründe dafür fand man v.a. in den wirt-
schaftlichen Problemen Jugoslawiens. Die BRD war nach Ansicht der Bonner 
Diplomaten bedeutendster Wirtschaftspartner Jugoslawiens. Aus der BRD 
kamen die meisten Touristen nach Jugoslawien, in die BRD gingen die meisten 
jugoslawischen Gastarbeiter und deshalb konnte man sich keine Verschlechte-
rung der Beziehungen leisten. Dies alles leitete sowohl die deutsche als auch die 
jugoslawische/slowenische Politik dazu, dass man mit intensiven Gesprächen 
über die erneute Aufnahme diplomatischer Beziehungen in Paris begonnen 
hat. Die Gespräche endeten erfolgreich und am 31. Januar 1968 wurden die 
Kontakte auf der Ebene der Botschaften wieder erneuert und damit die Tür für 
eine konstruktivere und erfolgreichere Zusammenarbeit erneuert.18 

Vorbildliche gegenseitige Beziehungen gab es bis zum Zerfall Jugoslawiens. 
Als es jedoch notwendig war, die slowenischen plebiszitären Entscheidungen 
über einen selbständigen Staat zu unterstützen, war Deutschland – das erlaube 
ich mir zu behaupten – auch wegen der vergangenen guten Zusammenarbeit 
jener Staat, der Slowenien den Weg zur internationalen Anerkennung und den 
Anschluss an internationale Organisationen ebnete. Erst mit einem unabhän-
gigen Slowenien beginnen die eigentlichen bilateralen slowenisch-deutschen 
Beziehungen; jedoch übersteigt dieses historische Geschehen den Rahmen die-
ses Beitrages. 

18 Dieser Teil des Beitrages ist auf Grund von nichtveröffentlichen Text des Autors: "'Ostpolitik' Willyja 
Brandta in Jugoslavija 1964–1974", verfasst. Text aufbewahrt der Autor.
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Dušan Nećak

NEMŠKO-SLOVENSKI ODNOSI Z VIDIKA RAZISKOVANJ 
ZGODOVINARJA SODOBNEGA ČASA 

POVZETEK

Prispevek govori o več desetletnem raziskovanju nemško-slovenskih/jugoslo-
vanskih odnosov v času od konca prve svetovne vojne do danes, ki ga je opravil 
avtor pretežno v nemških, avstrijskih, pa tudi v jugoslovanskih arhivih. Glavno 
pozornost je posvetil predstavitvi rezultatov raziskovanja problematike nacistič-
nih beguncev iz sosednje Avstrije po neuspelem puču 25. julija 1934; dalje pio-
nirskemu timskemu raziskovanju usode tako imenovanih slovenskih "Nemcev" 
v času med drugo svetovno vojno in po njej; tretja tema, ki se ji avtor posveča, 
je bela lista slovenskega, pa tudi jugoslovanskega zgodovinopisja – Hallsteinova 
doktrina iz leta 1955 in prekinitev diplomatskih odnosov med Zvezno republi-
ko Nemčijo in Jugoslavijo leta 1957; zadnje pa se dotika doma še ne dokončno 
obdelane tematike zahodnonemške zunanje politike, ki je znana kot "Ostpolitik" 
Willyja Brandta, in Jugoslavije. Del zadnje teme je avtor objavil kot feljton v mari-
borskem Večeru marca in aprila 2009, v pripravi pa je obširna monografija.

Vse raziskovane teme je avtor obdelal in objavil pretežno v monografski 
obliki, nastale pa so domala izključno na osnovi diplomatskih virov nemške, 
avstrijske in jugoslovanske provenience. Te pri prvi temi je zaradi objektivnih 
razlogov – nedostopnost arhivskega gradiva po razpadu Jugoslavije – mogel 
uporabiti vire, ki jih hrani bivše jugoslovansko zunanje ministrstvo. Ostale tri pa 
slonijo pretežno na tujih diplomatskih virih.

Avtor je sicer nemško-slovenske odnose v zgodovini, če zgodovino obravna-
vamo kot proces, opredelil kot konstanto. Skicira jih od časov Karantanije, prvih 
slovenskih besedil iz Freisinga, preko časa reformacije in pomena južne Nemčije 
za slovenskega reformatorja Primoža Trubarja do nacionalnih bojev v 19. stoletju. 
V modernem času pa avtor ugotavlja, da so bili ti odnosi na najnižji točki v času 
nacizma. Stik med Slovani/Slovenci in Germani/Nemci je opredelil kot imanen-
tnega v tem prostoru, čeprav se je paradigma sčasoma spreminjala. Odnose med 
obema etnijama označuje kot plodne za obe strani, čeprav so se odnosi, gledano iz 
slovenskega vidika, gibali v obliki sinusoide. Meni, da so se amplitude večale toliko 
bolj kolikor smo se približevali sodobnemu času, dokler se v današnjem času niso 
pomirile in prešle v fazo konstruktivnega, nekonfliktnega in prijateljskega sodelo-
vanja. Prav to je po mnenju avtorja botrovalo dejstvu, da je Nemčija Sloveniji tlako-
vala pot k mednarodnem priznanju, v času osamosvojitve Slovenije. Šele takrat pa 
so nastali pravi slovensko-nemški odnosi, ki pa jih avtor v prispevku ne obravnava.
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Introduction

"Referring to the operation of the Gestapo in Upper Carniola, all (except mem-
bers of the Regional Committee of the Communist Party of Slovenia) were sus-
pected to have been agents of the GSP [Gestapo/Geheime Staatspolizei, note 
by A. G.], the German secret state police." This meaningful quote from the Hel-
muth Rozumek's personal file, which was written on 6 February 1970, referred 
to his contacts and displays the great impact of his work on the Slovenian post-
war security and political structure. 

The almost 500-page file1 is one of the most comprehensive dossiers 
on members of the occupying forces from the archives of the State Security 
Administration (Uprava državne varnosti/UDV) and contains two main docu-
ments, respectively a compilation of information from war and post-war intel-
ligence reports. Furthermore, it includes post war analysis and trial reports of 
captured members of the Kommando der Sicherheits Polizei und SD in den 
besetzten Gebieten Kärntens und Krains in Veldes (KdS) and its members who 
had been handed over by the Brits as well as Rozumek's contacts. In addition to 
a 100-page document in Slovenian, prepared by the end of the first half of the 
1950s, the file included a short, 30-page text in Serbo-Croatian, dated Novem-
ber 1947. Some pieces of personal information in this text differ from the Slov-
enian text, but do not essentially derogate from the Slovenian text. The basic 
structure of the complex chain of events is reflected in six chapters of a dossier, 
describing the course and methods of Rozumek's activities in Upper Carniola 
and investigations on him. General information on the organisation, methods 
and employees of the Gestapo in Bled (Veldes in German) are contained in a 
special KdS file with general commentaries, lists of persons with comments and 
statistical data, which had been composed during the war, for the most part 
between 1946 and 1947.2

The main chapters of the Rozumek Case, in particular his position at the 
KdS, his personal responsibility for the reprisals, contacts and his relations 
with the Regional Committee (Pokrajinski komite/PK), the Regional Libera-
tion Front Committee (Pokrajinski odbor Osvobodilne fronte/PO OF), Execu-
tive Committee of the Liberation Front (Izvršni odbor Osvobodilne fronte/IO 
OF) and the Security and Intelligence Service (Varnostno obveščevalna služba/
VOS), as well as individual agencies had been frequently dealt with before. A 
more comprehensive overview of his activities, based on confiscated German 
documents, is provided in Book VI of the collection Nemačka obaveštajna 

1 Archive of the Republic of Slovenia (ARS), AS 1931, The Republic Secretariat of Internal Affairs, 
Socialist Republic of Slovenia, 1918–2004, technical unit 409, Helmuth Rozumek, folder 122-ZA.

2 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 480, KdS Bled, folder 103-6/ZA.
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služba (German Intelligence Service), 1960.3 This collection was co-authored 
by Karel Forte (Marko Selin), who headed a division of the 3rd Department of 
the UDV in Slovenia, responsible for investigating German intelligence serv-
ices. A shorter version of a text on Rozumek from the above mentioned book, 
which had been, including with the entire collection, classified as top secret, 
was published by Forte in the second volume of the Nič več strogo zaupno (No 
Longer Top Secret), published in 1978.4 A year later, bulletin of the conference 
Zaščita narodnoosvobodilnega boja (Protection the National Liberation War) 
was issued, which included an article by Niko Kavčič and associates. This pub-
lication introduced a synthesis on the operation of the regional VOS in Upper 
Carniola. It included political and economic, national and strategic starting 
points which determined the occupier's intent, as well as the circumstances 
directly related to the conflict of the service, which was in the process of being 
established, with the Gestapo. It, also, included certain issues associated with 
the Rozumek Case.5 Niko Kavčič, one of the individuals responsible for the 
intelligence and counter-intelligence operations in Upper Carniola and prob-
ably most merited for breaking up the adversary's hostile network and prevent-
ing severe consequences of the network penetrating into the leadership of 
the Partisan movement, detailed and documented individual episodes of this 
conflict in his book Pot v osamosvojitev (Pathway to Independence), published 
in 1996 and re-issued (supplemented) in 2001. Furthermore, Stane Šinkovec 
devoted major attention to Rozumek in a special chapter of his monograph 
on refugee prisons, which was based on both above-mentioned dossiers kept 
by the Archive of the Republic of Slovenia.6 In the novel Ukana (Deception), 
one of the most successful Slovenian literary works, written by Tone Svetina 
and published between 1961 and 1987, a former Partisan officer, writer and 
sculptor, the character of Rozumek was brought to life by the literary charac-
ter Wolf, negative figure of the story. The author reconstructed the activities of 
the Gestapo officer Rozumek based on hearsay that circulated among mem-
bers of National Liberation Movement (Narodnoosvobodilno gibanje/NOG).7 
Yet, while collecting material for an accurate description of the characters 

3 Nemačka obaveštajna služba VI. Nemačka obaveštajna služba u okupiranoj Jugoslaviji. Primeri rada 
nemačke obaveštajne službe (Beograd, 1960), 393–419 (hereinafter: Nemačka obaveštajna služba).

4 Karel Forte (Marko Selin), Nič več strogo zaupno: nacistične obveščevalne službe in njihova dejavnost 
pri nas (Ljubljana, 1978), 484–503 (hereinafter: Forte, Nič več strogo zaupno).

5 Niko Kavčič et al., "VOS OF na Gorenjskem", in: Zaščita narodnoosvobodilnega boja: gradivo s posve-
tovanja v Ljubljani, 23. in 24. XI. 1976 (Ljubljana, 1979), 211–215 (hereinafter: Kavčič et al., VOS OF 
na Gorenjskem).

6 Stane Šinkovec, Begunje 1941–1945 (Kranj, 1995), 60–69 (hereinafter: Šinkovec, Begunje 1941–
1945).

7 Tone Svetina, O boju, porazih in zmagi. Razmišljanje ob vojnozgodovinskem romanu Ukana 
(Ljubljana, 1971), 117–119. 
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involved, he was also directed to popularise, respectively omit certain players 
of the NOG.8 

When preparing this contribution emphasis was given on Rozumek's char-
acter from the point of view of his colleagues, the (counter-)intelligence meth-
ods, a source from 1951, which discusses connections of the Gestapo officer 
with allied missions and attempts to track him down after the war.9

Department IV (Gestapo) at the KdS Veldes: (Counter-)intelligence 
Organisation and Methods

The KdS Veldes was directly subordinated to the Reichssicherheitshauptamt 
(RSHA) in Berlin. It combined all three components of the security mechanism 
(Gestapo, Sicherheitsdienst/SD – Security Service and Kriminalpolizei/KRIPO 
– criminal police) on occupied territories, while they were officially separated 
in Germany. Department IV (Gestapo) was responsible for state police execu-
tive and intelligence tasks related to preventing or destroying the adversary's 
movement. Department III (SD) was responsible for intelligence activities, 
respectively collecting information on the general situation, the situation of 
the state party leadership structure, the atmosphere among the population, 
economic situation and the situation of culture life. Department V (KRIPO) 
was tasked with suppressing crime, as well as identification procedures, war-
rant services, etc. The heads of Department IV were at the same time deputies 
of the commander of the KdS.10

The majority of the identified 198 members of the KdS were Gestapo 
personnel. In August 1942, the Gestapo administration in Bled employed 27 
persons in different positions: two Commissioner Assessors (Kriminalrat), 14 
assistants (Kriminalassistent), 6 secretary acting inspectors (Kriminalsekretär), 
3 SS officers and two secretaries.11 All affairs that referred to intelligence activi-
ties against the resistance were under the responsibility of Referat IV N, which 
gathered reports, issued by its branch offices. The department kept a record on 
RSHA-prescribed forms that contained personal descriptions, entries of work-

8 Niko Kavčič, Pot v osamosvojitev: 2nd, supplemented edition (Ljubljana, 2001), 80 (hereinafter: Kavčič, 
Pot v osamosvojitev: 2nd, supplemented edition).

9 I would like to thank Niko Kavčič for an interesting discussion, Dr Ljuba Dornik Šubelj, for helping me 
with the archival documents and Dr Damjan Guštin, for his suggestions regarding the earlier version 
of this text. 

10 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 480, folder 103-6/ZA, Center: "Der Kommandeur der Sipo u.d. SD in 
Bled", 1–12.

11 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 767, KdS Bled, folder 103-6/ZA, Geschaftsverteilungsplan des 
Kommandeur der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD in Veldes/Bled (15 August 1942), 457–461.
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ing areas and areas of operation, occasionally with photographs of all inform-
ants (V-Mann/Vertrauensmann), respectively KdS agents and subordinated 
branch offices. Their operation was evaluated by the department based on sent 
reports and they were paid in accordance with their performance. A form for 
recruiting agents, fiscal transactions and all documents, referring to their oper-
ation, were kept in a special folder. Referat IV N had its own informants and 
its recruiting competences comprised the entire area and all working areas of 
the KdS and its branch offices. Since 1944, all informants had to be reported to 
Referat IV N of the RSHA. Previously, this obligation did not exist, as most of the 
agents operated locally and for a short period of time.12 

Most of the informants were recruited during the interrogations by being 
promised material and other benefits or under the threat of sanctions against 
themselves or their families. Cases of voluntary cooperation at the beginning 

12  ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 480, folder 103-6/ZA, Pregled dela nemške obveščevalne službe v okraju 
Jesenice (A Survey of the operation of the German intelligence service in the Jesenice District), 95–96.

Throughout the war, the KdS Veldes was housed in the old part of Hotel Park, except during winter 
1942/1943, when it was moved to the Hotel Jekler due to construction works of heating system (post-
card from the Kolman collection). Along with a teletypewriter (Fernschreiber), which was connected to 
the network of the Reich Security office (RSHA), Rozumek had a radio telegraph and decoding device of 
the German uniformed regular Police force (Ordnungspolizei) at his disposal in the Bled Castle 
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of the occupation included in particular persons of German origin, who were 
generally known among the population and, hence, not suitable for intelli-
gence purposes. Later, these were mostly people who were afraid of sanctions 
by the NOG and expected protection and assistance of the KdS. All arrested 
persons, who were brought to 'protective custody' prison in Begunje (Vigaun), 
were recorded in the prison records that were kept by Referat IV C. In addition 
to personal information, this book also contained all further steps against the 
arrested person or statements regarding their release. In the event of a decision 
taken by the prison, all closed or open documents were filed by the personal file 
administration.13 

The Gestapo intelligence networks in Upper Carniola were either built 
around an informant, whose associates did not know about his activities, or 
consisted of an agency composed of several informants who partly knew or did 
not know each other as informants. Such agencies operated either as a special 
apparatus of the adversary with the purpose of provocation (according to the 
active provocateur method) or as part of existing Liberation Front (Osvobod-
ilna fronta/OF) organisational units (e.g. innere Zersetzung). The most success-
ful method proved to be the one with secretly arrested OF functionaries or cap-
tured Partisans. According to this method, the informant had to work in his old 
position. Not much was supposed to be required from him, but to provide infor-
mation he could collect in the context of his working environment, respec-
tively only what he could learn from his environment without calling attention 
by asking wrong questions. In order to prevent double-crossing (Doppelspiel), 
usually another informant was infiltrated in such agencies for supervising the 
other. With the purpose of protecting their informants, the Gestapo avoided 
frequent infiltrations in a specific area. According to their doctrine, it was bet-
ter to control a specific circle of the enemy than to achieve momentary success 
and, consequently, loose an informant. Theoretically, apprehensions should 
have been carried out only when the informants were no longer endangered. 
However, the KdS did hardly ever act according to this principle. 

Contacts with agents were developed mainly in flats, rented especially 
for this purpose, or in areas were the informant was not known, inside cars 
or outdoors. Meetings of more significant informants were secured by organis-
ing secure meetings. Members of other KdS bodies were tasked with checking 
them whether they were controlled by the OF. These applied conspirational 
methods had to be as much as possible similar to the methods of the Partisans 
or the OF. In anti-partisan combat, the Gestapo employed a special category 

13 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 480, folder 103-6/ZA, Centre: "Der Kommandeur der Sipo u.d. SD in 
Bled", 17–18.
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of informants or so called 'scouts' (Aufklärer), who had been recruited among 
captured Partisans or deserters, forest workers, hunters and railway employ-
ees and personnel of the economic infrastructure, which had been target of 
partisan attacks. Referat IV N received daily reports of branch offices and the 
Gendarmeries of the entire KdS area on Partisan operations and bases. The 
majority of reports were submitted by telephone communication. In order to 
ensure efficiency, the operator gave priority to such calls when the password 
"B-Gespräch" had been given. The desk also gathered information for its reports 
from interrogations of Partisans and OF functionaries. All information was rep-
resented on maps and, after the security briefs had been completed, they were 
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sent to the commander of the uniformed regular police force (Befehlshaber 
der Ordnungspolizei/BdO). The operations against the Partisans included the 
uniformed regular police forces and other KdS bodies, which led scouts during 
the operation or interrogated captured persons. 

Helmuth Rozumek: Personal Data and Biography 
of the Time before his Arrival to Bled

According to his personal file at the KdS, Kriminalrat and SS-Hauptsturmführer 
Helmuth Rozumek was born on 16 May 1894 in the East Prussian town Wehlau 
(according to the dossier Insterburg, which was renamed to Chernyakhovsk 
in the Russian exclave Kaliningrad Oblast). In the late 1940s, a description 
and photography depict him as a medium-sized person with a weak, forward-
leaning physique, dark blond, swept-back hair and a narrow pale face and grey 
eyes. He wore round, black-rimmed glasses and used a denture. According to 
the dossier, he was a very nervous person, frequently flourishing his hands. He 
spoke an east Prussian dialect and a bit of Russian and referred to himself as a 
religious person (gottgläubig).

Only fragments are known of his life before the war. The above-stated 
statements are partly based on information from the personal file, which the 
Josef Vogt was given insight to during his interrogation in connection with the 
investigation against Rozumek in 1944.14 Also, they were partly based on infor-
mation which Rozumek gave to his superiors and colleagues at the KdS and of 
which some probably were fabricated. According to these sources, Rozumek 
participated during WWI in combat operations on the Western and Eastern 
front, was promoted to reserve second lieutenant and awarded the Iron Cross 
1st and the Iron Cross 2nd Class. In 1921, he entered the state police (Staat-
spolizei/STAPO) at the German-Polish border and was soon promoted to the 
rank of commissioner in the state district of Schneidemühl. Along with intel-
ligence tasks which he carried out on the other side of the Polish border for 
the Weimar Republic army, he also supported the illegal para-military forma-
tion Schwarze-Reichswehr, whose leadership mainly consisted of discharged 
officers of Prussian nobility which were later principal members of the Nazi 
movement. The main reason for his aversion against the Slavs was allegedly the 
Russian terror which he had witnessed after the occupation of East Prussia at 
the beginning of WWI.

14 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Dopuna izveštaju o Helmut Rozumeku, 267 (state-
ment by Vogt).
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In 1929, he was involved in a major scandal, in which he and other offenders 
were convicted of defraud and were, consequently, imprisoned and discharged. 
After the suspension of the prison sentence, he was employed as a tradesman 
and had to cope with financial difficulties. As the reactionary political circles 
did not essentially help him during his criminal prosecution, he turned to the 
democratic liberal camp and became member of the Deutsche Staatspartei, the 
successor of the German Democratic Party. He also presented himself as mem-
ber of the Freemasons, which he, according to Vogt's assumptions, joined to 
gain personal benefits. He supposedly had the rank of brother Class III and IV 
in the Masonic Lodge. 

There is not much known about Rozumek's life until his re-entry into the 
state-service after the Nazi coup d'état. His knowledge, respectively his par-
ticipation in terrorist acts and political assassinations which were ordered by 
the military circles of the Schwarze-Reichswehr, were rewarded by payments 
to lawyers who helped him to achieve a revision of the judgement and conse-
quently rehabilitation. Based on Vogt's assessment, Rozumek's alleged flexibili-
ty in his political views and the membership in the Freemasons were negatively 
assessed by the security service of the party. For this reason, he only remained 
candidate (Anwärter) for the membership in the NSDAP. This later impeded 
his promotion within the hierarchy of state officials. His appointment to the 
position of police commissioner in the Gestapo, which was a rival of the SD, 
was probably a result of a lack of professional personnel. Yet, there is no doubt 
that the political police initially only employed reliable and security cleared 
persons. Around 1937/1938, he and his family moved to Neustadt an der Wein-
strasse in the Pfalz, near Saarbrücken, where he was assigned to the Gestapo 
office. He mainly performed assignments related to the protection against the 
French intelligence service and the protection of the construction works of 
the western defence wall. In his evaluation reports, his performance was usu-
ally assessed by his superiors as satisfactory. Upon the annexation of Alsace and 
Lorraine in 1940, he was assigned to the position of Befehlshaber der Sicher-
heitspolizei und SD (BdS) in Strassburg, where he participated in the deporta-
tion of the French population and the dismantling of the adversary's agencies. 
Based on the documentation of Rozumek's post-war interrogations, which are, 
according to Niko Kavčič, kept by the Parisian historical institute [probably the 
Centre historique des Archives nationals, note by A. G.], he was, between 1940 
and 1941, supposedly actively involved in the prosecution of communists and 
the extinction of Jews in Poland and Bohemia.15

15 Kavčič, Pot v osamosvojitev: 2nd edition, 157–158.
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Service in Bled

According to the dossier, in 1942 he was reassigned from Strassburg to the KdS 
in Bled, where he stepped in for the head of the Fliegende Rollkommando, 
Kriminalrat and SS-Hauptsturmführer Karl Kraus, an expert on the fight against 
communism, who worked at the Gestapo in Hamburg before his assignment in 
Bled. Kraus, who was described as ineffective in the combat against the NOG 
by the head of the Gestapo central office Heinrich Müller, had been reassigned 
due to a conflict with the commander, SS-Obersturmbannführer Fritz Volken-
born, previously the head of the SD in Klagenfurt (Celovec). Until the arrival of 
Councillor and SS-Sturmbannführer Josef Vogt, the new head of the KdS and 
the former head of the anti-communist office at the RSHA Department IV, on 
1 July 1942, Rozumek had, despite the fact he was formally part of Krause's 
department, completely subjected to the guidelines of the head of the Gestapo, 
Councillor and SS-Sturmbannführer Dr. Hans Bauer. In this context, he per-
formed only tasks of executive nature.

In August 1942, Vogt appointed him Head of Department IV. In the context of 
his intelligence activities, Rozumek mainly cooperated with SS-Hauptsturmführer 
and Kriminalrat Erwin Brandt, Head of Referat IV N and expert for building agency 
networks, who had been sent to Bled by the RSHA. After Brandt had been assigned 
to a similar post at the KdS in Maribor in December 1942 (respectively in Janu-
ary 1943), the responsibility for Referat IV N was taken over by Kriminalrat Josef 
Schindler. In March 1943, Vogt was transferred to Maribor. His previous position 
at the KdS was taken over by SS-Obersturmbannführer Alois Persterer, ex-com-
mander of the 10 b Special Squad (Sonderkommando), D Action Group on Crimea. 
Rozumek performed the function of head of the Gestapo until the arrival of the 
new advisor of the KdS, councillor and Kriminalrat SS-Obersturmbannführer Dr. 
Karl Heinz Rux in December 1944, under whose leadership SS-Sturmbannführer 
Helmut Koschorke assumed the position of head of the Gestapo. Rozumek took 
over Referat IV N, which was, until the end of the war, mainly responsible for anti-
partisan operations (Führungsstab für Bandenbekämpfung).16 

Formally, Rozumek's competences were limited based on the guidelines of 
the KdS and RSHA. Yet, personally, he relied on his personal friendship and alli-
ance with the senior SS and Police commander of the XVIII Military District, 
SS-Obergruppenführer and General of the Police and the Waffen-SS, Erwin 
Rösener, who had frequently protected him against his superiors at the KdS.17 

16 Forte, Nič več strogo zaupno, 503; Tone Ferenc, "Gestapo v Sloveniji", in: Rupert Butler, Ilustrirana 
zgodovina gestapa (Ljubljana, 1998), 205–251 (hereinafter: Ferenc, "Gestapo v Sloveniji").

17 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Rozumek in njegovo delovanje, predvsem na 
Gorenjskem (Rozumek and his operation, in particular in Upper Carniola), 45.
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During his testimonies, Paul Duscha, liaison officer between the Gestapo and 
the Home Guard Police in Ljubljana, following the request of his superiors to 
explain his measures, kept repeating the words: "on special order of Obergrup-
penführer Rösener."18 Documents related to Rozumek's informants prove also 
the significant role he played in setting up the framework of a new political and 
territorial organisation of the Province of Ljubljana after the Italian capitula-
tion and in organising the Home Guard (Slovensko Domobranstvo) in Upper 
Carniola.19 In cooperation with the centres in Ljubljana and Trieste, he planned 
massive apprehensions and in Ljubljana, led the preparations for the establish-
ment of the Home Guard SS Division and was also responsible for the incinera-
tion of casualties in the Risiera di San Sabba (Rižarna) Concentration Camp.20 

18 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Kriminalni savjetnik Rozumek (Kriminalrat 
Rozumek), 140 (statement by Duscha).

19 Kavčič, Pot v osamosvojitev: 2nd edition, 156–157.
20 Ibid., 158.

Personnel of the KdS Veldes, most probably in autumn 1942. Helmuth Rozumek standing in the second 
row, first from left (AS 1931, technical unit 840, folder 103-6/ZA)
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Personal Characteristics, Methods and Basic Features 
of the Development of Rozumek's (Counter-)intelligence 
Operation in Upper Carniola 

Rozumek is described as an egocentric and envious person with a tendency to 
intrigues. Negative life experience strengthened his shrewdness, his inconsid-
erate despotism and deceitfulness, all combined in pathological ambition. Dili-
gent without personal endeavours, cold calculation, caution, avoiding excesses 
and discrecy excluded whatsoever spontaneity, leaving nothing to chance and 
improvisation. 

His secrecy was clearly described by the interrogated SS-Untersturmführer 
Paul Duscha in his statement that his appearance and customs reminded him 
of a Jesuit.21 Janko Soklič, a Blue Guard (Plava garda or Slovenski četniki) and 
Home Guard functionary as well as collaborator of the SD and the Gestapo,22 
stated about him: "Rozumek had a special sharp look behind his glasses which 
gave the impression that this sly fox was reading your mind." According to 
Soklič, he was "along with Dr Weidmann from Trieste and Dr Weber" ... "the 
most intelligent and most capable German that had ever worked in Slovenia".23

There were rumours among the staff of the KdS that it was not good to 
begrudge Rozumek who was secretly nicknamed "der alte Fuchs" (old fox), as 
he was very influential.24 He flattered his superiors presenting them gifts and 
was known as a schemer among the personnel of the KdS and employees of the 
branch offices.25

In a secluded working environment, he surrounded himself with people 
he was able to trust. When absent, his deputy was the head of the Referat IV N, 
Kriminalrat and SS-Untersturmführer Zimmermann, who had been sent by the 
RSHA on his request. He participated in planning Rozumek's agency networks 
and served as a liaison officer between Rösener and the BdO. Rozumek's right 
hand and a sort of technical secretary was the Kriminalrat and SS-Oberschar-
führer Josef Sumper from Viktring (Vetrinj), previously employed at the STAPO 
in Klagenfurt, and was given a special office by Rozumek.26 Sumper's intimate 
relationship with the attractive typist of the department, 23-year old Nelly Kos-

21 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Kriminalni savjetnik Rozumek, 143 (statement by 
Duscha).

22 Ivan Jan, Odstrte zavese: okupator in gorenjsko domobranstvo (Ljubljana, 1992), 30–31.
23 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Rouzumeck Helmuth, 229 (statement by Soklič).
24 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Razvoj i aktivnost agenture Rozumeka, organa 

Gestapa na Gorenjskom (Development and activities of Rozumek's agencies), 15.
25 Forte, Nič več strogo zaupno, 502. 
26 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Statement, 305 (statement by an anonymous 

German).
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chat from Ferlach (Borovlje), who had been employed at the SD in Klagenfurt 
before working in Bled, was a convenient opportunity for Rozumek, since it 
protected him against an uncontrolled leak of information. His main interpret-
er was assistant police officer and SS-Hauptscharführer Josef Kordisch (Jože 
Kordiš), a former Yugoslav gendarme from the area of Kočevje. If necessary, 
Koschat also stepped in as a translator. 

Rozumek kept his documents in an armoured strong-box, of which only he 
had the key.27 This differed from the common practice within the KdS. Accord-
ing to a statement of an unnamed German official on duty, who had worked for 
Rozumek, he had introduced a written registration system for visitors. How-
ever, he usually met informants in his flat in the afternoon.28 

Gustav Riedl, Rozumek's chauffeur of Lithuanian German origin, Krimi-
nalassistent and SS-Scharführer, drove Rozumek to meetings almost on a daily 
basis, while the purpose of these drives were only known to the above-men-
tioned employees of his office. In the car pool, these drives were registered 
only as "Geheimfahrt" (secret drive) with the office code and the identification 
number of the relevant document.29

A particular weakness of this unlikeable and cynical person was beautiful 
women, although he was in his 50s or maybe particularly because of this reason. 
In the evenings, he was often seen strolling around Lake Bled in the company 
of women. In the Miklič Hotel in Ljubljana, he had a room with a separated 
entrance where he arranged his meetings, which the employees of the Gestapo 
branch office referred to as "erotic affairs of their respectable colleague from 
Bled".30 With the exception of the attractive Olga Bohinc, with whom he evi-
dently had a deeper relationship,31 he did not depend on the caprices of his lov-
ers but merely used them for intelligence purposes. He had a loose relationship 
with his wife, as during his entire term of service in Bled he never went on leave, 
although he often sent packages home. However, his relation to his daughter 
and son, 19 respectively 20 years old (1943), frequently visited him. He led the 
life-style of a bon vivant and a gourmet, as "nothing was good enough for him". 
Hence, he was considered to be the most ill-natured person at the KdS in Bled. 
Vogt was of the opinion that Rozumek's reserve and distrust respectively the 

27 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Kriminalni savjetnik Rozumek, 140 (statement by 
Duscha).

28 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Statement, 306 (statement by an anonymous 
German); Statement on Rozumek, 310–311 (statement by an anonymous German).

29 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 480, folder103-6/ZA, Organisation of the Gestapo in Bled/names, desks/
institutes, 141.

30 Nemačka obaveštajna služba, 402.
31 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Rozumek in njegovo delovanje, predvsem na 

Gorenjskem, 57 and 59.
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tendency to thorough preparation and careful camouflaging the result of long-
term experience gained during his anti-Polish intelligence activities, which at 
that time was considered as one of the best intelligence services. The forms of 
offensive anti-intelligence operations, which he introduced in Upper Carniola, 
also included the method and the active provocation procedure. "He did not 
break an illegal circle as it was usual in anti-communist defence… but involved 
himself with provocations in that circle until it was no longer needed..."32 

Rozumek did his best in gaining the trust of his potential contacts in the 
adversary's camp. He criticised the work of deportation commissions and the 
confiscations, the Gauleiter's measures, and the work of the administration and 
security staff. He reprimanded them as criminals and explained that he fully 
understood the resistance of the population. He also expressed his understand-
ing or even sympathies for the Partisans. He asked the locals that he was in con-
tact with on their relations in the forests, and sometimes delivered a piece of 
equipment or promised them weapons. 

Rozumek understood intelligence primarily as a means for directly per-
forming effective interventions or repressions. In this respect, his methods 
comprised gathering information on the intents and operation of the adversary, 
which he performed by intercepting and controlling mail, collecting informa-
tion on activists and manipulating captured persons, gaining and infiltrating 
agents into Partisan units, where they created chaos during armed conflicts, 
spread apathy and called for surrender.33

Rozumek's field operation began a month after his arrival. Based on infor-
mation related to a courier delivery in the area of Medvode, which, have been, 
according to Sumper, received from Berlin, he picked Olga Bohinc, who was 
the daughter of butcher and innkeeper Marinšek from Naklo and was mar-
ried with the keeper of the Na klancu Inn in Medvode, as the main reference 
point for creating his network. Olga got intimately involved with Rozumek and 
attended most of his meetings with members of the NOG. Obviously, she as 
well as others, sincerely believed Rozumek's explanations that he wanted to 
prevent reprisals on the population through calls to stop Partisan attacks on 
German units. She excused her actions to more careful acquaintances with the 
explanation that Rozumek had saved "many of our people from the Begunje 
(Vigaun) prison". Rozumek, who according to Soklič, had a serious crush on 
Olga,34 enjoyed Olga's cooking but also took advantage of her acquaintance 

32 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Rozumek in njegovo delovanje, predvsem na 
Gorenjskem, 43.

33 Kavčič, Pot v osamosvojitev: 2nd edition, 90.
34 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Rouzumeck Helmuth, 144 (statement by Soklič).
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among the bourgeois society.35 Hence, the Na klancu Inn soon became a pil-
grimage point for many persons who asked the Gestapo officer to help their 
imprisoned family members and friends.36 

One of the first successful negotiations was held by Rozumek and the Med-
vode industrialist and leading member of the so called Liberation Front Main 
Committee for Upper Carniola ("Glavni odbor OF za Gorenjsko"), Ivan Mik-
lavc-Nace (Simon). The latter was a reputable member of the Sokol National 
Camp and a true opponent of the occupier and sympathiser of the resistance 
movement. His request had been forwarded by Olga Bohinc, which resulted 
in the release of the members of the committee Albin Kolb-Edvard, owner of 
a sports equipment company in Šentvid and Ivan Trampuž-Luka from Med-
vode. Both were captured in a series of apprehensions, which were carried out 
by the Gestapo in February 1943 within the triangle of Kranj-Medvode-Škofja 
Loka. Miklavc considered himself a sort of unifying link between the IO OF in 
Ljubljana and the NOG in Upper Carniola. He justified this based on contacts 
which he had with Josip Vidmar and Lovro Kuhar (a Slovenian writer known 
by the pen name Prežihov Voranc). Simultaneously, he was in contact with the 
Mačkovšek Group, which was part of the Slovenian Committment (Sloven-
ska zaveza). Miklavc, whom Rozumek had convinced about his attachment to 
the anti-communist side, advocated, in line with Gestapo instructions, a policy 
of not attacking the occupier and releasing German prisoners.37 Despite the 
doubts of the regional secretaries from Medvode and Škofja Loka, the Partisan 
leadership established contacts with the Gestapo in Bled through Kolb, who 
used to meet Rozumek in the Na Klancu Inn. Kolb took over certain mediat-
ing assignments related to the treatment of prisoners held in the Begunje and 
camps, as well as tasks related to the prevention of reprisals on the local popu-
lation, forwarding information on planned police and military operations and 
agreements on the preparation of identification cards for Partisan functionar-
ies, which would have allowed them 'legal' movement across occupied terri-
tory.38 

Another key success which had enabled the Gestapo to break into the 
resistance movement in Upper Carniola, was the interrogation of Andrej Ber-
toncelj, owner of a parquet flooring factory in Drulovka. This interrogation 
gave Rozumek an insight into the organisation of the NOG, names and duties 
of the field activists, contents of various agreements, disagreements regarding 

35 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Rozumek in njegovo delovanje, predvsem na 
Gorenjskem, 60; Niko Kavčič, Pot v osamosvojitev (Ljubljana, 1996), 91.

36 Kavčič, Pot v osamosvojitev: 2nd edition, 92.
37 Ibid., 96–101.
38 Ibid., 147.
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convictions and political issues among Partisans and even the passwords and 
instructions regarding the access to the centre of the Partisans in the Poljanska 
dolina in Upper Carniola. By releasing the above-mentioned OF activists in May 
1943, Rozumek was able to reinforce his image of a secret sympathiser of resist-
ance members and could, simultaneously, gain information on circumstances 
that "had not even been completely clear to the political leadership of the Lib-
eration Front".39

When releasing activists and Partisans, Rozumek perfidiously balanced 
innocent people and those who were known to have actively cooperated with 
the NOG. Hence, the persons who had been released included individuals who 
had been released based on interventions of Rozumek's acquaintances as well 
as those for whom no one had been pleading for.40 In this, he continued meth-
ods of Krause and later Brandt, with whom he had been massively recruiting 
agents among the captured persons and releasing them based on the thesis: "If 
one of the hundred works out, and the other 99 fall off, this can still be consid-
ered as a success." Rozumek took a completely new direction with being per-
sonally part of the OF field network, as through it he was able to gain a direct 
link to the Partisans.41 His communicative skill with differently experienced 
and, as a rule, suspicious members of the NOG was reflected in the fact that he 
was given the Partisan nickname "Rožca" (flower). In letters of the OF and the 
VOS, he is referred to by the pseudonym "K". Members of the "Glavni odbor OF 
za Gorenjsko" referred to him as "gospod" (mister).42 

Soklič stated that no one knew the operation of the OF as well as Rozumek. 
"He knew the names of the illegals. He could play with them and give the 
impression of a person who knows a lot, yet does not show. Hence, it was dif-
ficult to estimate how much he really knew." During his interrogation, Fedor 
Košir stated that he had once asked Rozumek about his motifs of cooperating 
with the OF. Rozumek answered that he was just of a sentimental character. 
Košir and Levar interpreted this fact by the idea that his name gave the impres-
sion of Slavic origin, and hence concluded that Rozumek was not a rigid Ger-
man but a Czech.43

Given the flood of disinformation, the statements of the head of Ref-

39 Ibid., 92–95.
40 Nemačka obaveštajna služba, 401.
41 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 480, folder 103-6/ZA, Pregled dela nemške obveščevalne službe v okraju 

Jesenice (Survey of the German Intelligence Service operation in the Jesenice District), 93.
42 Vida Deželak-Barič, "Samoiniciativni in nepriznani iniciativni pokrajinski odbor Osvobodilne fron-

te za Gorenjsko", Prispevki za novejšo zgodovino 40, No. 2 (2000): 69 (hereinafter: Deželak-Barič, 
"Samoiniciativni in nepriznani iniciativni pokrajinski odbor").

43 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, 388 (statement by Košir); ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 
409, folder 122-ZA, 392 (statement by Levar).
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erat IV N, SS-Hauptsturmführer and Kriminalinspektor, Erich Dichtl, that 
Rozumek was sympathising with the communists does not come as a sur-
prise. According to a report prepared by the Blue Guard organiser, Janko 
Marinšek on Rozumek's cooperation with the OF, Soklič remembered among 
other facts that Rozumek had met Kidrič in the vicinity of Tržič (Neumarktl 
in Oberkrain) in the context of an agreement based on which he should have 
protected Communist Party (Komunistična partija/KP) supporters against 
apprehensions and put only unimportant OF members on the list of hostag-
es.44 During an interrogation, he also expressed his supposition according 
to which Rozumek supposedly had contacts with the "IS" ([Secret] Intelli-
gence Service),45 which is probably referring to his contacts with Rado Hribar, 
respectively Anglophile bourgeois circles linked to the London-based emi-
grant government.46 In order to find potential contacts within British intel-
ligence services, Rozumek requested lists of functionaries from the anti-com-
munist camp, at the same pretext as from the Commnunists, namely so that 
he was able to protect them from apprehension. 

While other members of the occupation forces had to remain per-
manently en guard against attacks, Rozumek could move freely thanks to 
his acquaintances and status. This was also the reason why the head of the 
Gestapo branch office in Kranj, SS-Untersturmführer and Inspector Secretary, 
Josef Platzl reported this unusual behaviour of his immediate superior. He was 
suspicious about the fact that Rozumek met OF functionaries even at night, 
while other members of the Sicherheitspolizei (SIPO) and SD would have 
been probable executed in similar circumstances.47

In an assessment of Rozumek made during the war by a person report-
ing on the Gestapo members, it was stated: 

He is considered to be a filthy pig. Apparently, there have occurred cases around 
Kamnik, where he got different pieces of information by people in a cunning 
manner, based on which they have been apprehended and then he promised the 
families that they would be saved. Yet, when the verdict was taken, he went on 
leave and the poor fellows were shot. When back from leave, he stated that it was 
a pity that he had been away as he could have prevented the executions.48

44 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Rouzumeck Helmut, 229 (statement by Soklič).
45 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Rozumek in njegovo delovanje, predvsem na 

Gorenjskem, 42.
46 Nemačka obaveštajna služba, 416.
47 Ibid., 408.
48 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 480, folder 103-6/ZA, Seznam Blejskih Gestaparjev, ki stnujejo ali so 

stanovali na Bledu (List of Gestapo officers, who lived in the area of Bled), 147.
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The decision on his assassination was adopted immediately after the 
establishment of the regional VOS. Yet, despite monitoring his movement 
by field agents49 as well the urging of Olga Bohinc, Jožica Gabrijelčič, Albin 
Kolb and other contacts to lure him into a contact, he managed to avoid 
such intentions. In a letter of the Upper Carniolan PK VOS to the VOS Cen-
tral Committee, dated 14 February 1944, it was stated that: 

Last time you mentioned 'Rožca'. He has not received his deserved payment. We 
are doing our best to carry it out. Yet, he is refusing all discussions, saying that 
they are not necessary as he has already contacted Dr Vidmar and is in direct 
contact with him and our leadership. If this is true, eliminate him as soon as 
possible.50 

Also the security groups which were given the assignment to intercept 
him on the road Bled-Ljubljana, did not succeeded. "Unfortunately VOS was 
not able to infiltrate an agent nor organise an agency in his den."51 

It is believed that the infamous meeting between the military and politi-
cal leadership of the Upper Carniolan Partisans in Davča on 28 July 1943 was 
attended by members of the NOG, that is by Commander Pero Popivoda, 
political commissar Dr Jože Brilej-Bolko and Stane Bizjak-Kosta from the 
headquarters, Secretary of the PK KPS Maks Krmelj-Matija Poljanec and Jože 
Sluga-Lenart. Rozumek had two Slovenian escorts which were recognised 
by witnesses as a couple from Škofja Loka, Rado and Majda Thaler.52 They 
discussed German assistance in the form of weapons, equipment, rations 
and information, a milder regime in the prisons, the release of certain indi-
viduals from the camps and the issue of identification cards that would 
allow political functionaries free movement. When rumours about his role 
in the nearly destruction of the newly-established brigade spread, he asked, 
through Kolb, for another meeting under the pretext that he needed finger-

49 E.g. the report by Jože Jan-Iztok, dated 20 August 1944 (ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-
ZA, 330).

50 ARS, AS 1931, PK VOS – obveščevalni oddelek in ONZ za Gorenjsko (Intelligence Department 
and ONZ in Upper Carniola), technical unit 661, folder 301-29/ZA, Letter by the PK VOS in Upper 
Carniola to the Central Committee, dated 14 February 1944, 49–50.

51 Kavčič et al., VOS OF na Gorenjskem, 212; on the afternoon of 17 July 1944, the 3rd Company of the 
Mining and Sabotage Platoon, the Gorenjsko Detachment, carried out a bomb attack on Hotel Park 
with the assistance of activists (Ivan Križnar, Jeseniško okrožje med nacistično okupacijo in narod-
noosvobodilnim bojem (Ljubljana, 2000), 288). The explosion of a suitcase with 10 kg of explosives 
severely damaged two storeys, the kitchen and storage room. Reportedly, it also caused undetermined 
number of German casualties . France Benedik, "Narodnoosvobodilni boj na Bledu", Kronika. Časopis 
za slovensko krajevno zgodovino 32 (1984): 232.

52  Šinkovec, Begunje 1941–1945, 61; Kavčič, Pot v osamosvojitev, 99–100, 118–130; Križnar, Jeseniško 
okrožje, 214; Kavčič, Pot v osamosvojitev: 2nd edition, 134–139.
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prints for the identification cards. The security and intelligence service had 
recognised his intent and refused the suggested location of the meeting. He, 
on the other hand, did not agree with their proposal of a new location.53

Attack in Goričane and Elimination of the Agencies

Doubtlessly, the ambush of the regional members of the OF and VOS at Miklavc 
in Goričane on 5th November 1943 was organised by Rozumek. He informed 
Olga Bohinc to arrange a meeting with Miklavc, the secretary Avgust Barle-
Ambrož and his colleagues in order to discuss imprisoned family members of 
the Medvode activists. The attack was carried out by the police under the com-

53  ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Rozumek in njegovo delovanje, predvsem na 
Gorenjskem, 27.

Rozumek's order on the release of a female prisoner, addressed to the Head of the Begunje prisons (AS 
1931, technical unit 806, folder 104-70/ZA – GSP Bled, 275)
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mand of SS-Hauptsturmführer Rudolf Schluifer, the head of the Ljubljana SD 
branch office, who had been wounded in the leg during this operation. Only 
Pavle Inglič-Bar, the commander of the OK VOS Škofja Loka security groups 
could escape by breaking through the ambush. Also Miklavc, his wife and his 
daughter managed to survive it. Simultaneously, Kolb was arrested in Šentvid 
and the following day also Miklavc was arrested.54

It is a significant fact that Rozumek's agents from the circle of Ivan Mik-
lavc and Slavko Kvartič, the director of the chemical factory in Domžale were 
all directly deported to Mauthausen and not to Begunje. This proves that 
Rozumek knew that the KP had contacts within the prisons.55 Kolb, who had 
been arrested for the first time in the beginning of February 1943, had been 
contacting the non-commissioned officer, senior assistant Eduard Guck, at the 
Begunje prison and had asked him to contact imprisoned KP members.56 After 
Guck's disclosure, he was arrested and interrogated at the RSHA,57 and that 
consequently resulted in the execution of no longer needed agents in Šentvid 
on 31st January 1944. The execution order at the KdS was classified as confi-
dential. This and the fact that the staff in Begunje were informed about the 
executions only after they had been carried out and the arrival of the agents 
at the prison immediately before their execution proves that it had all been 
organised by Rozumek with the intent to prevent any contacts that would 
have exposed detailed information about his connections.58 Witnesses of the 
execution in Šentvid stated that some people tried to talk to Kolb and Mik-
lavc, yet the hostages had been given injections as preventive measures due to 
which they were unable to talk.59 A fact that also revealed Rozumek's character 
were also his fake tears and sadness he shared with the wives of the executed 
informants,60 and also the fact that he visited the Carinthian holiday resort 
Badgastein with Olga Bohinc, Kolb's wife Justina and her children for Christ-
mas in 1943.61

54 Kavčič, Pot v osamosvojitev, 91–92.
55 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Rozumek in njegovo delovanje, predvsem na 

Gorenjskem, 92–93.
56 Kavčič, Pot v osamosvojitev, 87.
57 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Rozumek in njegovo delovanje, predvsem na 

Gorenjskem, 126; Tone Ferenc, "Kazen ali maščevanje?", Svobodna misel 30, no. 23, 11. 12. 1992: 17 
(hereinafter: Ferenc, "Kazen ali maščevanje?").

58 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Rozumek in njegovo delovanje, predvsem na 
Gorenjskem, 127.

59 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Razvoj i aktivnost agenture Rozumeka, organa 
Gestapoa na Gorenjskom, 28.

60 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Razvoj i aktivnost agenture Rozumeka, organa 
Gestapoa na Gorenjskom, 21.

61 Kavčič, Pot v osamosvojitev, 92.
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The executions of the members of the "Glavni odbor OF za Gorenjsko" had 
on one hand been interpreted as proof for the attempt to rehabilitate Rozumek 
at the PK and the VOS. In his attempt to divert suspicion, he referred to orders 
that were given by Berlin and later he tried to put the blame on the White Guard 
in Ljubljana. This is proved by his falsified incriminating documents, which had 
revealed the truth by their bad translation and which had been given to Kolb's 
wife a year after her husband's executions, which had been too late to relief 
Rozumek.62

Upon isolating his contacts and after the execution of Kvartič's group by 
the VOS, Rozumek intended to rehabilitate himself at the SD by arresting mem-
bers of the County Committee of the Liberation front (Okrajni odbor Osvo-
bodilne fronte/OO OF) in Kamnik. Furthermore, he intended to regain the 
trust of the VOS by crushing the reactionary group.63 The fact that he initially 
succeeded to do so is proven by the reaction of the Jesenice Gestapo officer 
and SS-Untersturmführer Clemens Druschke upon Soklič's warning by stat-
ing that "he knows what he is doing". Rozumek's statement to Soklič in July or 
August 1944 should be understood in this context, when he was informed that 
Soklič had attended the meetings dealing with his 'cooperation' with the OF. 
"This [intelligence, note by A. G.] requires long-term experience and one should 
never judge based on trifles and circumstances, but wait and see for the final 
results…"

Rozumek also managed to execute Beno Anderwald-Benko (also nick-
named Petek), member of the Regional Committee of the Communist Party 
of Slovenia (Pokrajinski komite Komunistične partije Slovenije/PK KPS) in 
Kranj,64 who had been sent to Upper Carniola by Boris Kraigher in order to 
organise political work as a local person. Soon after his arrival in March 1943, 
he contacted, following an advice of his relative Franjo Cerar-Matijc, Marko 
Hojan-Marko, a construction inspector at the company Dedek in Kranj and 
former instructor at the headquarters for building up Rupnik's defence line. He 
had also been introduced to Olga Bohinc and through her to the "protector at 
the Bled Gestapo branch". Based on request by Anderwald and a consent given 
by Lidija Šentjurc, a member of the Central Committee of the Communist Party 
of Slovenia (Centralni komite Komunistične partije Slovenije/CK KPS) of the 
KPS, engineer Vlasto Kopač sent illegal KP literature from Ljubljana through 
channels that had been controlled by Rozumek. In October 1943, Kopač was 

62 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Rozumek in njegovo delovanje, predvsem na 
Gorenjskem, 92.

63 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Rozumek in njegovo delovanje, predvsem na 
Gorenjskem, 125.

64 Deželak-Barič, "Samoiniciativni in nepriznani iniciativni pokrajinski odbor": 75–76.
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arrested by Hacin's police based on a Gestapo order. With the purpose of 
preventing the disclosure of his operations, Rozumek managed to prevent a 
detailed interrogation of Kopač during his two-month imprisonment in the 
Šentpeter Barracks in Ljubljana, after which he had been brought to Dachau. 
Also, Anderwald had presented Kopač's arrest as a measure of the Slovenian 
police.65

By the end of November 1943, Anderwald and Mitja Valenčič-Sonce, the 
secretary of the Kranj region, who was also linked with Rozumek through the 
"Glavni odbor OF za Gorenjsko", were arrested by the VOS. During his inter-
rogation, he said that a day before he had been talking to Rozumek. In Janu-
ary 1944, during her medical recovery in Ljubljana, Olga Bohinc was visited by 
Anderwald's wife asking for a permit to enter the Škofja Loka area. Rozumek 
evidently soon became familiar with the location of the technical unit, where 
Benko was stationed according to interrogations held by the PK KPS, as the 
Vešter Mill near Škofja Loka had been attacked on 8 February 1944.66 Rozumek 
had planned the operation in such a way that Anderwald and other illegals 
could not fall into the hands of the Gestapo. As a consequence, all of them 
including the equipment got burned inside the mill.67

Rozumek spared Olga Bohinc, whom the VOS had tried to acquire as early 
as in October 1943. In the beginning of 1945, when she, according to Stane 
Kersnik-Jelovčan had arrived "in high heals", in Kropa68 in order to establish 
contacts, she was arrested by National Protection Department (Oddelek za 
zaščito naroda/OZNA) at the Corps IX. Olga, who had been held in a barn in 
the area of Vojsko, was executed with other persons under investigation by the 
OZNA in the withdrawal during the enemy offensive "Frühlingsanfang" respec-
tively "Winterende" around 24 March.69

A similar fate was experienced by Milko Hojan-Marko, a former Yugoslav 
army officer and one of Rozumek's alleged Gegnerperson, an agent infiltrated 
into Partisan units. Among other things, he supposedly lured, in June 1943, 
the commander of the Upper Carniola detachment (Gorenjski odred), France 
Biček and Commissar Evgen Matejka-Pemc into a trap by attacking a mine 
storage facility in Šentvid, where an ambush had been set up.70 Hojan also gave 
instructions to the regional secretaries, to send their people to help the brigade 

65 Kavčič, Pot v osamosvojitev: 2nd edition, 102–108, 141–142.
66 See Kobal Svetko-Florjan, "Miloš Ziherl – umetnik, humanist in borec IV (Oris njegove poti in dobe)", 

Loški razgledi 33 (1986): 203–227. 
67 Nemačka obaveštajna služba, 415.
68 Kavčič, Pot v osamosvojitev: 2nd edition, 92.
69 ARS, AS 220, Commission of the SNOS for establishing war crimes committed by occupying forces and 

collaborators, technical unit 40, file Gz 809; Kavčič et al., VOS OF na Gorenjskem, 214.
70 Kavčič, Pot v osamosvojitev: 2nd edition, 108, 149–151.
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on Žirovski vrh. Rozumek supposedly had insight into Partisan mail which had 
been organised through Hojan's office in Kranj. On 13 October, he had been 
mobilised by the PK VOS into the Partisan units in order to gain more time for 
a more detailed investigation. Yet, despite warnings that he was suspicious, he 
was promoted within a year to the position of chief of staff of the 31st Division 
of the National Liberation Army (Narodnoosvobodilna vojska/NOV). A year 
after the German attack on the KP School in Cerkno on 27 January 1944, Hojan 
was arrested by the Upper Carniolan PK VOS. After the interrogation in Davča, 
he was accused of being a Gestapo agent. Yet, Hojan's fate had been sealed off 
even before the attack on Cerkno and did not depend on his alleged role in the 
treason.71

Investigation by the RSHA and the "Rehabilitation"

According to Duscha's confessions, Rozumek double-crossed the officials of 
the KdS and let them believe that he was the only person capable of leading the 
fight against the Partisans. Rumours went around that he had presented himself 
as a sympathiser of the Partisans letting them believe he was working for them 
to a certain degree. Supposedly, he released Partisans and activists of the OF 
based on an authorisation he had received from Rösener, without informing 
his superior at the KdS about it. Vogt, the commander of the KdS Veldes, had 
been informed about his methods and contacts with the NOG during a loud 
verbal fight between Rozumek and Dr. Brandt, who had requested that this 
matter should be confidentially reported to the RSHA. Then, Rozumek said to 
Vogt: "Just let me do my work and I will soon pull all strings." To emphasize this, 
he offered lists of all members of the KP and the OF who he supposedly was 
protecting in the context of this agreement. The chief of the SD, SS-Hauptstur-
mführer Josef Pacher and the later chief of the Ljubljana SD branch office, Schl-
uifer, independently of this, received information on Rozumek's past through 
his contacts at the Department III RSHA. This information became rather 
incriminating after the disclosure of his connections with the NOG through SD 
agencies and he had been reported by Gestapo officer Platzl in Kranj. The mis-
trust towards Rozumek increased after the occurrence of Persterer, a member 
of the SD. 

According to a statement made by Soklič, Rozumek's reassignment was 
requested by the entire anti-communist bloc, which had believed in his coop-

71 Kavčič, Pot v osamosvojitev: 2nd edition, 84–85; Deželak-Barič, "Samoiniciativni in nepriznani inicia-
tivni pokrajinski odbor": 77; Boris Mlakar, Tragedija v Cerknem pozimi 1944 (Gorica, 2000), 108–
112.
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eration with the NOG.72 In the context of the meeting held in Davča, the lead-
ership of the White Guard in Ljubljana issued a flyer titled "High Treason to 
the Slovenian Nation". Furthermore, the group around Janko Marinšek and Dr 
Anton Krošelj planned the assassination of Rozumek. Yet, as they feared repris-
als, they decided to take the legal way and to hand in the discriminating materi-
als to Schluifer.73

Afterwards, Rozumek wrote a report to RSHA which was among others 
responsible for approving suggested measures that aimed at building up confi-
dence of the Liberation Front. During the investigation, SS-Hauptsturmführer 
Walter Borchert, special advisor of Department IV, RSHA, for Yugoslavia, was 
sent to Bled. Upon mediation of liaison officer at the Italian prison in Ljublja-
na, SS-Hauptsturmführer Walter Krüger, he was in the same context interro-
gating Lovro Kuhar (Prežihov Voranc), a representative of the Nordic Com-
munist Parties at the Communist International (Comintern).74 The Rozumek 
Case was soon transferred to the Ministerial Counsellor, Walter Blume, BdS 
Salzburg, to which the KdS (Veldes) was subordinated. In the context of the 
investigation against Rozumek, which was conducted by the RSHA respec-
tively the Senior Councillor Heller, Head of the Referat IV A, Vogt and Blume 
were interrogated in Berlin. Rozumek's superiors believed that the procedure 
against him and his reassignment had been cancelled as a result of his suc-
cessful measures, in particular the attack at Miklavc.75 Another reason for his 
rehabilitation had most probably been Rösener's assessment, based on whose 
suggestion Rozumek was promoted on 20 April 1944 to the rank of Kriminal-
rat.76 Some time before, he had to attend at the request of the RSHA a three-
week seminar for SS-leaders in Prague, although he was only entitled to wear 
the SS-uniform. Borchert had come to Bled several times more and, together 
with Rozumek, led the combat against the NOG. The RSHA sent an authorisa-
tion and instructions for placing false documents, for example on the rede-
ployment of the units and the Gendarmerie to the front, an unsuccessful and 
hopeless combat of the Gestapo against the OF, intended operations against 

72 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Rozumek in njegovo delovanje, predvsem na 
Gorenjskem, 47.

73 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Rouzumeck Helmut, 230 (statement by Soklič).
74 Janko Jarc, "Lovro Kuhar – Prežihov Voranc v italijanskih zaporih l. 1943 (Prispevek k življenjepisu)", 

Letopis Muzeja narodne osvoboditve LRS 2 (1958): 55–80; Forte, Nič več strogo zaupno, 192–193; 
Kavčič, Pot v osamosvojitev, 99–100; Ferenc, "Gestapo v Sloveniji", 231.

75 More on this in the report issued by the Intelligence Department of the regional branch office for Upper 
Carniola (Obveščevalni oddelek Pokrajinske izpostave za Gorenjsko), dated 30 July 1944: "according 
to a reliable sources, Rozumek had been reassigned to Germany, probably to Braunschweig." (ARS, AS 
1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, 329).

76 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Rozumek in njegovo delovanje, predvsem na 
Gorenjskem, 132.
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the Partisans, etc. His opponent, leader of the Bled SD branch office Persterer, 
was reassigned after this, which was also attributed to Rozumek77 and was 
probably linked to the couple Thaler attending the meeting in Davča. Accord-
ing to Vogt's statement, Rado Thaler had been a collaborator of the Gestapo 
since 1942. It had been proved that during the war, Thaler's wife, Majda, born 
Demšar, had a love affair with Persterer. This was, according to Kavčič, also a 
proof that the meeting in Davča had been scheduled by the highest levels in 
Bled, probably with the knowledge of Müller, and that Rozumek had been 
controlled during the talks. The allied intelligence services (MI6 and OSS) 
were doubtlessly informed about the meetings between the Gestapo and the 
Partisans, as the Thalers were relatives of Vauhnik. The rivalry between Per-
sterer and Rozumek reached a peak during the disclosure of Vauhnik's net-
work in Zagreb in May 1944. Persterer, who was Vauhnik's protector and an 
important source of information, timely informed Vauhnik on Rozumek's 
plan to eliminate the Ljubljana agencies.78

Reports by Agent "König"

New aspects of Rozumek's activities have been revealed through two reports 
by agent "König", probably a former member of the KdS, who was at the begin-
ning of the 50s working for the Yugoslav intelligence service and in contact 
with "Edi". The translation of the report dated 28 April 1951 states information 
on Rozumek, which he had been given by Sumper with an explanation that, as 
Helmuth's personal trustee, he was no longer bound to secrecy as he had been 
based on his prior written statement "that he had obliged himself under the 
threat of KL not to speak a word to anyone about what he had seen or heard 
during the time he was assigned to that position". According to "König", Sump-
er, who was interned in the British POW camp in Wolfsberg between 1946 and 
1947, would have taken some time for a relaxed conversation at the next meet-
ing, during which he would have provided him with some very surprising facts. 
79 In another report of agent "König", dated 9 June 1951, he stated: 

Immediately after his arrival in Bled, a rumour went around among the sympa-
thisers of the commander, that Rozumek was in Berlin's bad books, as a former 

77 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Razvoj i aktivnost agenture Rozumeka, organa 
Gestapoa na Gorenjskom, 20.

78 Kavčič, Pot v osamosvojitev: 2nd edition, 136–139, 164–168.
79 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Nemška obveščevalna služba (translated from 

German, 19. IV. 1951), 355 and 356 ("König").
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Freemason, could not be loyal enough to his line. Sumper emphasised that this 
rumour had been spread deliberately to facilitate Rozumek's future activities. The 
truth was that Rozumek had never been a Freemason, but had been regarded by 
the RSHA as a very competent criminal investigation officer who could be engaged 
for particularly sensitive issues. Rozumek was capable of skilfully preserving a NS 
posture of a hostile official, which except Obergruppenführer Rösener, the com-
mander and himself, no one could scrutinize.80

The agent continued: 

I had been told that Rozumek and his driver, Riedl, were at least once in contact 
with the regional [partisan, note by A. G.] headquarters in the Poljanska dolina. 
He drove to Škofja Loka and from there continued on foot to an unknown place 
where he had been taken over by a courier. Riedl remained there and the courier 
took Rozumek further on. About the talks that were held there I could learn only 
as much that they were also attended by allied officers, such as the British, Ameri-
cans and Russians, among them a British major Johnson. During one of these 
talks, a photograph had been made which also included Rozumek and which 
was sent to Berlin. The contact with this British major had been established 
through the Gestapo officer Guck, whom Rozumek also managed to fool so that 
he completely trusted him. 

König stated in his first report: 

One day, Rozumek called Guck to a meeting during which he let him know that 
he, as a former Freemason, had no special sympathies for the current regime and 
that he had established contacts with the allies. Gugg [correctly Guck, note by A. 
G.] was caught in this trap and let Rozumek know that he had been contacting 
the British major before.

Then they discussed together 

how they could take revenge on the National Socialist System. From this moment 
on, Rozumek had Gugg monitored and when he was of the opinion that they 
had monitored the circles that he was contacting, he was arrested and sent to the 
KZ where he died. Simultaneously, a major part of the resistance movement had 
been disclosed and all had witnessed an unknown fate. 

80 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Predmet: Rozumek (Case: Rozumek, translated from 
German, 9 June 1951), 359 and 360 ("König").
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Postwar Investigations on Rozumek 

Statements made by the investigated persons and the information delivered 
by the informants referring to Rozumek's fate upon the fall of the Third Reich, 
were non-unitary and partly conflicting. This proves that after 7 May 1945, 
when also the male members of the KdS had left for Carinthia and disbanded, 
he had succeeded to wipe out all of his tracts. According to the confession of 
Duscha, during his confinement in Wolfsberg, there were two pieces of informa-
tion that were spread. According to one, he was working as a specialist for the 
Communist movement for the Brits in Hamburg, while according to the second 
version, which had been "doubtlessly been spread by the FSS", he remained in 
Slovenia in the service of the Yugoslav secret police. Duscha himself presumed 
that Rozumek was "hiding in western Allied-occupied zones and tried to renew 
his old contacts with the Freemasons".81 Soklič was of the opinion that Rozumek 
had been engaged by the British and American intelligence service, as "a person 
such as him and whith such an experience always gets an employment".82

The interpreter Kordisch told an undisclosed German official of the KdS 
duty service, with whom he had been imprisoned at the Weissenstein camp, 
that Rozumek had left Bled before 8 May. A few days later, he had, during a 
visit of the camp at Viktring, met Rozumek which at that time was still in his 
uniform and wearing a weapon(!). He took his farewell from the interpreter 
with the following words: "Kordisch, you know all that we had been doing. You 
know all about me. You know all about my steps and my activities. Let's forget it! 
It's history now! You don't know anything about me and I know nothing about 
you. I wish you all the best for your future." Later, Kordisch learned from Werner 
Kraker, the chauffeur of the KdS branch office in Škofja Loka and Ljubljana, that 
he had met Rozumek at the end of May 1945 at Lake Ossiach (Ossiacher See/
Osojsko jezero), still in uniform, but without weapons.83 In the same report, the 
former official of the KdS estimated that there was a probability for all mem-
bers of Rozumek's immediate staff to be asked to testify on their former chiefs 
activities. Rozumek's appearings in Hamburg had also been confirmed by the 
last head of Referat IV N, to whom Rozumek had written a letter to the camp in 
Wolfsberg, stating that he hoped to soon find an appropriate job in Hamburg. 
The author of the dossier referred to this piece of information as a good hint 
for Rozumek's whereabouts, as Rozumek had been a very good friend of Krimi-

81 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Kriminalni savjetnik Rozumek, 143 (statement by 
Duscha).

82 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Rouzumeck Helmut, 231 (statement by Soklič).
83 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Izjava o Rozumeku, 318 (statement by an unnamed 

German).
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nalrat Kraus in Hamburg.84 Furthermore, it was likely that Rozumek stayed at 
Rösener's former interpreter's place, the SIPO officer, Lieutenant Mayer, with 
whom he was on good terms. The later was immediately after the war employed 
as the main representative of the soap and laundry detergent factory Persil. It 
is hence possible that he might have arranged a position for Rozumek in one 
of the affiliated enterprises of the leading companies in Hamburg.85 Rumours 
on his alleged refuge in Hamburg also reached the public which was follow-
ing court hearings and trials against member of the occupying forces. This 
fact became evident in an appeal of Justina Kolb related to the prosecution of 
Rozumek for the crimes committed on 16 July 1947, sent to the Supreme Mili-
tary Court of the 4th Army in Ljubljana.86

Around 1949/1950 an investigation mission was organised in Hamburg, 
to where a group of State Security Administration (Uprava državne varnosti/
UDV) agents had set off on a Yugolinija ship. The mission was cancelled due to 
the news on Rozumek's death.87 This piece of information, according to agent 
König, was probably advanced by Sumper, who had probably learned about 
it from the former Kriminalsekretär (Inspector Secretary) at the KdS branch 
office in Ljubljana, SS-Oberscharführer Martin Bauchinger. At the time when 
the report had been prepared (11 November 1950), Bauchinger had been 
working at the police in Salzburg. In Sumper's opinion, this piece of news was 
fabricated, as Rozumek tried to prevent his persecution.88 

When gathering information on Rozumek, Yugoslav bodies also relied on 
the typist Nelly Koschat, whose father owned a hunting rifle factory in Ferlach 
(Borovlje). In the period between 1945 and 1946, Nelly had been interned in 
Wolfsberg, where she was working as office assistance for the British military 
police (Field Security Service/FSS). When released from there, she left home. 
She could be found through Rozumek's chauffeur Riedl, who was employed at 
the military car workshop in Bled after the examination by the UDV.89 Accord-
ing to Niko Kavčič, who had been told about these events by a survivor witness, 
Riedl and two under-cover companions drove to Borovlje to the typist, where 
the chauffeur himself connected her and then going back to the UDV agents. 
The investigation ended with the death of one agent and Riedl's escape.

In the summary of later investigations it was stated that Rozumek had been 

84 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, str. 277 (statement by Vogt).
85 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Razvoj i aktivnost agenture Rozumeka, organa 

Gestapoa na Gorenjskom, 13.
86 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Letter of Justa Kolb to the Supreme Court of the IVth 

Army (16 July 1947), 346.
87 Information by Niko Kavčič (5 November 2009).
88 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, 358.
89 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 480, folder 103-6/ZA, Typists at the KdS Bled, 55.
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hiding for some time in Carinthia under a fictitious name and with previously 
prepared documents. Later, he joined his family in Neustadt an der Weinstrasse 
in the French occupied zone. First, he was found by the American intelligence 
service and was then also interrogated by the French. When he had been 
released after three years of imprisonment, he was worn out and sick. In 1949, 
he suffered a brain attack and died three days later in hospital. He was buried 
in the city cemetery in Neustadt, in a grave No. 30, bloc IX, row 11 with the 
inscription "Helmuth Rozumek".90

The significance of a final clarification of Rozumek's fate for the UDV is 
stated in three-page instructions on the procedures of acquiring information 
regarding the case, that the information on his death was not accurate and that 
Rozumek actually had faked his death. Instructions include check-ups of the 
telephone book, at the city hall or information office as well as based on obser-
vations and direct investigations of the person at the established address, his 
neighbours, the postman and milkman.91 These measures probably reflect the 
intent to put the person against whom the Commission at the SNOS Presidency 
for establishing crimes of the occupying forces and their collaborators had suf-
ficient evidence, to trial.92 On the other hand, the responsible persons of the 
UDV were aware of a wider recruitment of German experts for anti-communist 
warfare by Western intelligence services, which also searched for contacts with 
persons from the ranks of the KdS in Bled that were familiar with the situation 
on Slovenian territory.93 This is certainly partly answering the question why the 
allies "could not get hold" of some war criminals that were former members of 
the Third Reich security and intelligence services.94 In the context of this criti-
cal post-war period, the UDV was mainly trying to disenable the more success-
ful operation of foreign agencies.95 These were mainly interested in the morale 
of the Yugoslav units, how they would react in the event of a Russian attack or 
the attack of another Cominform state, the security measures of Yugoslavia for 
such an event, what reactionary forces were operating and in what centres as 
well as how the economic situation was developing. They were also interested 
in acquiring registers, telephone books, time tables and maps.96

90 Nemačka obaveštajna služba, 418–419; Forte, Nič več strogo zaupno, 503.
91 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Detailed investigation of Rozumek and his family in 

the town of Neustadt an der Weinstrasse, 474–476.
92 ARS, AS 220, technical unit 35, file Gz 66; criminal charge is missing.
93 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Nemška obveščevalna služba (translation 19. IV. 

1051), 356–357 ("König").
94 Damijan Guštin, "Satisfaction of the victors and confirmation of defeated: persecuting war criminals 

in Slovenia 1945", in: Zdenko Čepič (Ed.), 1945 – a break with the past (Ljubljana, 2008), 255–259.
95 Forte, Nič več strogo zaupno, 684–685.
96 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, 357.
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Conclusion

"The task of the investigators, who at the end of the war examined all his con-
tacts, was mainly to separate the truth from fiction. If they had 'had thrown 
all Rozumek's contacts into the same basket', they would have still have been 
fooled by his provocations even after the liberation..."97 The gravity of the state-
ments made on Rozumek's contacts with the OF leadership and even the Main 
Headquarters of the NOV and POS are emphasised by the author of the dossier 
as follows: 

Most probably, Rozumek had still after the abolishment of his agencies in 1944 
contact with the IO OF, as /…/ in the context of the contacts that the VOS tried 
to establish with him, he always referred to a higher leadership or to Dr Vidmar. 
Levar was at that time already in Dachau. Hence, the contact must have been 
another person, if it existed at all. Also Kolb's wife had stated that there must have 
been a traitor within the headquarters and it was very likely that there was such 
a contact with Rozumek. If Rozumek had had such a contact, that is after the 
establishment and later the abolishment of his agencies or even later, when the 
VOS unveiled his games, then this contact has to be given greater attention due 
to his importance and threat.98 

The fact that the leadership of the NOG, at the end of the war, strongly 
endeavoured to clarify the depth of the intrusion into its ranks is proven by a 
message of "Comrade Stane" [probably Stane Kersnik-Jelovčan, note by A. G.], 
which stated a basis for the inaccurate information on Rozumek's captivation. 
"If this is true… and it is not too late, than do whatever is possible to capture him. 
Whoever will act on his own will be called to response. Employ the VDV [State 
Security Forces, note by A. G.], even the entire company, which has to drag him 
to us."99

If we limit the discussion to the content of the documents in the two fold-
ers 122-ZA, the investigation on the Rozumek concluded with the preparation 
of lists of the persons who visited his office100 and persons who Rozumek had 
released from the Begunje prison,101 comprehensive notes on the persons who 

97 Forte, Nič več strogo zaupno, 493.
98 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Rozumek in njegovo delovanje, predvsem na 

Gorenjskem, 113, 128–130; Kavčič, Pot v osamosvojitev: 2nd edition, 85.
99 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, 333.
100 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, List of Rozumek's visitors, 325.
101 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Persons released by Rozumek, 413–455.
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were suspected to collaborate with the Gestapo,102 a list of functionaries of the 
NOG in connection with the Rozumek Case 103 and a list of 29 persons who 
were, according to Josef Vogt, in contact with Rozumek. After examining the 
latter on the field, it has been noted in records dated 8 December 1947, that 
4 persons were not security cleared, 4 were dead and the identity of 4 was not 
established, 4 managed to escape to Germany, 4 were imprisoned and 9 were 
free.104 An attached list of persons with whom Rozumek was communicating 
includes contacts from NOG bodies and units (IO OF, PK KPS, the Upper Carni-
ola Detachment Command (Komanda Gorenjskega odreda), PK VOS) as well 
as activists, civilians and other participants from individual districts (Jesenice, 
Kranj, Ljubljana, Kamnik, Škofja Loka and Maribor. The contacts are classified 
as: (1) persons who were a direct contact of Rozumek, (2) problematic con-
tacts, (3) persons who were contacts of Rozumek's contacts.105 

The identity of the "traitor within the headquarters", as stated in the dos-
sier, was not directly determined. Yet, one among the suspects can be conclud-
ed from the statements given by Kolb's wife and certain circumstances of the 
interrogation of the key witness Olga Bohinc.106 This suspect was during the 
war close to IO OF, the PK KPS as well as the "Liberation Front Main Commit-
tee for Upper Carniola" and the Partisan leadership and immediately before 
the end of the war assigned to the position of head of OZNA of the Primorska 
District. He succeeded Maks Perc, who had been killed in action. A few days 
after the liberation he had been "due to an irreparable mistake" in treating a 
woman, who has been suspected of cooperating with the British intelligence 
service, which had been probably a result of his "primitive self-confidence and 
his authoritative immodesty", arrested and pushed to the anonymity of a rail-
way worker.107

It was generally believed that key information for the entire historic 
research of the background of Rozumek's activities and his intrusion into NOG 
bodies were hidden in the archives documents related to the interrogation of 
prisoners at the Begunje prison. According to Zdenko Zavadlav, a former mem-
ber of the VOS, OZNA and UDV, the OZNA had transferred the archive to an 

102 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Notes on persons, who are suspected to have cooper-
ated with the GSP, 364–412.

103 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, List of National Liberation Movement functionaries 
who are linked to the Rozumek case, 464.

104 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, folder 122-ZA, Result on an investigation of Rozumek's field con-
tacts (8 December 1947), 467.

105 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, technical unit 122-ZA, Rozumek in njegovo delovanje, predvsem na 
Gorenjskem, 133.

106 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 409, technical unit 122-ZA, Rozumek in njegovo delovanje, predvsem na 
Gorenjskem, 110 and 129.

107 Kavčič, Pot v osamosvojitev: 2nd edition, 142–143, 152–155.
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unknown location.108 The units of this security body had deported the majority 
of German personnel of the prison and had them executed by October 1945, 
despite of the fact that, upon surrendering to the Kokra Detachment (Kokrški 
odred) on 5 May, they had been given POW status.109 In Zavadlav's opinion, the 
background of the disappearance of the archival materials were high function-
aries of the NOG, who could have been compromised by the confessions of 
the interrogated persons.110 The possibility that the Partisans got hold of the 
archive can be relativised an strict order for the burning of the archive, which 
had been issued by the RSHA in 1945 and which had been carried out by the 
KdS without exceptions.111

According to his methods and success in the security area, Helmuth Rozumek 
had been one of the most interesting figures of the Gestapo on Yugoslav territory. 
A very significant feature of his operation was that, along with directing intel-
ligence activities of his staff, he occasionally also directly participated in opera-
tions and agency networks. The fact that he survived despite clear indications of 
his double game, confirms that he was a true high quality intelligence officer.112 

A similar assessment was given by Kavčič, who referred to him as "a chief of 
the Gestapo" who occasionally turned into a "Gestapo agent".113 The establishment 
of the author of the report on the KdS that he had been under the control of the 
Gestapo and with the knowledge of the NOG working completely legal on both 
sides114 is certainly exaggerated. Yet, this statement reflects the success of Rozumek's 
provocations respectively obsessions with the Gestapo conspiracy. Answers to the 
numerous questions on Rozumek's operation on Slovenian territory are probably 
hidden in the records of his interrogations that are kept  in Paris and Washington.

108 Zdenko Zavadlav, Pisma izza odra (Ljubljana, 2002), 47 (hereinafter: Zavadlav, Pisma izza odra) .
109 Šinkovec, Begunje 1941–1945, 295–299; Ferenc, "Kazen ali maščevanje?": 17–18; Ferenc, "Gestapo v 

Sloveniji", 230.
110 Zavadlav, Pisma izza odra, 49 and 146.
111 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 480, folder 103-6/ZA, Center: "Der Kommandeur der Sipo u.d. SD in 

Bled", 3.
112 Nemačka obaveštajna služba, 419.
113 Kavčič, Pot v osamosvojitev: 2nd edition, 83.
114 ARS, AS 1931, technical unit 480, folder 103-6/ZA, Center: "Der Kommandeur der Sipo u.d. SD in 

Bled", 12.
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Andrej Gaspari

ZADEVA ROZUMEK 
Nekatere poteze obveščevalnega delovanja kriminalističnega 
svetnika in SS-stotnika Helmutha Rozumka, vodje gestapa pri 
KdS Bled, in njegove povojne preiskovalne obravnave s strani 
jugoslovanskih varnostnih organov

POVZETEK

Prispevek obravnava nekatere vidike delovanja kriminalističnega svetnika in 
SS-stotnika Helmutha Rozumka (1894–1949), medvojnega vodje blejskega 
gestapa, kot jih je mogoče razbrati iz dokumentov v hrambi Arhiva Sloveni-
je in pričevanj neposrednih udeležencev spopada varnostnih služb na strani 
narodnoosvobodilnega gibanja. Specialist za (proti)obveščevalno dejavnost s 
širokimi pooblastili je bil v letih 1942–1944 ne samo glavni odredbodajalec 
za streljanja talcev in druge oblike represalij nad gorenjskim prebivalstvom, 
temveč tudi tvorec in ključni akter kompleksne obveščevalne spletke. Ta je širši 
slovenski javnosti znana tudi po zaslugi Ukane, odmevnega vojnega romana 
Toneta Svetine, ki je Rozumka oz. del njegovih lastnosti upodobil v liku gestapo-
vskega majorja Wolfa.

Resnični stotnik nereprezentativne zunanjosti, ki je tudi med sodelavci 
veljal za hladnega in preračunljivega, si je predvsem preko intimnih znanstev 
z ženskami ustvaril stike s posameznimi podporniki osvobodilnega gibanja 
iz meščansko-podjetniških krogov na območju Škofje Loke, Medvod, Kranja, 
Domžal in Kamnika. Konec julija 1943 se je v spremstvu Olge Bohinc celo sestal 
z vojaškim in političnim vodstvom gorenjskih partizanov, ki je naivnost skora-
jda plačalo z uničenjem novoustanovljene Prešernove brigade. 

Rozumkova taktika je bila v povojnih pregledih delovanja okupator-
skih obveščevalnih služb na ozemlju Jugoslavije označena kot poseben in 
šolski primer boja gestapa proti narodnoosvobodilnemu gibanju. Njegovo 
delovanje je bilo usmerjeno v ustvarjanje mreže zaupnikov (Vertrauensmän-
nernetz), onemogočanje nasprotnika po metodi notranjega razkroja (innere 
Zersetzung), prestrezanje in ponarejanje pošte, širjenje dezinformacij itd., vse 
v smislu obveščevalne priprave za doseganje vojaških ciljev. Omenjena metoda 
je vključevala zapiranje aktivistov, osvoboditev v zaporu pridobljenih agentov 
ter njihovo infiltracijo na teren ali v partizane, medsebojno nezaupanje v nas-
protnem taboru pa je krepil z izogibanjem aretacijam vidnejših funkcionarjev 
OF. Sumničavost in obtožbe domobranske strani in neposredno nadrejenih na 
blejskem poveljstvu je Rozumek, ki so ga nemški sodelavci skrivaj imenovali 
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"der alte Fuchs", med partizani pa je bil znan pod psevdonimom "Rožca", nev-
traliziral z neposrednimi zvezami z Berlinom in potrditvijo načrtovanih potez 
s strani centralnega urada gestapa v RSHA, razkritje igre na lokalni ravni pa s 
proti njemu uvedeno (navidezno) preiskavo in z dokončnim obračunom z 
odsluženimi zaupniki v začetku leta 1944. Ostanke njegove agenture iz krogov 
članov t.i. Glavnega odbora OF za Gorenjsko je nevtralizirala VOS z mobilizaci-
jo oz. usmrtitvijo kompromitiranih oseb, vendar je Rozumek v tem času težišče 
svojega delovanja že prenesel v Ljubljano. Njegove tamkajšnje zveze z visoki-
mi predstavniki IO OF niso bile nikoli docela pojasnjene, prav tako ostajajo le 
malo znani načrti gestapovca za sestanek z Glavnim štabom NOV in POS.
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There have been many publications and many discussions concerning Arch-
bishop Alojzije Stepinac, and the role he played: during his lifetime, for a long 
time after his death, and right down to the present. Implicit in all of them was 
the broader subject of how the Catholic Church in Croatia, and Stepinac him-
self, related to the Ustasha regime. The subject has been treated from extremely 
different angles, which led to different conclusions. Various people have given 
completely different and irreconcilable assessments of Stepinac's attitude to 
the Jews, and that of the Church in general.

"Alojzije Stepinac could be called a man of high moral principles, strong 
passions, and a narrow political horizon. He was fanatically pious, endlessly 
loyal to the Catholic Church, and hated Communism intensely. He was a brave 
man."1 The conduct of the Catholic Church in Croatia, and of Stepinac himself, 
was unswervingly bound to the stand taken by the Vatican and the Catholic 
Church as a whole, towards Nazism and Fascism. Not all Vatican archives con-
cerning these events have yet been opened to the public. Archbishop Stepinac 
was able to decide about some problems on his own initiative and in accor-
dance with his own beliefs, but he was above all a faithful representative and 
follower of the Vatican.2

When Pope Pius XI signed a concordat with the Italian State in 1929, in an 
outburst of enthusiasm he publicly called Mussolini a "man sent to us by Pro-
vidence". Still, both Pius XI and Pius XII were deeply aware that a totalitarian 
regime could not be "taken lightly". After 1929 many German bishops loudly 
criticized the racist and religious teaching of Nazism, and took the stand that 
a Catholic could not be a Nazi. On the other hand, Rome looked on Nazism 
as the strongest barrier to the onslaught of Communism. In March 1937, Pius 
XI published the encyclical Mit brennender Sorge intended for the Germans, 
in which he condemned racism and accused the Nazi authorities of spreading 
"a wealth of mistrust, discord, hatred, false accusations". He concluded that he 
"can see threatening storm clouds of a destructive war gathering on the Ger-
man horizon".3 On the other hand, several days later he published another 
encyclical, Divini Redemptoris, in which he condemned Communism in even 
stronger and more direct terms, calling its principles "in their essence inimical 
to faith in any form", and supporting the introduction of church social teaching 
as a counterweight to Communism and "immoral liberalism". Thus it was Pius 

1 Slavko Goldstein, "Beatifikacija kardinala Alojzija Stepinca", Ha-kol (november 1998): 15–16 (herei-15–16 (herei-
nafter: Goldstein, "Beatifikacija"); in Polish: Gazeta Wyborcza, Varšava, 3rd October 1998.

2 So much has by now been written about the Catholic Church in the Independent State of Croatia 
(ISC), and especially about its relation to the crimes, that it has become almost impossible to manage. 
Compare, Petar Strčić, "Jasenovac i ratni zločin", Rijeka V, No. 1–2 (2000): 39, 78–79.

3 William Lawrence Shirer, The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich : a History of Nazi Germany (New York, 
1960), 235 (hereinafter: Shirer, Rise and Fall).
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XI who paved the way for the Vatican's international policy in the coming peri-
od: Nazism and Fascist totalitarianism were errors, mistakes and dangers, but 
it was heathen totalitarianism that was the main deadly enemy of religion and 
the Church.

In June 1933 the Vatican signed a concordat with Hitler's government, 
which had just been established, but in the next three years it sent about thir-
ty notes of protest to Berlin because of infringements of this concordat. State 
Secretary Eugenio Pacelli, the future Pope Pius XII, who was later accused of 
sympathies for Nazism, composed most of them. The tone of these notes was 
far from cordial. Pacelli was horrified by the dictators' demands for the total 
subjugation of their citizens, demands for the Church's subjugation as well, and 
he also found the racist doctrine on which Nazism was founded hateful. On 
the other hand, he admired authoritarian political ideas that laid emphasis on 
traditional values, such as a harmonious family life and social discipline, which 
both Nazism and Fascism incorporated. Therefore, when he became Pope in 
March 1939, Pacelli's criticism of Nazism was visibly more restrained than that 
of his predecessor. In September 1938, Pope Pius XI himself had ordered three 
Jesuits to compose the encyclical The Unity of the Human Race with the purpo-
se of condemning Nazi racism and anti-Semitism more clearly than ever, but 
the encyclical was never published or used.4

The new Pope Pius XII had been papal nuncio in Germany for many years 
and he spoke German fluently. He had a high regard for German music and 
culture. Although he found the Nazi racial theory repulsive, he considered, even 
more decisively than Pius XI, that Soviet Communism, not Nazism or Fascism, 
was the number one enemy of the Church.5 Right until the last moment, to 
the last day in August 1939, Pacelli, in vain, broadcast public appeals on the 
radio and sent a large number of diplomatic messages to the governments of 
the Third Reich, Poland, Italy and the western powers, in which he "beseeched 
them in the name of God" to "persevere in negotiations" and not to go to war, 
saying that "nothing will be lost in peace, but everything could be lost in war".6 
He wanted to remain neutral in the war, but this "balanced" stand was difficult 
to keep up. In June 1940 he was still sending confidential messages to Hitler, 
Mussolini and Churchill offering himself as a mediator "for a just and honora-
ble peace",7 until he realized that no agreement was possible while Hitler was 
in power in Germany. "The basis of all his activities was a timid indecision that 

4 Georges Passelecq and Bernard Suchecky, L'Encyclique cachée de Pie XI (Paris, 1995).
5 Among major books, see, for example, John Cornwell, Hitler's Pope, The Secret History of Pius XII (New 

York, 1999).
6 Shirer, Rise and Fall, 561.
7 Ibid., 747.
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kept increasing, and a highly polished diplomacy in which pondering over 
every detail seemed to paralyze action", so he earned the epithet of the "diplo-
maticizing pope", unlike the "temperamental pope" Pius XI.8

All the illogical and paradoxical aspects of papal policy came to expressi-
on most strongly in the way in which the Vatican related to the Nazi genocide 
of the Jews. Right down to the Second Vatican Council (in 1961–1965), the 
accepted Catholic view was that the historical role of Judaism as a religion had 
in fact ended with the coming of Christ, because religious teaching founded on 
the Old Testament had become incorporated in the Christian religious idea. In 
this way the Jewish religion, which had in its time been charged with guarding 
the idea of one God and announcing the coming of the Messiah, had in fact lost 
its reason for existence. This was why God was punishing those who persisted 
in their loyalty to this outlived faith, because they were collectively guilty of the 
death of Jesus. In practice, this meant that when Jews were persecuted it was 
impossible to defend a Jew as the member of a religion, but one could and had 
to defend a Jew as a human being because this meant honoring the basic Com-
mandments. This was, of course, an extremely ambiguous position because 
religion is a fundamental part of the Jewish identity: how could a person's Jewi-
sh religion be separated from his/her complete physical and mental existence? 

For a long time Pius XII remained silent in the face of the growing news 
about the Nazi persecution and mass killing of Jews. One of the ways in which 
his silence was accounted for was by saying that he was convinced that publicly 
censuring the Nazi genocidal policy would not help the Jews. According to this 
theory, the Nazis would just spread their persecution of the Jews to Catholi-
cs also. And the Church, just like the Jews in Germany, Poland and the rest of 
occupied Europe, would pay the price for this kind of papal act. In addition, 
in December 1942, Pacelli explicitly told the chargé d'affairs of the American 
Embassy in the Vatican that he could not condemn Nazi crimes, and at the 
same time remain silent about those committed by the Bolshevists. Finally, at 
the end of 1942, the Pope gave in to the growing pressure, and in his Christmas 
speech called on all people of good will to bring society back to the rule of God. 
"This is our due" also "to the hundreds of thousands of innocent people who 
have been killed or were condemned to a slow death, sometimes only becau-
se of their race or their origin". The Allies considered the Pope's message mild, 
roundabout and encrypted, and Germany and Italy that the Pope had stopped 
pretending neutrality and had unambiguously condemned the Nazi crimes. In 
mid-October 1943, in occupied Rome, about 3,000 Roman Jews found shel-

8 Raul Hilberg, The Destruction of the European Jews (New York, 1985), 1019 (hereinafter: Hilberg: The 
Destruction of the European Jews).
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ter from Nazi deportation in the Vatican, with the Pope's approval, and several 
more hundreds in Roman monasteries and churches. But even then, despite 
demands from his curia, Pius XII did not decide to publicly condemn Nazi vio-
lence "that was taking place under the walls and before the eyes of the Vatican", 
which the German Ambassador Weizsäcker, in a report of 28 October, conside-
red the most important favorable circumstance in the otherwise unsuccessful 
action.9

The Catholic Church in Croatia was in an even more sensitive position than 
the Catholic Church as a whole. Croatian bishops were dissatisfied with the posi-
tion of the Church in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia. For quite a long time Archbi-
shop Stepinac accepted Yugoslavia as a state with the hope that equal religious 
and national relations could gradually be achieved in it, but he kept experien-
cing disappointments in this sphere. It seems his disappointment was bitterest 
when in 1937 the Belgrade government, under pressure of the Serbian Ortho-
dox Church, renounced the concordat with the Vatican, which had already been 
signed. Archbishop Stepinac took this as a sign that in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia 
the Catholic Church would never achieve the status to which it claimed a right. 

The Church as a whole traditionally considered that the Croatian national 
idea and the Catholic religion were closely bound, with complementary and 
intermeshed goals. Because of this they deemed that the Croatian people, and 
the Catholic Church as an organization, were bound closely and inseparably. 
When the Independent State of Croatia was established as the national state of 
the Croatian people, the Church judged that one of the fundamental national 
goals had been accomplished, and that this in itself fulfilled some of the wishes 
of the Church. In addition, the Ustasha authorities announced that the ISC was a 
Catholic state. Many people assumed that the Catholic Church had reason to be 
very pleased. 

When mass demonstrations began in Belgrade and other towns against 
Yugoslavia joining the Tripartite Pact on 27 March 1941, and pro-British officers 
carried out a coup, Archbishop Stepinac was extremely upset. He wrote in his 
diary: 

Taken as a whole, the Croats and the Serbs are two different worlds /…/ which will 
never come together except by a miracle of God. The schism (i.e. Orthodoxy) is 
the greatest curse of Europe, almost greater than Protestantism. They have no 
morals, no principles, no truth, no justice, no honesty.10 

9 Hilberg, The Destruction of the European Jews, 672–673.
10 Fikreta Jelić-Butić, Ustaše i NDH (Zagreb, 1977), 214; see also Ivo Goldstein and Slavko Goldstein, 

Holokaust u Zagrebu (Zagreb, 2001), 48–51 (hereinafter: Goldstein and Goldstein, Holokaust u 
Zagrebu).
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Obviously, Stepinac considered religious differences at the foundation of 
all other differences, and also the main source of trouble in Yugoslavia. 

On that very same day Archbishop Stepinac sent a circular to the clergy of 
the Zagreb Archbishopric recommending that they "pray to the Lord to bless the 
young King and help him in his reign, to spare our Croatia and the whole State 
from the horrors of war, and to enable its people to work for their progress and 
development in peace, freedom and justice".11 Does this contradict what he said 
about "Orthodoxy as the greatest curse of Europe"? At first glance – yes, in prin-
ciple – no. To pray for the head of the state, whatever and whoever he is, is an 
expression of the traditional loyalty of the Catholic Church to the state. 

Had he not nursed sympathies for the ISC, Archbishop Stepinac would pro-
bably not have been so quick to call on Slavko Kvaternik, already on 12 April. In 
the meantime he also blessed the foundation of the state. Only four days later, 
on 16 April, the first day after Pavelić's arrival in Zagreb, Stepinac visited him and 
expressed loyalty to the new regime. On 28 April he sent a circular to his bishops, 
to mark the establishment of the Croatian state, saying that this was "the most 
immense event in the life of the Croatian people /…/ an ideal dreamt about and 
wished for since times of old", and concluded: "Must we emphasize that the blood 
has begun to run faster in our veins, that our heart has begun to beat with more 
life? No reasonable person can censure this /…/ because the finger of God incised 
love for one's own people in the human being and it is God's commandment!"12 
At that time, however, the synagogue in Osijek had already been demolished (14 
April), the basic legal provision legalizing the worst kind of political terror had 
been passed (17 April), and also several discriminatory legal provisions against 
Jews and Serbs, and the shameful rabble-rousing campaign in newspapers and 
the state radio had already gathered force. Everyone could clearly see that the 
leaders of the newly-established state had started off on a path that fundamen-
tally differed from the ethical heritage of Christianity and a just society. In general, 
Archbishop Stepinac was obviously fascinated by the fact that the Croatian state 
had been founded and considered that it must be given absolute support. At the 
beginning of June Katolički list, the weekly that presented the views of the Zagreb 
Archbishopric, wrote that "Providence wanted to reward the Croats' faithfulness 
to the Church of God /…/ by the greatest gift that a people deserve: an indepen-
dent, sovereign state".13

11 Archive of the Archbishopric of Zagreb (Nadbiskupski arhiv u Zagrebu – NAZ), fund Prezidijalni spisi 
40/1941.

12 NAZ, fund Prezidijalni spisi 59/1941; Hrvatski glas, Zagreb, 1st May 1941; Jure Krišto, Katolička crkva 
i Nezavisna Država Hrvatska 1941–1945, II, dokumenti (Zagreb, 1998), 34–35 (hereinafter: Krišto, 
Katolička crkva, II).

13 Katolički list, No. 21–22 (1941), 245.
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Too long Archbishop Alojzije Stepinac considered that everything he pro-
tested against were "mistakes", and in November 1941, when he criticized the 
stand taken against the Orthodox and spoke about conversion from Ortho-
doxy to Catholicism, he said that "we do not blame the Government of the ISC 
for these mistakes /…/ we do not want to present them as part of the system but 
as acts of irresponsible factors, who were not aware of their great responsibili-
ty, and of the consequences".14 In 1941, Katolički list welcomed the banning of 
some newspapers and "correspondence" columns in them, saying that these 
were advertisements placed by procurers, a "moral quagmire". It also welco-
med the removal of "shameless pictures and statues from Zagreb shops" (these 
were innocent advertisements with pictures of women in very closed bathing 
costumes), and the "reliefs of naked men and women" from some buildings in 
Zagreb, the product of "Freemason insolence". It demanded "police interventi-
on to remove various female apparitions from the street and from public pla-
ces". It supported Minister Mile Budak when he spoke against cursing in public 
in September, although they were very well aware that he was the author of 
the slogan, "Run, curs, across the Drina!" (River Drina was the border between 
ISC and occupied Serbia. This slogan was also symbolising genocidal politics 
against the Serbs).15

Even in May 1943, Archbishop Stepinac repeated some of the contentions 
of Katolički list, saying that "the Croatian Government has not done as much 
evil as the Serbs claim, and it did a lot of good", that it was resolutely fighting 
against abortion, that it had abolished the Freemasons, passed ordinances aga-
inst blasphemy, etc. He also counted among the "good things" done by the Cro-
atian government its "strict ban on all pornographic publications, which were 
first and foremost published by Jews and Orthodox!"16 These were extremely 
sweeping statements: was it only Jews and Serbs who published "pornography", 
which is what they called illustrated magazines such as Svijet that came out in 
Zagreb, and other similar magazines, which had photographs of women in 
bathing costumes and underwear? All the complaints of Archbishop Stepinac 

14 Although these words referred to a specific case, they are a good illustration of the Archbishop's gen-
eral attitude to the irregularities and crimes that were taking place. Krišto, Katolička crkva, II, 115.

15 Katolički list, No. 17 (1941), 206; No. 21–22 (1941), 259; No. 33 (1941), 391; No. 37 (1941), 438. 
The church circles were in fact right – the "Marriages" column in Zagreb's Jutarnji list was full of 
offers placed by Jewish men and women, or offers to Jewish men and women. For example, on 27 
November 1938 there were 15 such offers out of a total of 133, or more than 11%. Probably some 
other Jews also placed the ads but they did not write they were Jewish, which indicates that there 
were more than 11% Jewish men and women in this practice. One of the reasons was that the middle 
class, which sent ads to the "marriages" column, had a higher percentage of Jews, and that Jews were 
perceived as rich: "genius student, Roman Catholic, seeks for a Jewish woman who can help me finan-
cially, for which I offer a fixed guarantee, a sure livelihood and marriage".

16 Krišto, Katolička crkva, II, 269.
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to the Ustasha authorities, especially in the early days of the ISC, were more 
like instructions for corrections within the system. In the letter quoted above, 
which he wrote at the demand of the Vatican, Stepinac enumerated and very 
extensively documented everything that the Catholic Church in the ISC had 
done by May 1943 to help the persecuted Serbs and Jews. However, his ove-
remphasized commendation of some marginal aspects of the Ustasha regime 
seem like self-justification for remaining silent for too long about the horren-
dous crimes that overshadowed any potential, marginal (and partly doubtful) 
positive aspects.

The church leaders, like Archbishop Stepinac himself, despite their satis-
faction had some reservations towards the regime right from the beginning. 
They knew that in a regime modeled on the current German or Italian models 
of rule, the Church was in danger of becoming an instrument of the state, that 
it enjoyed various privileges on one hand, but that its freedom was restricted 
on the other. Totalitarian regimes make the state absolute, and no institution, 
including the Church, may act outside the strict control of the secular authori-
ties. Stepinac and the Church leaders knew of the difficulties and doubts of the 
Church in Germany and Italy. The Church interpreted the proclamation of the 
ISC as a "Catholic state" as an announcement of the danger that the State might 
subjugate it.

The Catholic Church was nowhere near unanimous in its interpretation of 
and relation to the war and the conflicting parties. Seventy-five Catholic priests 
in Croatia and Bosnia and Hercegovina took part in the war on the side of the 
Partisans, 52 of them were Croats and all the rest except two Slovenes. Forty-
three priests were killed as Partisan collaborators, including 18 Croats, and all 
the rest except three were Slovenes.17

Some church people very quickly expressed their disagreement, even their 
opposition to the regime. Only days after the establishment of the ISC, Canon 
Pavao Lončar called Pavelić a "spiritual pauper", said that "priests cannot be 
Ustasha officers", etc. This was a reaction to the more or less hidden intentions 
of the Ustasha regime to subjugate the Church and instrumentalize it for its 
benefit. Someone reported Lončar, and in August 1941 he was tried by the Tra-
velling Summary Court, which sentenced him to death, and then exchanged 
the death sentence for 20 years in prison. Lončar was released from prison of 
Lepoglava at the end of 1943.18 "Franjo Richter, a Croat, parish priest in Stubica 

17 On this problem see in detail in: Ćiril Petešić, Katoličko svećenstvo u NOB-u: 1941–1945 (Zagreb, 
1982), 274–276.

18 NAZ, fund Prezidijalni spisi 135/1941; Katolički list, No. 34 (1941), No. 1 (1943); Stjepan Kožul, 
Spomenica žrtvama ljubavi zagrebačke nadbiskupije (Zagreb, 1992), 335–337 (hereinafter: Kožul, 
Spomenica); Vladko Maček, Memoari (Zagreb, 1992), 160.
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near Zagreb, refused to hold a ceremonial Te Deum in his church for Pavelić on 
his name day. The Ustashas arrested him, took him straight to Jasenovac, and 
killed him as soon as he arrived in camp."19

At a meeting in Zagreb from 10–12 June 1941, the Franciscan provincials 
decided that no Franciscan may be a member of the Ustasha movement. Miro-
slav Filipović-Majstorović was expelled from the Franciscan Order in July 1942, 
after a dispute lasting several months, because he had acted as military chaplain 
without permission, because of his arbitrary links with the Ustashas, because of 
participating in units that massacred Serbs, and for assuming the office of one 
of the commanders of the Jasenovac Camp.20 Nevertheless, for a long time part 
of the Church ignored the worst acts of state terrorism, because they did not 
consider it important to take a public stand. Some Catholic priests even took 
active part in the Ustasha movement, as collaborators or even officials, mostly 
on lower and local levels. Their number is difficult to establish, but it was certa-
inly much greater than the number of those engaged in the war on the Partisan 
side .21

Perhaps most church people would have agreed with what the prominent 
Franciscan Dominik Mandić wrote from Rome to his provincial Fra Mijo Troha 
in Zagreb in the second half of June 1941, but their views remained a subject of 
private correspondence and conversation: 

If you come into contact with the present rulers in the Croatian homeland, advise 
them to be just and noble in everything they do. Not to return evil for evil, not 
to persecute the innocent, not to support hatred /…/ They must not today do 
anything to others what they would not want others to do to the Croatian Peo-

19 Ante Ciliga, Sam kroz Europu u ratu (Rim, 1978), 323. One must remember that Ciliga's claims should 
always be taken with reserve – the publicist and politician Ante Ciliga (1898–1992) lived in the USSR 
for ten years and was a sympathizer of Trotsky, then he was a prisoner in Jasenovac, and after that 
contributed to Ustasha newspapers. He wrote the memoirs Sam kroz Europu u ratu 1939–1945 
(Paris, 1954; 2. ed. Rome, 1978). In professional circles he is known as a "writer of fables". He writes 
well, in places has a good literary style, but his lively imagination too often leads him to write fables, 
usually of the kind that justify some of his problematic actions or that show him as far-sighted, brave, 
and above all as excellently informed in any situation. About this, and about Ciliga's attitude to the 
Jews, see, Goldstein and Goldstein, Holokaust u Zagrebu, 606–608.

20 Tko je tko u NDH (Zagreb, 1995), 114–115. Daniel Jonah Goldhagen, A Moral Reckoning, The Role of 
the Catholic Church in the Holocaust and Its Unfulfilled Duty of Repair (London, 2002), 87, wrongly says 
that "Pius XII neither reproached nor punished him or the other Croatian priest/executioners during 
or after the war" (hereinafter: Goldhagen, A Moral Reckoning).

21 Goldhagen, A Moral Reckoning, 87, claims, that "dozens, perhaps even hundreds of priests and monks 
shed their priestly apparel and donned Ustasha uniforms, in order to share in the 'sacred work' of 
murder, rape and robbery". This is not only one-sided, it is untrue: of church people only Filipović-
Majstorović it is known to have directly engaged in killing, but he was ousted from the Franciscan 
Order. Some other priests and monks are also known to have donned Ustasha uniforms, but there is 
no proof that they directly took part in mass crimes.
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ple. Especially advise them to avoid religious persecution of the Orthodox and 
the Jews. The Catholic Church has never approved, nor does it approve today, of 
persecuting people who live in good faith with members of other confessions. 
Forcible religious propaganda among people of other religions can also not be 
approved. The public external marking of members of other religions must espe-
cially be publicly condemned.22 

Mandić then wrote to the Pope and the provincials of Croatian Fran-
ciscans, demanding that they "caution believers and people in power not to 
do any injustice to Serbs or Jews", and adding that "Franciscans may not have 
any part in the persecution of Serbs and Jews; in requisitioning their property, 
movable or immovable".23

On the other hand, in May 1941 the Sarajevo Katolički tjednik, nepolitič-
ki list za katoličku obnovu (Catholic Weekly, a nonpolitical paper for Catho-
lic renewal), which presented the views of the Križari,24 began to publish in 
installments the book of the Austrian parish priest Gaston Ritter, Jewry and the 
Shadows of the Antichrist. This was a notorious anti-Semitic pamphlet based on 
the Protocols. The feuilleton came out in 23 numbers, until the end of Octo-
ber 1941, by which time many Sarajevo and Bosnian-Hercegovinian Jews were 
already in Jasenovac.25 Announcing the feulleton, the editors said that Katolički 
tjednik had always considered "Jewry with its secret insurgent goals was the 
greatest danger not only for the Catholic Church, but for the entire human race 
/…/ We have already written about secretly organized world of Jewry as of a 
negative feature, the most negative in the world."26 The editors further claimed 
that 

in evaluating the anti-Jewish movement in the world, to get a proper perspec-
tive, one must keep several important facts in mind. Undeniably the Jews /…/ 
with their mercantile talents, have managed to impose themselves on states, gov-
ernments and rulers, as financiers, as secret masterminds, and sometimes even 
as open bloodthirsty dictators /…/ the Jews, who pushed Europe and the whole 
world into an abyss – a religious, moral, cultural and economic abyss – developed 

22 Bazilij Pandžić, Životopis fra Dominika Mandića (Chicago, 1994), 80 (hereinafter: Pandžić, Životopis).
23 Pandžić, Životopis, 81–83.
24 The Križari (Crusaders) was the colloquial name for the Croatian Catholic Movement, whose foun-

dations were laid at the beginning of the twentieth century on the model of similar movements in 
Europe (for example, the German Katolischer Verein). They championed the establishment of social 
relations based on Christian values. Their opponents, mostly liberals, later also the Communists, con-
sidered them extremely conservative and called them clerical. 

25 Katolički tjednik, No. 21–43 (1941).
26 Katolički tjednik, No. 20 (1941).
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an appetite to conquer no less than the whole world. They worked on this seri-
ously. The strong ties of secret organization bound them unbreakably /…/ This 
uniformity primarily comes to expression in hatred for the Church and Christi-
anity… 27 

Thus it is not surprising that all the anti-Jewish provisions passed by the Usta-
sha authorities in June were greeted with sympathy, especially that about freeing 
the development of the national and Aryan culture from Jewish influence.28

Katolički tjednik clearly sided with the Nazis: after the successful German 
parachute landing on Crete, which seemed to have formed a "German European 
fortress", the editorial board wrote that "we are one step closer to the goal – a 
stronger and healthier society".29 An anti-Bolshevist and anti-Semitic text was 
also published as a feuilleton, which claimed that the goal was "Germany without 
Jews" (or "Germany freed of the Jews"), and that these would be "happy days". 
Then it wrote with unhidden sympathy that the "text had been written when no 
one in Germany had even suspected what was in store for the Jews".30 This was 
written in July, when it had already become clear "what is in store for the Jews" 
in the ISC. By the spring of 1942 everyone in the ISC was very well aware of what 
"had been in store for the Jews". At that time Glasnik Sv. Ante, a magazine from 
the central-Bosnian town of Visoko, writing about the anti-Semitic exhibition in 
Zagreb, said that the Talmud taught "that God had created non-Jews in human 
form only so that they could serve Jews day and night", and that "throughout 
history the Jews 'worked' and 'created' keeping to this teaching". However, 

even work of this kind had to end one day. National movements that nurtured 
a fighting spirit discovered that Jews were working among other peoples in this 
way, and warned them of the danger that threatened to completely destroy the 
best and most positive forces of every people if such work was allowed to contin-
ue. The Croatian people have also settled accounts with Jewish work of this kind 
and showed it – under the leadership of the Ustasha movement – in all its dis-
sembling and destructive force, which the Jews had wielded among the Croatian 
people. The exhibition The Jew shows us most clearly the work of Jews during the 
historic struggle of the Croatian people. This is a document of the times, which 
clearly proves to the Croatian people what the Jews did in Croatia and what their 
intentions for the future were...31

27 Katolički tjednik, No. 21 (1941).
28 Katolički tjednik, No. 24 (1941).
29 Katolički tjednik, No. 24 (1941).
30 Katolički tjednik, No. 27 (1941).
31 Glasnik sv. Ante 37, No. 7–8 (1942), 240.
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Despite the sympathies that Stepinac had for the new authorities, the first 
disagreements came about quickly. On 23 April 1941, in the incendiary atmo-
sphere that preceded the passage of the "racial laws", Archbishop Stepinac 
wrote a letter to Minister of the Interior Andrija Artuković "on the occasion of 
the announced passage of anti-Jewish laws". He cautioned about 

good Catholics who are of the Jewish race and who have converted from the 
Jewish religion and law and persuasion /…/ there are even some among them 
who have distinguished themselves as good Croatian nationalists. I consider that 
it would be necessary, in passing the necessary laws, to take converts of this kind 
into account.32

Therefore, the laws are "necessary", but they must not apply to Jewish con-
verts to Catholicism.

Even this very early document shows the ambivalent position of the Chur-
ch and Stepinac himself – in principle he did not oppose the passage of raci-
al laws that he calls "anti-Jewish", but only opposes some of their aspects and 
their completely rigorous application. The Archbishop protested again a month 
later, on 22 May, in a similar vein. He wrote to Artuković and said that he had 
been told that "these laws had to be proclaimed for reasons that are beyond our 
control, but their application in practice will not be cruel. Despite this, we see 
that new and stricter provisions follow almost every day, which affect the guilty 
and the innocent equally". It is not clear which Jews the Archbishop conside-
red "guilty". In the same letter, defending Jewish converts to Catholicism, he 
wrote that "many of them converted long before the persecution of the Jews, 
therefore at a time when for them, from the material aspect, conversion was a 
minus".33 Did Archbishop Alojzije Stepinac in this way not indirectly accept the 
claims of anti-Semitic propaganda that the Jews had been privileged in Croatia 
and interwar Yugoslavia? 

This prejudice was probably at the root of Stepinac's arguments in the same 
letter of 22 May, in which he implicitly justified racial ("anti-Jewish") laws, and 
explicitly upheld that they should be selective and that the procedure should 
be milder: 

It is completely obvious that everyone will approve the attempt for a State to be 
governed by the sons of its people, and to remove all harmful influences that cor-
rode the national organism. Everyone will certainly approve the attempt for the 

32 Krišto, Katolička crkva, II, 34; Croatian State Archives (Hrvatski državni arhiv – HDA), fund 416 
(Politeo), 222.

33 Krišto, Katolička crkva, II, 50–51.
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economy to be in national hands, not to allow a non-national and anti-national 
element to amass capital, or foreign elements to decide about the State and the 
people. But to take away any possibility of existence from members of other peo-
ples or other races, and to brand them with the stamp of shame, this is an issue 
of humanity and a question of morality. And moral laws do not hold true only for 
the life of the individual, but also for the state administration.34 

For this reason Stepinac included in the letter that the "provision about 
wearing the Jewish sign /…/ should not be implemented" and that he "will be 
forced to caution Jews of the Catholic faith not to wear those signs, so as not 
to cause difficulties and a sensation in church".35 He also added that "those 
who know conditions say that the racial laws are not implemented with such 
severity and such speed even in Germany itself" (which is in this case true, 
because Jewish signs were not introduced in the Reich as obligatory until 1 
September 1941). What was probably the essence of Stepinac's stand can 
be seen in the sentence that in fact sums up the entire above letter: "In con-
nection with the above, I beg you, Mr Minister, to issue the necessary orders 
for the Jewish and other similar laws (measures against the Serbs etc.) to be 
implemented in such a way, as to honor every person and human dignity."36 
It remains completely unclear how Stepinac thought it possible to reconcile 
discriminatory laws against entire peoples while, at the same time, honoring 
the "person and dignity" of every member of these people. Nevertheless, this 
irreconcilable contradiction – irreconcilable from the aspect of logic, ethics, 
legal theory and implementation in practice – was often present in Stepinac's 
letters and other public appearances right until the end of 1942 or the begin-
ning of 1943. In a letter to Artuković in March 1942, Stepinac repeated the 
hypothesis about the "privileged" Jews, or about permissible punishment for 
the "injustice that the Jews had committed", but at this time he emphasized 
that "it is insupportable for people who are innocent as individuals to be 
persecuted".37

The Archbishop's letter of 22 May probably contributed to the law of 5 June 
1941 exempting some Jews from wearing the yellow sign: those who were mar-
ried to "Aryans", some public figures, church people and the clergy if they were 

34 Ibid., 50.
35 Ibid., 34–35; Stepinac's formulation "reasons beyond our control" in the introduction to this letter is 

probably a phrase taken from conversations with representatives of the Ustasha authorities – they 
obviously tried to convince the Archbishop that the "racial laws" had to be passed because of the 
Germans, which is true only to a small degree. Goldstein and Goldstein, Holokaust u Zagrebu, 590–
592.

36 Krišto, Katolička crkva, II, 51.
37 Ibid., 160.
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in uniform.38 Stepinac also protested against the proclamation about "Jews 
as the disseminators of alarming news" of 26 June,39 but this time he did not 
condemn the regime either, only some of its actions. The Archbishop did not 
protest that completely anti-Christian laws were passed in the name of "higher 
goals". Katolički list did not protest against these laws either, but it did approve 
the removal of "pornography". These double standards are not easy to explain, 
even less justify. Besides, the condemnation of what the Ustasha regime was 
doing was exceedingly mild considering the crimes to which it referred.

Nevertheless, misunderstandings and mistrust clearly existed between the 
Church and the state, and this could not be hidden. In July 1941 the Minister of 
Justice and Religious Affairs, Mirko Puk, warned Stepinac that Slovene priests 
posted in Croatia "are almost without exception carrying out criminal propa-
ganda against our state". They usually said that "this will last for two or three 
months at the most, then it will fail and Yugoslavia will return". From several 
places Puk was informed that some people said "His Excellency Stepinac is 
saying the same". The minister "does not, of course, believe or consider impor-
tant the claims concerning your person", but he threatened that "if I receive any 
more reports of a similar kind I shall be forced to round up all the Slovene cler-
gy and place them in a concentration camp, and have the summary court try 
those who were especially conspicuous in these statements". This was a threat 
indirectly addressed to the Archbishop himself, and to the entire Church. Both 
Puk and the heads of the Ustasha regime believed that the Church must be an 
obedient servant to the regime, otherwise it also would not be spared. This, not 
only sympathies for the ISC as such, was another reason why Stepinac probably 
did not dare to protest against Ustasha violence and crimes more clearly. The 
situation was rather similar to that of Pope Pius XII. In a diplomatically compo-
sed answer Stepinac rejected the accusations in Puk's letter and wrote that "if 
anyone is sincerely happy because of the freedom of the Croatian people" then 
it was himself.40

The Archbishop was right when he wrote in one of his letters (of 21 July 
1941) to Poglavnik Pavelić that "almost no one can be found with the audaci-
ty to inform you about them [i.e. about the 'inhuman acts against non-Aryans', 
note I. G.] so it is all the more so my duty to do it myself ".41 However, Stepi nac 
did not protest against the passage of racial laws as such. It seems that Bishop 
Janko Šimrak of Križevci interceded (probably in agreement with Stepinac) 

38 HDA, fund ZKRZ GUZ, no. 306, box 10, 146, 459–460.
39 Aleksa Benigar, Alojzije Stepinac, hrvatski kardinal (Rim, 1974), 405–406 (hereinafter: Benigar, 

Alojzije Stepinac).
40 NAZ, fund Prezidijalni spisi 77/1941.
41 Krišto, Katolička crkva, II, 140; HDA, fund 416 (Politeo), 332.
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with Slavko Kvaternik against passage of the racial laws, but Kvaternik replied, 
just as other Ustasha officials had done to Stepinac himself, that nothing could 
be done because this was a "concession that must be made to the Germans".42

In the letter to Pavelić mentioned above, of 21 July 1941, in which he pro-
tested against the "inhuman and cruel treatment of non-Aryans", simply by 
using the word "non-Aryan" Archbishop Stepinac in fact accepted the Ustasha's 
racial terminology. And furthermore, "I hear from many sources that occasio-
nally non-Aryans are inhumanly and cruelly treated during deportation to tran-
sit camps, and in the camps themselves; what is more, that even children, old 
people and those who are ill are not spared from treatment of this kind." Even 
on this occasion Archbishop Stepinac did not question the deportations as a 
matter of principle, but pleaded for them to be carried out "humanely": the pro-
cedure must be corrected, but its essence is not challenged. Stepinac proposed 
to Pavelić the introduction of 

some particulars to mitigate the procedure: a) for people to be sent to camp in 
such a way to allow them to prepare what would be the most essential, to allow 
them to arrange their most urgent obligations both to their families and their 
jobs; b) for transport not to be in crowded sealed railway cars, especially to dis-
tant places; c) to give internees enough food; d) to provide those who are ill with 
medical treatment; e) to allow the most necessary food to be sent to them, and 
enable them to correspond with their families.43

Archbishop Stepinac interceded for many people and groups, often without 
success, but many times successfully. At the very beginning of 1942 he wrote to 
the Vatican State Secretary Cardinal Luigi Maglione begging him to intercede 
with the Italian government to receive 200 Zagreb children of Jewish origin in 
Italy, aged between 7 and 17, mostly orphans, who were living miserably "beca-
use of anti-Semitic laws". The letter of Father Tacchi Venturi to Cardinal Magli-
one, of 20 January 1942, shows that this diplomatic initiative had no success.44 

The Vienna Jew Dr Ladislav Bodnar (1896), who converted to Catholicism in 
1919, was arrested in Zagreb in September 1941 and deported to Jasenovac. 
The Archbishopric Clerical Office and the Vatican interceded to get Bodnar out 

42 HDA, fund MUP SRH, 301886. Folder S. Kvaternik, Stenographic record from the main hearing (evi-
dence of Mario Maričić, 319), Maričić (1898) was a civil engineer, he was in the Ustasha prison, but 
had connections among the Ustasha authorities. HDA, Folder SDS no. 301652.

43 Krišto, Katolička crkva, II, 77–78; Benigar, Alojzije Stepinac, 406–407, quotes the same document, but 
its content does not lead him to critical thinking about Stepinac.

44 Krišto, Katolička crkva, II, 136, 140; There are some doubts about the formulations in Stepinac's letter 
to Maglione, because the Croatian draft and the Latin translation that was sent to the Vatican differ 
greatly – see in the same place, p. 136, note 302.
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of camp and to supply him with documents to go to Brazil. The corresponden-
ce went on for months, and it seems that no one in the Church knew that Bod-
nar was already dead by the end of 1941.45 At the request of Helena Marof, at the 
end of 1942 Stepinac interceded for Vlatko-Vladimir Rosenberg from Zagreb, 
but almost a year later, in September 1943, received a letter from the Ministry of 
the Interior saying "we inform you that so far the fate of the above mentioned 
could not be established". Rosenberg had been killed in Jasenovac in 1941.46 
The Archbishop also interceded for Ivan (Hans) Hochsinger, but it was said that 
word reached Jasenovac the day after Hoch singer was killed.47

According to Amiel Shomrony, who was unsuccessfully working to have 
Archbishop Stepinac proclaimed Righteous Among the Nations, the Archbis-
hop gave Miroslav Šalom Freiberger, as help for poor Jews, 

large amounts of money every month /…/ before this the Jews came to Kaptol 
(part of Zagreb where the siege of archbishopric was) for financial aid, however, 
this became dangerous, because when the authorities saw that Jews were gath-
ering in one place, they would pick them up in the street, and there were also 
people who followed them and robbed them. 

In another place Shomrony claimed that the Archbishop "distributed 
money every month to refugees from Hitler's lands, at first to those who 
had converted, then regardless of religion, and finally to the poor Jews of 
Zagreb".48

When the demolition of the synagogue in Praška ulica began in October 
1941, Archbishop Stepinac, also according to Amiel Shomrony, held a spe-
ech in the cathedral which "some people got in writing": "A House of God, 
of whatever religion, is holy, and whoever touches it will pay with his life. 
Both in this world and in the next, he will be persecuted." The Archbishop 
added that this had been done "by the Ustashas and their leaders".49 This was 
a very strong speech, powerful words that were rather unusual for Stepinac 
in 1941. They are fundamentally different, almost contrary, to his otherwise 
gentle criticism of the racial laws, and there is no other confirmation for 
them, except in Shomrony's Testimonies. At the background of this speech 

45 NAZ, fund Prezidijalni spisi 108/1941; HDA, fund 252, RUR, J.. Section., Kazalo, 5749, 6780; Popis 
žrtava lišenih života, Library of the Jewish Community of Zagreb, Zagreb.

46 NAZ, group NDS 318/1943; Popis žrtava.
47 Testimony of Professor Dr Mirjana Gross. See also Goldstein and Goldstein, Holokaust u Zagrebu, 

325–326.
48 Amiel Shomrony, "Svjedočenja, Gdje je Freibergerova biblioteka?", Bilten ŽOZ 30 (1993): 10–11 (here-

inafter: Shomrony, "Svjedočenja").
49 Shomrony, "Svjedočenja".
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may have been fear for the position of the Catholic Church itself, because if 
"a house of God of any faith" is touched, this constitutes an attack on every 
religious community.

In the resolution of the Croatian Bishops' Conference of 18 November 
1941, the Catholic bishops "begged the Poglavnik" for the "protection of per-
sonal and civil freedom and to return property into possession and owner-
ship /…/ of Jews, or the descendents of Jews, who are no longer even con-
sidered Jews after their religious conversion to the Catholic Church". They 
also requested for "State authorities not to hinder Catholic priests who would, 
in accordance with their spiritual duties, wish to attend former Jews, today 
Catholics, in places of internment and camps, for their spiritual needs".50 Kri-
što considers that 

the Church's insistence on converts of the Jewish nationality, faith or race was 
not the selfish and narrow-minded salvation of 'their' flock, and neglect for infi-
dels. On the contrary, unable to protect the innocent Jews, the Church made use 
of its right to protect Catholics irrespective of racial or any other affiliation.51 

Unfortunately, this conciliatory tactic was unsuccessful, because most of 
the converts were not exempt from persecution and the proportion of those 
who were killed was almost equal to that for Jews who had kept to the Jewi-
sh religion. Only members of mixed marriages and their descendants were 
spared to a significant degree. Krišto's way of justifying the stand of the Chur-
ch and of Archbishop Stepinac himself is historiographically uncritical and 
unconvincing,52 especially in light of the fact that relatively more persecu-
ted Jews were saved when high church dignitaries openly, energetically and 
in a principled manner opposed this persecution – as in France (especially 
the Archbishops of Toulouse and Lyon), the Netherlands, Italy and Denmark, 
and for a time even in Germany itself.53 Catholic bishops in Slovakia strongly 
opposed Nazi demands for radical deportations and thus saved the lives of 
many converted Jews, and the Orthodox Metropolitan Stefan in Sofia, by tire-
less public defense of Jewish lives, played a fundamental role in preventing 
even one Jew from being deported to the Nazi camps from Bulgaria.54

In the winter of 1941/42, Archbishop Stepinac received some members 
of the Jewish Community who brought before him a fugitive from Jasenovac, 

50 Krišto, Katolička crkva, II, 110.
51 Ibid., 300.
52 Ibid., 110.
53 Hilberg, The Destruction of the European Jews, 559–567, 586, 641–642, 672.
54 Ibid., 738, 753.
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"a man called Hahn, a merchant from Trešnjevka" (western part of Zagreb), 
who had lost about 20 kg in several months, was severely beaten and woun-
ded. Hahn showed Stepinac his wounds and told him about what was going 
on in Jasenovac. "The Archbishop's face grew darker and darker until tears 
started to run from his eyes", said one of the members of the Jewish Commu-
nity. When Hahn had finished, Stepinac said: "I have already demanded Pave-
lić to put an end to these atrocities in the camps, but he kept convincing me 
that what is being said about the camps is not true. Now no one will be able 
to convince me."55 And for Hahn, the traveling salesman Gustav Hahn (1896), 
who lived in Tratinska 13, he and his children Armand and Alice, were later 
killed in an unknown place.56 At that time, thanks to the Archbishop's efforts, 
the well-known Zagreb attorney, vice-president of the Zagreb Jewish Religio-
us Community, and Judaic scholar Lavoslav Šik was temporarily released from 
Jasenovac.57

Stepinac could have got first-hand information about Jasenovac at that 
time: his personal secretary and the secretary of the papal nuncio visited 
Jasenovac together with other diplomats and journalists in February 1942.58 
Obviously under the impression of everything he had learned, in time the 
Archbishop's view of the Jewish, that is the "racial question", evolved. When 
rumors about arrests and deportations again began to spread through Zagreb 
in March 1942, Archbishop Stepinac wrote to Artuko vić and protested again-
st the arrests. "It is necessary to prevent irresponsible elements from breaking 
not only the Christian law of love for one's neighbor, but also the basic natural 
law of humanity".59 In October that year, in a well-known sermon, he asked 
"what, before God, are the races and peoples on earth? It is important to ask 
ourselves this at a time when class, racial and ethnic theories have become the 
primary subject of discussion." He answered the question: "All the peoples and 
races were created by God. In reality there is only one race, God's race /…/ the-
refore the Catholic Church has always condemned, and still today condemns, 
any injustice and violence committed in the name of class, racial or ethnic 
theories."60 Archbishop Ste pinac was more critical in this case, because this 
standpoint concerning races was part of religious teaching. It was the same 
when he criticized the demolition of the synagogue. In all cases of principle 

55 HDA, fund ZKRZ GUZ, no. 306, box 10, 114.
56 Although several families called Hahn lived in Trešnjevka (part of Zagreb), so it is impossible to know 

exactly which Hahn was meant, it was probably Gustav Hahn; see, Kartoteka pripadnika židovske 
zajednice u Zagrebu, May 1941 (or Kartoteka židovskog znaka), Popis žrtava.

57 Shomrony, "Svjedočenja".
58 Antun Miletić, Koncentracioni logor Jasenovac, 1 (Beograd–Jasenovac, 1986), 170.
59 Krišto, Katolička crkva, II, 160.
60 Ibid., 224–225.
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upheld by the entire Church, which even the Ustasha regime would find it dif-
ficult to deny, Archbishop Stepinac felt that he could speak more clearly and 
criticize more directly. 

In November 1942 the Archbishop wrote to Minister Puk in connection 
with the Legal Provision on the Nationalization of Jewish Property, passed on 
30 October, saying that he had "received some questions by Jews (converted 
or not converted) who are in mixed marriages with so-called Aryans, asking 
what will become of their property".61 About ten days later the State Council 
informed the Archbishop that the issue was being "studied by the Ministry 
of the State Treasury", which would "draw up a proposal on how to regulate 
this issue for the State Council". This letter also shows Stepinac's evolution 
from 1941: he no longer wrote "Aryans" and "non-Aryans", but championed 
the cause, at least indirectly, of both converted and unconverted Jews.

In the meantime, at the end of February 1942, Archbishop Stepinac rece-
ived Poglavnik Pavelić, members of the Croatian Parliament and other gue-
sts in St Mark's Church in Zagreb. He made a short speech to fit the occa-
sion, rich in pathos and formalism, addressing the Poglavnik ("At this time, 
when that ancient symbol of Croatian statehood, the Croatian Parliament, is 
moving along the glorious trail from the past, and wishes, together with you, 
the Head of the ISC, to invoke the blessing of God the Creator upon its work, 
I, as representative of God's Church, cannot keep silent..."), and also contain-
ing sentences that could sound as a mild warning to the authorities ("may the 
Parliament pass laws that are just: where the burdens are equal, may so also 
be the rights! May it pass laws that are possible, so as not to place on the peo-
ple burdens which they cannot carry").62 In a situation where he could have 
expressed much clearer criticism, Stepinac failed to do so. Still, in those same 
days he sent Pavelić a letter in which he clearly informed him that the clergy 
was not allowed to take part in politics, and that he would not allow political 
activities within the church orders.63

 In time Archbishop Stepinac gradually grew increasingly critical of the 
Ustasha authorities. In February 1943, when seven Catholic priests were killed 
in Jasenovac (Slovenes by nationality), Stepinac wrote to Pavelić that "Jase-
novac as a whole is a shameful disgrace for the ISC".64 When the new census 
of "non-Aryans" was announced in March 1943, the Archbishop sent a very 
well substantiated and energetic demand to Pavelić to "protect the most basic 
right to life of those subjects of the ISC who have, since the time of its esta-

61 NAZ, fund Prezidijalni spisi 163/1942.
62 Ustaša, Dokumenti o ustaškom pokretu, ed. Petar Požar (Zagreb, 1995), 230–231.
63 Krišto, Katolička crkva, II, 149–150.
64 Ibid., 255.
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blishment, become members of the Catholic Church!". He continued by also 
asking "in the name of humanity", somewhat less decisively, "do not allow any 
other subjects of our state to suffer unjustly".65 Later, at the sermon for the 
anniversary of the enthronement of Pope Pius XII, on 14 March 1943, Stepi-
nac said that 

we have not remained unaffected by the sighs of serious men, the screams of 
unprotected women, threatened in their homes just because they do not con-
form to the theories of racism. How could we continue to remain silent? /…/ The 
Church can obviously not condone measures that affect basic human rights.66

In June 1943, Bishop Petar Čule of Mostar informed Stepinac that the pri-
est Ivo Guberina had held a "threatening and bloodthirsty speech in Mostar. It 
would have been unpleasant if even the most fanatical lay nationalist had spo-
ken like that /…/ our enemies will say, the Church condones all that slaughter".67 
After that Stepinac pronounced a "ban on performing any kind of clerical duty, 
including a ban on serving mass" on Guberina.68

Informing Pope Pius XII about the meeting of the Croatian bishops in 
November 1941, Archbishop Stepinac began by writing about the "issue of 
converting the schismatics", and as the second point said that the "episcopate 
has also discussed the issue of all those who are suffering so much at this time" 
and that it had sent a letter to the head of the state "demanding the humane 
treatment of Jews, if this is still possible because of the German presence", and 
"especially for those who have recently converted and descend from converted 
parents and ancestors".69 The Archbishop always felt it important to show the 
Vatican that he was caring for the Jews, and in May 1943 he sent "some docu-
ments that show how much we have done for the Jews…" to Rome, which the 
Vatican acknowledged.70

Quite a lot of what Stepinac and his associates did or tried to do for indivi-
dual Jews during the war has not been documented, but something can still be 
learned from the memories of survivors. For example, before the deportations 
in May 1943, the Švarcenberg and Israel families fled from Kustošija (western 
suburb of Zagreb) to Kravarsko (village 30 km south of Zagreb) in a car that 

65 Ibid., 258.
66 Ibid., 261.
67 When he mentioned the slaughters, Bishop Čule was referring to the massacres of the Serbs in 

Hercegovina, in the surroundings of Mostar, committed by the Ustashas.
68 NAZ, fund Prezidijalni spisi 101/1943.
69 Krišto, Katolička crkva, II, 119.
70 Ibid., 268, 271–272, 299.
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came for them from Kaptol.71 Greta Gjanković, a Jewish woman married to 
the prominent Croatian doctor Professor Gjanković, whose first husband had 
been Adolf Bresslauer, went to beg Archbishop Stepinac to issue her son Dan 
(1925) with a faked birth certificate, to make it appear that Gjanković, not 
Bresslauer, was his father: in this way, as the child of a mixed marriage, Dan 
would be saved. Stepinac did what she asked, so Dan Bresslauer became Gjan-
ković.72

The Papal Chancery in Rome very early joined in the attempt to mitigate 
the Ustasha treatment of Jews, or to save the Jews. In August 1941 the repre-
sentative of the Italian Jews asked the Vatican State Secretary Cardinal Maglio-
ne for the Holy See to intercede in favor of the Jews in Croatia, who are being 
imprisoned and ill-treated "without any reason" (the letter does not mention 
killings).73 At the end of November 1941 the Zagreb Jewish Community wrote 
to a Father Weber in the Vatican to inform the Holy See about "hundreds of 
men, women and children /…/ who are confined in Italy". The Community had 
been informed that the father was "taking care of them".74

From the beginning of the war the Vatican was very well informed about 
what was going on in Croatia from various sources – from Jewish circles, from 
its own diplomacy, from the Catholic Church in Croatia and in other countries 
(e.g. Slovenia). It was especially aware of how the authorities were treating the 
Serbs and the Jews. Throughout the war the Vatican was reserved to the ISC 
authorities: the Vatican did not recognize the ISC; it sent a permanent legate to 
Zagreb but retained diplomatic relations with the royal Yugoslav government 
in London, thus recognizing Yugoslav continuity.75 In July 1942 the Aposto-
lic Visitor in the ISC Giuseppe Ramiro Marcone wrote to Rome that "in recent 
months the Croatian authorities, faced with demands for news about Jews, 
have shut down in an inexplicable silence /…/ my secretary lodged a complaint, 
after which he began to receive some answers." The Vatican did not condo-
ne the Italian policy of preventing Croatian Jews from passing from the Italian 
occupation zone in the ISC to territory annexed by Italy on the east-Adriatic 
coast, or to Italy itself. They were strongly against forcing Croatian Jews who 
had fled in this way to "return to Croatia". The Vatican also demanded better 
conditions in Kampor Camp on Rab, and the prevention of handing the inter-

71 Testimony of Berta Israel née Švarcenberg.
72 Testimony of Professor Dr. Mirjana Gross.
73 Krišto, Katolička crkva, II, 91.
74 Jewish Historical Museum, Belgrade (Jevrejski istorijski muzej – JIM), fund ŽOZ, reg. no. 4866, sign. 

K-66-1-1/1-40 to 1-42.
75 Thus there is no truth in the claim of Goldhagen, A Moral Reckoning, 87, that "Pius XII supported the 

country's mass-murdering regime".
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nees over to the Ustashas or the Germans.76 It instructed its diplomats in Zagreb 
to intercede with the Ustasha authorities in favor of the Jews, which they regu-
larly did,77 although usually with little success.

The diary of Marcone's secretary, the Benedictine Giuseppe Masucci (1906–
1964), about his office in Croatia, was posthumously published in Madrid in 
1967. Masucci wrote that he "incessantly protested" against the persecution of 
the Jews. He wrote about Eugen Dido Kvaternik in the worst light – calling him 
a pathological criminal.78 Kvaternik told Masucci that in Croatia the Jews had 
committed "300,000 abortions, rapes and deflorations of young girls, etc." And 
when almost all of Zagreb was covered with posters in February 1942, ordering 
all Jews to register with the police, Miroslav Šalom Freiberger asked Masucci to 
intercede. Masucci went to Kvaternik and it seems that he at least persuaded 
him to spare Jews in mixed marriages.79 However, as there were no important 
arrests and deportations from Zagreb in those months, Masucci's whole story 
must be taken with reserve. Since rumors that the Ustasha authorities would 
arrest the remaining Jews and hand them over to the Nazis increased with time, 
in the first days of August 1942 Archbishop Stepinac advised Šalom Freiberger 
to write to the Pope in Rome and beg him to intercede for the Zagreb and Cro-
atian Jews who were facing deportation.80 On this occasion, like many times 
earlier, Marcone and Masucci contacted high Ustasha officials, in first place 
Eugen Dido Kvaternik. The success of these negotiations is doubtful, because 
many Jews were arrested and deported in August 1942, almost 5,000, and few 
were spared, mostly those who were "under protection" or in mixed marria-
ges.81 At that time, and on other occasions, Freiberger thanked the Holy See for 
the intercession.82

The many intercessions by Archbishop Stepinac and Vatican diplomacy in 
the spring of 1943, when they tried to save the remaining Zagreb Jews, and 
especially Stepinac's sermons, in which he condemned the Ustasha crimes 
more decisively than earlier, led to a growing general conviction that Archbis-
hop Stepinac was a friend of the Jews and an opponent of the regime.83 Perhaps 
he also became much more critical because at the end of 1942 or beginning of 

76 Krišto, Katolička crkva, II, 281–282, 290, 303.
77 Ibid., 216, 229, 235, 254, 259, 290, 298–299.
78 Excerpts from Masucci's diary were published by Ljubo Boban, Kontroverze iz povijesti Jugoslavije 3 

(Zagreb, 1990), 302–306 (hereinafter: Boban, Kontroverze).
79 Boban, Kontroverze 3, 305–306.
80 Krišto, Katolička crkva, II, 209.
81 It seems that the Church, despite its powerful intercessions, was not so successful – it is not quite true 

that "families from mixed marriages were spared without exception". Ibid., 214.
82 Ibid., 214, 219, 254.
83 Ibid., 298, 300–303.
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1943 when the Germans (or the Ustashas) killed his brother, who had worked 
with the local Partisan detachments in the village of Krašić in the mountain 
of Žumberak (35 km west of Zagreb) as a member of the National Liberati-
on Committee.84 When Archbishop Stepinac held another sermon in October 
1943, which could be interpreted as open opposition to Ustasha policy, word 
about his opposition spread further, to various circles and to many European 
countries. In November there were "confidential" rumors in Zagreb that the 
Archbishop had been arrested.85

In March 1944 the Archbishop's secretary Ivan Šalić interceded for 18 "Jews 
by race", mostly women and children, caught by the Ustasha army around 
Otočac and brought to Zagreb (this was a group of internees from Rab – the 
Schrenger and Kraus families and others). For the first time Archbishop Stepi-
nac, directly or indirectly, through a subordinate, explicitly interceded with the 
Ustasha authorities to release Jews regardless of religion – if it was impossible 
to release the adults, the Archbishop's secretary offered that the Zagreb Archbi-
shopric Caritas would at least take over care for the children.86 The intercession 
produced no results because none of these people are on the lists of survivors, 
and there is positive information that six were killed – seventeen-year-old 
Berurija Šrenger allegedly in Auschwitz, and Zlata and Hinko Šrenger allegedly 
in Jasenovac.87

There are documents about Catholic Church institutions saving Jewish 
children: at least two cases are known of the Zagreb Archbishopric placing Jewi-
sh children in Croatian families in Ludbreg (near Varaždin, 90 km northwest 
of Zagreb).88 Quite a lot of Jewish orphans in Zagreb were placed in Catholic 
families, baptized and thus saved. Their number cannot even approximately be 
ascertained. 

In July 1944, Canon Nikola Borić, director of the archbishopric records offi-
ce, interceded with the Police Directorate for the City of Zagreb for Edo Funk, 
who was in the Gestapo prison. "It seems that he was imprisoned only because 
he is a Jew by race. But although he is a Jew by race, he has Aryan rights, so he 
has been wronged. We beg the above, if possible still today, to issue a certificate 

84 This was suggested by a Partisan intelligence officer in April 1945 (ibid., 370); at that time, in July 
1943, the relations between the Church and the state had obviously deteriorated – UNS reported 
that Apostolic Visitator Marcone and his secretary Masucci "are discretely supervising the public 
life in Croatia /…/ when it is completely clear that there is a clerical movement in Croatia headed by 
Archbishop Stepinac who under the guise of religious work does work that is harmful for the Croatian 
state ". Ibid., 304.

85 Ibid., 319, 321–322, 349.
86 Ibid., 348–349.
87 Popis žrtava.
88 JIM, fund ŽOZ, reg. no. 4970, sign. K-63-3-2/1-1, reg. no. 4864, sign. K-63-1-1/1-200.
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about his honorary Aryan rights, on the basis of which he could be released." 
Borić's intercession had no result.89 His behavior was similar to that of the hig-
hest church officials – on one hand, he consistently worked for the salvation 
of every life, especially that of innocent people, on the other he accepted the 
terminology of the Ustasha regime, and thus indirectly also the arguments on 
the basis of which Jews were deported.

While it tried to help those who were in danger, the Church neverthe-
less tried to avoid acts of direct confrontation with the regime. In May 1943 a 
request arrived from the parish office of Gaćište (about 15 km east of Viroviti-
ca) for Stjepan Hrnčić to marry Ema Šajber "who is of Jewish nationality", and 
who had "in 1941 converted to the Catholic religion /…/ there is no obstacle to 
this marriage in canon law". However, the Archbishopric Clerical Office replied 
that "permission from the Ministry of Justice and Religious Affairs is necessary 
for a marriage between an Aryan man and a non-Aryan woman".90

When the Jewish Community asked the Church to help save the inmates 
of Jewish old people's homes and Jewish children in April 1943, the Zagreb 
Cathedral Chapter gave permission "for the old people and children to be put 
up in the deserted stables of the chapter farm", but on condition that "the state 
authorities approve".91

During the war Archbishop Stepinac also tried, and sometimes managed, 
to protect some Serbs and other persecuted people. The Church Caritas found 
homes for several thousand Serb children who lost their parents in the spring 
of 1942 during the Ustasha-German "cleansing actions" in Bosnia. However, 
for too long the Archbishop deluded himself that the crimes of the Ustasha 
regime were only the excesses of irresponsible people in the field, and some 
conniving individuals in power, not the fruit of a totalitarian ideology and part 
of a planned state policy. Thus he never completely condemned the Ustasha 
ideology or regime, nor distanced himself from the ISC. There are many rea-
sons for this, but cowardice was not one of them, because Archbishop Stepi-
nac was a brave man. The Ustashas kept declaring themselves fervent Catholics 
and Archbishop Stepinac, despite all their "mistakes and sins", considered them 
part of his flock, Catholics and Croats, who might still be persuaded to stop 
doing evil. For a long time he sought for at least a vestige of good in them, and 
he found it in the fact that they had banned "pornography" and swearing, that 

89 NAZ, group NDS 5106/1944; Popis žrtava; after the war Borić was sentenced to 4 years in prison, then 
the sentence was increased to 5 years for "aiding armed bandits /…/ and hindering the authorities in 
finding them". HDA, Collection of Documents SDS SRH, 001.44, box 6, folder no. 300218; see also 
Kožul, Spomenica, 289–292.

90 NAZ, group NDS 5081/1943.
91 JIM, fund ŽOZ, sign. K-65-4-1/1-248; see supplement 80, in: Goldstein and Goldstein, Holokaust u 

Zagrebu, 468.
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they prohibited abortions under threat of the death penalty. He never stopped 
including in their favor the establishment of the ISC, which the Archbishop 
supported as an idea to the very end. When the Partisans, led by the Communi-
sts, appeared and grew stronger, Archbishop Stepinac uncompromisingly saw 
them as the main enemies. He was always much more open and forceful when 
condemning Communism and Communist crimes than when he condemned 
Ustasha crimes and the Ustasha ideology. Between antipathy for Communism 
and antipathy for the atrocities of the Ustasha ISC, antipathy for Communism 
was always stronger because the Archbishop considered that it was possible to 
improve the Ustasha ISC, but not Communism.92

In 1946 Archbishop Stepinac was tried with fabricated accusations of being 
a war criminal, the spiritual instigator of the genocidal persecution of the Serb 
population in the ISC.93 In books written for the broader public in Yugoslavia 
in later decades these accusations were even broadened, and Archbishop Ste-
pinac was stigmatized as the main ideologist of the Ustasha movement and of 
genocide of the Serbs, which was of course lying propaganda.94 

Alojzije Stepinac was a man who faced many dilemmas in a painful time, 
in which it was not easy to find clear answers, and he often did not find them.95

Ivo Goldstein

KATOLIŠKA CERKEV, NADŠKOF STEPINAC IN JUDJE

POVZETEK

O nadškofu Stepincu se je veliko pisalo in razpravljalo še za časa njegovega 
življenja, pa tudi še dolgo po njegovi smrti, vse do danes. Razprave so vedno 

92 Goldstein, "Beatifikacija".
93 See Stella Alexander, Church and State in Yugoslavia since 1945 (Cambridge, 1979), 95–120.
94 This stand is based on the book Viktor Novak, Magnum crimen: Pola vijeka klerikalizma u Hrvatskoj 

(Zagreb, 1948), which basically researches clericalism and the negative acts of the Vatican in the 
Church in Croatia, and Bosnia and Hercegovina.

95 Goldstein, "Beatifikacija".
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vključevale tudi širšo temo o odnosu katoliške Cerkve na Hrvaškem in Stepinca 
do ustaškega režima. Perspektive, iz katerih se je ocenjevalo, so bile pogosto 
skrajno različne in takšni so bili tudi zaključki. Prav tako nasprotujoče so si tudi 
različne ocene Stepinčevega odnosa in Cerkve nasploh do Judov.

Lahko bi se reklo, da je bil Alojzij Stepinac človek visokih moralnih standar-
dov, močnih strasti in ozkega političnega horizonta. Bil je fanatično pobožen, 
brezmejno predan katoliški Cerkvi in je skrajno mrzil komunizem. Bil je hraber 
človek. Obnašanje katoliške Cerkve na Hrvaškem in Stepinca je nerazdružljivo 
povezano z odnosom katoliške Cerkve in Vatikana do nacizma oziroma fašiz-
ma.

Nadškof Stepinac je v času vojne poskušal in v nekaj primerih tudi uspel 
zaščititi posamezne Jude, Srbe in druge preganjance. Vendar se je predolgo sle-
pil, da so zločini ustaškega režima samo ekscesi neodgovornih ljudi na terenu 
in nekaterih pokvarjenih posameznikov na oblasti, ne pa plod totalitarne ide-
ologije in del premišljene državne politike. Zaradi tega nadškof Stepinac nikoli 
ni dokončno obsodil ustaške ideologije in režima, niti se ni distanciral od NDH. 
Razlogi za to so večstranski: ni šlo za bojazlivost, saj je bil nadškof Stepinac hra-
ber človek. Ustaši so se ves čas deklarirali kot goreči katoliki in nadškof Stepi-
nac jih je kljub vsem "napakam in grehom" jemal kot del svoje črede, kot kato-
like in Hrvate, ki jih je kot takšne na nek način mogoče prepričati, da preneha-
jo delati zlo. Dolgo je v njih poskušal najti vsaj nekaj dobrega, kot na primer, 
da so prepovedali "pornografijo" in preklinjanje ter pod grožnjo smrtne kazni 
prepovedali abortus. Ves čas jim je kot dobro pripisoval tudi ustanovitev NDH, 
katere idejo je zagovarjal do konca. Ko so se pojavili in okrepili partizani, ki so 
jih vodili komunisti, jih je nadškof Stepinac brezkompromisno ocenil kot glav-
ne sovražnike. V obsodbah komunizma in komunističnih zločinov je bil vedno 
veliko bolj odprt in energičen kot v obsodbi ustaških zločinov in ustaštva. Med 
antipatijo, ki jo je čutil do komunizma, in antipatijo do zločinov ustaške NDH, 
je antipatija do komunizma vedno prevagala, saj je bilo ustaško NDH po nad-
škofovem mnenju mogoče popraviti, komunizma pa ne. 

Nadškof Stepinac je bil leta 1946 pripeljan pred sodišče s konstruiranimi 
obtožbami, da je bil vojni zločinec, duhovni vodja genocidnega pregona srb-
skega prebivalstva v NDH. V publicističnih delih v Jugoslaviji v kasnejših dese-
tletjih so bile te obtožbe še razširjene, tako da je bil nadškof Stepinac stigmati-
ziran kot glavni ideolog ustaštva in genocida nad Srbi, kar je propagandistična 
laž.

Alojz Stepinac je bil človek z veliko dilemami v zelo mučnem času, v kate-
rem ni bilo lahko najti jasnih odgovorov, pa tudi sam jih pogosto ni našel.
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Introduction

(1) It has been said that the establishment of post-Yugoslav "national states" 
represents the yearning of respective peoples, centuries old, complemented 
by age-old, "primordial" hatreds. This theory rests on a romanticist position, 
which can be traced as far back as Fichte, who wrote of "nationalities being 
indiviualities with special talents"1. Even psychological incompatibility and the 
psychological instability of certain national groups are mentioned in scholar-
ly literature along this line of thinking.2 Such parlance may be heard both in 
scholarly works and in public speech on the part of politicians, a kind of disco-
urse rarely held by scholars3, but stressed by politicians (former British Prime 
Minister John Major4). It would nevertheless fit with A.D. Smith's theory (1986). 
Mass support in favour of independence for the republics and separation of 
nationalities would ensue from such a position. 

Some historic events would seem to lend support to such a contention, 
particularly the independence referenda. 

Recently scholarship has rejected this position (Sekulić et al.5, in favour of 
an explanation of dissolution as an action taken by national elites; Kunovich 
and Hodson6, opting for competition among ethnic groups by way of expla-
nation). The full erroneousness of this theory and its application, via Tomašić's 
positions, expounded by Meštrović, Letica and Goreta7 has been demonstra-
ted.8 

(2) Another position in the explanation of the dissolution of Yugoslavia would 
be that national (either cultural or political) elites were undertaking rational, 
instrumental action, either to retain their existing position or as part of an 

1 Quoted in Craig Calhoun, "Nationalism an civil society: Democracy, diversity and self-determination", 
International Sociology 8, No. 3 (1999): 397.

2 Dinko Tomašić, Personality and Culture in Eastern European Politics (New York, 1948).
3 Robert Kaplan, Balkan Ghosts: A Journey through History (London, 1994).
4 Quoted by Sabrina P. Ramet, "For a charm of powerful trouble, like a hell broth boil and bubble: 

Theories about the roots of the Yugoslav troubles", Nationalities Papers 32, No. 4 (2004): 741 (herei-2004): 741 (herei-): 741 (herei-741 (herei- (herei-
nafter: Ramet, "For a charm of powerful trouble, like a hell broth boil and bubble").

5 Duško Sekulić et al., "Ethnic intolerance and ethnic conflict in the dissolution of Yugoslavia", Ethnic 
and Racial Studies 29, No. 5 (2006) (hereinafter: Sekulić et al., "Ethnic intolerance and ethnic conflict 
in the dissolution of Yugoslavia")

6 Robert Kunovich and Randy Hodson, "Religious identity, conflict and ethnic tolerance in Croatia", 
Social Forces 78, No. 2 (1999): 643–668. 

7 Laslo Sekelj, Yugoslavia: The Process of Disintegration (New York, 1993) (hereinafter: Sekelj, 
Yugoslavia: The Process of Disintegration). 

8 Sergej Flere, "Blind alleys in ethnic essentialist explanations of the downfall of the former Yugoslavia", 
Studia Historica Slovenica 2, No. 2 (2002): 461–481.
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attempt by counter-elites to seize power.9 In some explanations these elites 
may be narrowed down to an exclusive number of "cultural entrepreneurs"10, 
who were active in instigating public opinion. Rational choice explanations 
have even been advanced to explain behaviour on the part entire nationali-
ties (Štulhofer, in explaining the behaviour of Serbs in Croatia, comprehends 
their behaviour as being a rational defence of alleged previous privileges)11. 
On a larger scale, Haller considers that secession may have been instrumen-
tally rational or perceived as such on the part of those nationalities which 
found themselves within a community including economically less develo-
ped nationalities, which the former must assist, as was the case in Yugosla-
via.12 The decisive role of national elites in leading the process was affirmed by 
Banac and Oberschall13 and in a special way, denoting them as "ethnocracies", 
by Sekelj14. 

In light of the great emotionality of the issue of establishment of mono-
national states, it would be unrealistic to expect that entire nationalities acted 
in a strictly rational manner, and we will not pursue this line of thinking. 

(3) A further explanation may be found in the processes of inter-ethnic fear-
mongering and media propaganda, as underscorred by Kaufaman and also tou-
ched on by Sekulić et al.15 in connection with activities on the part of "cultural" 
and "political entrepeneurs", building up public opinion and political action, 
with respect to the dissolution of Yugoslavia and ensuing conflicts. This expla-
nation fits into symbolic interaction. 

(4) Much has been heard, paricularly from Serbian intellectuals, on the geopoli-
tical circumstances, a change in the importance of this region in terms of its loss 
of relevance in geostrategic terms. This may be true, although far from sufficient 
to explain the dissolution, not to speak of the ensuing events. Some authors 

9 Sekulić et al., "Ethnic intolerance and ethnic conflict in the dissolution of Yugoslavia": 797–798. 
10 Ibid. 
11 Aleksandar Štulhofer, "Testirajući teorije etničkog sukoba: Occamova oštrica i početak rata u 

Hrvatskoj", Društvena istraživanja 2, No. 4–5 (1993): 365–382.
12 Max Haller, "The dissolution and building of new nations as strategy and process between elites and 

people. Lessons from the historical European and recent Yugoslav experience", International Review 
of Sociology 6, No. 4 (1996): 235.

13 Ivo Banac, "'The fearful asymmetry of war: the causes and consequences of Yugoslavia’s demise", 
Daedalus 121, No. 2 (1992): 141–175; Anthony Oberschall, "'The manipulation of ethnicity: from 
ethnic cooperation to violence and war in Yugoslavia",  Ethnic & Racial Studies 23, No. 6 (2000): 982–
1001.

14 Sekelj, Yugoslavia: The Process of Disintegration. 
15 Stuart Kaufman, Modern Hatreds: The Symbolic Politics of Ethnic War (Ithaca, New York, 2001); Sekulić 

et al., "Ethnic intolerance and ethnic conflict in the dissolution of Yugoslavia": 2006. 
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give this explanation a twist, implying a conspiracy on the part of forces within 
the international community.16

Within the treatment of the issue of the dissolution, it is critical to ascertain 
the relevance of preceding events. This is to clarify and highlight a most perti-
nent issue from the genetic point of view: which event made Yugoslavia finally 
doomed to fail, and in fact can such an event be singled out. We do not pretend 
to go a long way in the treatment of this issue in this text. We will limit ourselves 
to one historical event, considering its relevance, even though its treament may 
be from the point of view of a historical cynicism and an irony of history.

Yugoslavia 1972

In 1972, Tito and the Communists had been in power for 27 years, one could 
expect that the variant of socialism, "self-management socialism" introduced 
in 1950, would have reached its – if not "mature" than – its "full bloom" form.

However, Tito's Yugoslavia was never without its grave problems. They 
were of every kind: economic, cultural, political, ethnic and one could go on. 

Economic problems pertained to the inherently weak productivity and the 
uncompetitive nature of Yugoslav economic output17 whereas on the other 
hand, they pertained also to the economic disparities between the regions 
which were not on the way of being done with.18 

Cultural problems had to do with (1) repression of religions, although a 
suppression of confessional political activity would fit into such a multiconfes-
sional state; (2) lack of freedom of cultural expression, practically of all views 
which were not in line with the official commandments, although in a multi-
cultural state, as Yugoslavia was, it would again be imminent to have a certain 
suppression of views which instigated cultural incompatibility. But what was 
present was an official "overkill" of cultural expression; 

However, the main problems addressed by Tito, Communist rulers were 
those of a political nature, in the Yugoslav context always having an overto-
ne of impacting ethnicity, relations among ethnicities in Yugoslavia. The major 
event having directly preceded the year of 1972 was the purging of Croat lea-
ders Savka Dabčević Kučar and Miko Tripalo in 1971, along with a typical Com-

16 Miroslav Pečujlić and Radmila Nakarada, "Slom Jugoslavije i konstituisanje novog svetskog poret-Miroslav Pečujlić and Radmila Nakarada, "Slom Jugoslavije i konstituisanje novog svetskog poret-
ka", in: Radmila Nakarada (Ed.), Evropa i raspad Jugoslavije (Beograd, 1995), 41–60; Smilja Avramov, 
Trilateralna Komisija: Svetska Vlada ili Svetska Tiranija (Beograd, 1996). 

17 Stevan K. Pavlowitch, "Debates – Yugoslavia: the failure of a success", Journal of Southern Europe and 
the Balkans 1, No. 2 (1999): 163–170.

18 (http://projects.ff.uni-mb.si/cepyus/?id=3), retrieved 1 March 2010. 
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munist style purge. This was part of suppressing vocal Croat ethno-nationalism, 
with secessionist, anti-Serb, xenophobic, although also pluralist democratic.19

Within the view of Tito, his associates and a wider view on the joint ope-
ration of the multi-national state, the former event could be, if not legitimi-
zed, at least understood as something suppressive, but an intervention rational 
within a repressive political system, where ethno-nationalism was a disturbing 
element. It was a system, of course, tending toward "mechanical" (based on uni-
formity of views and behavior) solidarity, not of "organic" solidarity (based on 
mutual dependence pursuing from division of labor), within Durkheim's ter-
minology20.

Thus, within such a system the suppression of separatist ethno-nationali-
sm may seem legitimate, although the 1971 intervention in Croatia had, from 
today's point of view and civil society standards, excessive by far, as there was 
not only a purge of Communist Party and Croatian state officials, but also nume-
rous arrests and criminal sentences for acts, which would today be considered 
as verbal acts, and as such protected by freedom of speech, even though some 
stataments could be labeled as "hate speech"21.

"The Letter from President Tito and the Executive Bureau"22

Tito's "Letter" was the ensuing and unusual action. It started technically by the 
issuing, "sending" of a letter by Presidient Tito as President of the League of 
Communists of Yugoslavia and the collective body of his Party highest lieute-
nants at the time organized as the "Executive Bureau of the Presidency of the 
League of Communists of Yugoslavia"23 to the membership and local leader-
ships on 18 September, 1972. As many actions had already been undertaken in 
the previous decades and years to purge undisciplined leadership, always with 
rhetorical quasi-marxist explanations, this one had a generally worded objec-
tive of perfectuating self-management socialism in order for the workers' class 
to "truly master the entirety of social reproduction and secure the decisive role 
in political decision making".24 

19 Dušan Bilandžić, Historija SFRJ (Zagreb, 1977) (hereinafter: Bilandžić, Historija SFRJ). 
20 Émil Durkheim, The Division of Labour in Society (New York, 1893). 
21 Ramet, "For a charm of powerful trouble, like a hell broth boil and bubble"; Bilandžić, Historija SFRJ.
22 Cosigned by Stane Dolanc in the capacity of Secretary of the Executive Bureau of the Presidency of the 

LCY.
23 This title was introduced at the 1969 Congress of the LCY, to bypass who was next in rank to Tito and 

was to represent an innovation and improvement in "collective leadership". It was composed of 2 
members from each republic and 1 from each of the 2 provinces.

24 Nova inicijativa u SKJ (Beograd, 1975), 14 (hereinafter: Nova inicijativa).
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After previous corrections of deviations by Djilas, Ranković and the secret 
police, by Dabčević, Kučar and Tripalo and ethno-nationalism in general, it was 
difficult to pinpoint what was to be wrong, needing a "revolutionary initiative".

The letter itself contained rather veiled communications to the rank and 
file of the League. 

It stated, by way of introductions, of a dissatisfactory state of affairs, of 
general Party policy not being implemented by individual measures, of "acti-
on disunity", "the influence of bureaucratic mentality, petty owner spontei-

Marshall Tito (state-
highwayone.com)
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nety and petty bourgeois psychology"25 the last not being very direct ways of 
demanding action or specifying its content. The "Letter" also lamented about 
economic troubles and "stabilization of the economy encountering numerous 
obstacles".26

However, within such an "analysis" of the state of affairs, the "Letter" calls 
for action, a drive, enhanced Party activity: "more resolve in the removal of ele-
ments alien to the ideology and policy of the League of Communists, all those 
who position their narrow and egoistic interest above the interests of the wor-
king class and the socialist self-management community," who diminish the 
esteem of the League of Communists.27 This was a direct call to overthrow the 
local leaderships and particularly to purge leaderships at the republic level 
(those at the federal level were directly chosen/consented to by Tito, even 
though some of these would also be purged, as in fact, by way of appointment 
federal Party leaders were part of the republic leaderships, chosen from them, 
remaining in them and possibly returning to them.

Tito and his associates end the Letter by a rhetorical question: "The crux of 
the issue is will the workers class become master of the entirety of social repro-
duction and secure the decisive role in the political social decision making or 
will relations and forces contrary to the interests of the working class, socialism 
and selfamangement prevail."28 

What followed was firstly a dismay as to the lack of clarity in the direction 
the League had taken and in the substance of the new Party line. This was articu-
lated, on one hand, by Tito's interventions (the interview of 8 October, 197229), 
and on the other hand by Edvard Kardelj (one of the two closest remaining 
aids (speech in Mostar on 10 October, 197230) and by Stane Dolanc, the new 
secretary of the Executive Bureau (a speech in Split on 19 September, 1972).31

Aside from the empty verbage, one can discern a lot of demands for a more 
repressive and restrictive political and social system. Tito says: "No liberalism 
and no namby-pamby can have place here" (in the Yugoslav political life)32 and 
"We must establish order in the League of Communists" (at face, a strange sta-
tement from the leader of the Party and one who had conducted the last purge 
just one year prior). Finally, "With democracy we have gone too far…".33 

25 Nova inicijativa, 8. 
26 Ibid., 11. 
27 Ibid.
28 Ibid., 14.
29 Ibid., 15–38.
30 Ibid., 51–71.
31 Ibid., 72–86.
32 Ibid., 21.
33 Ibid., 20. 
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Dolanc was more explicit: "We need openly to say, Communists are in 
power".34 Which was to do away with the ambivalences stemming from self-
management, which was to mean a limitless participatory democracy), and in 
a moode to criticize the former mistakes: "We were all 'drunk' [having lost an of 
acute awareness, note by S. F.] as of having achieved conditions for a democracy 
beyond description [intended meaning: too substantial, excessive; note by S. 
F.]." Thus "we need to rid ourselves of the unncessary burden [those not imple-
menting the line, note by S. F.], there is need for unity and revolutionarity…".35

In Dolanc, known for his openness, there is also a statement indicating the 
deep crisis "Beside the League of Communists and Tito we have no other strong 
cohesive elements,"36 recognizing the fragility of the political system and of the 
Yugoslav state, meaning practically that the state and self-management institu-
tions are irrelevant.

Kardelj, the theoretician of the Yugoslav system, appears to give some in-
depth explanation, although only making tactical turns by "theoretical expla-
nations" of the "deviations". "By some, deocracy was understood as an end in 
itself, not as associated with the struggle for socialism."37 He also indicates a 
number of deviant phenomena which are to be suppressed: "technocratic 
monopolism", "pseudo-liberalistic and pseudo-democratic phraseology",38 as 
nationalism was to have been dealt with in the previous year in a victorious and 
definite manner. Kardelj also points to where the development of the Yugoslav 
normative system was to evolve in order to achieve "internal integration, stabi-
lity and strength". It was the "delegatic system" which would be introduced by 
the Constitution of the SFRY and adopted in 1974. 

The events following were those of an effervescence, firstly conatining lack 
of direction, but soon to be articulated into a series of purges, which were the 
substance of the "Letter" intervention.

There was also an undercurrent noticeable in the "Letter" effervescence: 
the manipulation with equalitarianism known to be extensive and also in kee-
ping with socialist tradition. All of the former demand decisive steps to achieve 
equalitarianism in Yugoslavia. Tito made most explicit and demogogic use of 
it, knowing this feeling to be extensive among the populace: "You don't know 

34 Ibid., 84. 
35 Ibid., 86. 
36 Ibid., 74. 
37 Ibid., 56. 
38 Kardelj was knowledgable enough not to express himself against democracy, thus labeling those 

favoring, demanding more democracy and liberalism as "pseudo-", as Tito and the Communists were 
to have had the monopoly on the "truth" of authentic democracy. Tito was open, whereas to Dolanc 
such terms were too complex.
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what pain I feel when I see this enrichment, the lust for the Dinar"39 "One can-
not have a state owned apartment (dwelling right) and simultaneously own 
a house,"40 working towards a campaign for the "examination of the origin of 
property". 

The Purges

The ensuing purges in Autumn of 1972 were untypical in that it was the repu-
blic i.e. provincial leaderships who carried them out, seemingly themselves, 
within considering the situation in their envirnoments and "implementing" the 
Letter. However, it is also possible that Tito allowed the individuals to be ousted 
by the republic i.e. province struggles themselves.

In Slovenia, the head of the Republic Government Stane Kavčič and a few 
associates were ousted, in a show which may be considered as ritual, with repu-
blic officials carrying it out without a full demonstration of enthusiasm. Instiga-
tion of public support for federal funds for the construction of a highway was 
attributed as his worst sin. 

 In Macedonia, the Party highest person of authority Krste Crvenkovski, 
along with Slavko Miloslavleski, a younger intellectual, turned Party leader 
were ousted, with an explanation of of "individuals gravely violating norms of 
the LCY", "privatising the LCY".41 This is a veiled message of their become too 
strong, as the "norm" was not to become an individual leader, which was alle-
gedly violated.

In Serbia, the ousting of Marko Nikezić, Latinka Perović and host of other 
Party leaders was difficult as no individual violation could be attributed to 
them, although they did not follow the Tito request to oust a "Praxis" group 
of Belgrade University professors, but this could not be publicly noted as 
such. It could not be pinpointed that they had deviated from the Party line 
in a tangible way, although it was evident that their way of thinking was not 
one either of strictly obeying Party officials or one of creating a power base 
by virtue of nationalism. That is why "liberalism" would later be attributed 
to them.

The most turbulent ousting was in the Province of Vojvodina, where it see-
med at first that the Party chief Mirko Čanadanović, a young intellectual, had 
succeeded in weathering the storm, but enraged retired hard liners continued 
to subvert until on Nov. 22, he also was ousted, along with a larger group. They 

39 Nova inicijativa, 24. 
40 Ibid., 25. 
41 Borba, 4 Nov. 1972, 4.
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were attributed of deviating by "creating a grouplet and a faction within the 
League of Communists"…"creating conditions for the reproduction of liberali-
sm…"42

Other republics were spared of such oustings. In Croatia this was so because 
the purge took place just one year ago and this time the purge has a major role 
as to balance the previous one in Croatia. Bosnia and Herzegovina and Mon-
tenegro were spared because their leaderships were politically weak, although 
in Bosnia a "historical" Party leader Osman Karabegović was expelled from the 
Party at the time, for not recognizing "Muslims" being a nationality.43

In Kosovo, not planned for purges, with a weak leadership, it would suffice 
for the inner Party leadership to issue a public communication to demand "a 
more in depth critical and self-critical analysis" and to repeat the undertaking 
current "tasks".44

These purges were followed by a public campaign, calls for further cle-
ansenings, for advancing socialist morality, for suppressing inadmissible soci-
al inequalities and similar verbal instigations, which would have no practical 
long-term impact, but which would make a loud public effervescence and 
would ring well with the public prevailing equalitarianist public opinion.45

In fact, inspecting newspapers of the time allow for the impression of a 
mini-Cultural revolution (in the Maoist terminology). 

Whereas Stane Dolanc would disallow "declaratory support for the Letter"46, 
France Popit, the head of the Slovenian Party spoke of a "revolutionary offen-
sive by the Party" under way.47 But the "drive" and the "implementation" were 
not limited to the one tenth of the population forming the Party. The Socialist 
Alliance, which was to be wider and almost pluralist, in Belgrade found "tasks" 
to organize the media, in line with the Letter.48 Beside the media, education was 
an area of "implementation of the drive". A young Slovenian politician by the 
name of Milan Kučan touched the issues of religiosity in education. Although 
he allowed for the religious to be equal at employment, the stress was on "being 
it impossible for youth to be educated by a teacher who cannot or is not ready 
to implement social goals in our education."49 This at the time often treated 
topic of threat from the Church (particularly the Catholic Church) instigation 

42 Pedesetšesti sastanak Pokrajinskog komiteta SKV (Novi Sad, 1973), 5 (hereinafter: Pedesetšesti sasta-
nak Pokrajinskog komiteta SKV).

43 "Saopštenje sa 49. sednice CK SK BiH", Borba, 3 Dec. 1972, 1. 
44 "Nedovoljno kritike i samokritičkih ocena", Borba, 5 Nov. 1972, 1.
45 Josip Županov, Industrijalizam i egalitarizam (Zagreb, 1970).
46 "Insistiramo na koninuiranoj i neprekidnoj akciji", Borba, 22 Nov. 1972, 3.
47 "Revolucionarna ofanziva", Borba, 21 Oct. 1972, 1.
48 Borba, 22 Oct. 1972.
49 "Protiv neangažovane i neutralne škole", Borba, 22 Nov. 1972, 5.
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was joined by Lev Modic, who warned of teachers who apply the curriculum, 
but their personal conviction differs.50 Predrag Vlaisavljević, the newly appo-
inted head of the Labor Union in Vojvodina, found it proper to say that the 
Letter contains tasks for the Labor Union "bringing about a more acute class 
struggle".51 In Ljubljana, Slovenia, an advisory meeting was held with adminsi-
trative judges "who were to join the general drive on the part of the judiciary in 
implementing the Letter".52 In Ljubljana, again, the executive Board of Physical 
Education Organizations of Slovenia decided to take a "constructive part" in 
the implementation of the Letter.53 Of course, indoctrination was also espe-
cially and continuously stressed ("Letter", Tito laments "Marxism has almost 
disappeared"54, Dolanc continues the tune ("at some institutes, universities, 
Marxism has not been recognized at all…"55

On the other hand, opulent verbiage on social inequality56 had only an 
instrumental manipulative function, bringing about only temporary satisfac-
tion of the public opinion. The same goes for condemnation of "negative phe-
nomena in foreign commerce", where illegitimate income allegedly opulated.57 
This indicates the overhaul of Yugoslav society which was not only radical, but 
often without consistency and foreseeable direction. Thus, an intermediate 
young leader in Serbia, Saša Mikić in 1972 explained the tasks of implementati-
on of the Letter58 to be himself expelled from the League the next year. 

The Relevance of the "Letter" Intervention

From today's point of view it may seem that the "Letter" was solely one of many 
political events typical of Communism, that it doesn't hold any particular 
immanent significance.

But in the light of the need of explanation of the dissolution of Yugosla-
via one can ascribe a certain illuminative, possibly even causal relevance of the 
Letter intervention. It was the last such event in Yugoslavia, one which brought 
into the positions of power a new generation of lieutenants, known for having 

50 "Boj za nereligiozno zavest", Delo, 4 Nov. 1972, 9. 
51 Pedesetšesti sastanak Pokrajinskog komiteta SKV, 85.
52 "Delovni ljudje dajejo ZK mandat zaupanja", Delo, 21 Nov. 1972, 5.
53 "Čas za akcijo", Delo, 19 Nov. 1972, 3.
54 Nova inicijativa, 10.
55 Ibid., 77; "Idejna reforma", Delo, 4 Nov. 1972, 4.
56 Nova inicijativa, 13, 22, 64 and 76.
57 "Kje negativni pojavi v zunanji trgovini", Delo, 19 Nov. 1972, 5.
58 "Odlučno sprovoditi stavove iz pisma", Borba, 22 Nov. 1972, 1.
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no power base in their own nationalities, except for loyalty to Tito.59 Dolanc 
would be the perfect example.

Furthermore, the szchioid nature of the atmosphere the "Letter" created bro-
ught about a situation of aggravated mistrust among the nationalities and their 
elites, because political direction became unclear and foreseeabilty of the Party line 
ceased to exist, even as a possibility. The first shoots of a rational stand in political 
life were done away with, affirming the despotic atmosphere where fear would be 
all-pervasive and one would not know where danger could come from. If it was 

59 In fact, Tito was aware it would be his last such intervention. In the 1972 interview, speaking of pres-In fact, Tito was aware it would be his last such intervention. In the 1972 interview, speaking of pres-
sing need to undertake action, he frankly stated: "'I don't have much time…". Nova inicijativa, 37.

President Tito with 
Stane Dolanc (titoville.
com)
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"rational" to purge Ranković and his police forces for having become too power-
ful, abusive and possibly dangerous for those in power, if it was "rational" to purge 
Croatian nationalists for bringing in instability into a federal multinational state, 
the purges and the atmosphere of the "Letter" would do away with any possibility 
to establish a more rational political life. This was particularly so, as the normative 
political system would be moved in 1974 to a new chimeral level, the "delegatic 
system", a system of numberless but contentless quasi-elections of delegations and 
their "decision-making", making the entire system lack any transparency and ope-
rativity. Furthermore, this system would become immutable, as it was enshrined in 
the Yugoslav 1974 Constitution, which could be altered only by the consent of all 
members of the federation, articulating political processes to establish themselves 
at some other level, at the level of the members of the federation.60 That is how the 
multi-party system and democratic elections would be carried out.

Closing on, even further, on any thought for pluralist democracy, of an oppo-
sition-based political system, in fact prohibiting even freedom of thought, beyond 
the needs imposed by a complex society demanding political correctness, mutual 
respect and absence of hate speech, even beyond the normative suppositions of 
the formal Yugoslav constitutional system, the possibilities for a democratic and 
even any Yugoslavia was made less likely, practically impossible.

In 1990, Ante Marković, the only one to undertake an overt attempt to recon-
stitute Yugoslavia, would have no chance. The elites of the nationalities would not 
envisage any possibility of rational political action at the Yugoslav level. Etno-nati-
onalism imminently prevailed. 

The Letter intervention may not be considered the decisive moment in 
making such an evolution impossible, but it was the last and very resolute one, in 
affirming Yugoslavia as only a state based on fear, where transformation was alo-
most impossible.

Was that Tito's intent? This is not possible to say. But a recent biographer, 
Simić61 seems to fit this operation by him, when he writes of Tito, not only of not 
thinking far beyond,62 but also of thinking of himself only, making way for the 
dissolution to come about quickly and without any institutional setting. Others, 
including Tito's major biographer Dedijer did not deal with this issue, but thou-
ght of him as a wise, far-sighted politician63.

60 There is one major exception: political life would be established basically in Vojvodina and Serbia as a 
single unit of political life, although some peculiarities of Vojvodina remain. 

61 Pero Simić, Tito – skrivnost stoletja (Ljubljana, 2009).
62 One would not do justice not to mention the one institutional attempt by Tito and Kardelj to insti-One would not do justice not to mention the one institutional attempt by Tito and Kardelj to insti-

tutionalize Yugoslavia for the future. This was exactly the 1974 Constitutional institutionalization of 
collective leadership as modus operandi of all federal state bodies. It was not not well thought throu-
gh idea, probably expecting various coalitions on various issues, withthe idea of consent to prevail. 

63 Vladimir Dedijer, Novi prilozi za biografiju Josipa Broza Tita (Rijeka, 1981). 
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Impact and Ramifications

The impact and the ramifications of Tito's 1972 "Letter" intervention can 
today be assessed much better. Earlier, it could be viewed just as his attempt to 
shut down any dissent, any pluralism and any dissonance within the political 
system. This was done in such a manner as to strike a "balance" of suppres-
sion and repression among the major ethnic groups, so as not to enhance 
any though of his ethnic partiality among the nationalities. It could also be 
viewed as a move to draw attention away from the serious economic troubles 
in Yugoslavia.

However, the "Letter" intervention introduced firstly a new series of repu-
blic and province leaderships, which depended exclusively on ingratiating 
themselves with him, i.e. not having any independent power base. This, of 
course, was not a sound political basis for these leaders. (Nevertheless, a few 
exceptions can be noted, which came about from the sheer random selection: 
particularly the rise of Milan Kučan, who was to weather the situation throu-
gh the Slovenian independence process).

A new lebel of lack of trust in political life came about. This pursued from 
the arbitrary nature of the change of leaders, the purges coming about in 
1972. No functionary had any reliability as to what may happen to him or to 
the political process. 

This is indicated in the contradictions in speech on the part of the highest 
leaders. For example, Stane Dolanc would say that "Communists should not 
be afraid to say they are in power", but in the same speech he stated "many 
people expect that the League of Communists will carry out everythings [all 
tasks – S. F]. But that is very dangerous, as it would pull the League [historical-
ly, note by S. F.] back to the position of power. It would diminish the responsi-
bility of state, self-government and other organizations…"64

At another level political life was irrationalized by a set of self-manage-
ment institutions and processes, the operation of which was not achieavable. 
At that time, particularly with the 1974 Constitution of the SFRY, an extre-
mely elaborate set of institutions, including self-management communities 
of interest and the delegatic system were enshrined, supposing the decision 
making in them to be achieved by a set of delegations which were to commu-
nicate ceaselessly, as decisions were to be "social compacts" and "self-mana-
gement agreements", where every party would need to consent to them. The 
relationship of this system to the League of Communists was even less clear, 
contributing to the fact that self-management was to continue to be a front 

64 Nova inicijativa, 75 and 88.
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and an embellishment of the political system and of decision making, althou-
gh one that would make these processes more complicated and timely. 

This is not to say that the political situation basically changed by the Tito's 
"Letter" intervention. But the level of uncertainity, unpredictibility, of the "poli-
tical line" attained a new level and it seemed the "line" became to depend solely 
on his will. The republics and provinces ceased to be autonomous decision-
making subjects, as did all others. All was subjected to his arbitrary discretion, 
within a complex and untransparent system of self-management institutions, 
which was basically a front for the mono-party system. 

The denunciation and "satanization" of "liberalism", in fact its substantial 
degradation, had as consequence and in fact had as the goal, the prohibition 
and making impossible rational political discussion at the Yugoslav level. 

Liberalism could be found condemned by all of the major players:
Tito in the 1972 interview65 in fact downgraded it – from a political posi-

tion and philosophy – to a lack of political resolve (to impose one's will in the 
political process);

Kardelj mentioned "pseudo-liberalism" as something "demagogic" "nee-
ded to be confronted with",66 probably knowing that liberalism could not be 
an absolutely bad thing, void of any positive element, from the point of view of 
democracy.

Dolanc mentioned "false democratism and liberalism" needed to "be got-
ten rid of".67

On another occasion, Dolanc stated: "Concerning liberalism, I should say 
anarcho-liberalism, I consider this to be a serious political problem which 
merited the political drive the League is implementing now /…/ Phenomena of 
liberalism are an attack upon the Party."68 The Letter itself denounces "discus-
sions without conslusions" and "formalist democratic procedure",69 also "more 
resolve in expelling Party elements with ideology alien to the League"70. Howe-
ver, the term "liberalism" is nowhere to be found, indicating that it was not 
acceptable as a general denigrating term in September 1972, before the "Letter" 
intervention implementation period, that it was introduced only later. 

Although other purges of the times were not basically different in the exte-
rior (they also contained all the properties of Communist purge ritual and 
substance, including "ideological explanation" and "ritual support"), one can 

65 Ibid., 21.
66 Ibid., 56.
67 Ibid., 86.
68 "Insistiramo na kontinuiranoj i neprekidnoj akciji", Borba, 3 Nov. 1972, 3.
69 Nova inicijativa, 10–11.
70 Ibid., 15.
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have some comprehension towards suppressing police abuses attributed to 
Ranković (purge of 1966) and ethnonationalist effervescence instigation on 
the part of Dabčević-Kučar and Tripalo (1971), but this time the focus was on 
the basis and preconditions of democracy (within an undemocratic system, but 
always with stems towards democracy and of course claiming to be the apex of 
democracy). Furthermore, those purged in 1972 could not be condemned for 
any particular offence against the Communist doctrine or "self-management 
practice", although proof against the Ranković group was also never displayed. 

The imposition of political uniformity by legitimizing only Tito and "self-
management socialism", with a "mystical" role of the League of Communists, 
closed the arena for further political discussion, enabling the political discussi-
on to develop eventually at the component part level only. One can clearly defi-
ne the situation with Durkheimian terms: Tito imposed mechanical solidarity 
only, crushing any trends towards organic solidarity, with a pluralism of views 

Titovo pismo, objavljeno v časniku Delo (Delo, 19. oktober 1972, 4) 
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and political positions, with political discourse in the proper sense. 
What was most important was that the pluralist political dimensions were 

not able to develop at the Yugoslav level, which would be in dialogue with the 
republic/province and nationality power bases, but all political speech in the 
then Yugoslavia became untrasparent and "newspeech".

Yugoslavia, having had little chances before hand, always containing "chro-
nic weakness" and "multiple threats"71 to enter into a pluralist, "normal" politi-
cal system, owing to its history, now had none. Thus, the explanations offered 
in the Introduction, particularly no. 3 and 4, attain some indirect support, as the 
stage was begun to be set for their operation. 

Our analysis was more limited and narrower in scope than the explanations 
of the dissolution mentioned in the Introduction. However, our analysis may fit 
more or less well with some of the general explanations offered. There is certain-
ly no similarity or affinity of our analysis with the ethnic essentialist explanations. 
Definitely, our analysis could be used to support the position, according to which 
an existing power vacuum was exploited by elites by way of ethnonationalism 
instigation. Furthermore, our analysis would give support to a view that Tito had, 
by his actions and policies - which may be regarded as short sighted (for it is not 
to be expected that he secretly worked towards such a dissolution) - contributed 
to the dissolution within a power vacuum, fueled by ethnonationalistic elites. 

Our analysis is also limited regarding preceding history of Yugoslavia and 
its nationalities and later processes, focusing on one later event only: the disso-
lution.

71 Andrew Wachtel and Christopher Bennett, , "The dissolution of Yugoslavia", in: Charles Ingrao and 
Thomas A. Emmert (Eds.), Confronting Yugoslav Controversies. A Scholars' Initiative (La Fayette, 
Indiana,  2009), 13.
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Sergej Flere

"PISMO" TITA IN DOLANCA IZ LETA 1972 IN RAZPAD JUGOSLAVIJE

POVZETEK

Avtor članka proučuje, kako je pismo Tita in Dolanca iz leta 1972 vplivalo na 
odnose z Zvezo komunistov Jugoslavije in na kasnejši razpad jugoslovanske 
države.

Tito je svoje pismo poslal (kar je bilo nenavadno) kot pismo predsedujoče-
ga Zvezi komunistov Jugoslavije in Izvršnega odbora predsedstva Zveze komu-
nistov Jugoslavije članom in lokalnim vodstvom 18. septembra 1972. Ker so 
že v desetletjih pred tem izvedli mnoga dejanja, s katerimi naj bi disciplinirali 
neposlušno vodstvo, vedno z retoričnimi kvazi-marksističnimi razlagami, je to 
dejanje imelo splošen cilj v pisni obliki izboljšati samoupravni socializem tako, 
da bi delavski razred "resnično v celoti obvladoval družbeno reprodukcijo in 
obvarovalo svojo ključno vlogo v političnem odločanju".

V prejšnjih popravkih deviacij Djilasa, Rankovića in tajne policije, v prime-
rih Dabčević Kučar in Tripalo in etno-nacionalizma na splošno, je bilo težko 
natančno določiti, kaj je bilo narobe, zato je bila potrebna "revolucionarna ini-
ciativa".

Odposlanemu pismu je sledila serija čistk komunističnih voditeljev. Sre-
dišče kampanje je bilo usmerjeno proti "liberalizmu" kot deviaciji od partijske 
politike, hkrati so bile zatrte argumentirane politične razprave, kar je še pove-
čalo vprašanje, kaj je dovoljeno in kaj je dejansko partijska linija. To zatiranje 
je nadalje oslabilo politične razprave v jugoslovanskem prostoru in tako tla-
kovalo pot etno-nacionalističnim hujskanjem in gibanjem, kar je privedlo do 
razpada Jugoslavije. Intervencijsko "pismo" je v nadaljevanju povzročilo popol-
no izroditev političnega sistema, Tito pa je z njim nehote prispeval k razpadu 
Jugoslavije.  
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Introduction

At the end of the 20th century, the international community witnessed profound 
political and social changes. The appeasement policy between the East and 
the West triggered by the politics of Mihael Gorbachev and the opening of the 
Soviet Union to the West, the fall of Berlin Wall and German reunification, the 
dissolution of the Warsaw Pact and changes to the political systems of its mem-
bers – each and every of these events led to a triumphant and powerful march 
of democracy and its parliamentarian multi-party structures to the countries of 
Eastern Europe. A wave of unstoppable democratic changes was released in the 
countries of the East block. The division of the world into blocks was abolished. 
The countries had to redefine their defence policy in the European and global 
arena, and to determine the new functional role for their armed forces.

In addition to positive effects, geopolitical changes in the world also 
brought about negative consequences with the West being focused mainly 
on the drama of immense dimensions taking place within the Soviet Union 
and its satellite nations. The fall of Berlin Wall and the breakdown of commu-
nist regimes of the Warsaw Pact exhausted significantly the ability to develop 
appropriate policy and political energy of Western democracies. 

Contrary to positive global trends, the situation in the former common 
state Yugoslavia deteriorated in this period leading to its unavoidable dissolu-
tion. Yugoslavia was more or less overlooked in this context, but there were 
still some warnings of the likelihood of the civil war. Following the death of 
Josip Broz – Tito, no one in the country was able to pursue his personal author-
ity. Economic, social, demographic, political and cultural differences among 
republics stirred disputes and the feelings of exploitation or injustice. This 
stemmed from the fact that Yugoslavia was a conglomerate of various nations, 
interests, religions and historical traditions. Sharp contradictions among the 
nations and republics originated from economic crisis. The independence of 
republic leadership was on the increase, the political system was decentralized 
to a certain extent, although the central mechanisms were still in operation.1

The Federal Constitution from 19742 introduced a strong federal system 
that, in some parts, already bordered on confederation and decentralization of 

1 Boris Jež, Nikoli več Yu?: bela knjiga o razpadu Jugoslavije [Yu No More?: White Paper on the 
Dissolution of Yugoslavia] (Ljubljana, 1994), 7–8 (futher reading: Jež, Nikoli več Yu?).

2 By Constitution from 1974, SFRY was a federal state and a state of communities of voluntarily joined 
nations and their socialist republics and socialist autonomous regions of Kosovo and Vojvodina as 
constituent elements of the Socialist Republic of Serbia. The republics were granted constitutional 
sovereignty, while the regions of Kosovo and Vojvodina were given greater autonomy. A socialist 
republic was a state based on the sovereignty of the nation and the power and self-determination of 
the working class and all working population. Article 3 of the 1974 SFRY Constitution.
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a multinational state that had never been fully acceptable by political authori-
ties and the influence of the majority Serbian nation. A strong centralized lead-
ership was in the interest of the Yugoslav People’s Army (YPA), which would 
be left as an armed force without a state after its dissolution, which eventually 
happened. The reduced legitimacy of political authorities is linked with vari-
ous crises. In the event that crises culminate to the point of compromising the 
political system, the military may intervene to protect the political system and 
also come to power. The YPA began to intensify its involvement in the political 
system when the civilian political power grew weaker and the civilian political 
(party) control of the military diminished3. Yugoslavia had a one-party system. 
While the power of Tito as its historical leader and the League of Communists 
was considerable, the sovereignty of the federal republics was limited, but 
mainly on paper. After Tito’s death the central authorities began to lose control. 
The League of Communists became increasingly decentralized. With help of 
Kardelj, Tito created a constitution that would prevent any nation from domi-
nating another. However, with the onset of the economic crisis, the national 
bureaucracy started to play on national emotions. The ideas of preserving the 
federation through the socialist system and the opposition to the 1974 constitu-
tional order which might lead to the breaking of the unified state and its federal 
army represented common interests of the YPA leadership and the centralism 
supporting regime. They also shared similar ideology, and economic and insti-
tutional interests. Both of them wanted to control the federal budget enlarged 
mainly through the inflows from the western republics. The initial 70% and the 
following 50% of these inflows (roughly 2.5 billion $) were earmarked for the 
funding of the federal army. The YPA as the only remaining unifying factor4 
of the common state became an instrument of the Serbian regime that stood 
determined against democratic changes and the defence of Yugoslavia and its 
own existence. After Tito’s death it started to evade the civilian political con-
trol of the Presidency of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY). It 
wanted to enforce the state of emergency, to take over the power of the state 
and, thus, to hinder decentralization, confederalism and multi-party parlia-
mentarism. Its intentions even envisaged coup d’état. After the war, the YPA 
was unable to restructure and reform itself in accordance with the new aspects 
of the national security policy, following the example of other armies. The loss 

3 More at: Ljubica Jelušič, Legitimnost sodobnega vojaštva [Legitimacy of Contemporary Military] 
(Ljubljana, 1997), 140 (further reading: Jelušič, Legitimnost sodobnega vojaštva).

4 The 14th Congress of the Yugoslav League of Communists denotes the dissolution of the second stron-
gest pillar of the former Yugoslavia. The first pillar was Tito, who functioned as an institution, the 
second pillar was the uniform federal Yugoslav party and the third the military, which disintegrated 
with the War for Slovenia. RTV Slovenia documentary "Bela krizantema" [White Chrysanthemum] 
(Ljubljana, 1999). 
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of the external enemy was replaced with the search of the internal enemy, and 
the army thus transformed into a law enforcement instrument fulfilling repres-
sive police tasks against its own nation.5 The disputes between Slovenia and 
the YPA became a predominant factor, with the army leadership constantly 
threatening with military intervention. In May 1988 the weekly newspaper 
Mladina published an article titled "Night of the Long Knives", which was based 
on the shorthand report of Kučan’s speech revealing that Slovenia had a nar-
row escape to overthrow of the government in March of that year.6 This was an 
additional proof of the army’s loss of control and ownership over the right to 
decide on key political issues. The understanding of the military leadership was 
an indication of its position in the society. This was then followed by turbulent 
events with the apprehension of the four and accelerated institutional, norma-
tive and legal measures by Slovenia that led to its independence and concluded 
for the YPA when the military aggression against Slovenia was launched. 

Towards the end of 1989, military authorities became aware of their inabil-
ity to convince the political structures of SFRY and, therefore, sought a strong 
ally and found it in the then Serbian politics. Its evolving long-term goals found 
in general Kadijević a man capable of fulfilling them. Their bond was tested 
as early as September 1989 when the introduction of the adopted Slovenian 
constitutional amendments had to be obstructed. The presidency realized that 
it was about the breaking down of the constitutional order, and transferred the 
matter to the Council for Constitutional Order Protection to resolve it. The YPA 
decided to intensify security, counterintelligence and intelligence activity in 
Slovenia.7 The following text will focus on the analysis of events related to the 
military and intelligence and security aspects of the Republic of Slovenia’s inde-
pendence process. Although it cannot be denied that political and constitu-
tional legal measures played a significant role in the process of independence, 
the military dimension should be juxtaposed side by side to the former two and 
acknowledged its key influence on the comprehensive national independence 
project. The article deals in particular with the answers to the dilemma raised 

5 Jelušič, Legitimnost sodobnega vojaštva, 218.
6 The same topic was also presented in an article in the newspaper Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, 

according to which a delegation of high officers from Belgrade paid a visit to Ljubljana in March. 
These officers informed the Slovenian internal minister Tomaž Ertl of the dominance of counter-
revolutionary and anti-Yugoslav activities in Slovenia which could compromise the existence of 
Yugoslavia. Based on this, the Slovenian political leadership turned to Belgrade to find out that the 
state presidency, also functioning as the supreme commander of the armed forces, had no infor-
mation about this. Jež, Nikoli več Yu?, 66; Ali H Žerdin, Generali brez kape [Generals without Hats] 
(Ljubljana, 1997) (further reading: Žerdin, Generali brez kape).

7 Božo Repe, Jutri je nov dan [Tomorrow is a New Day] (Ljubljana, 2002), 231, and Zvezdan Markovič, 
"Odnos Slovencev do JLA in njen umik iz Slovenije" [Attitude of Slovenes Towards the YPA and 
its Withdrawal from Slovenia], Studia Historica Slovenica 7, No. 1–2 (2007): 291 (further reading: 
Markovič, "Odnos Slovencev do JLA in njen umik iz Slovenije").
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as to how the YPA, which was considered one of the strongest military forces in 
Europe, allowed such a strategic intelligence error ultimately leading to a defeat 
in the War for Slovenia and as such representing the beginning of a total dis-
integration of the institution. Based on the analysis of primary and secondary 
historical sources, and the method of direct observation, I will attempt, as an 
active participant of the Manoeuvre Structure of National Protection and the 
War for Slovenia, to confirm or reject the following hypothesis, namely "that 
the superiority complex and understatement of the leading structure brought 
the YPA to the biggest intelligence error and defeat in the War for Slovenia." 

Analysis of the Capabilities of two Warring Factions in Slovenian 
Conflict

Yugoslav People’s Army

The development of SFRY armed forces falls into three periods: the first spans 
from approximately 1945 to 1958 when the general people’s defence was 
defined, the second from 1958 to 1969 when Territorial Defence Forces reor-
ganized and separated from the YPA, and the third from 1969 to 1985 or up 
to the disintegration of SFRY, respectively.8 Year 1982 witnessed the adoption 
of the General People’s Defence Act9, which introduced the next period of 
defence "socialization" and security preparations of the whole socio-political 
community. The period from 1981 to 1991 represents the last decade of the 
SFRY armed forces’ development. As early as in its initial stages, this period 
faced the consequences of the death of the commander-in-chief marshal Josip 
Broz – Tito. The influence of the SFRY presidency as a collective body on the 
completely indoctrinated army could not be compared to the influence of the 
deceased commander-in-chief. The YPA developed as a huge autonomous sys-
tem irrespective of the changes both in the geopolitical and internal political 
areas.

With the establishment of the Yugoslav Army and its consequent renam-
ing into the Yugoslav People’s Army, the army represented the common armed 
force of all nations and nationalities of Yugoslavia and consisted of peace- 
and wartime military institutions. Over four decades it developed the services, 
branches, agencies and the accompanying institutions. Its services were organ-

8 Razvoj oružanih snaga SFRJ 1945–1985 [Development of SFRY Armed Forces 1945–1985] (Beograd: 
Vojnoizdavački i novinarski centar, 1986), 13 (further reading: Razvoj oružanih snaga SFRJ 1945–
1985). 

9 General People’s Defence Act, Official Gazette, Socialist Republic of Slovenia, 35 (1982). 
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ized as land forces, aviation, air defence, and navy with branches as their organ-
ic units which were composed of services and specialities. The branches were 
designed so as to allow rational and efficient organization, better staff train-
ing quality and easier equipping of units. Life in the army was quite different 
from the life in civilian institutions, particularly because of the specific nature 
of work and tasks. This allowed the YPA to have a special social status with a 
defined hierarchical system and legal arrangements within its structure. Inter-
nal relations were specific given the nature of work and tasks. The professional 
structure of the YPA belonged largely to the Yugoslav League of Communists. 
The YPA was under tremendous political influence of the socio-political sys-
tem.10

In the time of big geopolitical changes and changes to the international 
and national security environment, YPA leadership failed to adjust or respond 
appropriately to these changes. They sought to replace the loss of security 
brought about by the imbalance of forces during the Cold War era with a new 
enemy. Their attempts were increasingly directed at potential "low intensity" 
conflicts to be carried out by internal enemies in coordination with external 
assistance. However, in defining the new enemy and new forms of operation 
they wrongly sticked to the outlived doctrine of operation.11 Koča Popovič 
used an illustrative description for their non-understanding of the situation 
noting the following in his diary at the fall of the Berlin wall: 

We are now facing fewer changes than the entire socialist community. Similarly 
to the North Korea. We have the Berlin wall in our heads. This also can be attrib-
uted to the fact that the freedom was fought by ourselves. The generated capital 
was, unfortunately, ideologized. The original military success has turned into an 
obstacle of our emancipation.12

 
It should, nevertheless, be stressed that the Western countries assessed the 

YPA as one of the better developed armed forces in comparison with the forces 
of Eastern European countries. According to some numerical parameters the 
YPA even ranked as the fourth armed force of Europe in the 1980s. According to 
the assumptions of the North-Atlantic Alliance, SFRY or its armed forces were 
believed to have the capacity of 12 divisions and 19 autonomous brigades.13 

10 Razvoj oružanih snaga SFRJ 1945–1985, 20–23.
11 The YPA presented its own understanding of the situation with the execution of the staff training 

exercise "Badem 91".
12 Koča Popović, Zapisi [Notes] (Beograd, 9.XI.1992), 37; Jože Pirjevec, Jugoslavija 1918–1992 

[Yugoslavia 1918–1992] (Koper, 1995), 422.
13 Hugh Faringdon, Strategic geography – NATO, the Warsaw Pact and the Superpowers (London, 1989), 

226.
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Particularly in the period 1987–1988, the last YPA reorganization began 
in Yugoslavia before the disintegration of SFRY. Based on the strategic threat 
assessment, the YPA began restructuring its forces from the East to the West.14 
The divisions were abolished, and the brigades and regiments merged into 
corps commands. The 9th Army District in Slovenia covering the entire territory 
of the Republic of Slovenia was disbanded. The district was replaced with three 
corps: the 14th Corps with the HQ in Ljubljana, the 31st Corps with the HQ in 
Maribor and the 13th Corps with the HQ in Rijeka. Of the entire Slovenian terri-
tory, the latter included only the garrison at Ilirska Bistrica. All three corps were 
subordinated to the 5th Military District with the HQ in Zagreb. Along with the 
reorganization, the Territorial Defence Force and its Republic Staff were reas-
signed to the Supreme Military Command in Belgrade, and thus removed from 
direct authority of the Republic of Slovenia. In so far the disbanding of divisions 
in the moment of social tensions was justified from the professional and eco-
nomic perspective, it was highly disputable in a multinational state from the 

14 Andrej Lovšin, Skrita vojna: spopad varnostno-obveščevalnih služb: 1990–1991 [Hidden War] 
(Ljubljana, 2001, 63–64 (further reading: Lovšin, Skrita vojna).

YPA (Yugoslav people’s army) tanks in the Brnik Airport (Photo: Marijan Garbajs)
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political and rational perspective. Should we additionally consider the actual 
intentions of the activities performed by the YPA leadership, then the opposi-
tion of Slovenian authorities was entirely justified.

The YPA began its military aggression against Slovenia from the corps sub-
ordinate to the 5th Military District in Zagreb. The main combat activities were 
carried out by the 13th Corps, the 14th Corps, the 31st Corps, the 32nd Corps with 
its HQ in Varaždin, the 10th Corps with HQ in Zagreb, and the 5th Aviation and 
Air Defence Corps with its HQ in Zagreb. The YPA total strength in Slovenia 
included approximately 25.000 troops, 350 tanks, and 300 other armoured 
vehicles. At the onset of armed conflicts, 90 aircraft and 50 helicopters were 
employed in four airfields (Cerklje, Maribor, Brnik, and Portorož).15

  

Territorial Defence Force

After 1968 the functional structure of the SFRY armed forces was divided into 
the permanent armed force (YPA) and the territorial armed force (TO). The 
armed forces’ doctrine separated the roles of these two subjects. In the event 
of an attack on the state, the YPA would respond to the attacks along the main 
lines, while the TO would assume long-term fighting in the whole of the occu-
pied territory. The YPA also had three tasks which separated its functions sig-
nificantly from those of the TO: 1. mobilisation was to be performed quickly to 
engage in the first defence echelons while allowing mobilisation of the TO in 
the meantime, 2. high specialization, military skills and expertise16, 3. establish-
ment of conditions for combat operations, command, control and supervision 
of TO.17

The military elite of the YPA leadership never regarded TO as an equal part-
ner or a factor of armed combat, which was also reflected in equipping the TO 
with obsolete equipment and weapons, and ultimately in the exclusive YPA 
right for weapons’ procurement that was prohibited for the republic TO. The 
YPA leadership made constant efforts to subdue TO units to the YPA. The entire 
period of the "competitive" relationship between the YPA and TO served as a 
reminder to the YPA leadership about the potential development of republic 
armies from TO. Worth mentioning are the assessments of the Slovenian TO 
made by defence inspection authorities, the good ratings of which warned the 

15 Tomaž Kladnik, "Oblikovanje oboroženih sil in osamosvojitvena vojna 1991" [Creation of the Armed 
Forces and the Independence War 1991], Studia Historica Slovenica 7, No. 1–2 (2007): 270 (further 
reading: Kladnik, "Oblikovanje oboroženih sil in osamosvojitvena vojna 1991").

16 YPA troops were supposed to achieve this through long-term training.
17 Jelušič, Legitimnost sodobnega vojaštva, 157.
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army leadership that Slovenian TO should not be allowed autonomous con-
duct of its military preparations.18 Based on the decision19 adopted by the SFRY 
Presidency the YPA General Staff was renamed into the General Staff of SFRY 
Armed Forces. With this manoeuvre the YPA established the legal basis for the 
inclusion of TO under its unified military command. The position, role and 
development of TO in the Slovenian society took a different course than the 
rest of TO in other Yugoslav republics. The majority of its members, particularly 
its reserves, regarded TO as reviving the idea of the Slovenian army.20 Upon its 
subordination to the General Staff of the SFRY Armed Forces, the TO leadership 
was manned with the YPA active duty members, so that the expected was on 
their side. During the process of democratization of the Slovenian society and 
organization of multi-party elections, the YPA gave a clear sign that it was tak-
ing certain elements in its own hands by implementing concrete steps towards 
"disarming" the Slovenian and Croatian TO. 

General Kadijević explained that it was just a routine action intended at 
improving protection of weapons. He was convinced that because of the 
increasingly tense relations in Yugoslavia there was a risk that the weapons 
could be seized by some extremists. Kadijević wrote in his memoirs that long 
before there had been considerations about how to paralyse the Territorial 
Defence Forces in those parts of Yugoslavia where they could be used for the 
establishment of the army by separatist forces.21 

As early as 14 January 1990, general Hočevar as the commander of the 
Republic Staff of the RS Territorial Defence Force (RŠTO) ordered subordinate 
municipal TO staffs to make detailed lists of all weapons and equipment and 
the mine explosive ordinance (MES) stored outside YPA facilities.22 In mid May 
or precisely on 15 May 199023 RŠTO issued an order on disarming TO that even-
tually demanded from subordinate TO staffs to hand over to YPA depots all 
weapons, ammunition, mine explosive ordinance and other equipment pre-
viously stored outside YPA facilities.24 Upon assuming the executive power, 
the Slovenian leadership, particularly its new secretary for people’s defence 

18 Markovič, "Odnos Slovencev do JLA in njen umik iz Slovenije": 282–283.
19 Decision on the Renaming of the YPA General Staff to the General Staff of the SFRY’s Armed Forces 

was endorsed by the SFRY Presidency on 1 October 1897. Službeni vojni list [Official Military Gazette] 
27, 13 October 1987.

20 Kladnik, "Oblikovanje oboroženih sil in osamosvojitvena vojna 1991": 260.
21 Veljko Kadijević, Moje viđenje razpada [My View of the Dissolution] (Belgrade, 1993), 34–38.
22 Military of the Slovenian Armed Forces (VMSV), Fond: War 1991, Order-no. 625/1-90, dated 15 May 

1990 on the storage of TO weapons and ammunition.
23 The deadline for the implementation of the order was determined during the handover of duties of 

the RS Executive Council.
24 The weapons of the Slovenian TO were owned by the Republic of Slovenia, municipalities and com-

panies that were legally bound to allocate a certain amount of funds for weapon acquisition.
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Janez Janša, reacted immediately and sent clear instructions to the municipal 
administration authorities prohibiting the transfer of weapons to YPA facilities. 
However, this measure came late, as most of the weapons had already been 
transported to YPA facilities. According to the opinion of the then defence sec-
retary Janez Janša more than 70% of all TO weapons were handed over. The 
weapons were kept only by the following Slovenian municipalities: Jesenice, 
Kranj, Radovljica, Tržič, Brežice, Krško, Litija, Šmarje pri Jelšah, Žalec, Lendava, 
Mozirje, Radlje ob Dravi, Slovenske Konice, Velenje, and Dravograd.25 

The disarmament of TO was the first public proof that the YPA was serious 
about preparing for the police role which was eventually implemented in the 
mid 1991.  

The fact known primarily to some actors of the then politics that without 
the own armed force capable of safeguarding political achievements of the 
independence process of the Republic of Slovenia was that this process failed 
to be successful. The situation in this historical moment was totally unfavour-
able for Slovenia. TO was eventually disarmed, the leading TO officers at the TO 
Republic Staff (RŠTO) were completely loyal to the orders of the army leader-
ship, the YPA pressure grew stronger, and even the attitude of the majority of 
European countries and the US26 strongly opposing the independence proc-
ess of individual Yugoslav republics undermined independence. The bodies of 
the new government administration showed no confidence in the old com-
mand structure of the Slovenian TO led by general Hočevar, who was explicitly 
pro-Yugoslav. No less encouraging were the disagreements in the major part 
of Slovenian politics with part of it being strongly against the establishment 
of own armed structures and rather advocating an entirely peacekeeping poli-
tics.27 This was a moment when Slovenia urgently needed a decision about the 
establishment of a specific armed formation capable of protecting the meas-
ures of the emerging Slovenian state if required. An organized and armed mili-
tary formation of units and staffs titled the Manoeuvre Structure of National 
Protection (MSNZ) was set up. The formation and operation of the MSNZ was 
carried out in complete secrecy, and people were called in only on the confi-
dence-basis.28 The MSNZ was defined as an "organizational form designed for 

25 Janez J. Švajncer, Obranili domovino [Homeland Defended] (Ljubljana, 1993), 11–13; Albin Mikulič, 
Uporniki z razlogom [Rebels with a Reason] (Ljubljana, 2005), 21–23 (further reading: Mikulič, 
Uporniki z razlogom) ; Kladnik, "Oblikovanje oboroženih sil in osamosvojitvena vojna 1991": 260.

26 Italian foreign minister Gianni de Michelis said the following to his Slovenian counterparts in the 
spring of 1991: "Gentlemen, there is no room for new countries in Europe and surely you do not 
want to move to another continent." Jože Pirjevec, Jugoslovanske vojne 1991–2001 [Yugoslav Wars 
1991–2001] (Ljubljana, 2001), 41 (further reading: Pirjevec, Jugoslovanske vojne 1991–2001).

27 The main peacekeeping supporters were Mr. Plut and Mr. Zlobec in the Presidency and some political 
parties led by the Socialist Youth League of Slovenia (ZSMS), Mr. Školjč, Ms. Potočnik and others.

28 Mikulič, Uporniki z razlogom, 23–24.
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armed combat without rigid rules and formations."29 The MSNZ establishment 
activities were led by the republic internal affairs secretary Igor Bavčar and the 
Republic Defence Secretary Janez Janša of the time. The operational aspect 
of the MSNZ project implementation relied on the commander of the police 
special forces unit Vinko Beznik and the Kočevje municipal defence secretary 
captain class 1 Tone Krkovič. The top Slovenian political authorities, includ-
ing the Republic of Slovenia’s presidency were not informed about the initial 
stage of the project. However, the main authors of the project soon realized 
that a clear political support of the then political leadership in Slovenia and 
the legal framework for its operation were required if they wanted it to be effi-
cient. The legal framework for MSNZ operations was determined in the 1982 
Act on General People’s Defence and Society’s Self-protection, where national 
protection was defined as an armed formation under the authority of the inter-
nal affairs secretariat. This gave the MSNZ project the legal basis and facilitated 
its formal inclusion in the internal affairs secretariat, which, in my opinion, is 
even more important for the efficient operation of the whole project and legiti-

29 Janez Janša, Premiki [Moves] (Ljubljana, 1992), 51 (further reading: Janša, Premiki). 

YPA units stopped on the road (Archive of Military Museum of SAF)
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mate and formal support of the Republic of Slovenia’s Presidency of the time.30 
This led to the creation of a specific armed organization capable of protecting 
Slovenia against a potential armed attack within a three-month period follow-
ing the disarmament of the Slovenian TO, with a special operations unit and 
special operations units of the then police. All preparations were conducted 
in secrecy, also to prevent YPA and Serbian authorities from misusing them for 
provocations or armed intervention.31 The MSNZ structure counted approxi-
mately 21.000 members, mostly from the reserve component of the Slovenian 
TO. In terms of organization, the project relied on all thirteen TO regions. Such 
organizational structure enabled the republic bodies and presidency to lead 
and command TO of Slovenia.

MSNZ members functioned in a highly conspiratory and coordinated man-
ner. Every member knew about MSNZ tasks and organization only as it was 
required from him to accomplish concrete assignments. Secrete locations were 
designated for the storage and collection of weapons and equipment, code 
plans were developed for the call-up of new units, and individuals and units 
were called up according to a precisely defined system of coded notification. 
The fundamental MSNZ tasks deriving from the defence plan in the event of 
a YPA attack were to protect key facilities, conduct surprise attacks on weap-
ons and military equipment depots and, thus, facilitate the call-up and equip-
ping of entire TO formation structures.32 MSNZ members played a decisive role 
in acquiring strategic advantage over the YPA. Their intelligence and security 
activity eventually enabled a detailed threat assessment, and efficient plans of 
activities against the YPA along various directions of operation should the YPA 
intervene against Slovenia.

Considering the concept of the deterring role one could conclude that the 
MSNZ was a factor constituting the Slovenian armed forces. However, this fact 
was aggravated by two powerful factors preventing direct execution of this 
deterring function: the confidentiality of the project and the wish of the Slov-
enian leadership to avoid public demonstrations in order not to provoke the 
YPA to use force as an excuse against Slovenian independence efforts. By defi-
nition

30 The author’s assessment is based on his experience as an active participant in the development pro-
cesses of Manoeuvre Structure of National Protection (MSNZ) and the events of the War for Slovenia 
that followed.

31 Janša, Premiki, 63.
32 Military Museum of the Slovenian Armed Forces (VMSV), Fond: War 1991, Decree on the Appointment 

of the Chief of National Protection, no. 0001-1-Z-2/13-90, dated 29 August 1990, and the Directive 
of the chief of National Protection of the Republic of Slovenia for demobilisation, partial or full use of 
the MSNZ, dated 7 September 1990.
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the armed forces may perform its function of national security protection with-
out having to apply its expertise in violence control, implies that the mere fact of 
the armed forces’ existence shall function so as to deter potential aggressors from 
their aggressive intentions and potential violators of internal peace.33 

During the existence of the MSNZ, the republic leadership was actively 
engaged in laying new foundations for TO operations. On 27 and 28 Septem-
ber 1990, the Republic of Slovenia’s Assembly passed constitutional amend-
ments abolishing the validity of federal documents that were in contradiction 
with the republic’s constitution. Within this context, two important decisions 
were taken in the area of defence, namely that the Slovenian TO and military 
service shall be in the exclusive domain of the republic. In addition to legiti-
macy of the decision, the legal requirements for transfer of command over to 
the TO of the Republic of Slovenia were also fulfilled. Shortly after that, on 28 
September 1990, the Republic of Slovenia’s Presidency appointed Major Janez 
Slapar acting chief of the RŠTO, who, on the prior consent of the RS Presidency, 
nominated acting commanders of TO regions on 4 October 1990.34 This was a 
formal moment when the MSNZ was officially disbanded and its members had 
been mainly reassigned to the new TO structure, while part of police forces 
reintegrated into the internal affairs secretariat. Contrary to Slovenia’s efforts 
and legally agreed constitutional amendments, the federal presidency con-
cluded on 2 October 1990 to transfer the command and control of Slovenian 
TO to the command of the 5th Military District in Zagreb. The execution of this 
decision was directly entrusted to the federal secretariat for people’s defence 
(ZSLO) and the YPA. Immediately after that, the YPA increased its combat read-
iness and intervened with weapons against the new Slovenian government 
for the first time. In the night from 4 to 5 October 1990, a military police unit 
occupied RŠTO located at the Prežihova 4 Street and thus wanted to show its 
disagreement with the Slovenian authorities’ measures to take over command 
of the Slovenian TO. The day before that, the newly appointed RŠTO for of the 
Republic of Slovenia’s TO led by the acting chief of staff major Janez Slapar 
moved temporarily to the premises of the republic secretariat for the people’s 
defence (RSLO). On the one hand, the situation was extremely tense, but on the 
other hand grotesque as well, as the premises of the old and new RŠTO were 
located practically within the same block of buildings, and separated solely 
with walls and entrances from different streets. Protection of the RSLO and the 
new RŠTO was provided by the members of the 30th TO Development Group 

33 Jelušič, Legitimnost sodobnega vojaštva, 115.
34 Kladnik, "Oblikovanje oboroženih sil in osamosvojitvena vojna 1991": 261.
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(RSK TO) who wore new Slovenian uniforms, were specially trained and in part 
already equipped with the new MGV 176 weapons of Slovenian production. 
This resulted in a significant surprise by the YPA, but attracted great approval 
and support of the Slovenian public.

The actions of the YPA at the time were, among other things, also the con-
sequence of past isolation and reluctance to changes which the YPA had to face 
due to internal political and strategic developments. Instead of transforming 
itself, the YPA found itself in the role of the ultimate unifying factor of the col-
lapsing Yugoslavia. It found itself in a political crisis which was brought about 
by its own intervention as the supreme political factor. This made the YPA the 
most destructive power of Yugoslavia. 

Slovenia continued with the process of establishing its own armed force. 
During the process it faced significant shortage of modern weapons and com-
munications systems. In part the weapons were secretly procured abroad, but 
the quantities were negligible. The environment for weapons’ procurement 
was at that time far from favourable. The international community was not 
very supportive of Slovenian and Croatian endeavours for the separation from 
Yugoslavia, and the defence industry, mostly state owned or connected with 
the government authorities, was, therefore, reluctant to do business with Slov-
enian representatives, while the border control was still in the hands of YPA 
units and federal customs authorities. On 11 December, the ZSLO sent a report 
on "unauthorized establishment of armed formations" to the state presidency, 
with particular emphasis on the Slovenian TO. The SFRY Presidency met on 22 
January 1991 and had discussions on big quantities of illegally acquired weap-
ons.35 

Notwithstanding all these trouble, Slovenia managed to relatively quickly 
create an armed force that would be capable of protecting the independence 
process against the YPA. Despite constant threats of the army, there was the first 
line-up of the 30th RSK TO organized on 17 December 1009 at Kočevska Reka. 
It was intended mainly to demonstrate the organization ability and readiness 
for state defence to the Slovenian public and potential adversaries. The line-
up also included a presentation of new weapons and equipment acquired by 
TO just before the event. It included Beretta pistols, semi-automatic rifles SAR 
of Singapore production and handheld Armbrust antitank system. Half of the 
members already wore new camouflage uniforms produced for TO by the com-
pany Oprema Kočevje. The chair of the Republic of Slovenia’s Executive Coun-
cil Lojze Peterle as the official speaker used the famous words, "that, today for 

35 Janez Drnovšek, Moja resnica [My Truth] (Ljubljana, 1996), 225.
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the first time ever, one could smell the Slovenian army."36 The ceremony at the 
first line-up would also reveal the other side of the story to a good intelligence 
analyst, namely that the political leadership was still divided on the execution 
of armed preparations. Except for some prominent representatives of the RS 
Executive Council and the chief of the RŠTO, no one from the republic’s Presi-
dency or other major political functionaries appeared. This caused quite some 
discomfort with TO members in the line-up.37 

Based on the combat readiness report of TO units drawn up by the chief of 
the RŠTO for the extended RS presidency it can be assessed that TO was capa-
ble of 1. establishing readiness at all command levels within 2-hour’s notice; 
2. activating 35.000 members operationally, for whom they had appropriate 
infantry weapons and ammunition and a small part of anti-tank, artillery and 
air defence assets; 3. ensuring protection of facilities of vital importance and 

36 The author believes that 15 May 1991 as the beginning of military conscript training in Slovenia is 
inappropriately selected as the official day of the Slovenian Armed Forces. Instead the Day of the 
Slovenian Armed Forces should be marked on this historical day of 17 December 1990. 

37 Memoirs and personal notes of the author, who attended the line-up of the 30th RSK TO in Kočevska 
Reka.

The column of YPA armoured vehicles in the woods "Krakovski gozd" (Archive of Military Museum of SAF)
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other critical infrastructure in the republic; 4. deterring and blocking of YPA 
units in case of their possible employment, and 5. establishing centres for Slov-
enian conscripts and officers who might defect from the YPA. 92 anti-tank 
groups, 85 counter-mobility groups, 240 platoons, 142 companies, 33 platoon 
level detachments, 11 company level detachments and 6 battalions were ready 
for immediate employment.38 

On 15 May 1991, training of military conscripts commenced in the first 
two TO training centres, including 180 military conscripts in the training cen-
tre at Ig pri Ljubljani and 120 military conscripts in the training centre of Pekre 
near Maribor. First soldiers took their oath to Slovenian state on 2 June 1991. In 
Pekre near Maribor, the YPA attempted to enforce its decisions by force for the 
second time. With the blockade of the TO training centre in Pekre and abduc-
tion of the chief of the Maribor regional TO staff colonel Miloševič the army 
sharpened the situation to a critical point. TO units were on stand-by in various 
locations across Slovenia. During those tragic days the first victim of the Repub-
lic of Slovenia’s independence efforts was recorded. A transport vehicle of the 
YPA ran over an inhabitant from Maribor (Josef Simček) protesting together 
with the others against the YPA action against the training centre.

Just before the proclamation of independence another operational exer-
cise of the TO titled "Premik 91" was conducted, which served the leadership of 
the RŠTO to verify the responsiveness and operational feasibility of mobiliza-
tion plans of TO wartime units in individual regions.

On 26 June 1991, during the solemn proclamation of independence at the 
Republic Square in Ljubljana, the YPA launches its combat activities to establish 
full control of the borders of the Republic of Slovenia.

In the initial moments of the attack, TO activated 15.000 members and 
managed to call up more than 35.000 members by the end of the conflict. An 
additional 7.100 members of police forces and civil defence played an impor-
tant role in countering combat manoeuvre of YPA units.

Intelligence and Security Capabilities of the Warring Factions 

It is characteristic for the area of intelligence, counterintelligence and security 
activity that authors and experts have different definitions of the basic terms. 
Some authors separate all of the three, while others intertwine them or try to 
link them. The intelligence and security activity in different forms is almost as 

38 Military Museum of the Slovenian Armed Forces (VMSV), Fond: War 991, Report and Accounts of 
General Janez Slapar; Kladnik, "Oblikovanje oboroženih sil in osamosvojitvena vojna 1991": 267.
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old as the humankind itself. The Bible mentions Moses in the Old Testament 
who was told by the god to send messengers to reccointre the promised land 
designated for the Israelis some 1500 years before Christ. The oldest compre-
hensive work dedicated to the art of war Art of War by Sun Tzu, written around 
500 years before Christ, envisages the use of various agents. Likewise the author 
stresses the importance of accurate and timely information on the adversary 
for the purpose of anticipating the further events in the battlefield.39 These 
first scripts suggest the importance of the subject-matter which has evolved to 
unprecedented dimensions over the history up to the modern time. Although 
technological development has tremendously influenced the development of 
the intelligence and security activity, man as a source of information still plays 
the most important and central part in this activity. 

Timely intelligence is the basis for an efficient strategic assessment of the 
situation which helps the decision-makers, such as military commanders or 
politicians, to adopt the right decisions. The efficiency of the intelligence and 
security system is especially important in critical moments, such as conflict sit-

39 Sun-Tzu, Umetnost vojne [Art of War] (Ljubljana, 1996), 89.

YPA aircraft during their attacks on the major Slovenian transmitters (Archive of Military Museum of SAF)
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uations or armed conflict. This fact was proved also during the independence 
process of the Republic of Slovenia, when the federal government and the YPA, 
despite the well-developed intelligence and security structure, flopped in terms 
of intelligence, resulting in the defeat of the YPA in the War for Slovenia. 

The continuation of the text will shortly explain the intelligence capabili-
ties of the SFRY intelligence and security services, as, well as the beginnings and 
activities of the intelligence and security segments of the emerging Slovenian 
state. The analysis will focus in particular on the defence-military and intelli-
gence and security capabilities.

Yugoslav People’s Army

The YPA had an organic military intelligence service that was organized as a 
constituent element of Intelligence Sector II of the YPA General Staff. The evo-
lution of the organization went through various stages, although the sector for 
intelligence collection, analysis sector, electronic reconnaissance and sector for 
military diplomacy representatives abroad were its constants. The military intel-
ligence service was tasked with the gathering and processing of information, 
analytical and evaluation activity, preparation of information and intelligence 
products for the customers from military, political and party circles.40 With the 
aim of fulfilling its mission, the service managed to build intelligence centres at 
home and abroad, and occasionally also employed specialized reconnaissance 
units. This service was a typical example of YPA inability to respond to the new 
security situation in SFRY, also reflected in the fact that its work focused on the 
gathering and analyzing of situation information, capabilities and intentions of 
foreign armed forces, military and political situation, armed conflicts around 
the world, military policy, strategy and doctrine of foreign countries with the 
emphasis on block countries.

The military security service41 was another important service which was 
organizationally not a constituent element of the YPA but was closely linked 
with it. It was organized as part of the Security Administration, which belonged 
to ZSLO, or better known as Sector 9 or the Security Affairs Sector of the ZSLO. 

40 Ozren Žunec and Darko Domišljanović, Obaveštajno-sigurnostne službe republike Hrvatske: stanje i 
načela preustrojstva za razdoblje konsolidacije [Intelligence and Security Services of the Republic of 
Croatia: Situation and Reorganization Principles during the Period of Consolidation] (Zagreb, 2000), 
35 (further reading: Žunec and Domišljanović, Obaveštajno-sigurnostne službe republike Hrvatske).

41 Better known under its original name KOS – the counter-intelligence service, although the latter 
was disbanded as organization in 1955. Its past tasks were divided between the Military Intelligence 
Service and the Military Security Service. Žunec and Domišljanović, Obaveštajno-sigurnostne službe 
republike Hrvatske, 35.
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The military security service was responsible for counterintelligence protection 
of the armed forces against the intrusion of foreign intelligence services, secu-
rity clearance of candidates for active duty personnel and military conscripts, 
management and guidance of military police, suppression of criminal acts 
and law enforcement, as well as political control of the members of the armed 
forces. The latter in particular gave it the character of political police, although 
its area of operation included not only the armed forces and their personnel, 
but quite often control and monitoring of the interesting security-related phe-
nomena in society. Its work was based on federal regulations that, among other 
things, granted the authority for the overall security of state. Similarly to the 
National Security Service the YPA Security Service also functioned in line with 
the regulations that were not published neither in the public nor in the secret 
official gazette . The military security service was responsible for counterintel-
ligence protection of the armed forces against the intrusion of foreign intel-
ligence services, security clearance of candidates for active duty personnel and 
military conscripts, management and guidance of military police, suppression 
of criminal acts and law enforcement, as well as political control of the mem-
bers of the armed forces. The latter in particular gave it the character of politi-
cal police, although its area of operation included not only the armed forces 
and their personnel, but quite often control and monitoring of the interesting 
security-related phenomena in society. Its work was based on federal regula-
tions that, among other things, granted the authority for the overall security 
of state. Similarly to the National Security Service the YPA Security Service also 
functioned in line with the regulations that were not published neither in the 
public nor in the secret official gazette42. 

In terms of its organization, it was present at all command levels in the YPA, 
as well as all military institutions, institutes and organizations providing activi-
ties as required by the YPA. This enabled the service to be continually present 
and have insight into the situation at various levels. It had close links with unit 
commanders and performed the function of the assistant commander for 

42 On the basis of secret Rules of Security Bodies of the SFRY’s Armed Forces issued by the SFRY 
Presidency, the federal secretary for people’s defence issued secret Instructions on the Methods and 
Means for the Activity of YPA Security Bodies. The applicable General People’s Defence Act (ZSLO) 
allowed the chief of the General Staff, his deputy, undersecretary and the ZSLO assistant as well as 
the army commander, on proposal of the security body superior, to order the implementation of 
measures, indicating derogation from the immunity principle in correspondence and other media. 
The instruction allowed secret control of letters, interception and recording with the equipment 
installed in premises, transport means, communications devices and persons, and secret investiga-
tion of objects and facilities. Secret investigations of housing facilities were in contradiction with 
both the federal and republic constitutions, and also with the Act and Rules of the SFRY Presidency. 
Gregor Garb, "Oblike tajnega delovanja obveščevalno-varnostnih služb Republike Slovenije" (magis-
trska naloga, Univerza v Ljubljani, 2007) [Forms of Secret Activity of Intelligence and Security Services 
of the Republic of Slovenia] (M.A. diss., University of Ljubljana, 2007), 23.
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Figure 1: The organization, control, management and guidance of SFRY intelligence and security serv-
ices before the critical events of Slovenian independence process43

security affairs. Professionally it was directly responsible and subordinate to 
the next superior security body of Security Administration. Individual reports 
on counterintelligence and political and police matters under its jurisdiction 

43 Explanation of acronyms and abbreviations: ZSNZ – Federal Secretariat for Internal Affairs; ZSZZ 
– Federal Secretariat for Foreign Affairs; ZSLO – Federal Secretariat for People’s Defence; SDV – 
National Security Service; SRD – Research and Documentation Service.
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and area of operation could, therefore, be directly submitted to the superiors 
in profession. Most often unit commanders had no information about this. In 
this way the security bodies could also fulfil their control function both over 
commanders and employees. In accomplishing its work, the YPA Security Serv-
ice cooperated closely with the committees of the Yugoslav League of Com-
munists (ZKJ) and the bodies for moral and political issues. Since these were 
present at all command levels within the YPA, the YPA Security Service man-
aged to develop a network of collaborators, which helped it to become one of 
the power centres of the YPA and, hence, of the entire country. 

In line with the aforementioned reorganization of the YPA following the 
disbanding of the 9th Army District, the YPA Security Service was also reorgan-
ized. Owing to the strategic importance of the "Ljubljana gate" and the admin-
istrative, economic and political role of the city of Ljubljana, the organization 
of the YPA Security Service was the strongest in the 14th Ljubljana Corps. The 
departments functioning within the 9th Army retained, in terms of their for-
mation, the level of squads but lost some of their personnel.44 The chief of the 
Military Security Service led both, the security and counterintelligence compo-
nents. The organization in the other two corps was quite similar but with less 
manpower. The YPA units stationed in Slovenia included two members each, 
i.e. the chief and his assistant. 

Intelligence and Security Services the Republic of Slovenia

The emerging armed forces had, formally and organizationally, not developed 
the intelligence and security apparatus of the size comparable to that of the YPA. 
With the arrival of Janez Janša to the RSLO, the existing sector 9 was led by lieu-
tenant colonel Ivan Bizjak of the YPA Military Security Service and also included 
some YPA non-commissioned officers. Soon after his appointment as the sec-
retary for defence, Janez Janša nominated Andrej Lovšin to head the sector and 
eventually discharged all YPA employees. By appointing new personnel, certain 
reassignments of employees, introduction of personnel evaluation and infor-
mation services on security situation for the employees efforts were made to 
prevent the leakage of confidential information from the RSLO. The intelligence 
and security situation was very much backed up by a significant improvement of 
the national consciousness in the beginning of the 1990s. All this hindered the 
activity of the YPA Military Security Service members in the structure of RSLO.45

44 Lovšin, Skrita vojna, 63–64.
45 Lovšin, Skrita vojna, 27.
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The RSLO Security Affairs Sector began to cooperate with TO security bodies 
right after 5 October 1990, when the ordinance on assuming control and com-
mand of TO by the RSLO was issued. From then on, the chiefs of the regional 
TO staffs were actively involved in intelligence, counterintelligence and secu-
rity tasks. The number of the Security Affairs Sector employees increased tre-
mendously by February 1991. This also led to the increased number of tasks of 
TO security bodies and their role in building the security system of the RSLO 
and TO of Slovenia.46 

The SDV with its former role of the political police was not the most 
appropriate service for the preparation of intelligence and security prepara-
tions in to processes of independency, because it was in that moment dis-
organized and also weak in terms of its organization.47 Owing to this, it was 
incapable of fully reacting to the influence from the environment and partic-
ularly to a changed security situation in Slovenian independence process. At 
the end of 1989 it no longer implemented measures related to internal prob-
lems. Year 1990 witnessed the creation of a new basis for the endorsement 
of the Internal Affairs Act, which formally introduced the reorganization of 
the service. The period from March 1990 to the beginning of 1991 was the 
time of informal reorganization of the SDV that already took place before the 
final adoption of the act in the Republic of Slovenia’s Assembly. The plebiscite 
was an important turning point in setting the direction for the reorganization 
of the service, as it became lear that Slovenia was to become independent. 
The service had to be prepared for an intelligence encounter with the fed-
eral National Security Service and the YPA. This phase evolved very quickly as 
the circumstances demanded a need for quick changes for effective solutions. 
The intelligence activity thus merged with counterintelligence into one sec-
tor, although these two areas are not joined in developed countries. It is a fact 
that counterintelligence activity was well organized, and the organizational 
merger ensured an accelerated flow of information as the key quality in those 
circumstances.48

At the end of March 1991, the SDV was organized and prepared for the 
encounter. This period also marked the establishment of a coordination group 
for defence preparations. The SDV became an important part of defence 
preparations only in the year 1991. In general, the SDV was openly loyal to the 
republic political leadership which was also reflected during the independence 
process when, together with other police services and defence intelligence and 

46 Ibid., 139.
47 Miha Brejc, Vmesni čas [Interim Time] (Ljubljana, 1994), 66–67.
48 Author personal archive and direct experience as a participant in these events and processes of reor-

ganization intelligence and security system in Republic of Slovenia. 
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security bodies, took the side of the legitimately elected Slovenian leadership in 
the conflict with the YPA.

Analysis of Factors Connected with the Intelligence Failure of the 
YPA

The SFRY intelligence and security system was, in terms of its organization, quite 
a dispersed and highly bureaucratic system. In addition to the organizational 
structures at the federal level, there were also segments established which func-
tioned on the republic level and supported mainly the republic political elite 
during the clash of interests. The entire national security system of the SFRY 
was unable or not in position to adjust to new security circumstances after the 
Cold War period, thereby drastically reducing the efficiency of these services. 
The established threat assessments were based on wrong assumptions resulting 
in not clearly defined operational goals of the services. Personnel multination-
alism in these services, notably in the process of independence and conflict in 
Slovenia, obstructed their performance. All YPA members of Slovene national-
ity became potentially disputable. This forced the YPA Security Service to com-
mit more resources for the personnel control in the YPA in key moments than 
for the structures of the new Slovenian leadership. 

Another important factor influencing the efficiency of intelligence and 
security services was the inadequate control of their operations. The lack of 
efficiency control was allowed services to conduct their activities under their 
own assessments without needs for cooperation with other services of intel-
ligence and security system. This had indirect an adverse affect on work coor-
dination and the exchange of information among individual services. The level 
of bureaucracy was very high, which on the other hand paralyzed the efficiency 
of this system. Contacts between the services on the republic and federal levels 
were draining, so that the information adopted by the federal service had been 
selected at the level of the republic initially and submitted in a modified version 
to the federal service. At the end of the 1990s, the YPA Security Service lost an 
important partner of operations in Slovenia. In the aftermath of the process 
against the four, the Slovenian SDV and militia ceased the systematic imple-
mentation of activity related to the YPA Security Service.49 The raising nation-

49 In 1986 when Eržen returned from his assignment in the Federal SDV as a "special councillor", he 
assumed the position of the chief of Slovenian SDV. Being familiar with the habits of the federal SDV 
in Belgrade, he made detailed selection of the materials designated for the federal capital. The federal 
SDV, hence, lacked some information on the "internal" enemy. Belgrade had to intensify the activity 
of the YPA Security Service in Slovenia. Žerdin, Generali brez kape, 36.
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al consciousness of Slovenian inhabitants, massive withdrawals from the ZK 
membership and opposition of the public opinion against the YPA made the 
recruitment of people willing to perform specific activities for the YPA Security 
Service increasingly difficult.  

The MSNZ project was the biggest mistake of the YPA and its services as it 
made the YPA lose its strategic advantage achieved by disarming TO. Owing 
to the conspiratory attitude of MSNZ members’ operations the YPA did not 
manage to get access to appropriate data unveiling the activity of the renewed 
organization and disarmament of defence and security structures in Slovenia. 
With the lack of concrete data on facilitators and operational processes of the 
MSNZ, the YPA was unable to efficiently prevent or at least obstruct this activ-
ity. The YPA intelligence apparatus constituting the Military Intelligence Service 
was almost useless in this process as it focused its operations and agency net-
work beyond SFRY50. In case of the Slovenian conflict its activity should have 
been directed against the armed formations in Slovenia.

This also became obvious later on in the War for Slovenia with the YPA 
launching its activity as the police force rather than as classic military force 
functioning according to all principles of combat operations and preparation of 
the battlefield before the actual conduct of activities. On the other hand, in key 
moments it was supported by a highly motivated structure of MSNZ initially and 
later by the structure of defence and internal affairs. The latter possessed smaller 
technical potential, but was highly motivated in terms of its personnel. Once 
again it was confirmed that despite its unprecedented progress efficient intel-
ligence and security activity still relied heavily on the efficiency of the involved 
personnel potential. Every member of MSNZ and later on a certain part of TO 
members also performed in addition to their basic tasks functions in the field 
in intelligence, since the information gathered by observing the YPA activities 
were an invaluable source of threat assessments and possible courses of action.

Activities performed by the Slovenian defence and security forces in pro-
tecting the import of new equipment and weapons came as a significant sur-
prise to the YPA. This was also evident in reactions of the army circles following 
the line-up of the 30th RSK units in Kočevska Reka in December 1990.51 The 

50 This was also proved through the oral report given by general Vuletić, chief of the Military Intelligence 
Service, to the federal secretary general Kadijević on the developments in Slovenia. His report was 
directed to the countries in the international community and their position on the war in Slovenia. 
Not a single word was said about the intelligence on Slovenian forces as the main YPA adversary at the 
moment. Branko Mamula, Slučaj Jugoslavija [The Case of Yugoslavia] (Podgorica, 2000), 209 (further 
reading: Mamula, Slučaj Jugoslavija).

51 Celebrating the YPA day on 22 December 1990 the officers from the 4th of July Military Post expressed 
great surprise at the line-up in Kočevska Reka, the sources of the US rifles in TO and their acquisition 
channels. The presented weapons proved that the activity was backed by the West or the US. Lovšin, 
Skrita vojna, 80.
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operations of the YPA Security Service could not seriously threaten the activity 
concerning new weapon acquisitions which significantly boosted the combat 
readiness of TO units before the combat operations in the war for Slovenia.

The area of Kočevska Reka and Gotenica represented an important advan-
tage for Slovenia as it was the location of intensive training and equipping 
activity of TO and police members. The YPA had no units stationed in this 
area that might directly or indirectly observe and monitor TO activities. Every 
move towards this area was immediately suspicious. The closure and limited 
movement in the area of Kočevska Reka and Gotenica stemmed from the past 
period, therefore, any movement of unknown persons in the area was immedi-
ately reported. This created great difficulty for the YPA security bodies and their 
operations in this area. 

The biggest error and the main factor for complete failure of YPA combat 
activity in the War for Slovenia is undoubtedly related to the conviction of the 
commanding structures about their predominance and combat superiority 
over TO.52 The YPA launched its combat activities in Slovenia with armoured 
and armour-mechanized units, without the necessary support and appropriate 
intelligence preparation for the set task.53 The fact that the forces employed for 
the task were bigger than anticipated and ordered by the SFRY Federal Executive 
Council makes no big difference in this intelligence and security preparation for 
operations. Their preparation and the actual conduct of activities clearly proved 
their self confidence about their power. Their erroneous conviction that the 
show of force would suffice for Slovenia’s submission proved to be completely 
mistaken. Lieutenant colonel Negovanović, the head of the YPA Security Service 
admitted later on that during the YPA intervention they observed the measures 
of Slovenian authorities with great attention but they underestimated them54. 
After the war, Janša said to the US ambassador Zimmermann: 

that the army had been training our territorial forces for many years. Each year 
they would send the best instructors from Belgrade. We were well aware of our 
abilities. To end up in a trap known and set up by them, was the culmination of 
their indifference and lack of responsibility.55

52 They made jokes that "the only serious obstacle for our armour columns will be the roads full of fright-
ened Slovenes, attempting to flee to Austria, with Kučan and Janša at the head." Janša, Premiki, 129.  

53 Admiral Branko Mamula wrote the following in his memoirs of the events in Yugoslavia: "It still 
remains unknown how it could happen that approximately 2000 YPA troops were caught in a trap 
set up by 30,000 members of Slovenian territorial forces, and no one of the responsible commanders 
perceived it in due time. The arguments of the betrayal of Slovenian staff cannot be accepted. The 
tactical use of armoured units without adequate reconnaissance of the course of action and infantry 
support is against common sense!" Mamula, Slučaj Jugoslavija, 209.  

54 Pirjevec, Jugoslovanske vojne 1991–2001, 49.
55 Ibid., 52–53.
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The YPA and its Security Service suffered a significant blow when TO took 
the YPA interception centre on the hill of Rožnik in Ljubljana. The Slovenian 
side thus acquired a lot of key data on the planned activities of the YPA, and 
among other things on the planned air raids on 29 and 30 June 1990.56 

Great credit to the benefit of Slovenia also goes to many "anonymous" Slov-
enian members of the YPA who by providing information and data to Slov-
enian bodies facilitated preparation for every move of the army.

The final significant error made by the international community and its 
ambassadors accredited to the embassies in Belgrade was the understatement 
of the democratic value and determination of Slovenes in their struggle for 
their own country.57 The assessments of the Western intelligence services sug-
gested other options, namely the likely dissolution of Yugoslavia and conflicts 
which had been, however, pushed aside because of the various political inter-
ests of the elite in individual countries. In this context it should be stressed that 
there was no intelligence service which could clearly establish the high capabil-
ity of defence forces in Slovenia in relation to the YPA. The policy of keeping 
close eye was evident from a NATO document deliberating on the resolution 
of crisis through political and economic means on the eve of the proclamation 
of Slovenia’s independence which completely disregarded the seriousness of 
the situation and fully excluded the possibility of the YPA intervention58. These 
reactions indirectly supported the attitude of the YPA which used the opposi-
tion of the international community towards the independence of the indi-
vidual SFRY republics to strengthen its confidence in conducting the "police" 
action against Slovenia.

All the aforementioned assessments prove that, in spite of considerably 
bigger resources, notably of equipment and weapons, the YPA recorded several 
intelligence and security lapses which, given the combination of other politi-
cal, economic and other factors, brought it into the situation of total defeat in 
the War for Slovenia. This reconfirms the set hypothesis according to which the 
understatement, among other factors, brought the YPA to a situation of fail-
ing to perform the necessary intelligence preparation for combat operations 
against Slovenia, and thus losing all of its strategic advantage in combat assets 
and manpower.

56 Mamula, Slučaj Jugoslavija, 213.
57 Viktor Meier, a reporter of the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung branded them with a statement 

throughout his long career he has never come across "such mix of wrong assessments, mental slug-
gishness and shallowness." Pirjevec, Jugoslovanske vojne 1991–2001, 43.

58 Ibid., 44.
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Denis Čaleta

OBVEŠČEVALNE ZMOTE JUGOSLOVANSKE ARMADE 
V PROCESU OSAMOSVAJANJA REPUBLIKE SLOVENIJE

POVZETEK

V mednarodnem okolju so se v ob koncu 20 stoletja pričele dogajati velike 
politične in družbene spremembe. Nasprotno pozitivnim trendom v svetu so 
se razmere v nekdanji skupni državi Jugoslaviji v tem obdobju zaostrovale, kar 
je vodilo k njenem neizbežnem razpadu. 

Avtor na podlagi proučevanja arhivskih virov in drugega zgodovinskega 
znanstvenega gradiva izvirno obravnava in analizira posamezne dejavnike 
obveščevalno-varnostnega delovanja Jugoslovanske ljudske armade, ki so jo 
pripeljali do obveščevalne zmote in popolnega poraza v vojni za Slovenijo ter 
posledično do njenega kasnejšega razpada. Na drugi strani pa analiza slovenskih 
obrambno-varnostnih sil pripelje do ponovne potrditve večkrat preverjenega 
dejstva, da je visoko motiviran človek, kljub neslutenemu tehnološkemu napred-
ku, še vedno bistveni dejavnik obveščevalno-varnostne dejavnosti. 

Pravočasni obveščevalni podatki so temelj za učinkovite strateške ocene 
situacije, ki odločevalcem, kot so vojaški poveljniki ali na drugi strani politiki, 
služijo kot ustrezna podlaga za sprejemanje pravilnih odločitev. Učinkovitost 
obveščevalnega-varnostnega sistema je še toliko pomembnejša v kritičnih tre-
nutkih, kot so različna konfliktna stanja ali oboroženi spopadi. To dejstvo se 
je potrdilo tudi v procesu osamosvajanja Republike Slovenije, ko sta zvezna 
vlada in JLA, kljub razvejanemu obveščevalno-varnostnemu ustroju, doživeli 
obveščevalni polom, ki se je končal s porazom JLA v vojni za Slovenijo.

Obveščevalno-varnostni sistem SFRJ je bil organizacijsko razvejan in v veliki 
meri zbirokratiziran sistem. Poleg organizacijskih struktur na zveznem nivoju so 
bili vzpostavljeni tudi segmenti, ki so delovali na republiški osnovi in so v času 
interesnih konfliktov v večini primerov podpirali republiško politično elito. Celo-
ten nacionalno-varnostni sistem SFRJ se ni znal ali zmogel prilagoditi novim var-
nostnim razmeram po končanju obdobja hladne vojne, zato je tudi učinkovitost 
teh služb drastično padla. Postavljene ocene ogroženosti so temeljile na napačnih 
predpostavkah, kar je imelo za rezultat, da službe niso imele jasno postavljenih 
ciljev delovanja. 

Projekt Manevrske strukture Narodne zaščite (MSNZ) je bil največja napaka 
JLA in njenih služb saj je s tem JLA izgubila svojo strateško prednost, ki jo je pri-
dobila z razorožitvijo TO. Zaradi konspirativnosti delovanja pripadnikov MSNZ 
Varnostna služba JLA ni bila sposobna priti do ustreznih podatkov, ki bi odkrile 
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aktivnosti ponovne organizacije in oboroževanja obrambno-varnostnih struk-
tur v Sloveniji. Ker ni bilo konkretnih podatkov o izvajalcih in procesih delovanja 
MSNZ je bilo JLA onemogočeno učinkovito delovanje v smeri preprečevanja ali 
vsaj motenja teh aktivnosti. 

Največja zmota in glavni dejavnik za popoln polom bojnih aktivnosti JLA v 
vojni za Slovenijo vsekakor predstavlja prepričanost poveljujočega kadra v nji-
hovo premoč in bojno superiornost v odnosu do TO. V bojne aktivnosti v Slov-
eniji so krenili z oklepnimi in oklepno-mehaniziranimi enotami, brez ustrezne 
podpore in obveščevalne priprave na nalogo, ki jim je bila zastavljena.

Z analizo dejavnikov je avtor v prispevku potrdil zastavljeno hipotezo in 
sicer, "da je večvrednosti kompleks in podcenjevanje poveljujočo strukturo JLA 
pripeljal do največje obveščevalne zmote in poraza v vojni za Slovenijo." 

Čeprav nikakor ne zanikam velike pomembnosti političnih in ustavno 
pravnih ukrepov v procesu osamosvojitve, je vojaški vidik potrebno postaviti ob 
bok prvih dveh in mu ravno tako priznati ključno pomembnost v tem celovitem 
nacionalnem projektu osamosvajanja.
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International Humanitarian Law 

Although it may be expected that war and law exclude themselves, this is certa-
inly not the case. Rules related to armed conflicts had been known ever since the 
occurrence of the first wars. The conduct of warriors outside the battlefield, yet, 
had not been codified or sanctioned. Nevertheless, behavioural patterns emer-
ged that were related to the preparation of a conflict, the conflict itself and the 
post-conflict state – the armistice or the subordination of the defeated side to the 
victorious side.1 These unwritten rules referred primarily to warriors, as during the 
period of the Antiquity and the Middle Ages commonly the classes of free citizens 
and later the aristocracy, the ruling and decisive part of the society of particular 
countries, were involved in armed combat. With the emergence of medieval war-
fare and knighthood, the relation towards POWs took a decisive turn, as they beca-
me the subject of negotiations, ransom or were considered as a source of income. 
The development of mass armies and the transfer of the industrial revolution to 
the battlefields resulted in an inordinate number of soldiers who were captured, 
wounded and killed on the battlefields. Due to a fully unsettled relation towards 
wounded soldiers on the battlefield, the first attempts to codify rules for the tre-
atment of the wounded were introduced (the Crimean Wars 1853–1856), which 
culminated in the creation of the Red Cross and the signature of the First Gene-
va Convention in 1864.2 This was the birth of humanitarian law, which is part of 
the category law of war (ius in bello). Humanitarian law respectively the Geneva 
Conventions initially focused on the status of wounded soldiers on the battlefield. 
These starting points were significantly upgraded by the Declaration of St Peters-
burg, dated 1868, in which the signatory states focused in particular on reducing 
the force during conflicts and determining the rules of war – reduce the calibres 
of the projectiles which was an attempt to promote the employment of weapons 
which would not unnecessarily increase the suffering of soldiers. This was fol-
lowed by a failed attempt of forming a code of military law which, yet, became 
the basis for drawing up and adopting the Hague Conventions and Declarations 
which aimed to reduce weapons and the definition of additional rules in conflicts.3

1 A replica of a peace agreement, dating from 1285 BCE, between the pharaoh Ramses II and the Hittite 
king Muwatalli signed after the Battle at Kadish is still preserved by the UN, which are aware of the 
importance of this document. 

2 The first Geneva Convention referred primarily to the protection of wounded soldiers regardless their 
membership of armed forces. These rules were later supplemented and detailed during the second 
and third Geneva Conferences in 1906 and 1929, which resulted in the adption relevant conven-
tions. Savin Jogan, Mednarodno vojno (humanitarno) pravo (Ljubljana, 1997), 41 (hereinafter: Jogan, 
Mednarodno vojno (humanitarno) pravo). 

3 Two Hague Declarations were signed and adopted in 1899 and twelve Hague Conventions in 1907 
which additionally limited the rules of war and the use of weapons. Jogan, Mednarodno vojno 
(humanitarno) pravo, 46–47. 
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During the "Great War", World War I, it became obvious that humanita-
rian law did not reach the level of international law as it was neither obser-
ved nor implemented by the countries engaged in armed conflicts.4 This was 
one of the reasons that the international community began to promote more 
humane wars and the prevention of wars as a possible form of solving conflic-
ts.5 Yet, the lessons learned in World War II clearly proved that war as a form 
of solving disagreements between states was outlived. Moreover, WWII finally 
asserted the concept of total war,6 where the boundary between the battle-
field and the rear had disappeared, while the warring parties demonstrated 
complete ignorance of the humanitarian law in force. Germany as the aggres-
sor refused to observe the Geneva Conventions with the excuse that it had 
never ratified these documents. The consequences of such an interpretation 
became evident during the mass murders of POWs (in particular in the Eastern 
Front) and civilian population. At the same time, conflicts during WWII drew 
attention to the most important shortcomings in the conventions, related to 
the status of POWs. This is true particularly in the case of resistance move-
ments which were then not regarded as legal and legimite military structures 
in conventions and declarations, resulting in the fact that its members were 
not entitled to POW status. On this basis, the international community, in 
particular the USA and Great Britain, decided for a double measure: to adopt 
clear provisions on limiting wars which manifested itself in the formation of 
the United Nations Organisation and to adopt legal documents which would 
protect the participants in the war – the four Geneva Conventions.7 Today 

4 It became evident that the existing Geneva Conventions and other forms of international law of 
war insufficiently determined the rules of war. New weapons emerged and new ways of inhumane 
exhausting the adversary in armed conflicts, which lead to a supplementing of the conventions from 
1929. One of them expicitely defined POWs and their rights and obligations as well as the status of 
POWs. Thus, in 1925 an additional Geneva Protocol was adopted which limited and forbid the use of 
chemical and bacterial warfare. Ibid., 42–43. 

5 Initiatives that are determined by the law of war (ius ad bellum) and are, in modern international 
teriminology, defined by the term New York Law reach back to 1928 when the Pact of Paris, also 
known as the Briand-Kellogg Pact, was adopted, which renounced war as a means of solving interna-
tional conflicts. This document reflected an international conviction of offensive wars and the refusal 
of war as a means of settling international conflicts. By forming a union of nations as a system of col-
lective security, unrealistic and idealised expectations emerged – wars should never happen again.

6 Although the concept of total war is linked to WWII, it is possible to trace such forms of war even 
earlier than that. It denotes an extensive conflict or war which involves the mobilisation of all avail-
able resources in a particlar society or state with the aim of totally destroying an enemy in war. Daniel 
Sutherland, The emergance of total war: Civil war campaigns and commanders (Abilene, Texas, 1996), 
18. 

7 The Geneva Conventions, adopted in 1949, filled the gaps in the area of military law especially in the 
light of protecting war victims. The four Geneva Conventions precisely regulated the status and rules 
dealing with wounded, sick and shipwrecked soldiers during wars on land and on sea (GC I and II), 
the protection of prisoners of war (GC III) and the convention dealing with the comprehensive pro-
tection of civilians (GC IV). 
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the role of the UN has to be understood as the attempt of sanctioning states 
that violate the international humanitarian law. This is the particular differen-
ce between current and previous attempts of the international community, 
since a sanctions system that has not been formulated cannot force countries 
to observe adopted and ratified provisions of the international humanitarian 
law. At the same time, the UN, as an institution in the provisions of internatio-
nal humanitarian law, relied on the Law of Geneva (the content of the Geneva 
Conventions). This, at least partly, allowed for the implementation of the pro-
visions which safeguard groups protected by the Geneva Convention even in 
the event of wars.

Although the UN fostered a severe limitation of military conflicts and other 
forms of aggressions, these occurred nonetheless.8 During the Cold War, the 
conflicts were limited to certain regions and were above all a show of force 
between both powers with the purpose of advancing their indirect and direct 
interests. In 1977, two amended protocols to the Geneva Conventions were 
drawn up and adopted referring to the protection of victims of international 
armed conflicts respectively of non-international armed conflicts. Through 
this action, the international community aimed to protect victims of domestic 
(civil) wars, thus limiting the complete autonomy of a state – a single internati-
onal legal entity – on its territory, in particular in the presence of solid evidence 
on the violation of the humanitarian law. The responsibility for implementing 
international legal acts (this is also considered for humanitarian law) is assu-
med by the states, as international legal entities, and the international commu-
nity, represented by various organisations and each individual. Thus, the Gene-
va Conventions and the associated protocols give a clear and comprehensive 
definition in their very first article on the responsibility of the signatory states 
and bind them to respect the provisions of these documents as well as to pro-
vide that they will be observed at any occasion.9 The international community 

8 Although the UN defined aggression as an unlawful threat with force or the use of it (UN Charter) 
it became that this type of definition was too loose. Intensive discussions followed in the General 
Assembly which, after almost twenty years, adopted the final definition of aggression in 1974. 
Aggression is defined as the use of armed force by a state against the sovereignty, territorial integrity or 
political independence of another State, or in any other manner inconsistent with the Charter of the 
United Nations. Jogan, Mednarodno vojno (humanitarno) pravo, 16, in particular, stresses the com-
plete inelegibility of aggression (regardless the nature and background of the reasons). Aggressive 
war is defined as a crime agianst international peace, further more any benefits or aquisitions of the 
territory with the use of aggression will be permitted. 

9 Jogan, Mednarodno vojno (humanitarno) pravo, 35, additionally emphasises certain responsibilities 
of states which have to provide accuratre implementations and rules throgh their commanders and 
to take care for unforeseen cases. The countries have to inform the wides possible circle of popula-
tion on the content of thesedocuments and include these c into military education and training pro-
gramms and adopt relevatn legal documents, which will allow for the punishment of all who break 
the rules and initiate an investigation against all persons suspected of severly breaking the rules. 
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is represented in the area of international humanitarian law by the UN which 
through its bodies and moral authority aims to achieve a consistent implemen-
tation of its provisions.10 Responsibility in its implementation includes each 
individual person, military or civilian, who de facto committed or ordered an 
act which is inconsistent with and eventually leads to the violation of the inter-
national humanitarian law. The personal responsibility of a commander related 
to giving orders and for his subordinated soldiers or units derives from these 
provisions. Likewise, each soldier is responsible for observing humanitarian 

10 Such examples are the UN Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocid 
(1948), Convention on the Non-Applicability of Statutory Limitations to War Crimes and Crimes 
Against Humanity (1968), Resolution on the Respect of Human Rights in Armed Conflicts (1968), 
Definition of Agression (1974) etc. 

Surrendered YPA (Yugoslav people's army) soldiers in the Brnik Airport (Nataša Urbančič (Ed.,) Enotni v 
zmagi, osamosvojitev Slovenije (Ljubljana, 2006), 81)
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law and is obliged, in the event of an inappropriate order or an order which is 
not in compliance with the relevant provisions, to refuse to carry out such an 
order. Sanctions in the event of a breach can be conducted at the state level or 
at the level of the international community. These include various measures 
with the aim to implement, as accurately as possible, the provisions of interna-
tional humanitarian law. The modern penal system is, as a rule, entrusted to the 
UN which are a global moral authority in this sphere as well as have a clear con-
cept and rules referring to penalising offenders of the above-mentioned provi-
sions. The UN Charter clearly defines the forms of penalising. Such measures are 
additionally legitimised by the Security Council with a permanent membership 
of the world powers. The UN used ad hoc tribunals11 respectively courts which 
yet have proven as slow, ineffective and time-consuming. 

Rights and Obligations of POWs 

The definition of the rights deriving from the status of prisoners of war is clo-
sely linked to the understanding the notion soldiers or combatants. The first 
codified definitions of the concept "combatants" reaches back to the period of 
the Law of Hague respectively the beginning of the 20th century.12 In accordan-
ce with the fundamentals of the Law of the Hague, a combatant is anyone who 
who is a member of an organisation with a clearly expressed system of subor-
dination and commanding authority, he has to bear a distinctive sign and wea-
pons and has to conduct his activities in line with laws and the rules of war.13 
Throughout the development of the armed forces, various categories of people 
were involved in warfare, who were neither included in the Hague Convention 
nor in the Geneva Convention (1929) or who previously had not been mem-
bers of any armed forces. The number of civilian employees increased and, as a 
result of the development of weapon systems, gradually became an indispen-
sable part of the modern armed forces. Therefore, the Third Geneva Conven-
tion (1949) specifically focused on the issue of defining the concept of POWs, 

11 Through the resolutions no. 780 and 808, the UN Security Council formed a special interantional 
court for the trail of offender of the international humanitarian law on the territory of the former 
Yugoslavia which was implemented in 1994. 

12 The Law of Hague contains a clear distinction between combatants who can wear arms and con-
duct all combat activities and who are legimite participatnts in warfare as well as non-combatants 
who were not designed for combat, are generally not armed and aremd actions against them are not 
allowed. They may use arms only for self-defence. In line with the Law of Hague Hague, this group 
includes physicians, medical personnel, priests, judges and musicians in military bands. The Hague 
law defince combatants as members of the aremd forces, milita structure and volunteer units, which 
are not included in the regula aremd forces. Jogan, Mednarodno vojno (humanitarno) pravo, 9.

13 Ibid., 49.
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since only on the basis of such definition on can discuss the status of a certain 
person. Hence today, the status of POWs is clearly and well defined.14 The legi-
timate status of a POW strictly forbids their punishment for their participation 
in carrying out combat assignments. Combatants can be punished only in the 
event of an infringement of the international humanitarian law, yet, even in 
this event, they do not lose their POW status. Soldiers can, as a rule, only be tried 
by a court martial, where they are allowed to defend themselves. In the event 
of disrespecting duties, disciplinary measures against POWs may be introduced, 
while they cannot lose their status. Furthermore, one cannot renounce the sta-
tus of POW15, although one would assent to it.16 POWs fall under the jurisdic-
tion of enemy states and not individuals or military units, by which they were 
captured. The side which exercises jurisdiction over POWs is responsible for 
their treatment, this responsibility, yet, does not exclude personal responsibili-
ties of individuals. POWs retain their citizen rights during the entire captivity. It 
is necessary to treat POWs in a humane manner during their captivity. The side 
which captured POWs is obliged to maintain them free of charge and to provi-
de them with medical care as required by their medical condition. Furthermo-
re, all forms of repressions against POWs are strictly forbidden. POWs have to be 
protected against aggression, insults and intimidation,17 and it is necessary to 
preserve their right to respect and honour.18 The Law of Geneva clearly defines 
the necessity of equality of procedure which is based on the prohibition of any 
racial, national, religious or political discrimination. 

The side which captured POWs has to leave their personal property to them 
(money, letters, and personal items). The POWs have to carry their documents 

14 POW status is given to members of armed forces in a conflict as well as members of the militia and vol-
unteer units which are part of armed forces, members of regular armed forces which are in allegiance 
to the government and authorities, members of other militias and volunteer units, including members 
of organised resistance movements, persons who escort armed forces although they are not directly 
part of their structure – civilian members of military plane crews, as well as commanders, pilots, the 
population of the occupied territory, which respond to enemy armed attacks with an armed resis-
tance and are, due to lack of time, not organised as regular armed forces, if they openly wears arms and 
respect military laws and customs. Anton Dolenc, Ženevske konvencije: o zaščiti žrtev vojn (Ljubljana, 
1989), 63. 

15 The POW status ceases in the event that hostilities have ended (there is no legal basis for detain-
ing POWs), repatriation (return of POWs), exchange of POWs and other forms of liberating POWs, 
escape of POWs and their death. Jogan, Mednarodno vojno (humanitarno) pravo, 119–121. 

16 Marco Sasoli and Antoine Bouvier, How does Low protect in war: cases, documents, and teaching 
materials on contemporary practise in international humanitarian law (Geneva, 1999), 121–134.

17 The Law of Geneva obliges the force which has captured POWs for an emergency and secure evacu-
ation to POW camps. These have to be far enough from battlefields or operational areas where con-
flicts take place. Evacuation must be carried out in accordance with the provisions of humanity (pro-
vide food, water, medical care, while extreme physical exhaustion is prohibited). Jogan, Mednarodno 
vojno (humanitarno) pravo, 109. 

18 Peter Ilešič, Vojni ujetniki med oboroženim spopadom v Sloveniji leta 1991 : diplomsko delo (Ljubljana 
2001), 6 (hereinafter: Ilešič, Vojni ujetniki med oboroženim spopadom v Sloveniji leta 1991).
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with them at all times. If not so, these should be provided by the force that had 
captured them. POW should not be deprived of their signs of ranks, citizenship 
and decorations. The interrogation of POWs is detailed in the Law of Gene-
va. During the interrogation each POW is only obliged to state his last name, 
name, rank, date of birth, number of army or regiment, personal serial number 
or other relevant data (Article 17). POWs should be interrogated in a language 
that they understand. The Third Geneva Convention (Articles 17 to 108) clearly 
defines the rules for the internment of POWs at the beginning of their captivity 
(quarters, food and medical care). 

POWs during the Slovenian Independence War

On 26 June 1991, the Yugoslav People's Army (JNA) triggered a military inter-
vention which aimed at occupying the border crossings of the Republic of Slo-
venia in the first phase, thus disabling the Republic of Slovenia which had pro-
claimed its independence on 25 June 1991, to control its territory.19 The Repu-
blic of Slovenia defined the JNA's actions on 27 June as an act of aggression.20 
In accordance with the definition of aggression adopted by the UN General 
Assembly in 1974, it is necessary to emphasize that the New York Law comple-
tely prohibits direct (ideological and economic aggression) as well as indirect 
forms of aggression. In Article 1, aggression is defined as the employment of 
armed force by a state against the sovereignty, territorial integrity or political 
independence of another state, or in any other manner inconsistent with the 
Charter of the United Nations. It is not essential for a state whether it is recogni-
sed in terms of international law or member of the UN. This segment of inter-
national law is the legal framework for the decision on the intervention of the 
JNA in the Republic of Slovenia which began on 26 June 1991. At the moment 
of proclaiming its independence, the Republic of Slovenia became a subject 
of international law although it was not internationally recognised and was 

19 Main sources: Božo Repe, Jutri je nov dan: Slovenci in razpad Jugoslavije (Ljubljana, Modrijan, 2002); 
Slovenska osamosvojitev 1991 : pričevanja in analize: Simpozij Brežice 21. in 22. junij 2001: zborn-
ik, ed. Jurij Perovšek et al, (Ljubljana, 2002); Slovenska novejša zgodovina: Od programa Zedinjena 
Slovenija do mednarodnega priznanja Republike Slovenije: 1848–1992 (Ljubljana, 2005, 2006), 
1283–1379; Jože Pirjevec, Jugoslovanske vojne (Ljubljana, 2005) (hereinafter: Pirjevec, Jugoslovanske 
vojne); Božo Repe, Viri o demokratizaciji in osamosvojitvi Slovenije I, Opozicija in oblast; II. Slovenci 
in federacija; III. Osamosvojitev in mednarodno priznanje, (Ljubljana, 2002, 2003, 2004), Matjaž 
Klemenčič et al, Viri o demokratizaciji in osamosvojitvi Slovenije. IV Slovenci v zamejstvu in po svetu ter 
mednarodno priznanje Slovenije (Ljubljana, 2005).

20 On 27 June 1991 the Presidency of the Republic of Slovenia declared the intervention of the YOA 
as an act of aggression. Compare with: Konrad Kolšek, Spomini na začetek oboroženega spopada v 
Jugoslaviji 1991 (Maribor, 2001), 325, Proklamation of RS Presidency dated 27 June 1991 (hereinaf-
ter: Kolšek, Začetek oboroženega spopada v Jugoslaviji 1991).
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not a member of the UN. Therefore, the military operations carried out by the 
JNA at the border crossings and the attempt to take over the basic obligations 
contributing to the identity of the state – border control and establishing the 
sovereignty over the Slovenian territory – could be legally defined as aggression 
of a state against another. Thus, the conflict between the JNA and legal and legi-
timate representatives of the security system of the Republic of Slovenia (the 
Territorial Defence Forces and the police) is to be understood as interstate and 
not a civil war. This is an essential fact, as in this event the JNA and the Yugoslav 
political leadership cannot justify the conduct of hostilities against the Repu-
blic of Slovenia as a constitutional act, since, on 25 June 1991, the members 
of the JNA and other federal bodies were outside the borders of the SFRJ, and 
were, thus, breaking the provisions of the Yugoslav constitution. It was, hence, 
not defence but an act of aggression. At the same time, the JNA and the presi-
dency of SFRJ as the highest body in command of the armed forces deliberately 
infringed the provisions of the UN Charter, as this aggression was in no view 
compatible with a peaceful solution of interstate conflicts. Yet, the Slovenian 
armed forces became a fully legitimate military institution, as Article 51 of the 
UN Charter clearly defines the inherent right of individual and collective self-
defence. Based on these starting points, the combat operations of the armed 
forces of the RS were in line with the international legal documents or provisi-
ons of international military law. 

The military conflict between the defence forces of the Republic of Slo-
venia and the JNA erupted on 27 June 199121 two days after Slovenia proclai-
med independence and took over effective authority in the area which was still 
considered by the SFRJ as part of its territory. Other countries considered this 
conflict as a civil war. Civil wars are regarded as problematic in terms of inter-
national law of war as they are generally of an asymmetric nature and characte-
rised by motivated aggression. This signifies that in such conflicts, the warring 
parties are not equal military powers. Consequently, the weaker party typically 
uses unconventional and often illegal forms of warfare, which initiates an ero-
sion of international legal provisions related to warfare. As a consequence, a 
greater and often exaggerated and unallowed use of force is to be expected, 
which later reveals itself as brutalisation of the conflict. The treatment of POWs 
demonstrates the actual value of the military apparatus which is even in the 
most critical situations, which war certainly is, capable of observing the rules of 
international humanitarian law. 

21 The military intervention began on 26 June 1991, yet the order on the employment of weapons was 
issued on 27 June 1991. Yet, the JNA were given an order to fire only for the purpose of self-defence or 
in the event of resistance at the beginning of the intervention. Compare Kolšek, Začetek oboroženega 
spopada v Jugoslaviji 1991, 54.
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The question of how to treat POWs, in particular soldiers who deserted the 
JNA, in the expected military conflict during Slovenia's independence process 
was an issue planned in advance by Slovenian state bodies and armed forces. 
On one hand, this issue was part of the preparations for a possible military 
form of Slovenia's independence process since due to the threats made by the 
JNA and the lack of supervision of it there was a considerable fear of a possible 
military intervention.22 On the other hand, special attention was given to all 
legal practices, especially in view of the danger that other countries would not 
to recognise Slovenia's independence, which was announced at a plebiscite 
held in December 1990. Thus, plans to secure the independence process in 
spring 1991 considered the possibility that the Slovenian defence forces might 
face the problem of a large number of soldiers deserting the JNA (soldiers of 
Slovenian and Croatian nationality) and POWs as a consequence of the disso-
lution of the JNA. Thus, it was planned to establish a special centre in remote 
secured areas that would be appropriate to accommodate POWs and refugees 
(the Jezero Plan). The police forces were also given a role in the plans con-
cerning the treatment of POWs. The instructions were also sent to the second 
level of command, the territorial commands of the Territorial Defence Forces 
and coordination sub-groups, which were tasked with preparing special units 
and facilities for this purpose.23 The plan derived from the commitment of the 
Slovenian political leadership and the defence system to respect international 
regulations, yet in the special circumstances, in which they were anticipated. 
The Territorial Defence Forces as an organised military force should have cap-
tured POWs only in the initial phase of the conflict, during combat operations 
and upon surrender. The further procedure was in the responsibility of the 
police. The plans envisaged assembly sites for the collection of POWs which 
distributed across all secondary regional commands and a central assembly 
sites. 

When Slovenia, on 27 June, announced that hostilities had broken out 
and that it will defend itself by employing arms, the Red Cross of Slovenia 
immediately advised the state bodies to consistently observe the internati-
onal law of war, in particular the humanitarian law. The leadership of the 

22 Janez Janša, at that time RS Secretary of Defence, designed several varieties of Slovenia's separation 
from a defence point of view and at the same time he presented counter-measures. Simultaneously, 
the Presidency of the RS was forced to respond to the aggravation of the situation and on 18 March 
1991 it established the Operations Coordiantion Body for the event of emergency situations. This 
body harmonised defence and security preparaions and during the armed conflict it conducted 
assigmnets of the staff of the commander in chief. Janez Janša, Premiki: nastajanje in obramba slov-
enske države 1988–1992 (Ljubljana, 1992), 107–119 (hereinafter: Janša, Premiki). This body was in 
fact also coordinating POW-related activities. 

23 Anton Bukovnik, "Osamosvajanje ni bila samo vojna", Varnost 55, No. 2 (2007): 30–32. 
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Slovenian Red Cross sent a collection of positive law to state bodies.24 "Rules 
regarding the treatment of POWs", which on this occasion were drawn up by 
the Slovenian Red Cross and were based on the grounds that this was an inter-
national conflict and that Slovenia was obliged to respect all rules concerning 
POWs.25 It has to be emphasized that also JNA officers were familiar with these 
brochures on the use of international humanitarian law, despite fact that they 
had been familiarised during their education and training with the basics of 
humanitarian law. This proves also that the force which was given the order 
to conduct a military intervention was aware of the military law in the event 

24 Maks Klanšek and Mirko Jelenič, 130 let Rdečega križa na Slovenskem (Ljubljana 1997), 16–19 (here-
inafter: Klanšek and Jelinič, 130 let Rdečega križa na Slovenskem). 

25 Collection by Miha Wohinz, Pravila ravnanja z vojnimi ujetniki.

Locals offering water to captured YPA soldiers in Maribor (Nataša Urbančič (Ed.), Enotni v zmagi, osa-
mosvojitev Slovenije (Ljubljana, 2006), 81)
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of conflicts.26 
The course of the armed conflict was different from what was expected 

by both parties. The following day, soldiers massively deserted the JNA and a 
considerable number of JNA forces surrendered during or immediately after 
conflicts with the Territorial Defence and armed police forces. Due to the low 
intensity of the war and the adaptation to the situation there were no signifi-
cant conflicts that could result in violence during the combat operations. "The 
treatment of In the event of POWs should proceed carefully – a detailed exa-
mination of the soldiers is necessary. The security instructions regarding the 
soldiers were clear – regardless their rank they are to be tied until they moved 
outside the area of the combat operations," these were the instructions regar-
ding the treatment of POWs.27 

The unexpected and increased growth of the number of POWs and mem-
bers who quit their JNA units required new measures of the Slovenian politi-
cal leadership. On 29 June 1991, the Slovenian Secretariat for Internal Affa-
irs (Ministry of Internal Affairs) sent a dispatch, determining all details of the 
procedures and rules concerning the treatment of POWs, to all police stations 
through the Administration for Internal Affairs. Additionally, instructions were 
issued for the treatment of those persons who quit their JNA units and escaped 
to the Slovenian side – they had to be ensured security against possible revenge 
measures of the JNA and granted certain legal rights. The dispatch also inclu-
ded the formation of transitional assembly sites in all regions, while provisions 
of the Geneva Conventions and the cooperation with the Slovenian Red Cross 
were particularly taken into consideration. This dépêche also launched close 
cooperation with both relevant ministries, the Secretariat for People's Defence 
and the Secretariat for Internal Affairs in dealing with POW-related problems. 

As the number of POWs continued to grow, a special operational group was 
formed within the Secretariat for Internal Affairs on 2 July for the work with 
POWs. The fundamental tasks of this group were: 

•	 Solving legal issues related to the arranging of the status of POWs.
•	 Coordinating the operation of sub-groups which dealt with the pro-

blem of POWs. 
•	 Collecting a variety of information in connection with POWs for the 

requirements of bodies of internal affairs.

26 General Konrad Kolšek who led the intervention as the commander of the 5th Military District claims 
that officers who were envisaged for the conduct of the military actins were partiularly warned/
informed about respecting the rules of international humanitarian law. See Kolšek: Spomini na 
začetek oboroženega spopada v Jugoslaviji 1991, 92–103. 

27 Anton Bukovnik, "Fragmenti iz analize vojne v Sloveniji. Osamosvojitvena vojna v Sloveniji in vojni 
ujetniki", in: Anton Grizold, ed, Perspektive sodobne varnosti (Ljubljana, 1998), 208–209 (hereinafter: 
Bukovnik, "Fragmenti iz analize vojne v Sloveniji").
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•	 Transmitting information of the Slovenian Red Cross and the coopera-
tion with other competent institutions.28

On this basis, a greater number of assembly areas were established in Slo-
venia which were located in various facilities (penitentiary institutions, poli-
ce stations, mines, tunnels, tent camps, schools etc.) among which the central 
assembly site Dol pri Hrastniku had a special status. As the ad hoc established 
assembly centres did not satisfy the needs of the increasing number of POWs, 
regional assembly points were established in Ljubljana, Maribor, Celje, Murska 
Sobota, Novo Mesto, Kranj, Koper, Nova Gorica, Sežana and Slovenj Gradec. 
Regional assembly points were located in various installations that were most 
appropriate with regard to the local circumstances and operated until the rele-
ase or departure of the last POW. They actually ceased to formally operate on 
19 July 1991, when the RS Coordination Group called of Action POW by issuing 
a dépêche.29 Thus, bodies of the internal affairs took over the care for POWs 
immediately after their capture, as well as they took care of their transporta-
tion and the gathering of their personal information. POWs fell into two cate-
gories, officers and soldiers. JNA officers were accommodated separately and 
were interviewed first in line with the Geneva Conventions. The police had to 
report all gathered information on the number of POWs to the relevant bodies 
of the Territorial Defence Forces (TDF). After the procedure of gathering basic 
information (name, last name, place of birth and place of residence) had been 
carried out, they were accommodated in assembly areas where they had been 
taken care of by the TDF. 

From the very beginning, close cooperation was ensured with the boards 
of Slovenian Red Cross, to which the police reported basic information related 
to POWs.30 As a result of the Slovenia's newly acquired independence and the 
new status of the Slovenian Red Cross, it was not possible to carry out all orga-
nisational changes and train their members for such a unique situation as the 

28 Bukovnik, "Fragmenti iz analize vojne v Sloveniji", 209.
29 Ibid., 211.
30 International rules of law ensure the International Red Cross Committee (ICRC) a special place in 

the area of care and assitance to war victims or those who are clearly protected by the provisions 
of the the international humanitarian law. In compliance with the Geneva Conventions, members 
of the ICRC have access to places and areas where these protected persons live (POWs, internees, 
prisoners), establish contacts with them and offer them humanitarian aid if necessary.The ICRC has 
unlimited possibilites to offer warring parties the protection of and assitance to victims of military 
conflicts. The role of Red Cross (RC) institutions is paticularly emphasized in the assitance to a certain 
category of war victims (POWs, internees, refugees, mothers with children and elderly people), since 
the Geneva Convenitons clearly define that national RC institutions to collect humanitarian aid or to 
care for the wounded and sick, regardless their allegiance. Klanšek and Jelinič, 130 let Rdečega križa 
na Slovenskem, 16–19.
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war certainly was.31 However, during the first days of the conflict, the Sloveni-
an Red Cross informed all municipal boards of the Red Cross through a circu-
lar letter on emergency measures, gave special instructions related to and sent 
forms for the work of the information and security service. The first circular 
letter the boards of the Slovenian Red Cross stressed the importance of treating 
the POWs in compliance with the Geneva Conventions. At the same time, a 
direct connection with the Slovenian operational leadership and the services of 
the secretariats for defence, internal affairs and health as well the civil defence 
HQ were established. All state bodies were provided with copies of the Geneva 
Conventions, including an explanation of their obligation of cooperating with 
the Slovenian Red Cross. A special letter emphasizing the cooperation with the 

31 During an extended session held on 8 October 1990, the Cairmanship of the Slovenian Red Cross 
adopted the decision to withdraw from the Yugoslav Red Cross, as preparations required for Slovenia's 
independence process had already been taking place. They informed all other republic organisations 
of the Yugoslav Red Cross and the ICRC on their decision. Documentaion of the Slovenian Red Cross, 
Sklep o izstopu Rdečega križa Slovenije iz sestave Rdečega križa Jugoslavije, 8 October 1990. 

YPA soldiers in cap-
tivity (Archive of Mili-
tary Museum of SAF)
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Slovenian Red Cross was sent to the HQ of the JNA Ljubljana Corps. Structu-
res of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) were immediately 
informed about the military conflict, at the same time they received a request 
for moral and material support to Slovenia and the Slovenian Red Cross.32 

Along with its primary obligations, the Slovenian Red Cross conducted a 
wide range of humanitarian missions. Teams and individuals collected and dis-
tributed clothing, food and offered first aid to wounded, captured and defected 
soldiers and civilians. The Slovenian Red Cross prepared a survey of all types 
of individuals who had been affected by the war – POWs, wounded, killed and 
missing persons. The Slovenian Red Cross organised the return of 3157 captu-
red enemy soldiers to the Republic of Yugoslavia. In this it was closely coope-
rating with representatives of the ICRC, who arrived to Slovenia as early as on 
29 June 1991. They visited wounded persons, POWs and refugees and, based on 
reports, they suggested various solutions for an additional improvement of the 
situation. These reports did in no way mention any infringements of any provi-
sions of the Geneva Conventions or any other provisions of the International 
Humanitarian Law.33

During numerous visits, the ICRC representatives established that the 
POWs were treated adequately, which was also confirmed by the POWs them-
selves. However, POWs faced certain spatial problems, but their rights were not 
reduced. The only exception was the freedom of movement which was rather 
limited in prisons and this was considered by POWs as humiliating.34 

When surrendering individual guardhouses, JNA commanders wanted to 
surrender to the Slovenian police and not to the Territorial Defence. The most 
probable reason was possibly the fact that they did not recognise the Territorial 
Defence Forces as a military formation, or that they were unfamiliar with this 
military organisation and possibly feared reprisals in response to the aggressi-

32 Klanšek and Jelinič, 130 let Rdečega križa na Slovenskem, 16; Collection by Miha Wohinz, Pravila 
ravnanja z vojnimi ujetniki, Ženevske konvencije.

33 During their visit to Slovenia, ICRC representatives wanted to assess in particular the treatment of 
POWs of the Yugoslav Peoples Army and other federal bodies in Slovenia. The results of this visit can 
be summarised in the following observations: the Slovenian authorities enabled the representatives 
to visit all requested locations (assembly sites and prisons). These visits were conducted from 2 to 10 
July 1991 at the assembly sites in Ljubljana, the prisons in Dob pri Mirni and Celje. The representatives 
paid particular attention to the wounded POWs at the UKC Ljubljana. The POWs were separted from 
other prisoners; officers were joined in a special group which was separeated from other soldiers 
and non-commissioned officers, a room accommodated in average 6 soldiers. Only higher ranking 
individuals were allowed to be accommodated in a single cell or room. All rooms were furnished with 
showers and toilets and the hygiene in all rooms was at a high standard and was adequately furnished. 
Food was provided in sufficient quanities and of adequate quality. It was possible to buy various items 
in the prisons, such as food, cosmetics and all prisoners had the psooibility to communicate with the 
outer world. Furthermore, all location visited by the ICRC representatives offered a quality healt care 
sevice. Collection by Miha Wohinz, ICRC Report, 1991.

34 Ibid. 
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on. JNA officers and soldiers trusted the Slovenian police as a part of the gover-
nment system as a body that will probably treat them in accordance with the 
provisions of the international humanitarian law. Yet, their fear was pointless, 
as it later became evident. Furthermore, TDF members carried out their assi-
gnment in a correct manner. 

The total number of POWs captured by TDF members and the police 
during the armed conflict in 1991 in Slovenia amounted up to 3157 persons. 
Yet, the actual number is beloved to have been at least twice as much. The 
reason that this number was not published is that a majority of soldiers were 
sent across the Slovenian Croatian border immediately after surrendering. The 
central record of the Slovenian Red Cross states a total number of 4077 POWs, 
yet this number includes civilians and members of the federal police as well 
as sick and missing persons. As information was collected at different levels 
(by the RS coordination group, the Slovenian Red Cross, the Ministry of Justi-
ce and its administrations and at assembly sites), the number is factually not 
correct.35 Moreover, the number of POWs in the assembly sites changed on a 
daily basis.

Based on information that was collected by these institutions, 1461 POWs 
were confined in penitentiary institutions, the other part, that is 1700, were 
gathered in assembly sites in the Republic of Slovenia. Due to the lack of appro-
priate quarters for such a number of POWs, the Slovenian authorities decided 
to accommodate POWs in prisons. They accommodated them separately from 
other prisoners, yet they were controlled by prison guards in combination with 
members of the police which secured the surrounding area of the prison. 

As the conflict in Slovenia was of short duration (27 June to 4 July 1991), 
it was not possible to develop all necessary instruments for the treatment of 
POWs. This resulted in certain deficiencies. In particular, it was necessary to 
consistently observe the prisoner's POW status in prisons. The prison personnel 
were acquainted with the fact that the status of POWs was different from the 
other prisoners. Yet, they could not adapt to the changed procedures and cir-
cumstances. The POWs in Dob, Celje and Koper announced protests (hunger 
strikes), thus requesting the regularisation of their status and were not staged 
against prison concrete conditions or the infringement of their rights.36 

35 Pirjevec, Jugoslovanske vojne, 64, states that the number of POWs amounted up to 4782, 8000 suppos-
edly deserted the federal forces. 

36 Thus, POWs in the prison in Dob, where 91 officers and 110 soldiers were imprisoned, announced 
and started a hunger strike, claiming that their rights were violated (they lived in facilities next to 
"criminals" and were given the same food). After an agreement had been reached with the prisons 
aministration, the strike was stopped and ttensions were evetnually settled. Ilešič, Vojni ujetniki med 
oboroženim spopadom v Sloveniji leta 1991, 44; Collection by Miha Wohinz, report of KP Dob, dated 
7 July 1991; Resolution of the Prisoners of War dated 6 July 1991.
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The release or the repatriation of POWs proceeded quickly, as a result of 
the short duration of the conflict. When on 4 July an armistice was achieved 
between Slovenia and the Yugoslav forces, the mostly emphasised negotiation 
requests were the release of the captured soldiers and the return of military 
equipment. The Slovenian side regarded the release of the POWs as a request 
of the adversary side which was easy to implement, although POWs generally 
served as an appropriate negotiation instrument. They tried to exchange POWs 
on Slovenian soil with Slovenian officers and soldiers who were still part of the 
Yugoslav People's Army or, according to available information, held in prisons 
and in isolation at JNA military posts, where they were exposed to constant 
moral and physical repressions.37 Although the presidency (collective head) of 
SFRJ delivered an ultimatum on 5 July 1991, the Slovenian side agreed, nonethe-
less, to temporarily release POWs, yet with a warning that they might be recalled 
to the JNA.38 The Slovenian consent to temporarily release POWs had several 
motives. A motive was certainly was to promote a more favourable public image 
of the Slovenian authorities, since in particular Serbia spread news on a alle-
gedly cruel treatment of JNA soldiers, who were mainly conscripts doing their 
military service. Even the Federal Executive Council claimed in a letter to the 
Slovenian authorities dated 6 July 1991 that the Slovenian side was infringing 
rights appertaining to POWs according to the Geneva Conventions and that it 
"treated them in an inhumane manner".39 The Slovenian side allowed several 
busses with parents of POWs to come to Ljubljana and turned over their chil-
dren to them. The JNA did not want to provide for the protection of released 
POWs or to participate in their release. Moreover, they asked the parents to col-
lect signatures on a certified statement on the takeover of POWs. The certified 
statement contained the following text: "I confirm that I am informed about 
the fact that the Slovenian authorities will do everything necessary to ensure an 
undisturbed transport on the territory of the Republic of Slovenia, yet that the 
Republic of Slovenia is not providing for absolute security."40 This statement was 
also a regarded s a ticket. 

On a request submitted by the Yugoslav side after the immediate release 
of captured JNA soldiers and officers as well as customs and police officers, the 
EU Troika of ministers organized a conference on 8 July regarding the cessati-

37  Collection by Miha Wohinz; copy of the letter of the president of Executive Council, Assembly of 
Republica Slovenija dated 8 July 1991; Janša, Premiki, 247; Kolšek, Začetek oboroženega spopada 
v Jugoslaviji 1991, 329 (Decree of the SFRJ Presidency dated 4 July 1991), 330 (Letter of the SFRJ 
Presidency to the RS Presidency dated 6 July 1991), 331 (Letter of the 5th Military District Command 
to the RS Presidency dated 6 July 1991).

38 Arhiv Republike Slovenije (ARS), AS 1944, Agenda of the 51st session of the RS Presidency 5 July 1991.
39 Collection by Miha Wohinz, copy of the letter of Federal Executive Council, dated 6 July 1991.
40 Ibid., letter of RSNZ, dated 4 July 1991.
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on of the war on the Croatian Brioni Islands inviting all parties involved. The 
request for releasing the POWs included Article 1 of the Declaration. The As 
a sign of good will, the Slovenian political leadership notified Ljubljana even 
during the Brioni negotiations to release 86 officers, who were held in the Dob 
prison. These officers were released in the night of 8 July 1991. The Slovenian 
Red Cross, the Yugoslav Red Cross and an ICRC delegate participated in this 
release.41 On its 54 session, the RS Presidency adopted a decision to release the 
rest of the POW, if the bodies of the Yugoslav People' Army were willing to coo-
perate with the ICRC and release captured members of the Slovenian TDF and 
police as well as soldiers and officers who were detained by force.42 Still, the 
opinion prevailed that it was necessary to release the POWs in an agreed time-
frame. Problems concerning their release were mainly caused by the fact that 
it was difficult to establish contacts with Yugoslav authorities as a result of the 
previously experienced tensions. The JNA did not want to cooperate with the 
ICRC nor release any captured members of the TDF and the police.43 The rest 
of the POWs who wanted so were released to Yugoslav authorities by 11 July 
1991. Along with soldiers of Slovenian and Croatian nationality, who were both 
citizens of newly establish countries, the POWs included a considerable num-
ber of soldiers of Albanian nationality, who wanted to escape from the JNA and 
certainly did not want to return to the JNP nor to the Yugoslav territory.44

Conclusion

The armed conflict in the Republic of Slovenia in June and July 1991 was mar-
ked by two non-equivalent adversaries, resulting in asymmetric warfare. As a 
rule, such forms of warfare generally result in the use of unconventional reso-
urces and forms of warfare by the weaker adversary, which is often manifested 
in improper treatment of POWs or, in the broader sense, in the violation of the 
international humanitarian law. Yet, this was not the case during the Slovenian 
Independence War. Despite of the fact that the conflict was of short duration 
and low intensity, a relatively large number of soldiers were captured in the first 
phase of the Yugoslav wars. The treatment of POWs was also the first practical 
exam of the newly established state authority of the Republic of Slovenia befo-
re the international community. Through its treatment of the POWs and other 
federal bodies, it doubtlessly contributed to calming down the situation, altho-

41 Ibid., letter of the RS Presidency, dated 8 July 1991.
42 Ibid., letter of the RS Presidency to the SFRJ Presidency, dated 8 July 1991.
43 Ibid., letter of the RS Presidency to the SFRJ Presidency, dated 9 July 1991.
44 Ibid., letter of RSNZ, dated 7 July 1991.
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ugh propaganda news on an inappropriate treatment of captured JNA soldiers 
and officers spread in the following months, until in September 1991 the war 
broke out in Croatia. Thus, in contrast to other conflicts in former Yugoslavia, 
provisions of the international humanitarian law were not violated. The great 
attention paid to the observance of the law of war by the RS state authority 
bore fruit. In the treatment of POWs, the RS defence forces and other bodies 
did not only implement the provisions but also exceeded them and released 
the POWs before concluding an agreement on the cessation of the armed con-
flict. This was partly also a reason that the war in the Republic of Slovenia did 
not develop to a revenge spree. Achieving the legitimacy of the conflict for the 
defence of Slovenia's independence was characterised by the establishment of 
transparent legal standards even in the state of war. The Slovenian political lea-
dership proved a high degree of maturity and responsibility, whereas defence 
structures, despite some doubts expressed by members of the JNA and other 
federal bodies, conducted their assignments at a high level also during the prac-
tical implementation if the international humanitarian law. As the Republic of 
Slovenia was not suspected of violating the laws of war, the doors for achieving 
an international recognition of its statehood were wide open.

Vladimir Prebilič
Damijan Guštin

IZKUŠNJA VOJSKOVANJA: RAVNANJE REPUBLIKE SLOVENIJE 
Z VOJNIMI UJETNIKI V SLOVENSKI OSAMOSVOJITVENI VOJNI 1991

POVZETEK

Vojaški spopad, ki je 27. junija 1991 izbruhnil med obrambnimi silami Republi-
ke Slovenije in vojsko SFR Jugoslavije, dva dni po razglasitvi neodvisne Republi-
ke Slovenije in prevzemu efektivne oblasti na območju, ki ga je kot del svojega 
državnega ozemlja še vedno smatrala SFR Jugoslavija, je bil za tujino predvsem 
državljanska vojna. Prav za državljanske vojne velja, da so v točki spoštovanja 
mednarodnega vojnega prava bolj problematične, saj so praviloma asimetrične 
in obeležene z motiviranim nasiljem. 
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Ravnanje z vojnimi ujetniki je v sodobnem času urejeno z temeljnimi dolo-
čili mednarodnega prava. Kljub temu, pa smo priča številnim kršitvam teh 
določil. Te kršitve negativno vplivajo na sam tok vojskovanja, hkrati pa vodijo v 
vse večjo, velikokrat povsem pretirano uporabo sile ter v brutalizacijo spopada 
samega. Prav na točki ravnanja z vojnimi ujetniki se izkaže dejanska vrednost 
vojaškega aparata, da tudi v najbolj kritičnih razmerah, med katere nedvomno 
prištevamo stanje vojne, vzdržuje mednarodna pravila. V primeru državljan-
skih vojn, je to še posebej težko. V tovrstnih spopadih se predvsem šibkejša 
stran poslužuje nekonvencionalnih in velikokrat nedovoljenih oblik vojskova-
nja, s čimer se praviloma začne erozija mednarodnih pravil, ki se nanašajo na 
vojskovanje.

Oborožen spopad v Republiki Sloveniji sta zaznamovala dva neenakovre-
dna nasprotnika, kar je napeljevalo v asimetrično vojskovanje. Vendar za raz-
liko od ostalih spopadov na območju nekdanje Jugoslavije, v njem ni prišlo do 
kršitev mednarodnih določil humanitarnega prava. Velika pozornost državnih 
organov Republike Slovenije do upoštevanja vojnega prava je obrodila sadove. 
Pri ravnanju z vojnimi ujetniki (ti so bili številni; okoli 3600), so obrambne sile 
Republike Slovenije in drugi organi ta določila ne samo realizirali, pač pa tudi 
presegli in jih izpustili pred sklenjenim sporazumom o koncu oboroženega 
spopada. Deloma tudi zato se vojna v Republiki Sloveniji ni sprevrgla v mašče-
valni pohod ene ali druge strani. Ker ni obstajal resnejši sum o nespoštovanju 
vojnega prava, je ta nesporni dosežek tedanjega slovenskega obrambnega siste-
ma vodil v hitro mednarodno priznanje Republike Slovenije.  
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The Rise of Information Society

Information age, information time, knowledge society, information scien-
ce, the internet, information (and communications) technology and mobile 
telephony are but some of the notions characteristic of the time we live in, the 
time of information revolution. In order to understand our time, we must take a 
look into the past and study the key factors that have led us to the information 
age. From the standpoint of research on security threats, we need to present the 
key milestone from recent past, 11 September 2001, the date present not only 
in the subconscious of security experts but also of the wider public. Terrorist 
attacks on the USA are a sui generis world event, triggering changes in security 
sphere not only in the USA but worldwide.

Throughout the twentieth century, the US economic system underwent a 
development in the direction of production and distribution of information, 
away from production and distribution of material goods. So, the USA has been 
recognized as an information society since the 1970s,1 meaning that the prevai-
ling segment of economy primarily produces and distributes information, and 
the bulk of the workforce is employed in information-oriented professions. 
The evolution of information society bears consequences for both democratic 
institutions and individuals. The first studies of information society emphasised 
new developmental momentums leading into post-industrial society, whereas 
many scholars see the roots of information society in the historic growth of 
capitalism and its expansion into industrialisation. According to this interpre-
tation, information society is a continuity of social forces behind the industrial 
capitalism in the USA. The move from agriculture to industrialisation and to 
informatisation happened prior to the World War II. Changes in economy and 
workforce leading to information society had already begun well before the 
computer revolution.2 

Two concepts of information society prevail in social scientific debates: 
The first one argues that this is some completely new society; related to this 
one are the concepts of "network society" and "information" wealth. The clear-

* Damir Crnčec is the author of many articles on classified information, security, intelligence, biometry, 
protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms. His views do not represent the official posi-
tion of the institution he works for.

 1 Information society has now celebrated its own day for the third year, 17 May, the Information Society 
and Telecommunications Day. This date was proclaimed as the world information society day by the 
UN General Assembly, acting on the basis of initiative made by the world summit on information 
society held in 2005 in Tunis. The International Telecommunications Union (ITU), which is under the 
auspices of the United Nations, is based in Geneva, Switzerland and was established on 17 May 1865, 
and the world communications day has been celebrated since 1969.

2 Jorge R. Schement, "Getinet Belay and Dong J. Jeong, Information Society", in: The Oxford companion 
to politics of the world (New York–Oxford, 1993), 425.
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est example of this is Toffler's concept of the three waves.3 The other concept, 
however, stresses the roots of information society in the literature on post-
industrial society and, in so doing, often relies upon the version by Daniel Bell,4 
This viewpoint argues that the agricultural society was followed by the indus-
trial society as economy moved from land to production; in the same manner, 
post-industrial society evolved as a result of the move of economic needs into 
the sphere of service provision.5 Bell claims that the information society devel-Bell claims that the information society devel-
ops in the post-industrialization context. He forecasts a growth of new social 
networks based on telecommunications which 

are going to have a decisive impact on the ways of economic and social change, 
of production and acquisition of knowledge, on the nature of work and what 
employment shall men be included in (sic!). Hereby, computer plays the key role.6 

From our research perspective, the question of which concept is more sui-
table or is regarded by scientists as the more convincing one is not that impor-
tant at all. Here, we deal first and foremost with the consequences of informati-
on revolution for the information age we currently live in, and it is in this aspect 
that the two concepts are indifferent. Hence, we are interested in the characte-
ristics of this society, in what has changed for an individual, for organisations, 
states and, nonetheless, whether there is any relation to power.

Industrial revolution began in the mid 18th century, over 200 years ago. 
The information age is just over 30 years old. Regardless of your (dis-)belief 
in revolutions, it is evident that the degree of social change is on the rise and, 
currently, the greatest influence on this course of events is exerted by our capa-
bility to process information. The effect of information technology is evident 
in our everyday life, at home and at work, in shops and banks, in schools, high 
schools and universities. New forms of information automation and process-
ing are being spread and, at the same time, people ask themselves how to use 
them best and how they are going to influence their children.7 Bell outlined 
the crucial characteristics of information society over a quarter of a century 

3 The first wave of development brought the agricultural society, the second one created the industrial 
society and the third wave produced the information society. The first one started ten thousand years 
ago, the second one in the seventeenth century and the third one is rapidly expanding right now.

4 Daniel Bell wrote two works on post-industrialisation and information society: The coming of postin-
dustrial society: a venture in social forecasting (New York, 1974); "The social framework of the infor-
mation society", in: Tom Forester, ed., The Microelectronics Revolution (Oxford, 1980); and in: Michael 
Dertouzos and Joel Moss (Eds.), The Computer Age: A Twenty Year View (Cambridge, 1979). 

5 David Lyon, "The Roots of the Information Society Idea", in: Information technology and society 
(London, 2000), 54–55 (further reading: Lyon, "The Roots of the Information Society Idea").

6 Ibid., 55.
7 Nick Heap, ed., Information technology and society (London, 2000), 5.
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ago. Shortening working time and reducing the worker's weight in production, 
information technology in fact replaces labour as the "value added" in domestic 
product. Knowledge and information replace labour and capital as the "cen-
tral variables" of economy. Bell adds that information is becoming a product 
with its own price and that, by possessing information, its owner significantly 
increases his/her own power. Also, he foresees great social change as a result of 
the establishment of new telecommunications infrastructures that will com-
bine different technologies: telephone, fax, computer, cable and video televi-
sion, data transfer, reduction in the use of paper and new forms of news, enter-
tainment and knowledge broadcasting.

The Results of the Rise of Information Society

Speaking from the time distance we now have, we can conclude that Bell's pro-
jections have to a large extent become true. However, it needs to be put forward 
that most of the world is nowhere near the level of information society. The 
picture is rather vice-versa. Yet in Slovenia, we undoubtedly live in this society, 
as the expansion of various sorts of technologies has been more than evident 
in our daily lives over the past 10 years. According to the data of the Statistical 
Office of the European Communities, the Eurostat,8 58 per cent of households 
in Slovenia had internet access in 2007, which was 4 per cent more than the 
year before, and in the EU, the share of such households was 54 per cent, 5 per 
cent more than the previous year.9 Trend of growth could be detected for the 
wideband internet access, too. In 2007, Slovenia was 2 per cent above the Euro-
pean Union's average, having 44 per cent of households with access to wide-
band internet.10 In the first quarter of 2007, the number of wideband internet 
users increased by ten per cent compared to the preceding year. 

The research undisputedly shows that Slovenes and Europeans are every-
day users of new technologies and that we both use the achievements of infor-

8 The research project covers households with at least a single person aged between 16 and 74, and 
individuals within the same span of age. It analyses the first quarter of the year 2007 and encompasses 
the use of information and communications technology in households or by individuals in all the 27 
EU Member States, plus Norway and Iceland. Apart from internet access and wideband internet, the 
research also includes data on e-shopping and e-skills. Source: Eurostat: V Sloveniji ima internet 58 
odstotkov gospodinjstev. Full press release 166/2007, dating from 3/12/2007, is available at http://
epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/.

9 As of the first quarter of 2007, the greatest percentage of households with access to the internet was in 
the Netherlands (83 per cent), Sweden (79 per cent) and Denmark (78 per cent). The lowest percent-
age was held by Bulgaria (19 per cent), Romania (22 per cent) and Greece (25 per cent).

10 Also, the Netherlands has the highest percentage of households with wideband internet (74 per cent), 
followed by Denmark (70 per cent) and Sweden (67 per cent).
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mation technology in their entirety. In the EU27, 57 per cent of Europeans use 
internet search engines, a quarter of them chat via internet, 15 per cent make 
internet telephone calls, half of them know how to send e-mail with atta-
chments, 30 per cent know how to protect their systems from viruses, slightly 
more than a quarter of them have already downloaded software from the inter-
net onto their computers, and a tenth have already created their own webpage. 
Best skilled in these activities are in Denmark, Estonia, Luxembourg and in the 
Netherlands. According to the Eurostat data, Slovenes are somewhere in the 
middle.11 

A trend of growth can as well be detected in mobile telephony, which has 
already for a long time been more than making telephone calls, i.e., apart from 
enabling SMS and MMS messages, it has offered access to the internet, audio 
and video services, paying for services, buying cinema tickets, etc. In 1996, 7 
people per 100 inhabitants were subscribed to mobile telephony in the states 
that now form EU27, and in 2005, 96 per 100 inhabitants. For Slovenia, the 
respective figures were 2 per 100 inhabitants in 1996 and 88 per 100 in 2005. 
As far as stationery telephony is concerned, its share increased only from 33 in 
1996 to 41 per cent of inhabitants in 2005. The data alone speak of the locus 
of the prevailing trend. In 2005, 13 EU Member States had even more than 100 
mobile phone users per 100 inhabitants.12

The statistics on the use of information technology in Slovene business 
enterprises reveals that the latter are well aware of the importance of techno-
logy. Slovene enterprises are above the EU average in three utterly important 
categories: percentage of businesses with access to internet, percentage of busi-
nesses with wideband access to internet and in outsourcing. In the European 
Union, 94 per cent of business enterprises had internet access in January 2007, 
and 77 per cent from among them had wideband access.13

All these data indicate that Slovenes have become a modern Europe-
an information society, incorporated into the existing information flows. In 
2007, Slovenia witnessed numerous debates on the course of implementation 

11 Internet search engines are used by 58 per cent, 49 per cent say they can send an e-mail message 
with an attachment, 29 per cent can protect themselves against viruses, 24 per cent of Slovenes have 
installed software downloaded from the internet, on their computers, 24 per cent chat via internet, 12 
per cent make telephone calls via internet and 12 per cent have already created their own webpage.

12 Data published in the Eurostat press release 161/2007, 27/11/2007, http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.
eu/.

13 At the beginning of 2007, fewer than 90 per cent of companies with access to the internet were found 
only in six countries: Romania (58 per cent in 2006), Bulgaria (75 per cent), Latvia and Hungary (86 
per cent each), Cyprus (88 per cent) and in Lithuania (89 per cent). A research project on informa-
tion and communications technologies was performed by the Eurostat in early 2007 in companies 
throughout the EU27 plus Norway and Iceland. Source: V EU ima 94 odstotkov podjetij dostop do 
internet; full press release 171/2007, dating from 10/12/2007 is available at http://epp.eurostat.
ec.europa.eu/.
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of optical network. Possibilities of access to optical network are available in 
almost all larger towns, and service providers constantly enable new possibili-
ties of access to wideband networks. Hence one can argue, and it shall certainly 
be confirmed with data from the coming research projects, that the number of 
wideband access users is due only to increase. 

As Rheingold puts it, 

despite it is going to take another decade before the matters run at full speed, 
mobile communications and the omnipresent computer technology, together 
with social contracts which were never before possible, already change people's 
habits regarding meeting, flirting, working, warring, buying, governing and cre-
ating.14 

Drucker15 agrees that the information revolution is already in its full swing. 
This revolution, changing the meaning and purpose of information, for insti-
tutions and individuals alike, is a revolution of concepts. And all of this rather 
demands a new definition of tasks that need to be done using information and 
this brings about the need for a redefinition of institutions performing these 
tasks. However, by this, Drucker does not mean the revolution which is going on 
in the sphere of information technology, but speaks about the revolution within 
business enterprises performed in the realm of information for individuals, i.e. in 
typography. All of these revolutions have been triggered or have been driven by 
the failure of the "information economic branch" – that is, of information tech-
nology and experts in managerial information systems and information systems 
directors – to provide the necessary information.16 By stating that the experts, 
who are primarily responsible for the introduction of information revolution 
achievements into businesses, failed, Drucker puts himself into an interesting 
situation. Therefore, one needs to include all the individuals into this process, 
and, in so doing, one needs to reset all information concepts, which define the 
meaning and purpose of information anew. We do not question the latter part 
of the argument at all, as information revolution has brought us so many new 
possibilities of acquiring information that this acquisition needs to be redefined, 
together with a clear emphasis on meaning and purpose of information for an 
individual, a company or an organisation. According to Drucker, the publishing 

14 Howard Rheingold, Ne-vidne množice : horizontalne združbe, trenutne skupnosti in mobilna plemena 
(Ljubljana, 2004), xiii (further reading: Rheingold, Ne-vidne množice).

15 Peter Drucker was one of the greatest minds of management. He wrote 33 books on management and 
his works were published in millions of copies.

16 Peter F. Drucker, Menedžerski izzivi v 21. stoletju (Ljubljana, 2001), 96 (further reading: Drucker, 
Menedžerski izzivi). 
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houses with access to knowledge and contents, rather than developers of soft- 
and hardware are going to be the winners of the information revolution.

Information revolution played an important part in the collapse of totalitari-
an systems. Of course, the demise of communism in the Soviet Union was due to 
several factors, e.g. unsuccessful attempts at reforming the existing system, public 
account bankruptcy, etc. 

If one exposes a single factor, the one that is first among equals, one has to choose 
the information revolution which began in the mid 1980s. Totalitarian systems 
were based on the monopoly of information and force. By the virtue of prolif-
eration of fax machines, telephones, and, nonetheless, personal computers, too 
much information began to leak through the Iron Curtain.17 

The results of information revolution are not always purely positive but are 
at least contradictory. 

The capabilities of information technology application in the production of pre-
cision-guided weaponry, of the use of means of real-time information acquisi-
tion, vast capabilities of combat theatre surveillance and the improved systems 
of command and control have enabled the USA to emerge as the sole military 
superpower.18 

Also, information revolution and modern communications technology 
has enabled the rise and dissemination of nationalisms and made it more dif-
ficult for the empires to rule over socially conscious populations. The addi-
tion of nuclear and communications technologies and social changes within 
large states have increased the costs of the use of military force. Post-industrial 
democracies are more concentrated on welfare state than on glory and reject 
a greater number of casualties.19 However, this is not to say that they are not 
prepared to use force when needed. For developed democracies, war remains 

17 Thomas L. Friedman, The world is flat: a brief history of the twenty-first century, 1st rev. (New York, 
2006), 54 (further reading: Friedman, The world is flat).

18 Joseph S. Nye, Soft power (New York, 2004), 18 (further reading: Nye, Soft power).
19 At the beginning of 2006, Slovenian government decided to send instructors to Iraq, who would 

help train Iraqi security forces, as part of a NATO operation performed on the basis of UN mandate. 
This move triggered turbulent reactions, especially in the public, questioning the rationale of such a 
decision. Every day, the media bring news of severe humanitarian situations in Sudan, Darfur, Chad 
and in other parts of the world, yet modern democracies are not very motivated for direct military 
engagement. During the first half of 2008, the European Union started a crisis response operation, 
the EUFOR Chad whose main objective is humanitarian aid. Meanwhile, despite having a mandate 
conferred on it by the UN Security Council, the African Union cannot begin to suitably start a similar 
operation over the border, in Darfur, especially because Sudan hampers it. 
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an option yet a far less acceptable one than a century or half a century ago. The 
information revolution still has a long path ahead until the entire world is to be 
transformed. Technology itself is a double-blade sword. On the one side, tech-
nology and social change make war more expensive for modern democracies. 
However, the same technology available in these states, at the same time offers 
new means of destruction to extremist individuals and groups. On the other 
side are the enemies of state or from states with pre-industrial, agricultural 
economy, poor institutions and authoritarian rulers, namely the "failed states."20 
Against such opponents, one must use all three types of power,21 but this raises 
the question of relevant targets within such states. Additionally, it must not be 
forgotten that the states (Brazil, India and China) comprising over a third of 
world's population, are undergoing a process of industrialisation somewhat 
similar to what the Western world witnessed at the beginning of the 20th cen-
tury. In Toffler's22 words, 

the waves are spreading unevenly across the globe so that, in states such as China, 
Brazil and India, all three waves overlap and move at the same time – the disap-
pearing hunter-gatherers whose territory is being taken over by peasants of the 
First Wave; peasants going to work in urban factories of the Second Wave and the 
advent of internet cafés and the production of software in the wake of the third 
Wave.23

One of early mottos for Microsoft (also representing this company's goal) 
as formulated by Bill Gates, one of the co-founders of this company, stated that 
every individual must be assured the "IAFT", i.e., information at their fingertips.24

In his book Svet je raven (The world is flat25), Friedman sets a new concept 
of understanding, or, put more correctly, interpretation of changes brought 

20 Nye, Soft power, 18. Most African and Middle East states can be inserted into this category.
21 Economic, military and soft power. Nye has upgraded his concept of soft power with the need for 

a combined and balanced use of soft (diplomacy) and hard (military) power, and named this new 
approach smart power, see Joseph S. Nye, Jr., The powers to lead (Oxford, 2008).

22 Alvin and Heidi Toffler, Revolutionary wealth (New York, 2006), 22 (further reading: Toffler, 
Revolutionary wealth). 

23 Illustrated by examples from different states: a peasant's life in Bangladesh, a worker behind a con-
veyor belt of a Ford factory in Cologne, Germany and a software programmer in Seattle or Bangalore, 
India. Even within a single state, India, the overlapping of all three waves can be evident: a peasant 
from Bihar, a Mumbai factory worker and a programmer in Bangalore.

24 Friedman, The world is flat, 56.
25 In Slovene translation, published in 2008, the book is entitled Izravnavanje sveta: kratka zgodovina 

21. stoletja ("izravnavanje" would correspond to "levelling" in English). In my opinion, the terms flat-
tening and flatness of the world are more suitable metaphors for the basic idea of horizontal char-
acter of access to information. Also, flatness reminds us of the times some centuries ago when the 
dogma of Earth being a flat surface in the middle of cosmos was still accepted as true.
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about by globalisation and information revolution. In so doing, he gives numer-
ous practical examples, attempting to show the changes in all social systems' 
and individuals' workings caused by the information revolution. World is not 
only a global village, but it is a place enabling interactions among individuals 
and institutions at an extent totally inconceivable two decades ago. Friedman 
defines globalisation by dividing it into three uniquely designated time periods. 
The first age, the Globalisation 1.0 took place between 1492, the year Columbus 
discovered America, and approximately 1800. During this period, world shrank 
from "large" to "mid-size", the driving forces of this period were the size of mus-
cles, horsepower and steam power, etc., plus the way of their application. In 
this period, states and governments invested efforts into overcoming barriers 
and interpenetrating the world. The key question of the time was that of how 
my state fitted into the environment of global competition and opportunity, 
i.e. how I could become global myself and, by the help of my state, cooper-
ate with others. The second age, Globalisation 2.0, lasted approximately from 
1800 to 2000, with interruptions during the great recession and World Wars I 
and II. This time, world shrank from "mid-size" to "small". During this period, 
the dynamic forces of multinational companies' global integration played the 
crucial role. Multinational enterprises became global because of market and 
labour. For the first part of this period, the driving forces were lower transpor-
tation costs, steam engines and railways, and for the second one, this role was 
played by lower telecommunications costs which were due to the expansion of 
telegraph, telephone, personal computers, satellites, optic cables and early ver-
sions of internet. It was during this age that the truly global economy was born 
and matured. The dynamic forces of this period of globalisation comprised 
new discoveries of hardware, steam ships, railways, telegraph and computers. 
The big questions of this time were those of how my company fitted into the 
global economy, how it could seize opportunities and how I could become glo-
bal and cooperate with others via my company. 

Around 2000, a lot of events took place, which launched us into a new age. 
The Globalisation 3.0 further shrank the world from "small" to "minimal" and 
flattened it at the same time. While the dynamic forces behind Globalisation 
1.0 were states and for Globalisation 2.0, this role was played by business enter-
prises, the dynamic forces of Globalisation 3.0 are the individuals who gained 
power to cooperate and compete globally. 

One of the key factors that have hastened, affected and co-shaped globali-
sation, has been the development of telecommunications infrastructure since 
World War II. Traditional analogue telephone capabilities have been replaced 
by transatlantic cables and satellites. In states with a well-developed telecom-
munications backbone, offices now simultaneously have a multiplicative capa-
bility of using stationery and mobile phones, fax machines, digital and cable 
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television, e-mail and internet.26 Internet has proven to be the fastest growing 
telecommunications tool of all times; in 1998, there were approximately 140 
million users worldwide, in 2001, there were 700 million and in June 2007, 
there were 1,173 million or 17,8 % of world population.27 For Slovenia, the 
respective figures rose from 5 % in 1996 to approximately 50 % (1 million) of 
population in April 2007.28 

The spread of internet and mobile phone use deepens and hastens the process 
of globalisation; more and more people are becoming connected via these tech-
nologies, including places which used to be isolated and used to feature poor 
communications infrastructure.29 

The integration of the world economy is also an important factor dri-
ving globalisation. Differently than in the past, global economy is not 
anymore primarily agricultural or industrial in its fundament, but is more 
intensively dominated by "weightless" and intangible activities.30 This wei-
ghtless economy is characterised by products based on information; such 
is the case with computer software, media and entertainment products or 
internet-based services. This new economy is described using various terms, 
e.g. post-industrial society, information age and new economy, as well as by 
the term which may nowadays be the most commonly used one – knowled-
ge economy. 

An exact definition of knowledge economy is difficult to make; however, it gener-
ally refers to the economy within which ideas, information and forms of knowl-
edge support innovations and economic growth. Within this environment, 
modern organisations and corporations operate as well, which have undergone 
suitable adaptations and have become more flexible and less hierarchical in the 
process, in order to be competitive in global environments.31

Giddens justifiably warned that different terms are used for describing the 
same or similar circumstances. By encompassing all of them into a term kno-
wledge economy, we somehow lose the key term which has to a great extent 

26 Anthony Giddens, Sociology, 4th ed. (Cambridge, 2001), 52–53 (further reading: Giddens, Sociology).
27 Exact data is available at the website http://www.internetworldstats.com/.
28 According to the data from www.ris.org/index.php?fl=0&p1=276&p2=621&p3=&id=640, as of 

3/1/2008.
29 Giddens, Sociology, 53.
30 Quah, quot. in: Giddens, Sociology, 54.
31 Ibid.
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brought the developed world to the state it currently is in. Information age is far 
better at expressing the point already by itself – information. Despite that the 
subsequent sections show that information is the second link and knowledge 
is the third one in the chain data – knowledge, perhaps the term information 
age is generally far more understandable. Especially since the information revo-
lution has already been discussed, the coming sections deal with information 
technology.

Information Technology – a Product and a Service 

Rheingold warns of traps awaiting us alongside positive achievements of the 
development of mobile telephony and computer technology: 

some changes are convenient and empower us and others empower people 
with malicious intentions.32 Many small groups who will be using new media 
to their own advantage will support some of the existing social forms and ways 
of life and undermine others, by the virtue of their influence. Probably, we will 
witness opposing and simultaneous influences: people will gain new capabilities 
and lose old freedoms at the same time.33 

For every new technology, there is a possibility of abuse, yet their positi-
ve properties are the ones that prevail over such second thoughts. A suitable 
system, capable of detecting and sanctioning abuse, needs to be established. 
And the subsequent sections show that there are many positive achievements 
of information technology.

Technology is a way of how society uses science. The study of the development of 
information technology belongs to studies of social science and technology, and 
some studies of social science insist on a critical stance towards the achievements 
of information technology. This attitude begins with an emphasis that techno-
logical factors do not determine the use of scientific achievements. Social science 
factors shape both the form and implementation of information technology 
achievements.34 

32 Emphasis by D. Č.
33 Rheingold, Ne-vidne množice, xiii.
34 Ray Thomas, "Differing perspectives", in: Information technology and society (London, 2000), 11.
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Information technology (IT)35 is composed of its products and services that 
are used. The information technology products include telecommunications 
equipment, electronics for the needs of defence, transport, factory automation 
and electronic products for household, office and automotive use. The bulk of 
the increase in employments related to the IT is due to the use of IT equipment 
for service sector activities, ranging from telecommunications to insurance 
services. Service production includes the provision of services to the manu-
facturing industry. Additional knowledge enabling "product-based services" is 
encapsulated in a planned product.36

IT lies at the heart of social divisions in the world, as "rich and advanced 
states have sophisticated information and it seems reasonable to conclude 
that the key precondition for a successful modern society is the proportion of 
a population with access to information."37 Complexity produces complexity 
(seemingly) and a commonly accepted model of an advanced society is the 
one in which the primary (i.e., agriculture, fisheries and mining) and secondary 
(i.e., production of industrial base) sectors support the growing tertiary sector 
(services) with more and more abstract and esoteric professions and more and 
more developed information systems. On the other side lie societies with fewer 
categories of professions, concentrated in primary and simple secondary pro-
duction and with a relatively narrow array of social questions which the popu-
lation deals with. In Botswana, there are fewer aroma-therapists and internal 
designers than in California and, as a consequence, fewer corresponding pro-
fessional associations, magazines, conferences, financial expenses and requests 
for financial support.38

Governments are active promoters of the use of new information technol-
ogy and of purchasing its services. IT is a powerful tool for monitoring and con- IT is a powerful tool for monitoring and con-IT is a powerful tool for monitoring and con-
trolling people's activity. With this come several questions, e.g., whether IT cre-
ates conditions for a new, unprecedented society or whether we are entering a 
new period which will not be, as Bell argues, a period of quite a peaceful and 
harmonic information society, but will be one of new social divisions and new 
power connections within a divided and conflicting information society. Nev-
ertheless, the use of IT within governance structures, education, media, domes-
tic environment and workplace undoubtedly entails that a growing number of 
social relations is being mediated by machines. How does this affect those who 

35 Using this definition, one can use the term "information and communications technology" (ICT) as a 
synonym to IT.

36 Peter Senker, "Technological change and the future of work", in: Information technology and society 
(London, 2000), 139.

37 Michael Connors, The race to the intelligent state (London, 1997), 11 (further reading: Connors, The 
race).

38 Ibid.
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hold power?39 The abovementioned doubts are of course more than justified, and 
modern IT unquestionably facilitates the advent of "Bentham's Panopticum." It is 
true of every technology, and similarly so of the IT, that it is generally used accord-
ing to its purpose. 

Yet the fact remains that the more the information society depends upon 
the use of IT, the more it is susceptible to threats aimed against the IT. Para-
doxically, the IT as a means of social development and prosperity, which to 
a large extent changes social relations, can be the ultimate tool and weapon 
of those who decline informatisation and globalisation because they do not 
want a society where people themselves have access to information they are 
interested in and can form their own opinion based thereon, but one which 
will probably not be of a kind as desired by the authorities. China has regularly 
blocked access to various websites, especially those created by foreign media 
or groups for human rights protection. In September 2002, it happened for the 
first time that a search engine was blocked, as was stated in an open letter to 
Chinese authorities from representatives of an association for the protection of 
journalists.40 Moreover, the settings of major search engines in China are such 
that they yield different results from those one gets elsewhere. This precludes 
the Chinese to track the undesired contents, most frequently those related to 
human rights violation (Tibet, Tiananmen Square ...). 

A relevant question hence surfaces: is it possible to limit the spread of infor-
mation and IT in states such as China,41 Iran, Cuba, Indonesia42 or Myanmar43 
(Burma)? Statistical data and trends rather say the opposite, the IT and mobile 
communications are undergoing a staggering growth worldwide. Thus, states 
and governments that want to restrict access to information face a very difficult 
task and, hopefully, for the sake of human rights, it is a nearly impossible one. 
Likewise, in March 2008, video footage showing brutal intervention of Chinese 
authorities against Buddhist monks, leaked from otherwise almost totally bloc-
ked Tibet. Despite previous denials by official authorities, the footage could be 

39 Lyon, "The Roots of the Information Society Idea", 56–57.
40 Kitajska blokirala Google, 10/9/2002, http://www.e-poslovanje.net/poglej_novico.asp?ID=128, 

31/12/2007.
41 In February 2008, the overall number of Chinese internet users was 220 million, a number which for 

the first time exceeded the one for the USA, where the respective number for 2007 was 216 million. 
Time, May 5, 2008, 14.

42 In accordance with a new act that prohibits access to websites with pornographic or violent contents, 
some estimates claim that in Indonesia, 1 million contested webpages are going to be blocked. A pun-
ishment of up to 6 years in prison is provided for distributing such contents. Time, 7 April, 2008, 14.

43 In early 2008, the Myanmar authorities raised the charge for using satellite television services for 
16,600 %. This is the only media in the country which is not controlled by the government (undemo-
cratic military junta). The price of $800 is greater than a teacher's yearly salary. Time, 21 January, 2008, 
12.
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seen in the internet and in other media. 
In October 2001, motivated by the awareness of the importance of inclu-

sion into modern information flows, the NATO Alliance approved the imple-
mentation of a project whose main objective is to set up information exchange 
with the scientific and research spheres of eight Caucasian and Central Asian 
States. The project, symbolically designated Virtual Silk Highway Project beca-
me fully operative in 2003 when it enabled internet connection with the aca-
demic community of eight states via satellite.44

During his last speech at the CES fair of entertainment and applied electro-
nics held in Las Vegas in 2008, Bill Gates, the founder and president of Microsoft 
announced the next "digital decade" for computer and information industry. 
Gates, who expressed his intention to withdraw himself from actively leading 
the Microsoft in July, said that, by the virtue of devices such as a television set or 
a mobile phone, computer technology would become our permanent everyday 
companion. "All is going to be integrated and this will become something self-
understood. Users will no longer be limited to a certain apparatus and will not 
have to remember what is saved where," Gates said at the CES in Las Vegas. "The 
trend is clear, all media and all entertainment contents are going to be digi-
talised," he added. Gates foretold that the next decade would witness a more 
natural interaction with the new technologies, i.e. through speech or touch. 
This touches upon the issues which Gates had already announced with devices 
such as a tablet PC. However, tablet PCs have not received a welcoming recep-
tion among consumers. Nevertheless, devices such as the Apple iPhone, Nin-
tendo Wii gaming console with games that detect moves of the console have 
proven that market prefers more "natural" user interfaces. According to Gates' 
statement for Reuters, all these devices indicate that, by having a more natural 
interaction, people forget the keyboard and the mouse. "The next big surprise 
for people is going to be the omnipresence of these 'natural' user interfaces," 
Gates said.45

Data, Information and Knowledge in the Information Society

The debate on information society, information revolution or information 
age would have no sense lest we clearly defined what information means. The 
notion of information is not something abstract but is a fairly clearly definable 
category, which nevertheless has different definitions. It would be grossly insu-

44 States cooperating in this project are: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, 
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. NATO, The Virtual Silk Highway Project, a brochure.

45  Gates napoveduje naslednje "digitalno desetletje", www.siol.net, 1/7/ 2008.
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fficient to define only the notion of information, without any definition of the 
relations between information, data, knowledge, and nonetheless, intelligence 
information.

Data is the first stage of the nascent chain "information – knowledge" 
and is usually in the form of letters, words, numbers or some other symbols. 
Its deciphering demands a cognitive ability and the recall of previously gained 
information which help in giving sense to the data. The ways of data presenta-
tion and of how we understand its organisation are important conditions for 
its reception or rejection. We expect certain codes and disciplines to affect the 
forms of data presentation and these forms also entail important assumptions 
regarding the anticipated meaning.46

A piece of data is a neutral message about some fact. It means a raw-material for 
the formation of information. It is expressed by characters, an image or a sound. 
The examples of the kinds of data include: a product number, an employee 
number, date, ordered quantity and the like. A piece of data has certain proper-
ties, e.g. reliability, accuracy, age, density, usability, frequency of use. From among 
the data available within an organisation and in its environment, only the useful 
ones are of interest to a manager.47 

The transformation of data into information is a process of reception, 
recognition and conversion enabled by our cognitive history and our ability to 
decipher symbols within a certain culture. Interestingly, an accurate conversion 
of data into information can only be performed provided that we are able to 
give the data the value from the information storages we have access to. The 
latter can be in our own memory, in books or in electronic devices. This state 
of minimum information storage forms the point of departure, the "base", from 
which we start uncovering the new data's meaning. With the modern informa-
tion presentation, an interesting problem has surfaced: information receivers 
now often expect that the many forms of information presentation contain 
some sub-text or hidden meaning which can, if not investigated or misinter-
preted, lead to serious misunderstandings.48 Hereby, Haywood emphasises that 
the way of presenting, even the most innocent public presentation of informa-
tion, can strongly influence one's position and one's roles in relation to others, 

46  Trevor Haywood, Info-bogataši – Info-reveži : dostop in izmenjava v globalni informacijski družbi 
(Maribor, 1997), 1–3 (further reading: Haywood, Info-bogataši – Info-reveži).

47 Jože Gričar, "Management informacijske tehnologije in e-poslovanja", in: Management : nova znanja 
za uspeh (Radovljica, 2002), 619 (further reading: Gričar, "Management informacijske tehnologije in 
e-poslovanja").

48  Haywood, Info-bogataši – Info-reveži, 3–5.
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regardless of the way in which information is gathered or processed. Accor-
dingly, the way of presenting has to a great extent a decisive influence on whe-
ther we doubt or believe certain information to be true/false.49 Thus, the way of 
presenting information to a large extent affects our (dis-)belief of information 
while it is also a good way of manipulating with information.

The difference between information and data is exposed by Drucker as 
well; for him, 

disorganised information is nothing else than mere data. Information is useful 
only when organised.50 Information is a problem-oriented message addressed at 
someone that enables or facilitates the addressee to make a decision. Information 
must: 1. be expressed with syntactically correct characters; 2. contain unambigu-
ous (semantic) contents regarding a phenomenon which it refers to; and 3. be 
useful for a start of some action (pragmatic). Information is expressed in data.51 

In business life, suitable and timely data and information are of key impor-
tance for successful performance of organisations and managers. 

Information can be provided by the manager alone. In a small organisation 
where a manager has no one else than executors, he/she is left with nothing else 
to choose. Bigger organisations and especially so the large ones, however, have 
special organisational units wherein people collect data on whose basis they 
shape information for managers.52

Multinational enterprises try hard to establish systems for collecting and 
organising information. Even large companies have to employ external advi-
sors for this task. Yet mediating information is not enough. Data has to be 

49 In the 1960s, during the so-called Cuban Misslile Crisis, American Administration submitted to the 
UN Security Council unambiguous evidence (aerial photographs) about the presence of Soviet mis-
siles on Cuba. Such doubtless evidence contributed to a more realistic assessment of the situation 
and, consequently, helped calm the crisis. However, a diametrically opposing case is the presentation 
of the US Administration in February 2003 (Secretary of State Colin Powell), prior to the so-called 
Second Gulf War, when the UN Security Council was presented with "undisputed evidence" that the 
USA knew that Iraq had weapons of mass destruction and that it is involved in terrorism. Subsequent 
events disproved both claims and war in Iraq still continues in 2008. Similar to the first case, the US 
intelligence community gained photographs in 1995, which were then presented in August 1995 to 
the UN Security Council. Aerial photographs of a field where Bosnian Serbs committed the Srebrenica 
massacre of the Moslems in Nova Kasaba and Bratunac, contributed, together with survivors' testi-
monies, to the presentation of the truth about the committed killings. In: Madeleine Korbel Albright, 
Memoari državne tajnice : Autobiografija (Zagreb, 2005), 157–158.

50 Drucker, Menedžerski izzivi, 124.
51 Gričar, "Management informacijske tehnologije in e-poslovanja", 619.
52 Ibid, 621.
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interwoven with a company's strategy, has to subject company's hypotheses to 
the test and has to challenge the current presuppositions within a company. 
This can be achieved with software, with information customised for a specific 
group. Interesting enough, Drucker specifically emphasises that manipulation 
with information requires a clear concept that binds explicable techniques 
into an information system and that entails in its essence a new, different view 
on "the meaning and intention of information: it is used for justifying future 
actions and not for analysing what already happened."53 This is so, because a 
modern corporation is built around the framework of information which is at 
the same time a new integration system of an organisation and a means of its 
expression.

Information is a dynamic good by its nature. Even though it can be frozen 
on paper, magnetic tape or silicone, its existence has no functional significance 
unless it is mediated. Hence it seems reasonable to measure a state's informa-
tion power by studying the amount of actual or potential information flows. 
Information enriches environment and advanced nations possess a lot of equi-
pment for using information together with a lot of people who are ready and 
able to use this equipment. In environments with little information, especially 
in the Third World, people either lack equipment or ability, or both.54 

 Bell states a clear epistemological gradation between information and 
knowledge.  "Information is news, a fact, a statistic, a report, a regulation, a tax 
code, a judicial decision, a resolution and the like …" Knowledge is an inter-
pretation within a context, exegesis, absence and conceptualization, a form 
of argumentation. The result of knowledge is theories: a tendency towards the 
formation of relevant relations or connections among facts, data and other 
information in some coherent form and a tendency towards the explanation 
of reasons for some generalisations.55

Knowledge56 is one of the fundamental virtues, an ability to prove that is 
possessed only by those who are firmly convinced of something and who know 
the basic principles. In so doing, one uses induction (experience) as a point of 
departure for general cognizance, whereas syllogism (inference) derives from 
this general cognizance.57 General cognizance needs to be upgraded by infor-
mation gathered from various sources. 

Apart from the two fundamental principles of collecting and assessing data 

53 Peter F. Drucker, O managementu (Ljubljana, 2004), 113.
54 Connors, The race, 14.
55 Daniel Bell, quot. in: Franci Pivec, Informacijska družba (Maribor, 2004), 9. 
56 A soul can, according to the corroboration or denial, find its way to the recognition of truth using art 

(science), knowledge, wit, wisdom and reason. Aristotle, Nikomahova etika (edited and translated by 
Kajetan Gantar) (Ljubljana, 1994–2002), 1139 (further reading: Aristotle, Nikomahova etika).

57 Ibid.
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(in time and place), in the age of the Third Wave, the study of economic deve-
lopment also includes the third principle, knowledge. Knowledge is intangible 
and attempts at its definition are difficult. Usually, knowledge differs from data 
and information. Data is most often described as data outside any context; and 
when it is put into a context, it becomes information. And only when informa-
tion is inserted into the wider patterns at a higher level, which in turn are con-
nected to other patterns, do we have something we can call knowledge.58 The 
rise of knowledge intensity is not but a minor obstacle on the road. Knowledge 
is the crucial determinant of modern economy, which is more and more kno-
wledge- and innovation-based, and this altogether represents a challenging 
problem – not solely for economists but for economy, too.59

We live in a world where people transform information into knowledge by 
searching for new meanings to be attached to available information: we may 
search for something that does not exist, yet it would not surprise us if it did. It 
is important to recognise the "personal" aspect of information and knowledge 
gathering and to understand that our knowledge is to the same extent posses-
sed by other people – and our own experience.60 Knowledge demands a certain 
degree of certainty, acquired through social experience. Certainty can be based 
on formal evidence, personal experience, status or reputation of a person or on 
a combination of logical, intuitive or emotional processes.61 

All the authors since Aristotle have emphasised the key difference betwe-
en information and knowledge. Namely, for knowledge one needs a human 
being – an individual. An individual capable of upgrading information, a 
human being capable of proving, inferring, using personal and others' experi-
ence, introduce scepticism – therefore, capable of what is exclusively human 
and technology cannot do yet (sic!). Accordingly, only a human being can 
upgrade knowledge and use it appropriately and transform it into a concrete 
decision or into some more strategic intention, determine future directions – 
a policy. And, in so doing, he/she returns back to the bottom of the pyramid; 
once again data, which is going to help information users gain suitable kno-
wledge and make decisions, starts being collected and processed, as is shown 
in Figure 1. The information pyramid offers an "intruder" category, intelligence 
– as an intermediary category between knowledge and information. For the  

58 An example to illustrate: data – three hundred shares; information – We have three hundred shares 
of a pharmaceutical enterprise X; knowledge – We have three hundred shares of a pharmaceutical 
enterprise X, which have grown for two points on the domestic market, yet the amount is small and 
the central bank is probably going to raise interest rates. Toffler, Revolutionary wealth, 99–103.

59 Ibid.
60 Haywood, Info-bogataši – Info-reveži, 5–6.
61 Stephan H. Haeckel, The Development and Application of Organizational Knowledge, IBM Advanced 

Business Institute, 1997, available at http://www.research.ibm.com/journal/sj/423/haeckel.pdf.
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Figure 1: The Information Pyramid62

 
entire time of their existence, intelligence services, as the second oldest craft-
smanship, have been seeking but one goal: to acquire information. Acquisi-
tion, evaluation and submission of information is their raison d'être, hence 
it is correct and makes sense to hypothesize that information of intelligence 
services has their own value added and as such deserves a special category. 
Information and knowledge are thus a part of a more complex story which 
begins with data and ends with decision-making and giving further guidelines 
and policy determination. Activities permanently go in the direction of selec-
tion and quantity reduction in order to gain a suitable quality. And the actors, 
who deal with an individual level or several of them simultaneously, bear the 
responsibility of turning quantity into quality upwards the pyramid. 

Information as a Form of Warfare

Information revolution, which is now in its full swing, has assured a completely 
new dimension to the relationship between information and power. What is 

62 Source: Barabba and Zaltman, quot. in: Digman, Strategic Management, 19–5.
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new is the fact that information has become a form of warfare and has as such 
become as important as information in the warfare itself. Information is not 
only a means of increasing the efficiency of lethal technologies as it used to be 
in the past but it has enabled new possibilities for non-lethal onslaughts that 
can disable, defeat, avert or force the opponent.63 The need for gathering infor-
mation in a short time, enabling an appropriate, timely reaction, has hence 
become an imperative of modern "warfare" or action in all fields of private 
and public life of an individual, in public and private sector of a state, groups 
of states or supranational subjects. Who knows what in a sufficient time peri-
od for one to use it effectively, represents the golden definition of "real time 
intelligence".64 World Wide Web – the internet – enables a large number of 
people across the globe a quick access to an enormous amount of information, 
whereas in the past, just a few decades ago, information was a privilege of a nar-
row circle of people who most frequently derived their power exactly from this 
source. Regardless of this (or perhaps precisely because of this), classical intel-
ligence services remain an important source of providing information that is 
not available to broader public. From the historical perspective, what enabled 
the domination of large populations and territories was the efficient system for 
gathering and disseminating information, which is essentially the basic task of 
intelligence services. 

In the past, information gathering and use was a very slow process, based 
e.g. on time needed by a clipper to get a letter from New York to London, and 
this surely took several weeks. And in Slovenia, we know of cases from our own 
history, going back a couple of centuries ago when inhabitants, for the sake 
of their survival, had to assure themselves a quick transfer of information that 
enabled them to take proper reactions. The system of bonfires on hilltops and 
the use of church bells enabled people to retreat to castles or strongholds called 
"tabors" in order to seek refuge from Turkish incursions into Slovene territory.65 

A transmission of single (basic) information (Turks are coming!) enabled 
a great number of people to survive. This was not some complex information 
system that could transfer a large amount of data. However, we know of a yet 
another historical example where the English as colonial masters swayed to 
their rule an existing system for transferring fairly complex information in 
India and preserved it in a form that had already been established for centu-

63 Matt Bishop and Emily O. Goldman, "The Strategy and Tactics of Information Warfare", Contemporary 
Security Policy 24, No.1 (2003): 113–139.

64 John Keegan, Intelligence in war (New York, 2004) (further reading: Keegan, Intelligence in war).
65 A "tabor" was a medieval fortification/stronghold comprising a church enclosed in a protective wall, 

positioned on top of a hill, which enabled the locals to seek refuge from the incoming Turks behind 
the walls.
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ries. In the sixteenth century India, moguls centralised their power on a sub-
continent of vast dimensions and difficult terrain. In spite of this, such a giant 
state was relatively difficult to rule, so local authority was vested in the hands of 
regional magnates, officials and princes. All this demanded the establishment of 
an efficient system of transferring information from centre to peripheral prov-
inces and the harkara system enabled this. This system relied upon the trans-
fer of information from courts of lower instance to courts of higher instance. 
Notifications and information were provided in written and oral form. The 
written ones were produced by scholars, Brahmans belonging to higher social 
layers or casts and the oral ones were produced by runners from lower social 
layers who transferred either written or oral messages over long distances with 
great speed. In time, this way of information transfer evolved into a regular 
weekly official journal and, with growing independence of writers and runners, 
it grew into a private newspaper. The decisive factor which determined who 
was to receive information was the sovereign decision of harkara, which had 
a blurred identity and a double role of (intelligence) information gatherer and 
disseminator. The system survived and gained independence since it was indis-
pensable for both ends. The British began their supremacy at the end of the 
eighteenth century indirectly through moguls and, by that time, harkara had 
already represented an essential part of all political processes on the subconti-
nent. It remained such until the mid-nineteenth century when telegraph and 
printed newspapers began to displace it. Despite this, the system lasted well 
into the twentieth century. Arguably, a constant need of its citizens for infor-
mation is one of the reasons why India has remained the largest and the only 
true Third World democracy.66 Expressed in modern terminology, harkara used 
to represent an intelligence service, a printed publication and a press house all 
in one, a very important power source and tool. Especially so if one knows that 
the group of people receiving information was very restricted and foremost 
related with governmental structures. 

Definitely, the trouble with the information age is not information shor-
tage and often neither its transfer, rather the opposite. Large quantities of 
information are difficult to manage, so a way of doing this must be found. Tra-
ditional national intelligence systems in the public sector are a part of public 
administration and hence share all its advantages and shortcomings. The latter 
are especially these: the size of an administrative (intelligence) apparatus, its 
slow reactions to changes in the environment, to globalisation and the advent 
of information technology and so on. The private sector with multinational 
corporations at the forefront, which has wholesomely joined the modern 

66 Keegan, Intelligence in war.
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globalisation and information flows, has as well recognised a greater need for 
its own comprehensive intelligence provision. Intelligence support to decisi-
on-making processes can only be given by an organisational structure that is 
adequately equipped with personnel and technical means. Intelligence experts 
from the public sector who previously dealt especially with economic intelli-
gence have seized the opportunity and have helped establish firm foundations 
for private sector intelligence. By installing more potent intelligence structures 
in the private sector, within business enterprises or in accordingly specialised 
companies, a new intelligence capability has been formed, which has been 
using knowledge and know-how from the former intelligence services within 
the public sector. Pre-existing knowledge, supplemented with proper financial 
resources and modern technology, has become an important factor of private 
sector decision-making. 

New Intelligence Paradigm

The scene was set for change, and funds and conceptual solutions have been 
put in place. The time has come now for a new intelligence paradigm. The new 
paradigm is composed of trends which have appeared recently in intelligence 
activity. There are at least seven trends which impact on the nature of intelli-
gence service operations. The first trend has already been mentioned. It refers 
primarily to the transformation of national intelligence and related structures. 
The most obvious example of this trend is the transformation of the largest 
intelligence community, i.e. the US intelligence community. The aim of the 
transformation is to ensure better coordination, data evaluation and their dis-
semination to users within the shortest time possible. The first trend is directly 
linked with the second trend which expands the obligations and powers for 
data-gathering by intelligence services, most often through substantial encro-
achment on human rights and freedoms. The third emerging trend is a requi-
rement for intelligence and evidence with forensic value. This trend is posing a 
whole range of new challenges to intelligence services. Data obtained through 
technical means require accurate and quality processing within a very short 
period of time, finalization to an appropriate evidentiary level and then disse-
mination to clients within the shortest time possible. The fourth trend is linked 
with an increased capacity for the transmission of large amounts of data and 
information, which often makes intelligence services unable to compete with 
the means designed for transmission of data and information, such as televisi-
on, radio, internet and telephone calls (conversations, SMS), which represent 
the most frequent medium for exchanging the news. The fifth is embedded in 
the spirit of the flattened world, flattening access and usability of information 
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technology allowing two billion people to use the internet in 2007, some of 
whom may misuse the internet to compromise the achievements brought by 
the internet itself. The sixth trend is the result and consequence of the pene-
tration of the third and fourth trends into intelligence community. Intelligen-
ce services are required to support strategic, operational and tactical users 
with relevant information. The contents should be adjusted for use on diffe-
rent levels, taking into account that, in the information age, tactical moves in 
the theatre or during the execution of intelligence activity can have strategic 
implications. The seventh trend is closely linked with the first, yet it surpasses its 
sole national dimension. International cooperation in the area of intelligence, 
and within the framework of various supranational, security, regional or eco-
nomic organisations has nowadays become more important than ever before. 
The common denominator of all these trends is of course man67 – individual, 
educated, qualified and permanently trained in his area of expertise, as well as 
in the use of information technology and the protection of human rights and 
basic freedoms. An individual who understands that the environment around 
him has changed, that the organization he works for and he himself need to 
change. Changes should include changing the culture of secrecy that has always 
been (and continues to be) one of the key guiding principles of intelligence ser-
vices. Therefore, it is important to assure cooperation within an organisation 
and among organisations in domestic and international environment, as the 
culture of secrecy, which manifests itself through the need to know principle, 
has to be suitably replaced and upgraded by the principle of need to share. 
Information from various sources has to be shared with the widest possible cir-
cle of users with this need, with due respect for the principle of secrecy. 

Sources of Information

Data is gathered from numerous information sources, which can be divided 
into four categories. Firstly, the information available and accessible to all, the 
open information; this represents 90 % of all information. Secondly, the gray 
information; unpublished or not widely dispersed, but can be acquired provi-
ded that one knows of its existence and has appropriate capabilities, it repre-
sents another 9 % and comprises copied documents, draft scientific articles, 
rumours in business circles, proposals of projects to certain institutions, deba-
tes with well-informed specialists. The gray information is very difficult to obta-

67 Innovatively, the Time magazine chose man as the "Person of the Year 2006". "An individual is a per-
son mastering the information era and one who both creates and uses information age services", 
Time, 25 December, 2006 – 1 January, 2007. 
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in, whereas secret information remains secret forever. The percentage of the 
latter is very small, only 0,9 %. It is the very confusion of gray information with 
secret information that most often causes bewilderment and misunderstan-
ding as grey information is obtainable if one knows how. And the fourth type 
is the non-existent information. Sometimes, intelligence structures try to obtain 
information that actually does not exist and they are absolutely unable to know 
that it does not exist at all.68 Intelligence within public and private sector has a 
wide array of information and different sources at its disposal and 99 % of them 
can be acquired this way or another and, most importantly, in a legal manner.

Sources of information can also be divided into groups. Information on 
economy is primarily available from governmental sources, industry and pri-
vate sources, as well as it is obtainable through market research. Technologi- Technologi-
cal information can be acquired from service enterprises, market research and 
intelligence activity directed at the development achieved by the competition. 
Many sources of sociological (social) information are available and political 
information can be gathered from different intelligence services and govern-
mental reports. Information regarding the competition, i.e., its plans, can be 
harvested from "market signals" and through tracking its actions that indicate 
its intentions, motives, goals, strategies and internal situations.69 I would like 
to add that seminars, conferences, workshops, symposia and other forms of 
expert-related meetings of managers serve as an excellent additional source of 
data to the lower and the middle level, which can be put to great use provided 
that a company has a system of business or competition intelligence in place.70 
Related to this is a very interesting classification used by Denning, which is rel-
evant for the studying of intelligence systems. He frames four typical areas into 
which intelligence is directed and distributes information accordingly: eco-
nomic, technological, sociological and political information plus the fifth area, 
unique to economy – information about competition. The public sector, the 
state and its intelligence services directly or indirectly play a role in all five areas. 
The private sector needs all the types of information from all five areas. The dif-

68 Stevan Dedijer and Nicolas Jequier (Eds.), Intelligence for economic development: an inquiry into the 
role of the knowledge industry (Oxford–Hamburg–New York, 1987), 18–20.

69 Denning, quot. in: Lester A. Digman, Strategic management: Concepts, Processes, Decisions, 5th ed. 
(Houston, 1999), 19–9, 10.

70 In the field of competition intelligence, the most important sources are: media news and informa-
tion – 94 %; corporate websites (of business enterprises) – 93 %; commercial publications – 90 %; 
annual reports of competitive subjects – 83 %; employees – 82 %; fairs – 60 %; clients – 60 %; senior 
managers – 56 %; monitoring of current services – 42 %; suppliers – 40 %; other – 21 %. The data from 
the research project is partly inconsistent with the theory which says that the primary sources of 
information are the employees, senior managers, competition, clients and suppliers, i.e., the sources 
of quite a low rank. At the same time, the research project clearly shows that the primary sources are 
more appreciated than the secondary sources. Jane Marin, "The gathering and internal dissemina-
tion of CI", Scip. online, 19 January and 8 March, 2004, 1–4.
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ferences between the two sectors primarily lie in the greater emphases put on 
different categories, which also depends on actual circumstances and on the 
reason why certain information is required at a given moment.

Nowadays, submission and review of information are not the only challen-
ges anymore, but have been joined by the challenge of acquiring the right and 
relevant data. For tracking all the kinds of information, large personnel resour-
ces are needed and these need to be supported with an efficient information 
technology. Therefore, the trouble we come across when monitoring and col-
lecting information is of a clearly logistical nature. Top-level experts estimate 
that a staggering 80 % of information present within our sphere of interest is 
lost to our detection due to limited resources. They also state that each year, 
the number of data is doubled. According to its form, data can be divided into 
structured and unstructured one. Structured data is found in business applica-
tions used by companies for their everyday operations. And unstructured data 
encompasses the following: e-mail, websites, different notification tools, audio 
and video.71 And for this latter category, which covers the key data sources, a 
suitable system for its capture, organisation and processing has to be set up.

A special configuration, one could speak of structured data as well, is repre-
sented by the largest base, comprising not only data or information, but also 
knowledge. The "Cyc" (a derivative from the word encyclopaedia) is the largest 
knowledge base, which, after more than twenty years of development and over 
$ 80 million invested by the US Administration, has reached 5,000.000 facts, 
400.000 notions and 15.000 relations. Cycorp also established its subsidiary 
in Europe, seated in Ljubljana. The Cyc System is regarded as one of the most 
daring attempts in the history of computer science and artificial intelligence. 
Further development is going to be concentrated upon the development of a 
system that will not only enable fast searching but will also be able to under-
stand the acquired information and to autonomously ask further questions as 
to the missing data. Let us take a look at an example: How many customers 
does a subsidiary of a certain business enterprise, located in western Switzer-
land, have in the states bordering the former Soviet Union?72

Modern Security Threats and the Information Age 

Modern security threats are very similar to those of the past, yet they differ from 
them in grossly increased capabilities of their own to spread and disperse. Such 

71 Robert Jančigaj, Simt d.o.o., "Tiha revolucija velikih razsežnosti", Finance, 13 February, 2007. 
72 Interview with Michael Witbrock, Ph.D., director of the Cycorp Europa: Mojca Vizjak Pavšič, "Ljubljana 

postaja sedež (evropske) umetne inteligence", Delo, 28 June, 2007, 17.
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a capability is the result of modern processes such as globalisation and informa-
tisation. We find it difficult to accept terrorism as a new modern threat or that 
the possibility of proliferation of weapons of mass destruction is new. What 
is new, however, is the fact that strategic circumstances, within which these 
contemporary threats manifest themselves, have altered. What is new about 
terrorism is its global range and echo due to modern technology, so it is no 
more an activity of local or regional significance. Similar could be said of weap-
ons of mass destruction proliferation. With the disintegration of a state with 
plenty of such weapons on stock – the Soviet Union – possibilities arose as to 
these weapons' dispersion to various groups that are willing to sacrifice many 
civilians' lives for reaching their aims. And, of course, the area of former Soviet 
Union is not the only originator of such means. The time we live in is marked by 
the global character and a greater propulsivity of contemporary threats.

11 September, 2001
(radio.ognjisce.si)
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In the modern globalised world, individual security threats are becoming 
more and more transnational in character. Threats to national security in one 
state that spread over the borders into other states can soon begin to thwart 
their national security and hence international security. A classical form of thre-
atening the transnational security is the spread of armed conflicts, while typical 
examples of modern transnational security threats include the smuggling of 
illegal conventional arms, drugs, dangerous materials (including nuclear wea-
pons, illegal migrations, spread of infectious disease, information disruptions 
(threatening of classic and non-classic information infrastructure, e.g. cyber-
terrorism and cyber-crime), etc.73 

Modern information and communications technology is directly linked to 
modern security especially via its influence on social constructs and on percep-
tions of reality and danger through various communications techniques; and 
direct implications as well refer to abuse by different users who compromise 
fundamental (security) interests of an individual, a state or some other referen-
tial objects of security. Direct implications are those where ICT use primarily 
affects the gathering and processing of data in both the civilian sphere and in 
traditional security mechanisms, whereby it affects the physical power relati-
ons in a manner which allows us to speak of information power as an impor-
tant pillar of modern societies' power.74 

This new form of modern power is more paradoxical than any other, as the 
biggest players can be directly threatened and indeed are by the small individuals 
and groups. The most tragic demonstration thereof, well known to all of us, is 
the use of internet on the part of various terrorist organisations. Therefore, after 
having established that terrorists used internet as a means of communication 
prior to 11 September 2001 attacks, the USA very seriously considered a simple 
"turning off" of the internet. The way of doing this and the very possibility of it is 
of course another question. In expert literature, the term interdependence expla-
ins mutual dependence on one another and power is described as asymmetrical 
interdependence.75 In relations between different states with each having its own 
military potential, one cannot speak of asymmetrical interdependence.76 In the 
aftermath of 11 September 2001, international terrorism has shown that it can 
use two kinds of asymmetry in order to attain its goals. The first one is the asym-
metry of information. It seems paradoxically that the modern information society 

73 Iztok Prezelj, ed., Uvod v ocenjevanje ogrožanja nacionalne varnosti, in: Model celovitega ocenjevanja 
ogrožanja nacionalne varnosti Republike Slovenije (Ljubljana, 2007), 10.

74 Uroš Svete, Varnost v informacijski družbi (Ljubljana, 2005). 
75 Robert O. Keohane, Power and Governance in a Partially Globalized World (London–New York, 

2002), 276. (further reading: Keohane, Power and Governance). 
76 The USA was not asymmetrically vulnerable to the USSR (Russian) attack, but (on the contrary), the 

vulnerability was quite "equalised" because of the nuclear potential. 
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in the USA is worse-off in terms of information than a network of individuals 
who seem to use hand-written messages and personal conversations as means of 
communication. Yet information society is also an open society. Potential terrori-
sts have good information about their targets, while the USA had poor informa-
tion on the operation of terrorist networks within Western societies. The other 
asymmetry is the asymmetry of values. Certain terrorists indeed believe that they 
shall be awarded for their suicidal attacks in their afterlife. Volunteers' applica-
tions for suicidal attacks and their perpetration against civilian population are 
something contrary to the values of societies attacked by the Al' Qaeda. It has 
been made evident that the most powerful state in the world can be vulnerable 
to small terrorist groups because of asymmetrical interdependence. We have pla-
ced too much emphasis on the meaning of state and have accumulated power 
too much.77

The synergy of consequences of processes such as globalisation, informa-
tion technology and transnational character of modern security threats has 
faced the subjects dealing with information gathering, and subjects that engage 
in intelligence are the first among them, with completely new challenges. Tra-
ditional style of data gathering, processing and dissemination has proven to be 
unsuitable, too narrowly specialised, stiff, based on the strict need-to-know, etc. 
All this got a new dimension with the "11 September" attacks as it was shown 
in their aftermath that the data, i.e., indices as to what had been prepared, had 
been available, yet they had not undergone suitable processing and forwarding 
to competent institutions out of various reasons. Meanwhile, intelligence ser-
vices find it very difficult to compete with public media which can broadcast 
information directly from where a certain event takes place. This puts decision-
makers, who have to comment on events which they have not even been infor-
med of by subjects who are intended to support them, into an uncomfortable 
situation. Accordingly, tactical events are transformed into strategic by the assi-
stance of media and information technology use. The asymmetry of involved 
structures and reactions is shown by an example where an act of a US Marine 
Corp unit (sic!) had to be commented upon by the President of the USA. A tra-
gic event caused by a US Marine Corp unit, received such a public echo that the 
President Bush publicly assured that the event would be investigated and the 
culprits brought to justice.78 

77 Keohane, Power and Governance, 276..
78 In November 2005, a US Marine Corp unit was hit by a roadside bomb in Haditha, Iraq. The explo-

sion killed one of the Marines and wounded another two. The Marines then massacred 24 civilians, 
including women and children in the nearby houses and their vicinity. Later on, they attempted to 
conceal the atrocity, but, after the media had uncovered the incident, a thorough investigation was 
undertaken and its conclusions led to the four Marines being accused of murder and another four of 
concealing the crime.
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Evidently, we are going to face ever more and ever diverse security risks and 
threats, ever more institutions that should manage them and, what is especially 
concerning, an ever weaker public, expert and even scientific consensus as to the 
most important problems of the future.79

Modern times require a modern approach to various risks and threats. For 
intelligence sphere in the information society age, this can be achieved only 
by the new intelligence paradigm. Accordingly, one must understand that the 
path of reaching consensus on the new intelligence doctrine within every sin-
gle state is as thorny as the one towards a common solid consensus regarding 
the paramount problems of the future. But a path which I firmly believe is the 
conditio sine qua non for negotiating modern security threats. 

Damir Črnčec

RAZVOJ INFORMACIJSKE DRUŽBE IN SOOČANJE S SODOBNIMI 
VARNOSTNIMI GROŽNJAMI V OKVIRU NOVE OBVEŠČEVALNE 
PARADIGME

POVZETEK

Prispevek proučuje in predstavlja zgodovinski razvoj informacijske družbe 
ter njegov vpliv na soočanje s sodobnimi varnostnimi grožnjami. Predvsem z 
vsebinsko analizo ter analizo primarnih in sekundarnih pisnih virov je moč v 
polnem obsegu predstaviti obravnavano tematiko. Informacijska doba, infor-
macijski čas, družba znanja, informatika, internet, informacijsko (komunikacij-
ska) tehnologija, mobilna telefonija so le nekateri izmed pojmov, ki zaznamuje 
čas, ki ga živimo, čas informacijske revolucije. Informacijska revolucija, ki spre-
minja pomen in namen informacij tako za ustanove in posameznike, je revo-

79 Igor Kotnik–Dvojmoč, Preoblikovanje oboroženih sil sodobnih evropskih držav (Ljubljana, 2002), 
178.
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lucija v konceptih. Slovenci in Evropejci smo vsakodnevni uporabniki novih 
tehnologij saj v polni meri uporabljamo pridobitve informacijske tehnologije. 
Rezultati informacijske revolucije pa niso vedno samo pozitivni oziroma so vsaj 
kontradiktorni. Kajti v hipertrofiji dostopnih informacij lahko posamezniki ali 
manjše skupine z zli nameni asimetrično uporabijo za napad na sodobno infor-
macijsko družbo prav pridobitve informacijske dobe. Živimo v svetu, kjer ljudje 
pretvarjamo informacije v znanje tako, da razpoložljivim informacijam iščemo 
nove pomene: lahko iščemo nekaj, česar ni, vendar nas ne bi presenetilo, če 
bi bilo. Globalizacija, pospešen razvoj informacijske tehnologije in transnacio-
nalnost sodobnih varnostnih groženj so tudi obveščevalno dejavnost postavili 
pred številne zahteve in pričakovanja. Razvitost in uporaba informacijske teh-
nologije, ki je hkrati izdelek in storitev, nudi sodobni državi in družbi možnost 
neslutenega napredka, hkrati pa jo izpostavlja asimetričnim grožnjam. Gro-
žnjam, ki jih lahko realizirajo posamezniki ali majhne skupine prav s to isto 
informacijsko tehnologijo. Informacija je postala oblika vojskovanja in kot taka 
postala enako pomembna kot informacija v vojskovanju samem. Zato se tudi 
v obveščevalni sferi dogajajo velike spremembe, ki so posledica spremenjene-
ga strateškega varnostnega okolja, globalizacije in informacijske tehnologije. 
Nova obveščevalna paradigma je odgovor na nove varnostne izzive. Paradigmo 
izpolnjujejo trendi, katerim smo bili priča v zadnjem času na področju obve-
ščevalne dejavnosti. Pri tem lahko govorimo o vsaj sedmih trendih, ki posegajo 
v samo bistvo delovanja obveščevalnih služb. Prelomni trenutek za vse te spre-
membe je nastopil po napadih v ZDA 11. septembra 2001 ter zaradi tega, na 
kakšen način so bili le-ti izvedeni. Asimetričnost metod in sredstev ter učinkov 
napada se je pokazala v vsej svoji tragični veličini. In s tem tudi postavila trdno 
podlago za širše globalne varnostne spremembe.
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Introduction1

Louis Adamic (1898–1951) was a successful Slovenian American novelist, publi-
cist, and social critic. With his 20 books of documentary prose and fiction, some 
500 articles, and his public lectures – particularly those focusing on the role of 
immigrants in the development of the nation, Adamic has played a prominent 
part not only in American ethnic literature but also in the prehistory of Ameri-
can multiculturalism. Scholars of Adamic have found that his works on cultural 
diversity, immigrant issues and social conditions in a multiethnic area are of fun-
damental importance for the current development of strategies in the area of 
American cultural pluralism. The writer provided substance for his ideas in this 
field through numerous study trips, visits to archives and libraries, field research, 
mass surveys and in-depth interviews, and he acquainted the public with his fin-
dings through countless articles, lecture tours, radio broadcasts, and through his 
seven books partly or wholly committed to immigration: Laughing in the Jungle, 
Grandsons, My America, From Many Lands, Two-Way Passage, What's Your Name? 
and A Nation of Nations. Adamic was also a crucial figure in the prehistory of Ame-
rican multiculturalism as the founder and editor of Common Ground, issued by 
the Common Council for American Unity, which strove for intercultural educa-
tion through the inclusion of immigrant content in public education (Adamic 
was member of executive committee of CCAU), and in the final years of his life as 
General Editor for nine books of The Peoples of America Series.2 He was also the 
editor of several consecutive self-published journals (War & Post-War, Today & 
Tomorrow, T & T: Trends & Tides),3 and president or honorary president of major 
Slovenian and Yugoslav immigrant organizations in the U.S.

Adamic was a political maverick whose social engagement reached one cli-
max after another throughout his writing career. Although he wrote in Engli-
sh, the balance between the Slovenian and the American component part of 
his cultural identity was never shaken.4 With his literary and journalist work 

1 The article is a partial result of the target research project no. L6-2203 and of the research program 
National and Cultural Identity of Slovenian Emigration. The author acknowledges the financial sup-
port from the state budget by the Government's Office for Slovenians Abroad and by the Slovenian 
Research Agency.

2 Henry A. Christian, Louis Adamic : A Checklist (Kent, Ohio, 1971), 75 (hereinafter: Christian, Louis 
Adamic : A Checklist). 

3 See also: Janja Žitnik, "Louis Adamic's periodicals", Dve domovini / Two Homelands, no. 2–3 (1992): 
253–263.

4 Adamic never renounced to his mother tongue. An example of his Slovenian text is his last letter to 
his mother, written shortly before his death. The letter was published in France Adamič, Spomini in 
pričevanja o življenju in delu Louisa Adamiča (Ljubljana, 1983), 166–167. Adamic's Slovenian cor-
respondence with his nephew Tine was published in: Tine Kurent, "Pisma Louisa Adamiča nečaku 
Tinetu", Dve domovini / Two Homelands, no. 9 (1998): 27–53.
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and with his public appeals and activities, he addressed virtually all the major 
political, ideological, social and moral dilemmas of his time, problems that also 
affected a large part of Slovenians in Slovenia and in the U.S. Jože Pirjevec noted 
that – on international level – Adamic was probably the most widely known 
Slovenian so far.5

Louis Adamic's Life

Born in Blato, Slovenia, Lojze Adamič emigrated to the U.S. at fifteen. He was assis-
tant editor of a Slovenian ethnic newspaper in New York, served in the Army, trave-

5 Jože Pirjevec, "Louis Adamič", a lecture at the roundtable Življenje in delo Louisa Adamiča : počastitev 
110. obletnice rojstva Louisa Adamiča (Ljubljana, 12 March 2009). 

Portrait of Louis Ada-
mic by Božidar Jakac 
(The Louis Adamic 
Memorial Museum, 
Praproče, Slovenia)
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led all over the States and worked his way through various jobs. Having improved 
his English, he began to publish original material and his translations from Slavic 
authors in Pearson's Magazine, Haldeman-Julius publications, Our World, The 
Living Age, American Mercury, and various Slovenian American journals. In 1929 
he became a freelance writer and moved back to New York, married a young Jewi-
sh intellectual, and finished his first two major works: Dynamite: A History of Class 
Violence in America, 1830–1930 (1931), which was later used in a number of U.S. 
colleges; and Laughing in the Jungle (1932), an anecdotic autobiographic narrative 
including social commentary and tragicomic portraits of people who had been 
part of his immigrant experience. With both books, Adamic won a Guggenheim 
Fellowship for fiction. He spent his Fellowship year in Yugoslavia, met with leading 

Louis Adamic as assi-
stant editor of Glas 
naroda in New York, 
1916 (France Adamič, 
Spomini in pričevanja 
o življenju in delu 
Louisa Adamiča (Lju-
bljana, 1983), 21)
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Slovenian writers and public figures,6 and with King Alexander.
Back from his visit to Yugoslavia, Adamic wrote The Native's Return (1934), 

Book-of-the-Month Club selection for February 1934, in which he condemned 
King Alexander's dictatorship and predicted his assassination. The book was pro-
hibited in Yugoslavia and an immediate success in the U.S. Adamic received some 
3000 letters, set out on a cross-American lecture tour, and continued his determi-
ned investigation of the United States.

His next major work was Grandsons (1935), one of his few works of ficti-
on. Its topic represents a link between the American "jungle" of his early auto-
biography and his later books on social and intercultural relations within the 

6 For Adamic's contacts with leading Slovenian writers and journalists at the time, see: France Adamič, 
"The links between Louis Adamič and Slovene journalists and literary figures (1921–1941)", Dve 
domovini / Two Homelands, no. 9 (1998): 55–65.

Louis Adamic in 
the U.S. Army, 1920 
(France Adamič, Spo-
mini in pričevanja 
o življenju in delu 
Louisa Adamiča (Lju-
bljana, 1983), 28)
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country. This novel about third-generation immigrants and their lack of a fee-
ling of rootedness demonstrates the tragic results of their inferiority complex, 
imposed by the American success mentality and exaggerated individualism.7

In 1938, Adamic published My America, a compilation of his articles writ-
ten since 1934. During the war years, he was engaged in political activism but 
still managed to accomplish his major writing project, the Nation of Nations 
Series. The first volume titled From Many Lands (1940) is a collection of portra-

7 An in-depth examination of Louis Adamic's ideas expressed in his novel Grandsons can be found in 
Carey McWilliams, Louis Adamic and Shadow-America (Los Angeles, 1935). 

Louis Adamic with 
his wife Stella (France 
Adamič, Spomini in 
pričevanja o življenju 
in delu Louisa Adami-
ča (Ljubljana, 1983), 
cover)
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its of individual American immigrants from various parts of the world. The seri-
es further included Two-Way Passage (1941), What's Your Name? (1942), and A 
Nation of Nations (1945). 

In Two-Way Passage, Adamic suggested that qualified American immigrants 
should help the post-war Europe by spending the first post-war years in their 
native lands to share their know-how and democratic values. This brought him 
an invitation for dinner with the Roosevelts and Churchill in January 1942. 
Alarmed at subsequent world tensions, Adamic published Dinner at the White 
House (1946), in which he challenged U.S. and British foreign policy. Churchill 
sued him for libel; Adamic lost his publisher but remained General Editor for 
nine of The Peoples of America Series (1946–1950), published by Lippincott. 
Upon the Tito-Stalin split in 1948, Adamic sided with the former, visited his 
native land for a second time (1949), and wrote The Eagle and the Roots (1952) 
to clarify the split. Facing a wide range of political opponents, he now also 
became a target of the House Committee on Un-American Activities. On Sep-
tember 5, 1951, Adamic was found shot in his burning farmhouse. His death 
was proclaimed a suicide, which evoked considerable doubt in the media. His 
posthumously published book contains only chapters on post-war Yugoslavia 
and President Tito's life. A book-sized chapter on the contemporary U.S. dome-
stic and foreign policy, the psychosis of the emerging McCarthy era, and the U.S. 
motives for entering the Korean War, has remained unpublished.8

Louis Adamic's Role in the Prehistory of American Multiculturalism

Researchers of Adamic's legacy at the Immigration History Research Center in 
Minnesota observed that the ethnic movement of our time had a short memo-
ry. They pointed to the fact that the editors of the Harvard Encyclopedia of 
American Ethnic Groups,9 which was published in the beginning of the 1980s, 
were well along with their work before discovering that Adamic had proposed 
a similar project in his book My America as early as in the 1930s,10 almost four 
decades before the so called ethnic revival in the U.S. and elsewhere.

8 The manuscript of the unpublished chapter titled "Game of Chess in an Earthquake" is discussed in: 
Janja Žitnik, "Louis Adamic : Game of Chess in an Earthquake", Slovenski koledar '88 (1987): 203–
205; same author, "Neobjavljeno poglavlje Orla i korena Luja Adamiča", Književna smotra 21, 1989, 
no. 69–72 (1988): 65–68; and in the following books by this author: Pero in politika : Zadnja leta 
Louisa Adamiča (Ljubljana, 1993); Orel in korenine med "brušenjem" in cenzuro (Ljubljana, 1995); and 
partly in her books Louis Adamič in sodobniki : 1948–1951 (Ljubljana, 1992) and Pogovori o Louisu 
Adamiču (Ljubljana, 1995). 

9 Ed. Stephan Thernstrom (Boston, 1981).
10 "Louis Adamic (1898–1951) : His Life, Work and Legacy", Spectrum 4, no. 1 (1982): 2.
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Before his first visit to his native land, i.e. before 1932, Adamic had publis-
hed a number of articles and short stories on immigrants and their position in 
the receiving society. Being considered one of the experts on cultural pluralism, 
he was elected member of the executive committee of the Foreign Language 
Information Service (FLIS), which had regular connections with ethnic organi-
zations and ethnic press. Upon the proposal of his publisher he set on several 
cross-country lecture tours, not only in order to present his books to broader 
audience but also to get acquainted with daily life and needs of ordinary people 
in different parts the States. Henry A. Christian wrote,

Now he was more free to exercise his curiosity, to visit new places, in hope of 
discovering all of the nation. In increasing numbers he encountered new eth-
nic groups, officials of labor and government and educational organizations, and 
citizens in general of varying backgrounds and employment. To some audiences 
he was a best-selling author, to others he was a dynamic personality, to still others 
he was a brother immigrant who made good. And /…/ he was to nearly everyone 
a truly dedicated man.11 

Adamic took his time to talk to people after his lectures, and he made 
notes on their observations and testimonies. He used these notes for his arti-
cles published in local papers during his lecture tours, and later in his book My 
America (1938). As early as in the 1930s it became clear that Adamic did not 
wholly believe in any of the existing institutional political and social programs. 
He promoted a pluralism that, on the one hand, did not require immigrants to 
surrender cultural heritage to a "melting pot" ideal, and on the other hand, did 
not encourage isolationism and factionalism either. He championed an expan-
ding sense of American identity in which immigrants and their children as well 
as all other Americans are enriched by a variety of critically examined perspec-
tives and influences.12 

One of Adamic's most consistent contentions, as Shiffman observes, was 
that Ellis Island was as central to American civilization as Plymouth Rock. In his 
journalism, fiction, autobiography, histories, public lectures, radio work, and in 
his contacts with American leaders throughout the 1930s and into the 1940s, 
Adamic dedicated himself to raising public awareness about the essential role 
of immigrants in the life of the nation. He chronicled the stories and contribu-
tions of immigrants from a variety of ethnic groups. He wrote lucidly, empathe-
tically, and sometimes unflatteringly, about immigrant struggles for belonging, 

11 Christian, Louis Adamic : A Checklist, xxvi–xxvii.
12 Dan Shiffman, Rooting Multiculturalism : The Work of Louis Adamic (London etc., 2003), 14 (hereinaf-

ter: Shiffman, Rooting Multiculturalism).
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and he pushed for the broader American society to affirm its immigrant inhe-
ritance. His characterizations of immigrant lives gave many people a language 
through which to speak about themselves. This is why Adamic's lectures were 
so well attended and why people waited anxiously after the lectures to talk to 
him.13

While championing ethnic contributions and the value of strong group 
attachments, his farther-reaching goal was to build a nation energized by vital 
intercultural dynamics. Shiffman noted,

Although Adamic shares contemporary multuculturalism's dedication to an 
inclusive America, he was not preoccupied with diversity as a goal in and of itself; 
Adamic' s championing of cultural variety was a part of a larger project to have 
difference serve progressive social change. For Adamic, diversity encourages 
participation in a communally responsive society and allows for ideas and per-
sonalities to discourage Americans from measuring their lives against mythical 
narratives of unbounded upward mobility. Until the United States overcomes its 
narrowly individualized and isolating notions of success, according to Adamic, 
the nation cannot fully benefit from its multiethnic diversity.14

In spite of the fact that Adamic consistently stressed the significance of 
ethnic heritage, he also considered with great sensitivity the many faces of 
its stigma. His social criticism exposes nationwide ignorance, racism and 
xenophobia as tools of exploitative capitalism. Adamic argued for plurali-
sm, for a dynamic, ever-evolving American culture that not only respects and 
protects its cultural diversity but also gains vitality from it. Therefore he was 
not simply a forerunner of the initiators of contemporary multiculturalism's 
documentation, recovery, and celebration of ethnic contributions and tradi-
tions. His conceptions of ethnic and cultural identities depicted the kind of 
complexity that current intercultural theories have only recently begun to 
articulate.

Werner Sollors15 uses Adamic as an illustration of the so called ethics of 
wholesome provincialism, which provides spiritual integrity and enables the 
individual to steer a middle course between old-world haughtiness and self-
annihilating assimilation. This perspective 

13 Ibid, 14 and 17.
14 Ibid, 14–15.
15 Werner Sollors is professor of English literature and professor of African and African American studies 

at the Harvard University. He is one of the most prominent scholars in the field of American multieth-
nic literature. 
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allows Americans to steer a Roycean middle course between ancient narrowness 
and vulgar monotony. By creating new, not traditionally anchored, group iden-
tities and by authenticating them, they may represent individuality and Ameri-
can identity at the same time. Organically belonging to an ethnic group of their 
choice, these Adamics who are neither Adamičes nor Adamses can now proceed 
to fight ancient narrowness and mob spirit and do it in the name of their prov-
ince and of America.16

Adamic's articles, pamphlets and published lectures such as Thirty Million 
New Americans,17 This Crisis Is an Opportunity,18 or Tolerance Is Not Enough,19 
raise still salient issues concerning relations between immigrants and the majo-
rity society. He saw the tolerance of the majority society towards immigrants as 
barely concealed contempt, based on stereotypes and prejudices. Adamic ela-
borated on tolerance on several occasions. He noted that 

…tolerance as it works out in practice is nothing more than inactive intolerance. 
Channing Pollock called it 'a smug sense of infallibility'. It implies a superiority 
complex. One is tolerant when one endures, or stands for something one doesn't 
like. Tolerance is mostly intolerance grown subtle, polite, and beyond reach, 
where you can't deal with it. It is mostly veneer for intolerance, which cracks 
easily…20 

On another occasion Adamic wrote that the recipients of tolerance become 
"vaguely defensive". As a result, tolerance leads to "negative stands and attitudes 
which preclude vital communication with others … and there they are, there we 
all are, separated from each others by invisible chasms".21 Other authors have 
expressed similar judgments on tolerance. Erdheim stressed the fact that "the 
strange aspects of the other question our own self",22 while Graf observed that: 

16 Werner Sollors, Beyond Ethnicity : Consent and Descent in American Culture (New York, 1986), 206–
207.

17 The article was published in Harper's Magazine in 1934. In 1935, it was reprinted in the form of a 
booklet by the Service Bureau for Education in Human Relations in New York.

18 This article was also reprinted as a booklet in 1940 by the Common Council for American Unity in 
New York.

19 The text that was first published in New York Times, 15 February 1942 (Sec. VII), 38, was later reprint-
ed in various versions and under similar titles in Trends & Tides 3 (January–March 1947), 14–15; 
McCall's LXXV (August 1948), 2, 122; Negro Digest VI (October 1948), 19–23; and Congress Weekly : A 
Review of Jewish Interests XVI (17 January 1949), 8–10.

20 Louis Adamic, From Many Lands (New York–London, 1940), 297.
21 National and University Library, Ljubljana, Louis Adamic collection, Louis Adamic, transcript of a draft 

of a lecture delivered in 1946, quoted in: Shiffman, Rooting Multiculturalism, 144.
22 Mario Erdheim, "Das Eigene und das Fremde", Psyche (Frankfurt), XLVI, August (1992): 730–744.
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"No longer does it suffice to assume an attitude of tolerance that decides from a 
national superior point of view how much of the foreign may be accepted."23 To 
tolerate means to assume the authority to either allow or not allow somebody 
else's legitimate rights. It is as if I would say, 'OK, now that I tolerate the colour 
of your skin, the language you speak, the dress you are wearing, the music you 
like, now you can keep all that. You can still feel a bit guilty about all that but I 
will allow it.'24 In short, as Goethe put it so clearly: "Dulden heißt beleidigen." To 
tolerate means to insult.25

23 Peter Graf, "Migration as a Change of Cultural Relations by a New Language Map", Dve domovini / Two 
Homelands 19 (2004): 16.

24 Janja Žitnik, "How does it feel to be a child of a second-rate citizen?". Lecture at the MIR-Comenius 
Programme International Conference (Ljubljana, April 14–15, 2005).

25 Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, "Maximen und Reflexionen über Literatur und Ethik", in: Goethes 
Werke, ed. Sophie von Sachsen, vol. 42 (Weimar, 1997), 221. 

Louis Adamic (Jerneja 
Petrič, Svetovi Louisa 
Adamiča (Ljubljana, 
1981), 2)
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Instead of tolerance, Adamic called for sincere acceptance and mature 
respect of differences. He was committed to the creation of a nation that would 
draw its energy from the dynamic interaction of internal intercultural influen-
ces. He was therefore a forerunner of the most incisive modern social critics, 
who demand recognition and an equal role for marginalized groups, without 
demonizing the predominant culture. Only in this way can the members of 
multiethnic societies develop a multicultural national identity and intercultu-
ral awareness, since a lack of the former and latter can seriously threaten the 
fulfillment of certain important human rights, and consequently social stability 
and the internal security of any country.

Conclusion

Louis Adamic has been recognized in Slovenia as the most prominent figure 
in the field of Slovenian émigré literature, a writer whose articles, short prose, 
lectures, translations26 and some of his books (The Native's Return, Struggle, 
My Native Land, The Eagle and the Roots) were aimed at introducing Sloveni-
an culture, Slovenian history and topical social and political issues to broader 
American public.27 Slovenia has also acknowledged Adamic as a fighter for 
the recognition of the Yugoslav liberation movement and Tito's revolutiona-
ry government by the allied forces;28 as an initiator and driving-force of reli-
ef fund-raising for his old country during and after World War Two; and as a 

26 Jerneja Petrič is the author who has investigated Adamic's English translations of Slovenian and other 
Slavic authors in more depth than any other researcher of Adamic. Among her published works on 
this aspect of Adamic's literary engagement are: "Adamičevo prevajanje slovenskih umetniških del v 
angleščino", Slavistična revija 26, no. 4 (1978): 417–441; "Louis Adamic as an interpreter of Yugoslav 
literature in America", Slovenski koledar 28 (1981): 296–301; Svetovi Louisa Adamiča (Ljubljana, 
1981); "Mediator between two cultures : Louis Adamic's translation of Alojz Kraigher's short story into 
English", Dve domovini / Two Homelands, no. 9 (1998): 85–93.

27 It can also be said the other way round. Through Slovenian translations of Adamic's books, the writer's 
examination of the American society, culture, history and topical social and political issues was also 
presented to Slovenian reading public. Slovenian translations of Adamic's books and compilations of 
articles are: Kriza v Ameriki (Ljubljana, 1932); Smeh v džungli : avtobiografija ameriškega priseljenca 
(Ljubljana, 1933) – a new translation of Laughing in the Jungle appeared in Ljubljana under the above 
title in 1983; Vnuki : zgodba iz ameriških usod (Ljubljana, 1951); Iz dveh domovin : izjave, reportaže, 
slovstvo (Maribor, 1951); Vrnitev v rodni kraj (Ljubljana, 1962); Boj (Ljubljana: 1969); Orel in korenine 
(Ljubljana, 1970); Dinamit (Ljubljana, 1983); Moja rojstna dežela (Ljubljana, 1983). Yet Adamic's pic-
ture of America presented to the Slovenian reader was necessarily selective, narrower, less complex 
than the one known to the American reader, and there was less continuity in its inner development. 
A brief analysis of this aspect can be found in: Janja Žitnik, "Louis Adamic's image of America as it has 
been presented to the Slovene reading public", Slovene Studies 13, no. 1 (1991): 111–116.

28 An in-depth discussion of Adamic's endeavors in this respect is: Bogdan C. Novak, "Louis Adamic's 
work for the official recognition of Tito and the National Liberation Movement of Yugoslavia by the 
United States Government", Dve domovini / Two Homelands, no. 9 (1998): 67–83.
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resolute advocate of the Yugoslav decision to attain independence from the 
Eastern Block in 1948. As his Dynamite was published in Slovenian translation 
in 1983 (half a century after its Croatian translation appeared in Zagreb), he has 
also become known in Slovenia as a critical reviewer of the history of American 
labor movement. Until recently, the least had been known in his native land 
about the crucial part he played in rooting the American concept of multicul-
turalism. 

Among the Americans of Slovenian descent Adamic still represents a sym-
bol of an immigrant's consolidation in American culture. During his lifetime, 
he impersonated an immigrant's success in the eyes of other ethnic groups in 
the U.S. as well. With a grant from the Carnegie Corporation he accomplished 
his largest writing project, the Nation of Nations Series, which included From 
Many Lands (1940) Two-Way Passage, What's Your Name? and A Nation of Nati-
ons. The first book (From Many Lands) won the John Anisfield Award as the 
most significant book of 1940 on race relations in the contemporary world. 

Adamic's writing reveals an author who is equally convincing in his sincere 
attempt to understand class violence, social change, or inner and outer con-
flicts relating to ethnic and cultural diversity. Throughout his lifetime, feeling 
simultaneously an insider and outsider, Adamic was seeking a balance betwe-
en his role of a watchful observer and that of an activist. His probably most 
characteristic feature is that he actually managed to remain detached from ste-
reotypes and from any preformulated ideology. Numerous American authors 
in the field of multicultural studies have considered his views. His notions on 
national, ethnic and cultural identities often reflect a complexity characteristic 
of most recent intercultural theories. Off and on, permanent relevance of his 
concepts and ideas relating to intercultural relations within a multiethnic nati-
on is thus rediscovered and internationally recognized.

Adamic's life is a unique experience of a boy from Slovenian countryside, 
with scarce formal education, who became a nationally recognized, award-
winning American writer and the guest of Presidents Roosevelt and Truman. 
His writing brought him honorary doctorate of the Temple University, Philade-
lphia (1941); the Yugoslav Order of Brotherhood and Unity (1944); and cor-
respondent membership of the Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts (1949). 
He enjoyed private and public support from such acclaimed literary figures as 
Upton Sinclair, Sinclair Lewis, Henry Louis Mencken, Sherwood Anderson, and 
Francis Scott Fitzgerald, which contributed largely to his outstanding literary 
career.29 Although written in English, most of Adamic's books include a treat-

29  Some of their correspondence with Adamic was published in Slovenian translation by Jerneja Petrič 
in: Izbrana pisma Louisa Adamiča, ed. Henry A. Christian (Ljubljana, 1981).
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ment of Slovenian-related subjects in a way that fosters an integration of litera-
ry heritage and cultural values of his two homelands.30 Therefore his writing has 
been fully accepted in the Slovenian literary canon as well.

Janja Žitnik Serafin

TRAJNI POMEN DRUŽBENOKRITIČNEGA DELA LOUISA ADAMIČA

POVZETEK

Namen članka je predstaviti tisto območje literarnih in drugih javnih prizade-
vanj slovenskoameriškega pisatelja Louisa Adamiča (1898–1951), ki so večini 
njegovih bralcev v Sloveniji in drugod – z izjemo ameriških – najmanj pozna-
na, čeprav si verjetno zaslužijo največjo pozornost. Gre za Adamičevo vlogo pri 
porajanju osnovnih konceptov multikulturalizma. Avtorica je uporabila uvelja-
vljeno metodo pregledne raziskave: v članku povzema glavna spoznanja svojih 
dosedanjih raziskav na tem področju kot tudi z osrednjim vprašanjem poveza-
nih raziskav drugih (večinoma ameriških in slovenskih) avtorjev. Ob tem opo-
zarja tudi na tiste objavljene raziskovalne rezultate in vsebine, ki dodatno osve-
tljujejo Adamičev pomen v okviru oblikovanja sodobnih integracijskih strategij 
in razvijanja medkulturne zavesti.

Louis Adamič je bil mednarodno najuspešnejši slovenski izseljenski pisa-
telj, urednik in družbeni kritik doslej. Današnji adamičeslovci ugotavljajo, da so 
Adamičeva dela o kulturni raznolikosti, priseljenskih vprašanjih in družbenih 
razmerjih v večetničnem prostoru temeljnega pomena za sedanji razvoj stra-
tegij na področju ameriškega kulturnega pluralizma. Tudi raziskovalci osrednje 

30  Among articles discussing Adamic's bi-national cultural identity are: Oton Župančič, "Adamič in slov-
enstvo", Ljubljanski zvon, no. 9 (1932): 513–520; Franc Zadravec, "Oton Župančič in Louis Adamič", 
in: Louis Adamič : Simpozij : Symposium, ed. Janez Stanonik (Ljubljana, 1981) (hereinafter: Louis 
Adamič: Simpozij : Symposium), 101–111; Denis Poniž, "Nacionalno v literaturi Louisa Adamiča o 
Slovencih in Jugoslaviji", in: Louis Adamič : Simpozij : Symposium, 113–118; Boris Paternu, "Nastajanje 
Adamičevega sestava vrednot ob Ameriki in Jugoslaviji", in: Louis Adamič : Simpozij : Symposium, 
85–100. 
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ameriške ustanove za zgodovino priseljenstva so zapisali v svoji reviji Spectrum, 
da ima etnično gibanje današnjega časa kratek spomin. Uredniki pri Harvard-
ski enciklopediji ameriških etničnih skupin so bili namreč v osemdesetih letih 
že kar daleč s svojim delom, preden so odkrili, da je Adamič predlagal podoben 
projekt v knjigi My America že v tridesetih letih. Svojo zamisel pa je pisatelj tudi 
uresničil s številnimi študijskimi potovanji, obiski arhivov in knjižnic, teren-
skimi raziskavami, množičnimi anketami in globinskimi intervjuji, z njihovimi 
rezultati pa je seznanjal javnost z neštetimi članki, predavateljskimi turnejami, 
radijskimi oddajami in samostojnimi knjigami o priseljenstvu: Laughing in the 
Jungle, Grandsons, My America, From Many Lands, Two-Way Passage, What's 
Your Name?, A Nation of Nations, pa tudi kot ustanovitelj in urednik revije Com-
mon Ground, uradnega glasila Skupnega sveta za ameriško enotnost, ki si je 
prizadeval za medkulturno vzgojo z vključitvijo priseljenskih vsebin v javno 
izobraževanje; v zadnjih letih življenja pa še zlasti kot urednik devetih knjig 
zbirke Ljudstva Amerike. Tudi njegova objavljena predavanja in razmišljanja, 
kot so Thirty Million New Americans, This Crisis Is an Opportunity ter Tolerance 
Is Not Enough, odpirajo še vedno aktualne dileme o odnosu med priseljenci in 
večinsko družbo. Adamič pa seveda ni le predhodnik sodobnih akterjev prepo-
roda, dokumentiranja in promocije etničnih prispevkov ter kulturnih tradicij 
in vrednot, saj njegovo dojemanje etnične in kulturne identitete odraža tako 
izrazito kompleksnost, kot jo sodobni interkulturalizem opaža in priznava šele 
v zadnjih letih. Zato ni nenavadno, da raziskovalci s področja migracijskih, inte-
gracijskih in medkulturnih študij tudi danes tako radi citiramo Adamičeve še 
vedno aktualne poglede na to problematiko, ki v današnji Sloveniji in Evro-
pi nezadržno prodira proti samemu središču akademske, politične in najširše 
javne pozornosti.
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0 According to Metka Furlan1, editor of the transliterated edition of Pleteršnik's 
Dictionary, which was published in 2006, Pleteršnik's Dictionary is "the golden 
book of Slovene vocabulary and Slovene lexicography". Since the end of the 
19th century (1894–1895) it has been used as a source for all those who have 
investigated the Slovene language. With its extensive collection of vocabulary, 
Pleteršnik's Dictionary fulfills the function of a historical dictionary, as it records 
the time and the source of the appearance of individual words, while at the 
same time it can be used as the most extensive Slovene dialectological dicti-
onary which contains elements of an etymological dictionary in its structure. 

The new edition has changed three significant factors which have so far 
prevented a wider use of this valuable dictionary, namely: (1) access to the 
library copies, which have previously been difficult to find even in secondhand 
book stores, (2) writing in Gothic alphabet, which has now been replaced by 
Latin alphabet, (3) in addition to the paper edition, the dictionary now also exi-
sts in an electronic form, favored by many modern users. All the above menti-
oned advantages have been fully used also in the lexicological study presented 
in this article. The first part of the study is devoted to the diachronic-synchro-
nic aspect of the word-formational category of nominal diminutives using the 
comparative method, while the second part uses the corpus method to show 
how certain types of author vocabulary contained in Pleteršnik's Dictionary are 
still alive today, with the aim to confirm the usefulness and indispensability of 
this lexicographical work for the investigation and understanding of lexical 
changes in the modern Slovene language. 

1 Pleteršnik's Dictionary as a Source of Data on ord-formational 
(Dis)continuity of Slovene Diminutives 

1.1 Definition of Diminutives 

1.1.1. From the semantic point of view, diminutives express a smaller measure 
of the meaning of the base and thus objectively denote an entity in relation to 
another entity of the same kind (mizica /a small table/, sodček /a small barrel/, 
žlička /a small spoon/. However, diminutives are not used only to denote objec-
tively smaller things, but also to express intensification and emotion. This pro-
perty is reflected in the semantic categorization of derived nominal words with 
modification2, where in addition to diminutiveness two combined semantic 

1 Metka Furlan, "K transliterirani izdaji Pleteršnikovega slovarja", in: Maks Pleteršnik, Slovensko-nemški 
slovar, transliterirana izdaja na plošči CD-ROM., ed. Metka Furlan (Ljubljana, 2006), I-XV.

2 Jože Toporišič, Slovenska slovnica, Fourth, revised and extended edition (Maribor, 2000), 183–187.
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groups appear, namely affectionate-diminutive and negative-diminutive (iro-
nic). Additionally, diminutive suffixes are present in the category the young (of 
an animal) or not being grown-up, containing derived words that are animate 
(human and animal). Diminutives as a word-formational category, but without 
a more detailed categorization in terms of contextually determined properti-
es of affectionate, negative, ironic and other subjective, emotionally positive 
or negative evaluations of reality,3 are also presented in the Czech Academic 
Grammar.4 The typical word-formational property of nominal diminutives is 
that they always have the same gender as the base noun. When the diminutive 
is formed with the suffix of another gender, there is always an element of the 
intentional use of emotional coloring. 
1.1.2 From the word-formational perspective, diminutives are typically derived 
nominal modification words, in which the qualitative adjective, e.g. (majhen /
small/) from the underlying phrase (majhen kip /a small statue/) becomes a 
suffix (-ec): majhen kip > kip-ec. 

1.2. Presentation of Nominal Diminutives in Pleteršnik's Dictionary 
and SSKJ5 (Slovene Dictionary of Standard Language)

1.2.1 The search for diminutives6 on the basis of the abbreviation dem. (dimin-
utive) yields 3283 examples, however this result is not completely reliable. 
In that case, the search looks for the abbreviation in the following cases: (1) 
nouns (angelec, -gelca, m. dem. angel); (2) verbs (dremuckati, -am, vb. impf. 
dem. dremati, Valj.(Rad)); (3) adjectives (drobcken,-kna, adj. dem. droben, 
Štrek.; (drobckin, jvzhŠt.), cf. drobičken), (4) adverbs (malce, adv. Dem, malo, 
ein kleinwenig, Cig.; daj mi malce kruha, Erj. (Torb.); še malce, noch eine Weile, 
Cig.). The results of the search also include entries with a phrase: (5) pron. dem. 
(isti, pron. dem. ebenderselbe, Cig., Jan., Levst, (Sl. Spr.), nk.); (6) and even the 
German definite article dem (drsavec,-vca, m. l) der Schleifer auf dem Eise, der 
Schlittschuhläufer, Cig.). 

The search thus has to be narrowed down to nouns only, and the types (5) 

3 Vasilka Radeva, Saštestvitelnite za subektivna ocenka, Deminutivni saštestvitelni, V sveta na dumite, 
Struktura i značenja na proizvodnite dumi (Sofija, 2007), 146–150. 

4 Mluvnice češtiny, Nazvy zdrobnele, (1) Fonetika, Fonologie, Morfonologie a morfemika, Tvoreni slov 
(Praha, 1986), 300-303. 

5 Slovar slovenskega knjižnega jezika z Odzadnjim slovarjem slovenskega jezika in Besediščem sloven-
skega jezika z oblikoslovnimi podatki, Electronic edition on CD-ROM (Ljubljana, 1998).

6 For the complete list cf. Irena Stramljič Breznik, "Besedotvorna kategorija samostalniških manjšalnic 
v Pleteršnikovem slovarju", in: Od Megiserja do elektronske izdaje Pleteršnikovega slovarja, ed. Marko 
Jesenšek (Maribor, 2008), 56–68. 
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and (6) have to be checked by hand. In this case, the result of the search shows 
1158 diminutives of masculine gender, 850 of feminine gender and 179 dimi-
nutives of neuter gender.
1.2.2 The search for manjšalnica od /diminutive of/ in SSKJ gives the result 
of 1417 diminutives which are either without labels (blazinica /small pillow)) 
or have one of the following expressive labels: expressive (avtomobilček /lit-
tle car/)), children's use (mlekec /lovely milk/), ironic (doktorček /little doc-
tor/), approving (avšica, bedaček /little fool/), disapproving (gizdalinček /
young fop/, judek /little Jew/). Dialectal or register labels are the following: 
literary (kleščice /small tongs/), manjšalka /diminutive/), eastern dialect (svinj-
ka (small swine)), jargon (zajčica /bunny/), and the temporal and frequency 
labels include the following: less frequent (čolnič /small boat/, črvič /small 
worm/), rare (bremence /load/, živinče /farm animal/, old use (mlekce /milk/), 
old-fashioned (brežec /small hill/). 

In Slovenski pravopis (the Slovene Orthography) from 20017, diminutives 
are also a word-formational category (there are 1651 derived words with the 
label manjš. /diminutive/), which can also have additional labels. For example, 
a comparison with SSKJ shows that in SSKJ 23 diminutives have the label appro-
ving and 12 the label disapproving, whereas in the Slovene Ortography 229 
have the label approving and 31 the label disapproving. It is also quite common 
for the same diminutive to be labeled both as either approving or disapproving, 
as illustrated from the following example from the Slovene Ortography (2001): 
(belček- čka /a little white guy/ m, human, diminutive, approving ~ črnček 
'otrok bele rase' /a child of white race/; disapproving 'belogardist, domobra-
nec' /member of the White Guard, member of the Home Guard/. 

Of all the nouns in SSKJ8, the proportion of diminutives is 2.75%. Accor-
ding to gender, diminutives of feminine gender (631) represent 2.94% of all the 
nouns of feminine gender (21427), whereas diminutives of masculine gender 
(680) represent 3.11% of all the nouns of masculine gender (21823), and dimi-
nutives of neuter gender (106) represent only 1.3% of all the nouns of neuter 
gender (8198). 
1.2.3. The comparison of Pleteršnik's Dictionary and SSKJ shows that Pleteršnik's 
Dictionary contains almost twice as many nominal diminutives as SSKJ. Dis-
tribution according to gender, however, is quite similar, with SSKJ containing 
48% diminutives of masculine, 44% of feminine and 7% of neuter gender, and 
Pleteršnik's Dictionary containing 53% diminutives of masculine, 39% of femi-
nine and 8% of neuter gender. 

7 Slovenski pravopis, ed. Jože Toporišič (Ljubljana, 2001).
8 Primož Jakopin, "Nekaj številk iz Slovarja slovenskega knjižnega jezika", Slavistična revija 43, No. 3 

(1995): 341–375.
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1.3 The Use of Suffixes in Diminutives According to Genders in both 
Dictionaries 

1.3.1 Diminutives of Masculine Gender in Pleteršnik's Dictionary and 
SSKJ 
The productivity of masculine suffixes in the category of diminutives for both 
dictionaries is presented in Table I below. The most frequent suffix in both dic-
tionaries is the suffix -ek, but there is also a noticeable trend towards a greater 
productivity of the morpheme -ček, which came into existence in the time of 
Pleteršnik, and then progressed to the second place in the modern language. 
The explanation for this lies in a smaller productivity of the diminutives in -ec, 
which occupy only the fourth place in frequency, whereas in the time of Pleter-
šnik they represented the second most frequent suffix. If there is no base ending 
in -ec, the diminutives can only be formed by using the general suffix -ček. The 
suffix -ič shows a fairly balanced word-formational power, which is perhaps 
slightly smaller in SSKJ. In both dictionaries, the suffix -c seems less producti-
ve, whereas the suffixes -ec and -ej are very specific and more awkward to use. 
Because the noun možic /little man/ appears in Pleteršnik's Dictionary, it can be 
concluded that that was the also the reason for its inclusion in SSKJ. 

Table 1: Comparison of diminutives of masculine gender in Pleteršnik's Dictionary and SSKJ 

Ordering according to 
frequency Pleteršnik's Dictionary Percentage SSKJ Percentage

1. -ek 50.9 % -ek 44.4 %

2. -ec 26.4 % -ček 31.8 %

3. -ič 17.4 % -ič 14.0 %

4. -ček 3.0 % -ec 8.8 %

5. -c 1.3 % -c 0.9 %

6. -ej 0.5 % -ic 0.1 %

7. -ic 0.5 %

1.3.2 Diminutives of feminine gender in Pleteršnik's Dictionary and 
SSKJ 
With regard to their productivity and the number of suffixes, the suffixes of 
feminine diminutives have shown continuity in the period from the end of 
the 19th century till today. The only suffix of this kind in Pleteršnik's Dictionary 
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which is not found in SSKJ is the suffix -ika (horika), which can now be found 
only in dialects, e.g. babika, cotika, etc.9 

Table 2: Comparison of feminine diminutives in Pleteršnik's Dictionary and SSKJ 

Ordering according 
to frequency

P l e t e r š n i k ' s 
Dictionary Percentage SSKJ Percentage 

1. -ica 86.4 % -ica 81.0 %

2. -ka 13.1 % -ka 15.0 %

3. -ca 0.4 % -ca 4.0 %

4. -ika 0.1 %

 

1.3.3 Diminutives of Neuter Gender in Pleteršnik's Dictionary and 
SSKJ 
It seems that in both dictionaries the most productive suffix of neuter gender 
is -ce, which has a similar proportion in both dictionaries. The proportion of 
the modern literary suffix -ece today equals the combined proportions of the 
suffixes -iče, -ece and -e in Pleteršnik's Dictionary. 

Table 3: Comparison of neuter diminutives in Pleteršnik's Dictionary and SSKJ

Ordering according 
to frequency

P l e t e r š n i k ' s 
Dictionary Percentage SSKJ Percentage

1. -ce 73.0 % -ce 77.6 %

2. -iče 10.0 % -ece 22.3 %

3. -ece 8.9 % -iče 0.1 %

4. -e 5.0 %

5. -če 2.8 %

6. -ice 0.6 %

9 Peter Weiss, Slovar govorov Zadrečke doline med Gornjim Gradom in Nazarjami, Poskusni zvezek 
(A–H) (Ljubljana, 1998). 
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2 Pleteršnik's Dictionary as an Example of Careful Lexicographic Se-
lection of Author Vocabulary 

2.1 The Example of Volkmer's Vocabulary 

2.1.1 The first part of the article was devoted to the type of Pleteršnik's entri-
es in the word-formational category of diminutives in order to establish their 
continuity with regard to formation and suffix use by comparing them to the 
situation in the modern language. The second part concentrates on the type 
of Pleteršnik's entries which can be called author vocabulary. Using the corpus 
approach, we are going to try to establish to what degree Pleteršnik's selection 
from Volkmer's vocabulary is still alive in today's use of the Slovene language. 
2.1.2 Leopold Volkmer (1741–1816) has, according to the opinion of the fore-
most specialist on his poetic work10, remained on the margins of the Slovene 
literary science, although his work has left significant linguistic and cultural 
influences in the area of the Slovene Styria. This part of the article is devoted to 
Volkmer's vocabulary which also found its way into Pleteršnik's Slovene-Ger-
man Dictionary (1894/95). The search for the label Volk. in the electronic edi-
tion of Pleteršnik's dictionary yields 74 words. These belong to the following 
categories: nouns (37), adjectives (8), verbs (26), and adverbs (3). 

Pleteršnik drew Vokmer's vocabulary from four sources which he co-mar-
ked, namely from Miklošič's lexicographic materials (Volk.–M./Mik.), Pajk's 
edition of Volkmer's Fables (Volk.), from Caf's lexicographic materials (Volk.–
C.) in Pajk's short stories (Volk.–Pjk.).11

A comparison showed that Murko's dictionary12 did not contain more than 
forty words that were included in Pleteršnik's dictionary (falajdriga, fantova-
nje, kložnja, kroliti, kuza, lapa, maščica, morti, mrmrek, nadajati, naračati, 
nariniti, nauraziti, navzrit, nemak, nemogoč (but nemogočen), nepovoljnost, 
noriti, obsiliti, obtemneti, pasko, pomnež, popev, praznovati, prilizavec (but 
prilizavic), prismukati, prišlutati, razdirav, roparija, samičji, samojača, shrupi-
ti se, škrtljivec, štirjak, tobačji, utreti, vanjek, vezavkinja (but vezakinja), vmer, 
voznik, vražič, zmrčati).
2.1.3 With regard to their formation, about 20% of Volkmer's words found in 
Pleteršnik are not motivated, i.e. their semantic motivation can be found only 
in etymological explanations: falájdriga 'die Landstreicherin' = potepuhinja, 

10 Majda Potrata, Pesništvo Leopolda Volkmerja (Maribor, 1994). 
11 Marko Jesenšek, "Volkmerjevo besedje v Pleteršnikovem slovarju", in: Volkmerjev zbornik, ed. Jože 

Lipnik (Maribor, 1998), 65.
12 Anton Murko, Slovenòko-Nemòhki in Nemòhko-Slovenòki Rozhni beòednik (Graz, 1832, 1833). 

Slovensko-nemški del 1832, nemško-slovenski del 1833.
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postopačka /female vagabond/; fantovánje2 'die Rache' = maščevanje /reven-
ge/; féla 'die Art, die Gattung' = vrsta /species/; kéhniti = kihniti /to sneeze/; 
klóžnja 'das Trödlerwerk, der Plunder, das Gerümpel' = navlaka /junk/; króli-
ti = kruliti /to grunt/; kúza 'die Hündin' = kusa /female dog/; lápa 1. 'das Maul, 
das Mundstück'; pl. Lape /mouth/; ljúd = ljudstvo /a people/; pádniti = pasti /
to fall/; prišlútati = prišutati; stríči /to shear/; thór dialect. = dihur /skunk/; 
vánjek = vinek, ovinek /a turn/; vóznik = jetnik /prisoner/; zmrčáti = smrčati 
/to snore/ in žméten = težek /heavy/.
2.1.4 The period of 200 years is a relatively long time for an individual, but not 
so for a language. This is confirmed by the corpus analysis of the use and pres-
ence of the above-mentioned Volkmer's vocabulary in today's use of language, 
as it can be found in the corpus FidaPLUS.13 Bearing in mind that there have 
been semantic changes as a result of semantic processes in the language, we 
can still find examples of individual occurrences, the counts of which are given 
in brackets. 
2.1.4.1 Kmetički /pertaining to a farmer/ (2): Leta 1774 rojeni Štefan je že v 
domačem okolju dobil socialni čut in vpogled v kmečki stan ("kmetički stališ"), 
ki mu je ostal blizu. Z Ano sva si tistega dne vzeli čas za ajdo, za Murna, ki so ga 
nekdaj častili kot poeta kmetov in kmetičkih opravil. 
2.1.4.2 Kroliti /to grunt/ (1): "Če bo koga na današnjem sejmu zaneslo, naj bo 
vesel, nikakor pa naj ne robanti ali kroli, da ne bo imel opravka z mano," je na 
nedeljskem Lenartovem sejmu na Rečici številnim obiskovalcem glasno zabičal 
trški policaj in dodal še druga pravila, saj ima vsak sejem svoj red. 
2.1.4.3 Lape /dog, wolf lip/ (1); SSKJ: lapa -e f. pl. '(viseča) živalska ustnica': 
pasje, volčje lape.
Takrat se je pes vznemiril. Zarenčal je globoko vse, nagrbančil vlažni smrček, 
dvignil lape in zagrozil z zdravimi, prelepimi podočnjaki. 
2.1.4.4 Mestnik /city councilor/ (2): Podžupan Marko Zidanšek, lastnik avto-
mobila znamke Fiat in mestnik svetnik iz vrst SLS+SKD Slovenske ljudske stran-
ke ...
Zunanji izgled tržnice je izpostavil mestnik svetnik Bernard Krivec.
2.1.4.5 Morti /perhaps/ (1): ... morti takše za hrvaške kune.
2.1.4.6 Nariniti /force (itself) onto/(56): En blok se je narinil na drugega v 
višini najmanj 6 m.
2.1.4.7 Navzrit (1): ... ali, natančneje: navzrit koračim.
2.1.4.8 Nepovoljen /unsatisfactory/ (2); SSKJ: nepovoljen -jna -o adj. lit. 
'slab, nezadovoljiv': nepovoljen izid tekmovanja.
"Za resno igro to občinstvo še ni zrelo, zato se je dolgočasilo, splošen vtis je bil 

13 Corpus FIDAPLUS: http://www.fidaplus.net. Accessed in October 2008.
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nepovoljen...," je ob uprizoritvi Ibsenovih Strahov leta 1919 v Mariboru poro-
čala Straža.
Dobivši nepovoljen odgovor, da ni in ne bo nikoli naprodaj, začne nagovarjati 
Balšo samega, naj pride k njemu služit. 
2.1.4.9 Odevka /blanket/ (4); SSKJ: odevka -e ž knjiž., redko 'odeja': postelja 
z raztrgano odevko / sedeli so na preprogah in barvastih odevkah pregrinjalih.
Potem je z bucikino glavico zbrisal sledi z mesene goličave, in znova se je razte-
gla pod glajo vlažnih plen dlani, vzbuhle odevke iz vlaken z rečnega dna. 
2.1.4.10 Padniti /to fall/ (corpus error – the same paragraph repeated three 
times)
Tu je zdravnik Igor, iskreno vesel uspeha in dodatno navdušen, da sem prak-
tično brez ozeblin. Ostali pa nekako takole: zadržan stisk roke in "Čestitam", 
mlahav stisk roke in "Viki, ti si car", tisti, ki se mu ni ljubilo slikati pri najinem 
odhodu. "Na vrh je prišel tisti, ki ga je najbolj zaslužil", eden pa se še vedno muli 
v šotoru in še vedno ne "jebi se", niti "padni mrtav", nič. Pa nič. 
2.1.4.11 Pomnež /memory/ (2); SSKJ: pomnež -a m old use. 'spomin': ima 
dober pomnež.
... še Feliksov dnevniški pomnež postaja po svoje skrotovičen ...
... saj spominjanje ni preprosto pomnež kot pripomoček pri retorični figuri ali v 
prozni shemi, narobe ...
2.1.4.12 Slaja /sweetness/ (2); SSKJ: slaja -e f. old use. 'sladkoba, sladkost': slaja 
mošta, vina.
Nekega dne, ko si je na vse kriplje prizadeval upočasniti svoj tek, je opazil, da 
mali kitajski strežnik prireja ruski slog strežbe zelo po svoje, in sicer v njegovo 
škodo. Pospešeno ga je obhajal s pladnji beneškega slaja ...
Ob degustacijah velja absolutna prepoved kajenja, ker kajenje zmanjša zazna-
vo vonja ter okusa. Priporoča se beleženje vtisov za posamezno vino: sorta, 
letnik, pridelovalno območje, slaja in lasten vtis.
2.1.4.13 Škrtljivost /stinginess/ (1); SSKJ: škrtec -tca /miser/ m eastern dia-
lect 'skopuh': bil je velik škrtec; škrtež -a /miser/ m expressive. 'skopuh': noče-
jo se družiti s tistim škrtežem.
V njej so izražene sosedova slovenskost, škrtljivost in te stvari. 
2.1.4.14 Štirjak /square shape/ (1); SSKJ: štirjak -a m. old use. 'kvadrat': hiše 
so stale v pravilnih štirjakih; 3. eastern dialect 'prostorninska mera, navadno za 
vino, približno 140 l' /measure of volume, usually for wine/: štirjak vina // sod 
za to mero.
Iz poznejšega Košičevega opisa v knjigi "Zobriszani Szloven i Szlovenka med 
Mürou i Rábou", ki je izšla malo pred letom 1848, je mogoče sklepati, da se je 
v prekmurskem kmečkem stavbarstvu tedaj nadalje uveljavljala zasnova črna 
kuhinja-čista soba, vendar pa je bila vsaj včasih najbrž črna kuhinja še vedno 
enako velika ali večja od sobe: "V zdajšnjem časi čemi kmetovje si dvouje pre-
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bivalnice – na pou drügi štirjak (klafter) visike – i kalhatne goripostavlajo na 
olepotejnje vesi ..."; 
2.1.4.15 Žmeten /heavy/ (17): "Drogi Lujs! Najpret pozdrovlam tvojo Mico in 
šele potli tudi tebe. Zdi se mi, da je una poleg tebe prova žrtev, saj se mi zdi, da si 
boj žmeten kak lehek ...".
Imam še tisto staro žmetno kolo z veliko balanco pa s kontra zavoro. 

3 Conclusion 
 

Using two examples, the article presents the carefully designed lexicographic 
concept of Pleteršnik's Dictionary, which saw a new transliterated paper and 
electronic edition in 2006. The new edition of the dictionary enables an easier 
access to those sources of lexicological investigations that throw light on lexi-
cal shifts in modern Slovene language. 

The first part of the article presents a comparative analysis of the word-for-
mational category of diminutives in Pleteršnik's Dictionary and SSKJ. In SSKJ, 
these have the proportion of 2.75%. According to the category of gender, in SSKJ 
the proportion of diminutives is the following: 47.98% of masculine, 44.53% of 
feminine and 7.48% of neuter gender. It is possible to give a fairly precise esti-
mate of the productivity of individual suffixes for the masculine gender, among 
which the most productive suffix is -ek (37.94%), followed by -ček (28.08), -ič 
(11.02%), -ec (7.64%), -c (0.58%9 and -ic (0.14%). There are only three diminu-
tive suffixes of feminine gender. The most frequent is -ica (80.98%), followed 
by -ka (14.26%) and -ca (0.63%). In SSKJ, there are only two diminutive suffixes 
of neuter gender, namely -ce (77.57%) and -ece (22.42%), which appear in 
more difficult consonant clusters, e.g. *mestce > mestece. Pleteršnik's Dictiona-
ry shows considerable similarity to SSKJ. In Pleteršnik's Dictionary yields 2269 
nouns with the label diminutive, of which 51.74% are of masculine, 40.10% of 
feminine and 8.15%. of neuter gender. There is also considerable similarity with 
regard to the use of suffixes. All suffixes found in SSKJ are also included in Ple-
teršnik, which additionally contains some specific suffixes, like the masculine 
-ej (dežej), feminine -ika (horika) and neuter -če (tesarče) and -iče (brezjiče). 

The second part presents Pleteršnik's careful selection of author vocabu-
lary from Volkmer's works. Even though Volkmer's language was, mainly due 
to his use of lower standard words, not sophisticated enough to have a stron-
ger influence on the standard literary language, Pleteršnik included such words 
into his dictionary. He understood that Slovene vocabulary was not homoge-
neous and that its many layers can be presented by using author vocabulary 
marked with suitable labels. 

Using the comparative corpus approach using the example of specific 
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word-formational category of nominal diminutives and Volkmer's vocabulary 
confirms Pleteršnik's lexicographic brilliance. He knew how to select represen-
tative vocabulary to form a thesaurus of the Slovene language which enables, 
throughout a hundred-year period, to observe the formational stability of dimi-
nutives and explain the reasons for the appearance of a recent masculine suffix 
-ček. At the same time, Pleteršnik managed to preserve a fresh and represen-
tative selection of dialectal eastern Styrian and Panonian vocabulary, the use 
of which is still confirmed to be alive and stylistically diverse by the reference 
corpus of the Slovene language FidaPLUS. 

Irena Stramljič Breznik

PLETERŠNIKOV SLOVAR – AKTUALNI GRADIVNI VIR ZA SINHRONE 
LEKSIKOLOŠKE RAZISKAVE

POVZETEK 

Prispevek na dveh primerih izpostavlja premišljen leksikografski koncept Ple-
teršnikovega slovarja, ki je v letu 2006 doživel novo transliterirano knjižno in 
elektronsko izdajo. Z njo postaja dostopnejši gradivni vir sodobnih leksikolo-
ških raziskav, ki osvetljujejo leksikalne premike v sodobnem slovenskem jeziku. 

V prvem delu je primerjalno predstavljena tvorbena kategorija manjšalnic 
glede na stanje v Pleteršnikovem slovarju in SSKJ. Delež manjšalnic po spolih 
je v obeh slovarjih primerljiv, saj so najpogostejše moško- in ženskospolske, 
srednjespolske dosegajo manj kot desetodstotni delež. Primerjava omogoča 
oceniti tudi produktivnost posameznih obrazil, saj obstaja njihova precejšnja 
prekrivnost. V Pleteršnikovem slovarju so namreč vsa, ki so zajeta tudi v SSKJ, 
nastopajo pa nekatera specifična, kot so moškospolsko -ej (dežej), ženskospol-
sko -ika (horika) in srednjespolski -če (tesarče) in -iče (brezjiče). 

V drugem delu je prikazan Pleteršnikov premišljen izbor avtorske leksike iz 
Volkmerjevih del. Čeprav je bila Volkmerjeva jezikovna raven zaradi prevzetih 
besed iz nižjih jezikovnih plasti preveč neizdelana, da bi lahko močneje vpliva-
la na osrednji knjižni jezik, jo je v svoj slovar vključil, saj se je zavedal, da sloven-
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ska leksika ni enotna in je to njeno večplastnost z različnimi kvalifikatorji želel 
predstaviti tudi prek besedja posameznih avtorjev. 

Uporabljen primerjalni in korpusni pristop na primeru specifične bese-
dotvorne pomenske kategorije samostalniških manjšalnic in Volkmerjevega 
besedja potrjuje Pleteršnikovo slovaropisno mojstrstvo. Znal je namreč odbrati 
reperezentativno leksiko in oblikovati tezavrus slovenskega jezika, ki omogo-
ča na časovni osi dobrih stotih let opazovati tvorbeno stabilnost znotraj manj-
šalnic in pojasniti vzroke za novejše moškospolsko obrazilo -ček. Hkrati pa je 
uspel s premišljenim izborom avtorske leksike ohraniti svežost in reprezenta-
tivnost narečne vzhodnoštajerske in panonske leksike, ki jo referenčni korpus 
slovenskega jezika FidaPLUS še danes potrjuje kot živo in sposobno prevzemati 
različne stilne vloge. 
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Univerza v Ljubljani, Filozofska fakulteta, Oddelek za zgodovino
Aškerčeva 4, SI – 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenija

Naslov: OBJAVE VIROV IN Z NJIMI POVEZANA PRIČAKOVANJA ZGODOVINARJEV

Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 10 (2010), št. 1, str. 9–20, 35 cit.

Kategorija: 1.02 Pregledni znanstveni članek
Jezik: nemški (izvleček nemški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: objave virov, srednji vek, internet, alpsko-jadranski prostor

Izvleček: Prispevek načenja nekatere probleme in perspektive objavljanja zgodovinskih virov, ki ima 
pomembno mesto v zgodovinski znanosti. Informacijska in z njo zvezana tehnološka revolucija zadnjih dveh 
desetletij sta v mnogočem vplivali tudi na objavljanje virov in njihovo dostopnost. Nove možnosti obdelave 
velikih količin podatkov, lahek pretok informacij, elektronsko objavljanje tekstovnega in slikovnega gradiva 
itd. postavlja ediranje zgodovinskih virov pred nove izzive in zahteva potrebo po novi refleksiji editorskega 
dela. Pred novimi izzivi stojijo tudi izdajatelji zgodovinskih virov alpsko-jadranskega prostora, kjer pa hkrati 
edicije srednjeveškega gradiva zadnjih let pričajo o veliki vitalnosti, kot tudi perspektivnosti editorskega dela 
v tem delu Evrope
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Avtor: JUŽNIČ Stanislav
Dr. zgod. znanosti, dipl. inž. tehniške fizike
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601 Elm, Soba 622, USA – 73019-3106 Norman, Oklahoma, Združene države Amerike 

Naslov: ASTRONOM FRISCHLIN MED SLOVENCI

Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 10 (2010), št. 1, str. 21–42, 83 cit., 1 preglednica, 6 slik

Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: Notranja Avstrija, Nikodemus Frischlin (1547–1590), zgodovina astronomije, Michael 
Maestlin, Johannes Kepler

Izvleček: Frischlinova astronomska dela so bila izredno pomembna za Notranjo Avstrijo, saj je bil prvi tam-
kajšnji uslužbenec, ki je pisal o Koperniku. Preden se je začel potegovati za službe v Notranji Avstriji, je bil 
Frischlin prepričan kopernikanec. Kot ljubljanski rektor je postajal vedno bolj v dvomih, ne toliko zavoljo 
Kopernika samega, temveč zaradi svoji lastnih sovražnikov, ki so Kopernika podpirali. Čeravno ni postal pov-
sem sovražen Kopernikovemu nauku, je po spremembah opustil možnost, da bi vstopil v pozneje zmagoviti 
tok kopernikanstva skupaj s svojim dijakom Maestlinom in Maestlinovim študentom Keplerjem. Frischlin je 
napisal svoje najpomembnejše astronomsko delo De astronomicae artis v Tübingenu in Ljubljani v upanju, 
da si bo z njim pridobil boljše iztočnice za tekmovanje z Maestlinom, ko sta oba upala na prevzem Apianove 
tübingenske astronomske katedre. Kot ljubljanski rektor je Frischlin opeval Cerkniško jezero v eni najlepših 
latinskih pesnitev, sestavljenih na slovenskih tleh. Prvi izpostavljamo razmeroma obsežno Valvasorjevo pred-
stavitev Frischlinovega ljubljanskega rektorovanja s poudarkom na njegovi pesnitvi v slavo čudesom Cerk-
niškega jezera. Valvasor se je vsekakor zavedal pomena Frischlinovih raziskav krasa in jih je vtkal v svojo lastno 
teorijo, ki mu je prinesla uspeh v Londonu. 
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Podnaslov: Primerjava s slovensko liberalno politiko v dvajsetih letih 20. stoletja

Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 10 (2010), št. 1, str. 43–56, 29 cit., 4 slike

Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: nemški (izvleček nemški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: nemški liberalizem, slovenski liberalizem, Weimarska republika, Kraljevina Srbov, Hrvatov in 
Slovencev, vprašanje naroda in oblike državne ureditve  
Izvleček: Primerjava pogledov, ki sta jih v dvajsetih letih 20. stoletja nemški in slovenski liberalni tabor zastopa-
la v vprašanju naroda in oblike državne ureditve, pokaže, da so tako nemški kot slovenski liberalci zagovarjali 
narodni in državni unitarizem. Kljub temu pa je v njihovi programsko politični misli in praksi obstajala globo-
ka vsebinska razlika. Za nemški liberalni tabor je bil namreč unitarizem instrument nove preureditve naciona-
lnega in državnega življenja, v katerem predvsem ne bi bilo prostora za hegemonijo enega, to je pruskega dela 
države. Slovenski liberalizem pa je s svojim vztrajanjem pri unitarizmu podpiral velikosrbski hegemonizem, 
ki se izražal skozi unitaristično ureditev jugoslovanske skupnosti. Slovenski liberalizem se je s sprejemanjem 
neobstoječega nacionalnega integralizma v narodno pluralistični jugoslovanski državi dokazal kot politična 
sila, ki se je zavestno odločila, da obide nacionalni problem.
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                 SODOBNEGA ČASA 

Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 10 (2010), št. 1, str. 57–74, 18 cit.

Kategorija: 1.02 Pregledni znanstveni članek
Jezik: nemški (izvleček nemški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: nemško-slovenski/jugoslovanski odnosi, obdobje od konca prve svetovne vojne do danes, 
raziskovalne teme, arhivski viri, predstavitev rezultatov raziskovanja

Izvleček: Prispevek govori o več deset letnem raziskovanju nemško-slovenskih/jugoslovanskih odnosov v 
času od konca prve svetovne vojne do danes, ki ga je opravil avtor pretežno v nemških, avstrijskih, pa tudi v 
jugoslovanskih arhivih: Nacistični begunci iz Avstrije 1934; “Nemci” na Slovenskem 1945–1955; Hallsteinova 
doktrina; “Ostpolitik” Willyja Brandta. Avtor je sicer nemško-slovenske odnose v zgodovini, če zgodovino ob-
ravnavamo kot proces, opredelil kot konstanto s sinusoidnimi amplitudami. 
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UDK  929Rozumek:351.746.1(497.4)”1942/1944”
 94(497.4)”1941/1945”
Avtor: GASPARI Andrej
Dr., podsekretar
Ministrstvo za kulturo, Direktorat za kulturno dediščino
Maistrova 10, SI – 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenija

Naslov: ZADEVA ROZUMEK 
Podnaslov: Nekatere poteze obveščevalnega delovanja kriminalističnega svetnika in SS-stotnika 
Helmutha Rozumka, vodje gestapa pri KdS Bled, in njegove povojne preiskovalne obravnave s 
strani jugoslovanskih varnostnih organov

Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 10 (2010), št. 1, str. 75–108, 114 cit., 1 diagram, 3 slike

Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: Slovenija, Gorenjska, druga svetovna vojna, NOB, gestapo, varnostno obveščevalna služba

Izvleček: Prispevek obravnava nekatere vidike delovanja krim. svetnika in SS-stotnika Helmutha Rozumka (1894–
1949), medvojnega vodje blejskega gestapa. Specialist za (proti)obveščevalno dejavnost s širokimi pooblastili je 
bil v letih 1942–1944 ne samo glavni odredbodajalec za streljanja talcev in druge oblike represalij nad gorenjskim 
prebivalstvom, temveč tudi tvorec in ključni akter kompleksne obveščevalne spletke. Rozumkova taktika je bila v 
povojnih pregledih delovanja okupatorskih obveščevalnih služb na ozemlju Jugoslavije označena kot poseben in 
šolski primer boja gestapa proti narodnoosvobodilnemu gibanju. Njegovo delovanje je bilo usmerjeno v ustvarjan-
je mreže zaupnikov, onemogočanje nasprotnika po metodi notranjega razkroja, prestrezanje in ponarejanje pošte, 
širjenje dezinformacij itd., vse v smislu obveščevalne priprave za doseganje vojaških ciljev. Njegove veze z visokimi 
predstavniki odpora v Ljubljani niso bile nikoli docela pojasnjene, prav tako ostajajo le malo znani stiki gestapovca 
z zavezniškimi misijami in načrti za sestanek z Glavnim štabom NOV in POS.

UDK 94(497.5=411.16)”1937/1946”:272
Avtor: GOLDSTEIN Ivo
Dr., redni profesor
Univerza v Zagrebu, Filozofska fakulteta, Oddelek za zgodovino
Ivana Lučića 3, HR – 1000 Zagreb, Hrvaška

Naslov: KATOLIŠKA CERKEV, NADŠKOF STEPINAC IN JUDJE

Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 10 (2010), št. 1, str. 109–134, 95 cit.

Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: hrvaška zgodovina, 20. stoletje, katoliška cerkev, nadškof Alojzij Stepinac, Hrvaška, Judje

Izvleček: O nadškofu Stepincu se je veliko pisalo in razpravljalo še za časa njegovega življenja pa tudi še dolgo 
po njegovi smrti, vse do danes. Razprave so vedno vključevale tudi širšo temo o odnosu katoliške Cerkve na 
Hrvaškem in Stepinca do ustaškega režima. Perspektive, iz katerih se je ocenjevalo, so bile pogosto skrajno 
različne in takšni so bili tudi zaključki. Prav tako nasprotujoče so si tudi različne ocene Stepinčevega odnosa in 
Cerkve nasploh do Judov. Nadškof Stepinac je bil leta 1946 pripeljan pred sodišče s konstruiranimi obtožbami, 
da je bil vojni zločinec, duhovni vodja genocidnega pregona srbskega prebivalstva v NDH. V publicističnih 
delih v Jugoslaviji v kasnejših desetletjih so bile te obtožbe še razširjene, tako da je bil nadškof Stepinac stig-
matiziran kot glavni ideolog ustaštva in genocida nad Srbi, kar je propagandistična laž. Alojz Stepinac je bil 
človek z veliko dilemami v zelo mučnem času, v katerem ni bilo lahko najti jasnih odgovorov, pa tudi sam jih 
pogosto ni našel.
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UDK 323(497.1)"1972"
 94(497.1)"1972"
Avtor: FLERE Sergej
Dr., redni profesor
Univerza v Mariboru, Filozofska fakulteta, Oddelek za sociologijo
Koroška cesta 160, SI – 2000 Maribor, Slovenija

Naslov: 'PISMO' TITA IN DOLANCA IZ LETA 1972 IN RAZKROJ JUGOSLAVIJE

Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 10 (2010), št. 1, str. 135–152, 71 cit., 3 slike

Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: Josip Broz Tito, Titovo intervencijsko “pismo”, Jugoslavija, 1972, komunizem

Izvleček: Leta 1972 je nesporni in karizmatični vodja Komunistične partije Jugoslavije in jugoslovanske 
države posegel v njeno delovanje s “pismom”, ki ga je naslovil na člane Partije. Temu je sledila vrsta čistk med 
komunističnimi voditelji. Kampanja je bila naperjena proti “liberalizmu” in odklonom od partijske politike, z 
namenom, da se zatre argumentirana politična diskusija, in je še povečala vprašanje, kaj je dovoljeno in kaj je 
dejansko partijska linija. To zatiranje je nadalje oslabilo politične razprave v jugoslovanskem prostoru in tako 
tlakovalo pot narodno-nacionalističnim hujskanjem in gibanjem, kar je v naslednjih letih pripeljalo do razk-
roja Jugoslavije. Intervencijsko “pismo” je v nadaljevanju povzročilo popolno izroditev političnega sistema, 
Tito pa je z njim nehote prispeval k razpadu Jugoslavije.  

UDK  351.746.1(497.1):355.2(497.4) "1990/1991"

Avtor: ČALETA Denis 
Dr., svetovalec načelnika GŠSV
Generalštab Slovenske vojske
Vojkova 55, SI – 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenija

Naslov: OBVEŠČEVALNE ZMOTE JUGOSLOVANSKE ARMADE V PROCESU OSAMOSVAJANJA 
                REPUBLIKE SLOVENIJE

Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 10 (2010), št. 1, str. 153–180, 58 cit., 1 diagram, 4 slike

Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: obveščevalno-varnostno delovanje, Teritorialna obramba, Manevrska struktura narodne 
zaščite, Jugoslovanska ljudska armada, osamosvajanje Slovenije, obveščevalne zmote

Izvleček: Avtor na podlagi proučevanja arhivskih virov in drugega zgodovinskega znanstvenega gradiva iz-
virno obravnava in analizira posamezne dejavnike obveščevalno-varnostnega delovanja Jugoslovanske ljud-
ske armade, ki so jo pripeljali do popolnega poraza v vojni za Slovenijo in posledično do njenega kasnejšega 
razpada. Na drugi strani pa analiza slovenskih obrambno-varnostnih sil pripelje do ponovne potrditve večkrat 
preverjenega dejstva, da je visoko motiviran človek, kljub neslutenemu tehnološkemu napredku, še vedno 
bistveni dejavnik obveščevalno-varnostne dejavnosti.
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UDK 341.341-052(497.4)"1991"
Avtor: PREBILIČ Vladimir 
Dr., docent
Univerza v Ljubljani, Fakulteta za družboslovne vede
Kardeljeva ploščad 5, SI – 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenija

Avtor: GUŠTIN Damijan
Dr., docent 
Inštitut za novejšo zgodovino
Kongresni trg 1, SI – 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenija

Naslov: IZKUŠNJA VOJSKOVANJA: RAVNANJE REPUBLIKE SLOVENIJE Z VOJNIMI 
                UJETNIKI V SLOVENSKI OSAMOSVOJITVENI VOJNI 1991

Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 9 (2009), št. 1, str. 181–200, 44 cit., 3 slike

Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: Ženevska konvencija, mednarodno pravo, ravnanje z vojnimi ujetniki, slovenska 
osamosvojitvena vojna 1991

Izvleček: Oborožen spopad v Republiki Sloveniji sta zaznamovala dva neenakovredna nasprotnika, kar je napelje-Oborožen spopad v Republiki Sloveniji sta zaznamovala dva neenakovredna nasprotnika, kar je napelje-
valo v asimetrično vojskovanje. Vendar za razliko od ostalih spopadov na območju nekdanje Jugoslavije, v njem ni 
prišlo do kršitev mednarodnih določil humanitarnega prava. Velika pozornost državnih organov Republike Slovenije 
do upoštevanja vojnega prava je obrodila sadove. Pri ravnanju z vojnimi ujetniki (ti so bili številni; okoli 3600), so 
obrambne sile Republike Slovenije in drugi organi ta določila ne samo realizirali, pač pa tudi presegli in jih izpusti-
li pred sklenjenim sporazumom o koncu oboroženega spopada. Deloma tudi zato se vojna v Republiki Sloveniji ni 
sprevrgla v maščevalni pohod ene ali druge strani. Ker ni obstajal resnejši sum o nespoštovanju vojnega prava, je ta ne-
sporni dosežek tedanjega slovenskega obrambnega sistema vodil v hitro mednarodno priznanje Republike Slovenije.   

UDK  355.535:004:316
Avtor: ČRNČEC Damir 
Dr. politologije, generalni direktor
Obveščevalno varnostna služba Ministrstva za obrambo
Vojkova 55, SI  – 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenija

Naslov: RAZVOJ INFORMACIJSKE DRUŽBE IN SOOČANJE S SODOBNIMI VARNOSTNIMI
                 GROŽNJAMI V OKVIRU NOVE OBVEŠČEVALNE PARADIGME

Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 10 (2010), št. 1, str. 201–230 79 cit., 1 diagram, 1 slika

Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: asimetričnost, informacija, informacijska družba, informacijska tehnologija, nova 
obveščevalna paradigma, podatek, sodobne varnostne grožnje, znanje

Izvleček: Avtor v prispevku proučuje in predstavlja zgodovinski razvoj informacijske družbe ter predvsem 
skozi informacijsko tehnologijo predstavlja tudi posledice teh sprememb. Podatek, informacije in znanje so 
dobro znane kategorije, ki pa so dobile popolnoma nov pomen v informacijski dobi. Pri soočanju s sodob-
nimi varnostnimi grožnjami se tako obveščevalna dejavnost v informacijski dobi sooča z ogromnim številom 
razpoložljivih informacij, katerih uporabo omogoča informacijska tehnologija. Soočanje je uspešnejše, če 
obveščevalne strukture že delujejo v okviru nove obveščevalne paradigme. Kajti v hipertrofiji dostopnih infor-
macij lahko posamezniki ali manjše skupine z zli nameni, asimetrično uporabijo za napad na sodobno infor-
macijsko družbo, prav pridobitve informacijske dobe.
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UDK 929Adamič:821.163.6.09
930.85(73=163.6)

Avtorica: ŽITNIK SERAFIN Janja
Dr., znanstvena svetnica
Znanstvenoraziskovalni center SAZU, Inštitut za slovensko izseljenstvo in migracije
Novi trg 2, SI – 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenija

Naslov: TRAJNI POMEN DRUŽBENOKRITIČNEGA DELA LOUISA ADAMIČA

Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 10 (2010), št. 1, str. 231–246, 30 cit., 5 slik 

Kategorija: 1.02 Pregledni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: Louis Adamič, slovenska izseljenska književnost, ameriška književnost, priseljenci v ZDA, 
multikulturalizem, integracija priseljencev

Izvleček: Louis Adamič (1898–1951) je bil mednarodno najuspešnejši slovenski izseljenski pisatelj, urednik 
in družbeni kritik doslej. Namen članka je predstaviti tisto območje Adamičevih literarnih in drugih javnih 
prizadevanj, ki so večini njegovih bralcev v Sloveniji in drugod – z izjemo ameriških – najmanj poznana, 
čeprav si verjetno zaslužijo največjo pozornost. Gre za Adamičevo vlogo pri porajanju osnovnih konceptov 
multikulturalizma. Avtorica je uporabila uveljavljeno metodo pregledne raziskave: v članku povzema glavna 
spoznanja svojih dosedanjih raziskav na tem področju kot tudi z osrednjim vprašanjem povezanih raziskav 
drugih (večinoma ameriških in slovenskih) avtorjev. Ob tem opozarja tudi na tiste objavljene raziskovalne 
rezultate in vsebine, ki dodatno osvetljujejo Adamičev pomen v okviru oblikovanja sodobnih integracijskih 
strategij in razvijanja medkulturne zavesti.

UDK 81’374.82 
Avtorica: STRAMLJIČ BREZNIK Irena
Dr., redna profesorica
Univerza v Mariboru, Filozofska fakulteta, Oddelek za slovanske jezike in književnosti
Koroška cesta 160, SI – 2000 Maribor, Slovenija

Naslov: PLETERŠNIKOV SLOVAR – AKTUALNI GRADIVNI VIR ZA SINHRONE LEKSIKOLOŠKE
                RAZISKAVE

Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 10 (2010), št. 1, str. 247–258, 13 cit., 3 preglednice

Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: Pleteršnikov slovar, pomanjševalnice, avtorska leksika, Leopold Volkmer (1741–1816), 
moderni slovenski jezik 

Izvleček: Prispevek na dveh primerih izpostavlja premišljen leksikografski koncept Pleteršnikovega slovarja, ki 
je v letu 2006 doživel novo transliterirano knjižno in elektronsko izdajo. Z njo postaja dostopnejši gradivni vir 
sodobnih leksikoloških raziskav, ki osvetljujejo leksikalne premike v sodobnem slovenskem jeziku. V prvem 
delu je primerjalno predstavljena tvorbena kategorija manjšalnic glede na stanje v Pleteršnikovem slovarju in 
SSKJ, v drugem delu pa je prikazan Pleteršnikov premišljen izbor avtorske leksike iz Volkmerjevih del. S tem 
izborom je uspel ohraniti svežost in reprezentativnost narečne vzhodnoštajerske in panonske leksike, ki jo 
referenčni korpus slovenskega jezika FidaPLUS še danes potrjuje kot živo in sposobno prevzemati različne 
stilne vloge. 
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Uredniška navodila avtorjem
1. Stu dia hi sto ri ca Slo ve ni ca (SHS) je znans tve na pe rio dič na pub li-

ka ci ja, ki jo iz da ja Zgo do vin sko društvo dr. Fran ca Ko va či ča, Ko roš ka 
ce sta 160, Ma ri bor. Re vi ja ob jav lja član ke s po droč ja zgo do vi ne in os ta-
lih hu ma ni stič nih in druž bo slov nih ved, ki me ji jo na zgo do vin sko zna-
nost.

2. Re vi ja Stu dia hi sto ri ca Slo ve ni ca iz ha ja v treh šte vil kah let no. V dveh 
šte vil kah ob jav lja pris pev ke v slo ven skem je zi ku – s pov zet kom (sum-
mary) v an gleš kem, nemš kem, ita li jan skem, fran co skem ali ru skem 
je zi ku in iz vleč kom (ab stract) v an gleš kem je zi ku. Ena šte vil ka je tu je-
je zič na in je na me nje na ob ja vam pris pev kov do ma čih in tu jih av tor jev 
v enem od sve tov nih je zi kov – s pov zet kom (sum mary) v slo ven skem 
je zi ku in iz vleč kom (ab stract) v slo ven skem je zi ku.

3. Pris pe vek, od dan ali po slan ured niš tvu, lah ko ob se ga do 30 eno-
stran sko tip ka nih stra ni s po 30 vr sti ca mi na stran (52.750 zna-
kov). Pris pe vek mora biti od dan na di ske ti (pra vi lo ma z ure je val ni kom 
Word for Win dows) in v iz ti ska ni ob li ki. Sli kov ni ma te rial v ob li ki 
la ser ske ko pi je ali v elek tron ski ob li ki (PDF ali TIF for mat) mora biti 
oprem ljen s pod na pi som in na ved bo vira.

4. Av tor mora na ve sti na sled nje po dat ke: ime in prii mek, aka dem ski 
na slov, de lov no me sto, us ta no vo za po sli tve, njen na slov in mo re bit ni 
na slov elek tron ske po šte (e-mail).

5. Od da ni pris pe vek mora biti oprem ljen: s pov zet kom (30-45 vr stic), 
iz vleč kom (6-10 vr stic) in ključ ni mi be se da mi. 

 Iz vle ček mora biti ra zum ljiv sam po sebi brez bra nja ce lot ne ga be se di-
la član ka. Pri pi sa nju se upo rab lja jo celi stav ki, izo gi ba ti se je tre ba slab-
še zna nim kra ti cam in okraj ša vam. Iz vle ček mora vse bo va ti av tor jev 
pri mar ni na men ozi ro ma do seg član ka, raz log, za kaj je bil na pi san, ter 
opis teh ni ke ra zi sko val ne ga pri sto pa (os nov na me to do loš ka na če la).

 Ključ ne be se de mo ra jo odra ža ti vse bi no pris pev ka in biti pri mer ne za 
kla si fi ka ci jo (UDK).

 Pov ze tek mora pred sta vi ti na men pris pev ka, glav ne zna čil no sti in 
me to do lo gi jo ra zi sko val ne ga dela ter naj po mem bnej še re zul ta te in 
skle pe. 

6. Be se di lo pris pev ka mora biti pre gled no in ra zum lji vo struk tu ri ra-
no (na slo vi po gla vij, pod po gla vij), tako da je mo go če raz bra ti na men, 
me to do dela, re zul ta te in skle pe.
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7. Opom be mo ra jo biti pi sa ne enot no kot sprot ne opom be pod čr to. 
So vse bin ske (av tor jev ko men tar) in bib lio graf ske (na ved ba vira, upo-
rab lje ne – ci ti ra ne li te ra tu re). 

 Bib lio graf ska opom ba mora ob prvi na ved bi vse bo va ti ce lo ten 
na slov oz. na ha ja liš če: ime in prii mek av tor ja, na slov dela (ko gre za 
ob ja vo v re vi ji ali zbor ni ku na slov le-tega), kraj in leto izi da, stra ni 
(pri mer – mo no gra fi ja: Jo že Mli na rič, Stu de niš ki do mi ni kan ski sa mo-
stan : ok. 1245–1782 (Ce lje, 2005), str. …; pri mer – re vi ja: Dar ko Friš, 
"Ba no vin ska kon fe ren ca Ju go slo van ske na cio nal ne stran ke leta 1937 v 
Ljub lja ni", Zgo do vin ski ča so pis 59, št. 1–2 (2005): str. …; pri mer – ča snik: 
(av tor), "Vo li tve v ma ri bor ski mest ni za stop", Slo ven ski gos po dar, 27. 
no vem ber 1873, št. 48, str. …; pri mer – zbornik: Va si lij Me lik, "Vpra ša nje 
re gij v na ši pre te klo sti", v: Re gio nal ni vi di ki slo ven ske zgo do vi ne : zbor-
nik re fe ra tov XXXI. zbo ro va nja slo ven skih zgo do vi nar jev, ur. Peter [tih 
in Bojan Bal ko vec (Ljub lja na, 2004), str. …), nato pa se upo rab lja smi sel-
na okraj ša va (da lje: Mli na rič, Stu de niš ki do mi ni kan ski sa mo stan, str. …).

 Pri na va ja nju ar hiv skih vi rov je tre ba na ve sti: ar hiv (ob prvi na ved bi 
ce lot no ime, v pri me ru, da ga upo rab lja mo več krat, je tre ba na ve sti 
okraj ša vo v ok le pa ju), ime fon da ali zbir ke (sig na tu ro, če jo ima), šte vil-
ko fas ci kla (škat le) in ar hiv ske eno te ter na slov na va ja ne ga do ku men ta 
(pri mer: Po kra jin ski ar hiv Ma ri bor (PAM), fond Pa vel Tur ner, škat la 
7, pi smo Da vo ri na Tr ste nja ka Pa vlu Tur ner ju iz Sta re ga Trga, 7. ju ni ja 
1889.)

8. Pris pev ki so re cen zi ra ni; re cen zi je so ano nim ne. Na os no vi po zi tiv ne-
ga mne nja re cen zen tov je čla nek uvrš čen v ob ja vo.

9. Za znans tve no vse bi no pris pev ka in toč nost po dat kov od go var ja 
av tor.

10. Ured niš tvo pre je te pris pev ke lek to ri ra, av tor lek tu ro pre gle da in jo 
av to ri zi ra. Ured niš tvo po sre du je av tor ju prvo ko rek tu ro pris pev ka, 
ki jo mora vr ni ti ured niš tvo v roku treh dni; šir je nje ob se ga be se di la ob 
ko rek tu rah ni do vo lje no. Pri ko rek tu rah je tre ba upo rab lja ti ko rek tur na 
zna me nja, na ve de na v Slo ven ski pra vo pis (1962), Slo ven ski pra vo pis 1. 
Pra vi la (1990). Dru go ko rek tu ro opra vi ured niš tvo.

11. Do dat na po ja sni la lah ko av tor ji do bi jo na ured niš tvu.

Ured niš tvo SHS
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Editor’s Instructions to Authors
1. Stu dia hi sto ri ca Slo ve ni ca (SHS) is a pe rio di cal scien ti fic pub li ca tion 

pub lis hed by the Hi sto ri cal as so cia tion of Franc Ko va čič Ph D, Ko roš-
ka ce sta 160, Ma ri bor. The pub li ca tion pub lis hes hi sto ri cal ar tic les and 
ot her hu ma ni stic and so cio lo gi cal ar tic les that ad join hi sto ri cal scien ce. 

2. Stu dia hi sto ri ca Slo ve ni ca is is sued in three vo lu mes a year. The first 
two vo lu mes pub lish ar tic les in Slo ve ne lan gua ge – with sum ma ries in 
En glish, Ger man, Ita lian, French or Rus sian lan gua ge and ab stracts in 
En glish. The third vo lu me is a fo reign lan gua ge vo lu me, which is in ten ded 
for pub lis hing ar tic les writ ten by lo cal and fo reign aut hors in one of the 
world lan gua ges – with sum ma ries and ab stracts in Slo ve ne lan gua ge. 

3. An ar tic le, de li ve red or sent to the edi to rial board, can com pri se of at 
most 30 one-si ded typed pa ges with 30 li nes per page (52,750 
print signs). It has to be de li ve red on a com pu ter di sket te (edi ted in 
Word for Win dows) and in a prin ted form. Ima ge ma te rial in the form 
of a la ser print or in elec tron form (PDF or TIF for mat) must be equip-
ped with sub tit les and the sour ce quo ta tion. 

4. The aut hor must sub mit fol lo wing data: name and sur na me, aca de mic 
tit le, oc cu pa tion, in sti tu tion of oc cu pa tion, its ad dress and e-mail. 

5. De li ve red ar tic le must be equip ped with: a sum mary (30-45 li nes), an 
ab stract (6-10 li nes) and key words.

 Sum mary must be un der stan dab le by it self, wit hout rea ding the ar tic-
le as a who le. In wri ting who le sen ten ces must be used, less known 
ab bre via tions and shor te nings should be avoi ded. Sum mary must con-
tain the aut hor’s pri mary goal and the pur po se of the ar tic le, the rea son 
why it was writ ten and the des crip tion of re search tech ni ques  (pri mary 
met ho do lo gi cal prin ci ples).

 Key words must ref lect the con tent of the ar tic le and must be ade qua-
te to clas si fi ca tion (UDK).

 The ab stract must pre sent the pur po se of the ar tic le, its main cha-
rac te ri stics and the met ho do logy of re search work as well as the most 
sig ni fi cant re sults and conc lu sions. 



6. The text of the ar tic le must be clear and in tel li gibly struc tu red (chap-
ter tit les, sub-chap ters) for the pur po se of clear re cog ni tion of ar tic le’s 
aim, work met hods, re sults and conc lu sions. 

7. No tes must be uni quely for med as foot no tes, which can be con tex tual 
(aut hor’s com ment) and bib lio grap hi cal (sour ce quo ta tion, quo ted li te-
ra tu re).

 On first quo ta tion, a bib lio grap hi cal foot no te must con tain an en ti-
re tit le or lo ca tion: aut hor’s name and sur na me, tit le (re view or mis cel-
lany tit le when pub lis hed in it), pla ce and date of is sue, pa ges (exam ple 
– mo no graph: Jo že Mli na rič, Stu de niš ki do mi ni kan ski sa mo stan: ok. 
1245–1782 (Ce lje, 2005), p…; exam ple – re view: Dar ko Friš, "Ba no-
vin ska kon fe ren ca Ju go slo van ske na cio nal ne stran ke leta 1937 v Ljub-
lja ni", Zgo do vin ski ča so pis 59, No. 1–2 (2005): p. …; exam ple – pa per: 
(aut hor), "Vo li tve v ma ri bor ski mest ni za stop", Slo ven ski gos po dar, 27. 
no vem ber 1873, No. 48, p. …; pri mer – mis cel lany: Va si lij Me lik, "Vpra-
ša nje re gij v na ši pre te klo sti", in: Re gio nal ni vi di ki slo ven ske zgo do vi ne: 
zbor nik re fe ra tov XXXI. zbo ro va nja slo ven skih zgo do vi nar jev, ed. Peter 
[tih and Bojan Bal ko vec (Ljub lja na, 2004), p. …). On fol lo wing quo ta-
tions lo gi cal shor te nings are used (Mli na rič, Stu de niš ki do mi ni kan ski 
sa mo stan, p. …).

 Whi le quo ting arc hi val sour ces, the arc hi ve must be sta ted: arc hi ve 
(who le name on first quo ta tion, on fol lo wing quo ta tions use a shor te-
ning in brac kets), name of fond or col lec tion (sig na tu re, if gi ven), num-
ber of fas cic le (box) and arc hi val unit, ad dress of quo ted do cu ment 
(exam ple: Po kra jin ski ar hiv Ma ri bor (PAM), fond Pa vel Tur ner, box 7, 
let ter Da vo ri na Tr ste nja ka to Pa vel Tur ner from Sta ri Trg, 7. June 1889.)

8. Ar tic les are re vie wed; re views are anony mous. An ar tic le is pla ced for 
pub lis hing on the ba sis of re vie wer’s po si ti ve view. 

9. Aut hor is res pon sib le for ar tic le’s scien ti fic con tent and ac cu racy of 
data. 

10. The edi to rial board ar ran ges the lec tu res hip, which is re vie wed and 
aut ho ri zed by the aut hor. Edi to rial board sends the first cor rec tion 
to the aut hor, who has to re turn it in three days; en lar ge ment of text whi le 
cor rec ting is not per mit ted. Whi le cor rec ting cor rec ti ve signs, as sta ted in 
the ort ho graphy, must be used. The edi to rial board per forms the se cond 
cor rec tion.  

11. Ad di tio nal ex pla na tions are avai lab le at the edi to rial board.

Ed to rial board of SHS
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